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ABSTRACT

This wCon60rvation Guide" i6 on@ of a oeri66 of publications
which illu6tratr
conrromation
techniqua6,
rxmnplae of land rehabilitation
and uat6rrhed manqpmont
eroded aPYam and other land6
principlea,
primarily
for mountain lands, fcreste,
The papers an based @II caeo etudior
not normally ueod for intsnaivr
agriculture.
from all rsgionn but am nUnly oriented to provide practical
namplom of intrrart
The topics in the volume presented here include:
erosion
to ddvoloping
countries.
erosion control methoda, land olaasisvaluatione,
watertied
managamrnt prir&ploe,
fication,
land uoa planning,
slope rshabilitation‘by
terracing,
remote
eeneing for
nlatiQne
of conewvation,
landslide
problems,
th6 oOmt/b@n6fit
uatsrahrd
manwment,
environmental
inpadt evaluations
and water quality
m6amrom6nt6.
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FOREWORD

k@.ter appoars to havo been the critical
factor in many of the uoae of the world which
A large proportion
of tho droughte end
have experienced femine during the laot few yeare,
floods which havo occurred in rocont timee, in almost all the regions of the world, could
have beon avoided if the knowledgr available
to menkind had been adequately Gieeaminatod
Unfortunately,
Homo eapione soome unable to learn from the loeeone
end properly utilized.
This, despite tho fact that there an devaetatod lands all ovor
which history
ban to offor.
the world which mutely toetify
to tho cataetrophoe
which are bound to occur if land is miemenaed and mieueed in critical
ecological
areae.
of water is, of couree, obvioue in the more arid rogione of tho world.
Tho importance
But it should be emphaeized that even in thoee humid areae of the tropic6 that appear to bo
blessed with an abundance of water? there have been long and frequent period8 in which there
This, precieely
becauee mankind haa not alweye
hae been an insufficiency
of water.
appreciated
or taken into account the inter-actions
of the various factors of the ecoeyetom.
In me.ny countriee,
the clearing
of the uplands for agriculture
has depletod tho vegetation to euch en extent that the flow of the rivere which they supply becomoe tlflaehy"
during
are floods in the wet
tho rainy seasons and a trickle
during the dry eeaeone. The reeulte
The consequence6 of this are ofton a failure
of tho cropo,
and droughts in the dry periods.
followed by famine, malnutrition
and the attendant
human euffering.
that is often suggested end unfortunatoly
put into
The usual simplistic
eolution,
of dame to control
river flows xnd to
effect in caeeB like thoeo, is the construction
However, in q eny inetancon tha offoctivenene
of
protect more valuable downstream lands.
theee dems is ehort-lived
bOCaUBe they become affected by silt which is washed down from
Therefore,
the few benefit8
which accrue from the dams are short-tone
the depleted uplands.
and more regretend provide no lasting
improvement to the total
eyatem. Wore important,
table,
tho temporary eecurity
offored by the etructuree
may lead to a preoarioue evedevolopent
in the lower reaches of rivore.
In order to be laetingly
effective o a011 and water roeource dovelopslont muet bo
In the formulation
of thoso plane, both the
pratcodod by comprehoneivo land-uee planning.
attribute0
of the land end water reeoLrce, and tho eocioleconcmic
factore which affect the
practicoe
in particular,
developont
of tho human boinge in tho areaT
general, and land-es
for Ferpotual operational
should be taken into account.
Horeover, there ehould bo provision
Without adoquato social control of tho uoo of the world's
land end w&or reeourcoe,
support.
their technological
oveldovelopmont
can load in the long run to
or national
undoFurthermore,
thoro munt bo en awaronoee of tho total coil and water roeourco
dovslopaPont.
bonefitP that can be obtained
eyeten, both upetroae and downstream, and of the inter+relatod
by the wioo application
of modorn technology.
ngi@nal

Tho material
proe4nted in tho four volumoe of this eeries attorpte
to relay eomo of
tho erperionco
of eciontiete
and technologiste
who havo had a broad aeeociation
with eoreo
of the problems of the soil
and water coneorvation
aspects of waturehed managuont in the
doveloping
countrioe.
A epocial offort has boen mado to obtain a croee-eoction
of authore
from around the world with this experience.
It is our hopo that planners and practitienore
in tha developing
world will find the eeriee of practical
value.
dms?
K. F. S. 5K'
Assistant
Director-Goners1
end
Heed of the Foreetry Department
Food & Agriculture
Organisation
of tho UK
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PREFACE

This "3AO Conservation Guide" is one of a series of readings which provide some
practical
o~znuples and cam studies of conservation
and land protection
from various raThe emphasis uf the eeriss is on protection
forests,
rang-elands, steep
gions of the world.
terrain
and other areas where the returns from land use are marginal,
where degradation is
a problem or where resource protection
is (or should be) a major objrctlve.
The main
emphasis is on tep&niques which ma~rbe useful for developing
countries.
The "FAO Coneervation

Guides"

are;

Number 1:

l%Jatershrd Management GuIdelineen.
This collection
of papers reviews the
concepts of watershod msnagemant and conservation
and illustrates
practical
method3 for:
erosion snd degradation
survoye;
erosion prediction;
gully
correction;
aomo remote sensing toohniques for watershed msnwment;
forest road protection
against erosion;
environmrntal
impact evaluations;
terracing:
steep elopa restoration;
and protection
against landslides.

Number 2:

Wydrological
Techniqueo for Upstresm Conse1-vatione.
This group of papers
reviews some aspects of forest hydrology and other ereontially
"upetreaW
questions of hydrology related to conservation
work.
There are exsmpler
of:
field
runoff estimation;
torrent
control;
infiltration
estimation;
snow survoye for batOr
in the mountains;
l valuatlen
of mountain land derecycling
of wastewater in forests;
rtreu
water quality
gradatlon~
evaluations;
transpiration;
and surveys of sedimantation
in reservoirss

Number 3:

"Conservation
of Arid and Semi-Arid Zones".
This selected group
of papers reviews desertication
and prrrents
oxsmplrs of eheltorbelt
establishment,
dune afforestatlon,
erosion evaluation,
terracing
for slope
afforestatioa,
restoration
of rangelanda,
rainfall
harvrsting
and other
techniques.

Numbor 4:

"Special Readings in Conservation
Techniqurre.
Thee0 papers are an assorternt of readings whioh are more opscialieod
or rosearoh oriented.
Tha
topios covered are:
guidelines
for controlled
fires for forest coneervation;
conoopts of snow management in hi& mountains;
a 0980 rtudy of
mulches for soil reetoration;
and research techniques
for soil temperature
estimation.

I

I

I.
LAND CLASSIFICATIOR FOR WATERSHED
MANAG
ENEwd
bY

K. F. S. Ki wf 2
FAO

1.

INTRODUCTION

Classification
is a device designed to achieve the orderly and systematic arrangement
of claemifiof ideas and phenomena. Gilmour (3) has emphasized that the primaly function
cation 4s to construct
classes about which inductive
generalizations
may be made. The
ClaSkILd so constructed
must be related to a particular
purpose*
The purpose of the type of
classification
which is the subject of this paper is the delineation
of areas which are
inherently
capable of producing plant and animal crops of a broadly eimilar nature, without
Put in another way, the objective
of this paper is to indioate
deterioration
of the soil.
how land may be classified
according to its inherent
capability
to produce crops*
At the outset it is neceezary to distinguish
between land classification
and land-lee
These are different
processes.
They demand different
types of expsrtioe;
their
planning.
competent execution often requires a knowledge of widely varying disciplinse.
In the process of land classification
the scientist
or technologist
eurveyz, inventories
and
evaluates the physico-chemical
and meteorological
characteristics
of the land areaa which
After these initial
stages, the land classifier
should have at his
he wishes to ClasBifJ.
disposal data that are adequate enough to allow him to plaoe simiiar
types of land into
The placing of an area of land into any one class will depend upon a
particular
classes.
combination of the broad factors which influence
productivity
viz climate;
topographio
relief
and soil characteristics.
The object of land classifi=Ton
is to distinguish
what
and to enable the planner to appreciate
the inherent differenoe
in quality
of the
exiats,
The land claeeification
lays bare to the economiata, the politioians
land at his disposal.
Rnd the decision-makers
th:, potentiality
of the land, and the physical
options which are
available
to them, at least in so far as land is concerned.
And it doer this in an easily
underetandable
manner. The land-use planner dlaawe upon the land olassifioation
and aomploments and supplements it.
To the physical
land classification
which hrr aatrgorizad
the
differenoes
between different
areas of la3d, the land-use planner adde his knowledgs of the
economic, legal,
social and institutional
factors which affect
land-use, and which'are
germane to decision-mzking.
From this synthesis
a land-uee plan may be born.
2.

TYPES OF LAND CLASSIFICATIONS

An examination
and analysis
of published work on land
have been evolved for land utilization
reveal five gensrlo
as empirioal,
socio-economio,
plant indicator,
qualitative
distinguished
nine types, but all fit generically
into the
described below.
1/ This paper draws heavily
g

Kenneth King ia Aeaistant
Department.

on King,

olazsifioation
eyztems which
types.
Thee. may be clarrified
and physical.
Olson (12) has
five types of clarrification

K. F. S. (9)

DirectoHeneral

of FAO, and Head of itz

Fonrtrg
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2.1

Empirical

Classifications

In the initial
stages of most disciplines,
before knowledge has been systematized,
and before principles
have been formulated,
man has to be guided by experience.
He has to
infer a general law from the observation
of particular
instances.
The approach is empirical
and the thought process is inductive.
Some classifiers
have observed existing
types of
land-use,
appraised their success or failure I and drawn conclusions
about the inherent
capability
of the land.
The assumption, that present use is indicative
of capability,
is not always
It is indeed possible that there are areas in which the inhabitants
have achieved
degree of technological
skill
and experience that the present use of the land is
best use.
But these must be very exceptional.
Often, land-use has been adapted
pressures and bears little
relation
to the land's inherent
capacity.

valid.
such a
its
by social

Nevertheless,
surveys of present land-use have an important
part to play in land-use
planning.
Classifications
so formulated,
however, should be called Current Land-Use
Classifications
and should be clearly
distinguished
from Land Classifications.
The purpose
of a Current Land-Use Classification
is to indicate
how the land is at present being
utilized.
The operation
is essentially
one of stock-taking
and, as such, its importance
It becomes suspect, however, when its claims are exaggerated,
should not be minimized.
when it is suggested that land productivity
may always be inferred
from present land-use,
and that land capability
classes may be formulated
from these data alone.
2.2

Socio-economic

Classifications

Some workers have evolved methods of expressing the potential
productivity
of land, by
taking account of such factors as (i) the nature of the society which utilizes
the land, (ii)
the size and condition
of farm
the financial
returns which are the result of such use, (iii)
buildings,
(iv) tax delinquency,
(v) school and farm location,
(vi) land ownership, (vii)
quantity
and quality
of available
labour, (viii)
the financial
ability
of the operator, and
(ix) the operator's
preferences
and abilities.
Socio-economic
factors are dynamic and are based.only
in part on the characteristics
of the land.
They are concerned with an additional
dimension:
time.
In addition,
economic
rent is influenced'
inter alia,
by population
concentration,
ind&otrialization,
and the
availability
of alternative
occupations.
Economic classifications
are, therefore,
not
Economists have a place in the planning of land-use, but
inextricably
tied to the land.
little
in the classification
of land.
The term land classification
should be confined to
those classifications
that restrict
their data-base to the physical aspects of land areas.
2.3

Plant

Indicator

From earliest
with definite
soil
whether individual
whole.

Methods
times observers have associated
certain
plants or types of vegetation
although there has been some controversy
as to
and growth conditions,
species are a better guide to land capability
than the vegetation
as a

The relationship
between natural vegetation
and the inherent
productivity
of the
land can be determined only after very careful
scclogical
study, The vegetation
is a
biotic
factors and the vegetation
itself,
and
reflection
of the interplay
of soil climate,
a satisfactory
cause effect relationship
can only be determined when the physiological
requirements of the individual
species and the vegetation
are ascertained.
It is a most
complex problem, and our knowledge is so imperfect that the system cannot be universally
is less durable than soil, and, in
applied.
Moreover, as Jacks (6) has said, vegetation
many areas, the natural vegetation
has already been destroyed.
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2.4

The Quantitative

Approach

In the early stages of the development of any branch of science, the assessment of
At a later stage, when sufficient
the interplay
of cause and effect is often qualitative.
the approach becomes quantitative.
information
is available,
Perhaps the best known of the
attempts to provide a quantitative
basis for the measurement of land capability
are Storie's
Kendall's
(7) productivity,
ranking,
energy and money-value co-efficients,
(16) index rating,
the Tennessee Valley Authority's
unit area method, and Stamp's (14) an: (15) concept of the
Potential
Production IJnit.
The purist may claim that these classifications
are not strictly
quantitative
because
they do not measure and correlate
the numerous variables
that are known to influence
land
.They merely depart from the more orthodox descriptive
and qualitative
methods
productivity.
by providing
figures to delineate
and distinguish
classes of land.
There is another, more
Many of these attempts at quantification
are based on systems in
fundamental,
criticism.
which such factors as the angle of slope, the depth of soil,
soil texture,
fertility
and
Weighting is a subjective
process, and in many cases the
climate are rated or weighed.
assignment of rates appeared to have been made quite arbitrarily
or to have been influenced
by the philosophy
of the classifier.
2.5

Physical

Classifications

The physical
factors which influence
plant productivity
and which should therefore
be
taken into account when constructing
land capability
classifications
are reasonably well
of the physical and chemicai nature of the soil, the limitations
known. The significance
and effects of climate are well documented.
and attributes
of various topographical
features,
The problem is really one of synthesising
these various factors
in order to forge a workable
tool.
Stamp (13) evolved a land classification
for Great Britain
in which he used toposoil and water relations
in order to distinguish
between three major land
graphical,
Ableiter
(1) suggested that as the "soil type"
categories:
good, medium and poor.
represented a combination of characteristics
which together occupy a particular
kind of
landscape in which the factors of soil genesis are essentially
uniform this should be used
as the basis for classification:
Weeks (19) et al. introduced
the concept of "land character
types".
A land character type embraces several soil types and is essentially
a large-scale
inventory
of the physical conditions
significant
to land-use: and Hills and Boissonneau (4)
which they defined in terms of the relief
of the land
took into account the llland-form",
and the geological
materials
which constitute
this relief.
The relief
feature most generally
but another factor was the fabric
of geo?ogical materials,
i.e.
considered was slope pattern,
the size and shape of individual
rock particles
or masses, and the manner in which these
They claimed that the landform concept was universal
in appliparticles
are aggregated.
cation because areas of similar
slope pattern and fabric are classified
as the same landform
and because they are relatively
stable features,
irrespective
of their regional
location,
But the landfdnn
changes being largely
restricted
to stages in the geological
cycle.
classification
is not an all-sufficing
system.
:t is merely the stable reference base upon
whicn changes in soil may be measured and interpreted
in terms of land-use capabilities.
Olson (12) has asserted that in Australia,
parts of Africa,
and in some
the "land systems approach'lhas been widely used in land classification.
This
and recurring
characteristics
generally
identifies
areas with reasonably similar
The areas are mapped at
vegetation,
geology, soils,
land-use and topography.
scales, and generally
extensive
chemical, morphological
and physical
analyses
to those made for
The claims made for the "land systems approach (* are similar
method. The defects are also similar.

other places,
technique
of climate,
different
are made.
the lllandform"

They are merely illustrative
of the
The examples given above are not exhaustive.
differences
in approach which may perhaps have been caused by the difficulty
of integrating
the numerous variables
which influence
land capability.
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3.

A

MEX'HODOLOUY
FOR LAND CLASSIFICATION

The relative
importance of topographical
relief,
climate and soil is difficult
to
Theroforo,
most land classifications
have been, to some degree, subjective.
A
aasoos.
more objective
assessment of land capability
my be achieved if the problem is approached
differently,
and no attempt is made to synthesise
the factors,
but instead a process of
elimination
is employed whioh wil' I lead to a broad classification
of potential
use.
This approach is based on the %onoept of limiting
factors and is eesentially
an adaptation
of the principle
of Liebig's,Lsw
of the Minimum. The physical
factors whioh ultimately
decide to what use land may be put are generally
thosb which exercise a limiting
influence,
are absent or are in critical
short-supply.
It is therefore
important when alassifying
land
to subject the land, so to speak, to a series of tests,
the results of which would lead to
the isolation
of those areab which display a similarity
of limitation
and ought therefore
to be placed in the same classes.
Residual land, land with few or no limitations,
would
of course be the best land.
The first
question which ahould be asked is whether there are areaa in the region to
be alassified
which are climatically
uneuitable
for plant production:
whether the climate is
a limiting
factor.
It is tempting to try tc evolve comprehensive formulae which express
the relationehips
of the various climatic
influences,
but such formulae are of little
use
unless they are tested empirically,
and they are frequently
applicable
only to the regions
for which they were evolved.
Those formulae which are extant are either of merely local
application,
or are too general as they relate to the broad regions of the world.
The land
the available
climatic
records and ensure that they cover as wide
classifier
must oaneelt
a range in time and spce as possible;
mean dataareof
little
significance:
what are more
important are the distribution
and the extremes of the climatic
factors:
particular
attontion
must be paid to temperature,
precipitation,
evapo-transpiration,
and the influenoe
of altitudinal
changes on these factors.
A map, more detailed
and comprehensive than the
ordinary
climatic
maps, must then be prepared
From this map the areas which are unproduotive because of adverse climatic
factors may be ascertained,
so classified,
and excluded from
the subsequent investigation.
The next step is to consider topographical
relief.
Altitude,
aspact, and the degree
of alope are the important
relief
features,
but the influence
of altitude
and aspect is
reflected
in the climate,
which has already been investigatad;
consequently,
the angle of
elope as it is significant
to erosion,
is the only tOpGgraphica1 feature which must be
treated eeparately
at this stage.
Strahler
(17) haa suggested a method of quantitatively
estimating
the amount of
erosion which would oocur on slopes of known angles and in areas of known rainfall
intensity
and aoil texture.'
-He points out that, fundamentally,
erosion is a mechanical process, the
vital
components of which are the forces which cause it, thoae which resist it, and the
resulting
motion of the eroded material.
He conceived a natural
slope ae an open dynamic
system tending to a steady state.
A slope plot of unit width and of any desired segment
of the length between the limits
of a drainage divide and the axial stream channel
at the
base is considered to form the open system.
Water end rock waate pss~ through the syetem
to the
only down-slope ar vertically
downward. The m';er and debris prooasd cumulatively
line of discharge at the slope baee. When the system has achieved a steady stat0 of
operation,
the rates at which materials
enter, pass through and 1eave the syat em, become
The nature of
constant or independent of time, and the form of the system ie stabilized.
this steady state is determined by the relative
magnitude of the forcer of lrsistance
and
the'foroes
tending to proa'uoe down-slope movement.
Thare are two major groups of opposed forces! those which tend to produce movement
(fluid
impacta, absorption
of water by colloids,
hydrelysia
of silicate
materials,.expsnsion,
oontrsction,
eta.) and thoss'which
tend to resist movement (intergrain
friction
in the
ooaroe ssi;imente,
oapillary
film oohesion in silts
and clays, resistance
of plrnf root's,
etem3, litter,
etc.).
Theoe two groups of opposing forces may be famed into a dimrnrion'When the force ratio exosrdr unity,
less ratio with resistive
foroes in ths denominator.
entrainment
will set in and, in general,
the higher the ratio the more rapid the mte of
erosion.
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point of his analysis,
Strahler
(17), who used the work of Horton (5) as the starting
has in a series of mathematical
stages evolved the formula .Nh = QsKeS, which, if applied to
will show which areas will erode under cultivation.
the region to be classified,
Nh (the
Horton number) summarises the erosional
qualities
of given slopes: Qs is the run-off
intensity, determine-i by the ratio of precipitation
intensity
to infiltration
capacity;
Ke is
determined by measuring the mass of soil removed per
the erosion px.-portionality
factor,
unit area of time (sediment yield)
in relation
to the eroding force (gained from data 01:
run-off
depth and slope); and S is the slope of the ground surface.
The information
needed
to employ this formula is, therefore,
angle of slope, length of slope, rainfall
intensity,
infiltration
capacity;
and sediment yield.
The scientific
knowledge needed to acquire and
apply the data which are necessary for its application
exists.
Unfortunately,
in many
no records are available
on sedimentation,
and sometimes not even on
developing
countries,
it is recommended that where the necessary data are
rainfall
intensity.
Accordingly,
where they do not exist a survey
present, the procedure outlined
above should be followed;
should be conducted of the areas to be classified,
and any signs of erosion should be
If only certain areas have been utilised,
and only from them can the necessary
recorded.
data be obtained,
then the survey must be confined to those regions.
Land is too vital a
The erosion survey is merely an expedient
commodity for its use to be left to chance.
stopgap,
and every effort
should be made to obtain the necessary apparatus and to lay
down the required experiments in the country or region which is being classified.
Those areas which are susceptible
to accelerated
erosion will not be suitable
for
as being suitable
only for tree crops.
agriculture
or grazing, and should he classified
Tine examination of soils is the ultimate
stage in the attempt a-1: land ciassification.
Land which has not been classified
as unprcductive
or suitable
only for tree crops should
then be considered.
Soil profile,
texture,
structure,
and soil, depth should be recorded in
the field,
but judgements should be based not merely on these but on chemical analyses of
the soil and on laboratory
tests of plant growth and response to trace elements.
After
tbese analyses have been made the classifier
will be in a position
to decide, in view of
the soil deficiencies,
what land is unproductive,
what areas are suitable
only for tree
growth, and what are suitable
for tree growth, grazing and what may conveniently
be called
"arable agriculturell.
The broad classification
will therefore
be as follows:
Unproductive
land (because of adverse climatic
and soil characteristics).
Land
suitable
on1
for tree
Y-growth
(because of the limitations
of topography and soil).Land
suitable
&jr
for tree growth and grazing (because of soil factors).
Land suitable i'or
tree growth, grazing and arable agriculture.
Three points must be emphasized.
First,
the classification
discussed above does not
take into account special land-use practices,
such as drainage,
irrigation,
contour planting
and fertilizer
application.
The decision to employ such practices
sho Id be made at the
ir Second, after the
planning stage, for economic ard social considerations
are.involved.
broad classification,
which avoids excessive details,
has been evolved, pilot .schemes
should be set up to teat the classification.
Third, there is no short-cut
to the aocumulation and processing of data.
Much land has been mismanaged in the past because of the
intuitive
approach to land use. One of the objects of land classification
is to eliminate
this intuition.
4.

RANGE'3F LAND CLASSKS

Only four land classes were delineated
in the example which was used to illustrate
the methodology described above.
This is perhaps the simplest range of classification
that
it is possible to evolve.
It is evident,
however, that each of the productive
classes may
be further
sub-divided
and refined.
The degree of refinement will depend upon the availability
of data, as well as, and perhaps more important,
the need for such refinement.

1/

See, e.g.,

Muthoo (11)

and King (8).
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It is urged, however, particularly
in the developing
countries,
that the approach to land
classification
should be as uncomplicated
as possible.
Those wishing to examine other
classifications
with a wider range of land classes should refer,
for example, to Klingebiel
and Montgomery (10) where eight land classes are described,
Canada (2) where seven have
been categorized
and U.S.A. (18) in which six classes have been identified.
5.

CRSCKLIST OF KINIXU!

REQUIREMEBTS
FOR LAND CLASSIFICATION

A knowledge of the following

factors

is a pre-requisite

to land classification.

Soil
Profile
Texture
Structure
Chemical reaction
Content of organic matter
Content of essential
piant
Depth

nutrients

Topography
Elevation
Degree of slope
Aspect
(A record should also be made regarding
land undulating,
rugged, etc.)

the nature

of the general

'opography,

i.e.

is the

Land condition
Erosion
Deposition
Depletion
Climate
Precipitation
Temperature
Climatic
hazards
(Data *&ich provide information
on only average precipitation
and average
Mhat are
often of limited usefulness and can be a snare and a delusion.
maxima and minima Precipitation
and temperature data, and a knowledge of
In addition,
a knowledge of
both within a year and for greater periods.
intensities
of rainfall
is also essential.)
6.

temperatures are
required are
them over time,
a range of

SYNTHESIS

Finaliy,
it should be emphasized that land classification
is only a stage, albeit an
A sound land-use plan muet be based
important one, in the preuaratian
of land-use plans.
on (i) an assessment of the physical potentialities
of the land, i.e. a land classification,
(ii)
a socio-economic
analysis
of the nation's
wants and resources which would lead to
and (iii)
the provision
of fiscal,
institutional
and legal
decisions
OF their allocation,
All three elements are essential
to
measures for the implementation
of this decision.
success.
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II.
THE INTEXXATED WATERSHED
APPROACH
FORDEVELOPMENTPROJECTFORMULATION

I

Talat

Eren

FAO, Thailand

1.

I
d

BACKGROUND

In the early 1960’s, the United Nations Development Programme encouraged an nintegratedg*
but despite lengthy disouseion of terms such a8
approach to development projects,
comprehensive, multidisciplinary,
basin-wide';
etc., there have not been msny
"integrated,
actual examples of comprehensive projects
on the ground.
This paper stems primarily
from personal experience
in managing an FAO field project
The project was designed and he.8 been executed with the philosophy of
in Thailand.
integrated
land use as it relates to a developing country.
The ideas given here are
recommendations developed by the author.
integration
is the key to: (i)
In most developing countries,
limited
funds and manpower; (ii)
mobilize the rural population;
production
from the laud while protecting
natural
resources.

coordinate
and (iii)

the use of
attain

A watershed (synonymous with tlcatchmentll or "basint*, as used here) is made up of the
factors.
The
natural resources in a basin, especially
the water, soil and the vegetative
comprehensive development of a basin so as to make productive
use of all its natural
resources end also protect them is termed "watershed managementVV. This includes land
and other technical
works as well as the human considerations.
improvements, rehabilitation
Historically,
disastrous
floods and droughts were accepted as natural
calamities
beyond the control of man. However, even some very old cultures
oonstnrcted
terraces and
other works to control
surface runoff.
The famous Bsmawe terraces
in northern Luzon in the
Philippines,
for example, and those in Nepal, in the Mediterranean
as well as in the Andes
were not only an early achievement in watershed management but also a step towards the
integration
of human elements into a system of land management.

1/

FAO Project Manager for the Mae Sa Integrated
Watershed and Forest Land Use Project,
P.O. Box 12Q0, Chisng Mai, Thailand.
The ideas and recommendations presented are
essentially
those of ?he author although some modifications
and addition
of figures
have been made by the editor,
FAO, Rome.

Figure

2.

1.

Farmers in Java constructing
gully correction
works to stop erosion
on the Upper Solo River Basin.
Part of the efforts
on a World Food
Programme project
(WFP/FAO photograph by J. Bullard)

WATERAS THE INTFGRAMR

There is one common element in nearly every scheme of land development - an increased
demand for water.
Higher economic development invariably
brings about higher water use.
Consequently,
the proper management of water resources is an essential
component of
development.
From another viewpoint,
water is the best index of "watershed msnagementw,
that is, if a basin is properly
managed for water, then it is also likely
to be properly
managed in other ways. Water is en excellent
mcnitoring
mechanism.
3.

FACTORSIN INTEXXATION

There are essentially
three factors to consider in initiating
integrated
development
efforts:
(a) the existing
level of development, from a technical
viewpoint:
(b) the local
social structure
end human behavioural
patterns
and (0) the prevailing
economic conditions.
In those countries having large rural populations
with high growth rates, agriculture
in production
are
is typically
poorly developed and technical
know-how is low. Differences
related more to the size of land holdings than to modern techniques.
Employment
opportunities
are poor, end farmers generally
The social
work at a subsistence
level.
structure
end behaviour patterns
are very primitive,
and superstition
may prevail.
Traditional
or local rules can be very strong.
There is an inherent resistance
to
innovations.
Large families
are necessary as labour units.
Obviously the social factors
may be more of a restraint
than the technical
problems.

-
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HOWTO INTEGRATE? AN EXAMF'LE

The integration
strategy for a watershed can be carried out by various procedures.
It is underscored that it is only an
The approach described here is but one example.
example and not a universal
blueprint.
The survey or inventory
attempts to answer the
A resource survey is the first
step.
question of the supply and demand for resources both natural
and human resouroes.
Depending upon the area involved,
a survey may include:
soil surveys, land oapability/
suitability
classifications,
forest and other vegetation
inventories,
erosion appraisals,
flood and torrent
information,
streamflow and climatic
characteristics,
water use or other
be considered for a socioparameters, as needed. A number of factors that should possibly
economic survey are listed
in Table 1.

Table
Some

Pop-elation
total

1

parameters to evaluate in a socio-economic
of a watershed (i.e.,
a basin)

survey

census and description
population

rate of growth

sex ratio5

migration

pattern5

age structure
Behavioural

and social

characteristics

family

p&tern

reaction

family

size

educational

to innov&ion
level

tradition5

religious

taboos

work ethics

details

on communal administration

farm/village

orgsnizations

Economic and marketing
land tenure
pattern5
farming

systems

labour,

for forestry)

hazards

and protection

and yields

settled,

local/export

inventories/descriptions
fire

arrangements

input/output

transport

forest

organization5

crop surveys

practices

(also

forestry

marketing

of cultivation
cultivation

industry

schemes

factors

patterns

shifting
forest

health

sects

of crops

migrant

use

range and grazing

surveys

-

A few main points
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
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should be highlighted:

the purpose of any data collection
start;
effort;
still,

scheme must be exceptionally

clear

should be directed to selecting
a minimum number of parameters
indices
to describe the existing
conditions;

the sampling design and analytical
prior to data collection.

techniques

from the
or, better

to be used should be established

PREPARATIONOF THE "INTECRATEJI WATERSIIEDDEVELOPMENT
PLAN"

An integrated
watershed plan, including
technical
The analysis
drawn up on the basis of the inventory.
describe:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the present

status

the present

trend

or conditions
(up,

(e.g.

good, poor,

down, deteriorating,

the potential
(development
potential
problems, etc.)

as well as the human aspeots, is
for each parameter normally should

opportunity

etc.)

etc.)
for the resource,

likely

future

trends,

Integrated
planning should be a multi-disciplinary
effort,
which is difficult
since
this forces each participant
to look beyond his own discipline.
AVnatrixP'table
or some of
the other techniques described by Teller
in his paper in this publication
can be useful.
The watershed

plan

should be prepared

on the basis

on the following

maps:

(a)

A topographic
base map prepared from existing
aerial photographs (the most
suitable
scale is often 1:lO 000).
Smaller or larger scales can also be used,
depending upon details
needed.

(b)

A slope map with,
intervals.

(c)

A soil and land capability
map which may be a combination of soil types, depths
or other details
with slope scale and degree of soil management intensity
(for
further guidelines
and concepts, see the paper by King in this publication).

(d)

An erosion and site
degradation
as well

(e)

A vegetative
cover map, i.noluding.the
perennial
and annual crops.

(f)

A land use and ownership map. A land use planning map should show the potential
land usesaawell
as the existing
lad uses. A watershed development plan is drawn
up from this information.

A watershed
(a)
(b).
(c)

development

say, O-5, 5-15,

15-35,

35-85

and "over

degradation map showing the degree,
as their causes, if possible.
type of native

85 percent"

slope

size and stage of

vegetation

and permanent,

plan should:

give highest priority
to the stabilization
of, subsistsnce.agriculture
implementation
of soil end water conservati>ni
employ labour' intensive
methods (where feasible)
.‘immediate income for the people affected;

for

land development,

pay 'rewards to those who use conservation
measures on their
terms of credit or loans can be very effective;

and the
to provide

own 1snd;subsidies

in
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(d)

provide for as many quick-cash
raising
and animal husbandry)
produc?ive;

(4

intensify
technical
well known.

Figure

6.

2.

assistance

activities
to offset

as possible (e.g. handicrafts,
poultry
time lost before farming can be fully

and extension

in areas where conservation

is not

working with local technicians
Local advisors end FAO specialists
to demonstrate the use of a surveying
instrument
for i.nstalling
‘contour ploughing to check erosion (FAO photograph,
Jamaica),.

INF'RASI'R'JCTURES

Development of the natural
and human resources in tandem is not possible without:
health snd education schemes; a working
improvements in communications transportation,
a watershed development policy
mass information
media as well as irstitutional
support;
These developments should be
(supported by legislation)
and an informed administration.
designed to build up the confidence of the people affected.
To achieve such an
infrastructur
e developments and institutions
takes persuasion and demonstration.

I

‘

-
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DEWWlXALIZATION

Decentralization
is particularly
imporbsnt if a comprehensive watershed development
plan is to be csrried out on a regional basis, especially
in remote areas.
No oentral
body can efficiently
govern a development project which requires
knowledge of looal
conditions,
demands immediate decisions and depends on contact with the looal people.
The administration
of projects,
therefore,
should be delegated to regional
organizations
with adequate autonomy and self-sufficienoy
in staff and equipment.
Coordination
is
coordination
should
improvements, market
careful analysis of

essential
at national,
regional
and field
levels.
National
level
deal mainly with development policy,
legislation,
institutional
promotion,
subsidies,
credits
and other incentives,
but only after
regional
requirements.
Etnphasis should be on regional
development.

Regional level
coordination
progrsmmes, taking care to assign
Local level coordination
equipment available.
8.

should concentrate
on planning and on developing work
authority
to the departments and agenoies conoerned.

should concentrate

on the efficient

use of the expertise

and

ACTION PROGRAMMES

The implementation
of a programme of watershed development depends on the objectives
Although these vary from one watershed to the next, certain
features are
of a project.
common to almost every integrated
watershed approach especially
in the developing
First,
each zone of land should be delineated
by an interdisciplinary
team.
countries.
The team should tour the watershed with a person or committee representing
the village
or
area concerned, to make field
interpretations.
A lend allocation
policy csn be determined and the areas proposed for each oategory
of land use may be shown. After adjustments or revisions
of the plan, the team and
village
representatives
may want to break down the various land use categories
into
family-sized
units.
Cooperating
farmers mqy then work with the relevant
experts to
develop the land allocated
to them for its proposed use*

-
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III.
EWIRcJNXEWWLIMPACT ANALYSIS AND FORESTRYACTIVITIES
by
H.L. Teller
Uneeco

1.

Il?TRUDUCTICN

Responsible as he is for the multiple-use
management of a renewable living
the forest land mnager must be concerned with
and of its related environment,
impaots of his decisions on the inter.'elated
processes which assure the proper
of that environment.

resource
the potential
functioning

Research has made considerable
progress in explaining
and quantifying
many of these
processes, yet the heterogeneity
of forest environments
still
makes it difficult
to predict
with any precision
what will occur as the result
of a specific
proposed a&ion at a given
In many parts of the world today, management decisions
concerning such actions as
cite.
large-scale
logging,
road construction
or recreation
development, are still
made without
regard to their sonsequences in terms of processes such as soil erosion, nutrient
loss or
water pollution.
In many of the world's more develcped nations,
publieowledge
and concern about the
are obliged to show clearly what the
environment is now so great that deaision-makers
effects of proposed land use activities
will be, particularly
where publicly-owned
land is
In nq
cases the public is insisting
on the consider&ion
of alternative
concerned.
courses of action, which may have a less detrimental
environmental
impact.
While vast
areas of the world's forests
continue to be exploited
and destroyed for innnediate profit
alone, there are signs that both professional
and public concern will continue to grow, and
that the forest land manager will be increasingly
forced to consider not only the wider
impacts of his decisions,
but also the necessary balance between develn?ment i-ad o?~w%tion.
2.

ENVIRCNMEXTALIMPACT ANALYSES

In nmny countries
today, dwindling
resources are mibject to eveIcincreasing
demands by
In oxder to plan for a well-balanced
either a more numerous or a more affluent
population.
middle course between the two unacceptable
extremes of indiscriminate
resource utilization
and total resource conservation,
the decision-maker
must obviously
have the best available
facts at hand - how will a proposed activity
affect a given anvironment ? The process of
trying to find the answer to this question has come to be known as environmental
impact
analysis 1/ and is commonly carried out through the formulation
of an environmental
impact
statement.

u

H. Leo Teller
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Pro-e
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The point should not have to be stressed that the purpose of environmental
impact
assessment is to minimize adverse impacts rather than to suppress economic activity.
However, fears of the latter
are still
expressed, for a variety
of motives, in both
The plea of the mure rational
environmentalist
is
industrialized
and developing
countries.
that decisions be based on fact rather than on emotion, that development be based on a
knowledge of resource capability,
and that benefits
and costs be evaluated across as broad
a spectrum as possible,
to include the long as well as the short term, the indirect
as well
as the direct consequences and that a full
range of available
alternatives
be included in
the analysis.
Although the primary purpose of environmental
impact analysis .is to provide the
decision-maker
with factual and predictive
data which will make his decisions more objective,
the statement which is produced can serve other useful purposes*
It may merely be used to
establish
the existing
environmental
conditions
in an area; it can certainly
improve both
short and long term planning capability
for both development and conservation;
it can provide
of litigation
and, of course, it may f'ulfil
legal %mmunition~~ where there is a possibility
any legal obligations
which exist.
The philosophy and methodologies
of modern environmental
impact analysis were beginning
to be developed during the middle and late 1960's, when a few countries began to realise
that uncontrolled
resource utilization
and development could not continue indefinitely,
and
that stronger public control had become necessary.
In the United States, for instance,
the
1970 National
Environmental
Policy Act (NRPA) obliged public agencies to prepare environmental impact statements prior to initiatiw
any large-scale
action which muy have
significant
environmental
consequences.
Many other countries
scale, the areas without
ly in the majority.
3.

have now adopted similar
regulations,
although,
on a world-wide
adequate regulation
of development activities
are still
unfortunate-

SCOPEAND CCRTERTClF EBVIRONMEITAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

Obviously not all operations
associated with forest resource management will be of
sufficient
size or have such significant
environmental
impact astouarrant
the preparation
of an impact statement.
A responsible
manager must doside when and where an environmental
impact analysis
should be carried out, and whether its cost is justified
by the likely
impact of the action being considered.
The U.S. Forest Service Manual (1974) states that II...
be prepared . . . for Federal actions significantly
affecting
Such %ignificant
effect"
may include actions
envirorirnent.
. . . The following
categories
of criteria
detrimental
effects
-Degree

of ecosystem disturbance

- Irreversible
- Cumulative

effects
effects

- Chain reactions
-National
-Uniqueness
- Anticipated

on basic

as opposed to only
or rareness

(short

and off-site
term versus

effects);
long term commitments);

actions;

effects
local

of resource;

interest."

on-site

resources

of many small

or secondary

public

(both

environmental
statements should
the quality
of the human
which have both beneficial
and
nhould be considered:

of interrelated

importance;

activities;
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The contents of an environmental
impact statement will obviously
vary with the nature
and scope of the analysis undertaken,
and will vary from small, relatively
simple, local
actions and impacts to large-scale,
complex development projects
with potential
national
or.
even international
impacts.
The points to be covered in the analysis
should therefore
be regarded as indicative
rather than either obligatory
or exhaustive.
They are taken from
the Guidelines
recommended by the U.S. Council of Environmental
Quality (U.S. Congress,

19731.
4.

POlXL'S TG BE COVEREDIN IMPACT STATEMENTS
These should

include:

- A description
of the proposed action,
of the environment affected.

a statement

- The relationship
of the proposed action
the affected area.

of its

purposes and a description

to land use plans,

policies

and controls

for

- The probable impact of the proposed action on the environment,
including
both
positive
and negative effects and secondaiy or indirect,
as well as prinvrry or direct
consequences.
- Alternatives
environmental

to the proposed action
consequences).

- Any proposed environmental
predictable.
- Probabilistic

effects

effects

(including
which

which are predictable

no action,

which may also have

cannot be avoided,
statistically

and are therefore
only,

- The relationship
between local, short-term
uses of man's environment
maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity.
- Any irreversible
and irretrievable
in the proposed action,
should it

commitments of resources
be implemented.

- An indication
of what other interests
and considerations
adverse environmental
effects of the pmpcsed action.

5.

are

that

and the

would be involved

thought

to offset

the

PREPARINGTHE ANALYSIS

There are, of course, considerably
varying degrees of difficulty
related to each of
descriptive
and can be
the components outlined above. Whereas some park! are largely
presented in narrative
form (e.g. description
of proposed action;
statement of purpose;
relationship
of proposed action to land use plans
description
of environment affected;
and policies):
the actual assessment of the probable impact is likely
to be far more
as it generally
should be, quantifiIf a comparison of alternatives
is involved,
complex.
cation of the probable impacts is essential.
The task would still
be relatively
stxaightforwati
if the relationships
between
environmental
impacts and their corresponding
effects were well understood.
For instance,
of 2 percent of the stand
if, for a given forest area, it was known that the olearfelling
the likely
hydrologic
impact of
would result
in an increase of g centimetres
of runoff,
removing any other proportion
of the stand would be easier to estimate.
Unfortunately,
a
clear quantitative
understanding
of the impacts which land use changes have on natural
hren where figures
are available
ecosystem processes is the exception rather than the rule.
for a particular
area, extrapolation
to larger or smaller units of land and to other soils,
climates or social customs, is generally
risky at best.
geological
formations,

-
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Nevertheless,
as in most other walks of life,
the environmental
analyst must do the
best he can with the resources and knowledge available.
In many countries
there is, in
fact, a great deal ,Df information
already availabla,
particularly
in areas or disciplines
which have been of long-standing
interest.
New research may therefore
be very limited or
The application
of some of the more common pesticides
entirely
unnecessary.
to certain
agricultural
crops is a case in point.
However, when new impacts are foreseen,
such as the application
of a new chemical in a
forest or grassland,
or the ap lication
of a relatively
untested technology (e.g. the
introduction
of exotic species P , difficult
decisions must be made regarding the magnitude
and the duration
of the financial
and human resources which will be allocated
for research
and impact analysis.
No general nrles are possible here, except that the cost of the
research and analysis must obviously bear a reasonable relationship
to the cost of the
proposed action and its anticipated
benefits.
A 'rule of thumb' figure of lC$ of project
coets has been Buggested for the cost of environmental
impact assessment, including
relatively
short-term
research.
6.

IDEXT~ICATION

OF IM'ACTS AND LIKELY EFFECTS

As we have seen, any impact analysis
must include a description
of l.oth the environment
to be affected and the proposed actions on it.
The latter
are generally
more readily
defined than the former, which may require considerable
interdisciplinary
study before it
can be adequately described,
Of the three main methods of environment-impact
identification
(checklists,
matrices
and flow diagrams), the matrix, where actions are listed
on one axis and impacts, as
measured by selected impact indicatore,
on the other axis, is perhaps the most commonly used.
An impact indicator
is a variable
which responds to an impact, prefembly
in a quantifiable
oxygen)
are impact indicators
of
manner, e.g. suspended sediment, pR and DO \dissolved
water quality;
SO and ozone concentration
are indicators
of air quality.
Some indicators
are only quantifia 3 le by ranking,
e.g. abeent, low, medium, hi&.
Checklists
alone do not show relationships
between
result
in the omission of important impacts more readily
diagrams, which are actually
simple word or compartment
(perhaps better than matrices,
which are limited
to two
understanding
of relationships
than does a simple matrix.
simple check liet,
while Table 2 ehows part of a simple

Table 1:

Partial

checklist

logging

of leaf
- reduction
interception
- reduction

of

impact identification
Environmental

Effect

Action
Removal of trees

of possible

action and effect very well and may
Flow
than the other techniques.
readily
models, do BhOU interactions
axes), but require a Bomewhat better
Table 1 illustrates
part of a
flow chart.

area and

- increased

Impact
runoff

EIT loss

- deterioration
in soil
and reduced infiltration
-' removal of nutrients
site

structure
from the

- increaeed soil loss
and sediment in stream
- reduction
nutrient

of soil
status

Table 2:

Partial

flow

chart

for

logging

impact identification
1

ACTION

ENVIRONMENTAL
decrease in surface
1
increase in rainfall
impact

EFFECTS

cover
increase

in stream

The reader will note the importance of rational
intuitive
thinking,
prior knowledge
and at least a fundamental understanding
of environmental
processes,
so that the right
questions can even be asked.
Most environmental
impact analyses must be completed in a
relatively
short time and with a limited budget, so that the analyst will be hard put to
accurately
predict
the maghitude of even the impacts which are expected.
Thus, those which
are entirely
unexpected may well not even be identified
for study.
The classic linking
of
DDT in birds with eggshell thickness
is a case in point.
7.

PREDICTIC8JOF IMPACTS

Once the environmental
components and their impact indicators
have been identified,
the magnitude of the impacts must be predicted,
preferably
in quantitative
terms, but in
practice
more often qualitatively.
Unless new research is undertaken,
all predictions
must
be based on the existing
"state-of-the-art"
in the disciplines
involved,
and on a scientific
approach in the application
of this knowledge to the particular
situation
being examined.
For example, the hydrologic
impact of eradicating
an area of unwanted vegetation
with
hormone defoliants
may be estimated by comparing the site conditions
with those which existed
in a nearby watershed research project where similar
vegetation
was removed. In this oaae
the area of defoliated
vegetation
is the important
variable
for comparison, rather than the
nature of the chemical used.
On the other hand, the duration of the defoliant
in the soil,
and its movement into the adjacent stream, may be predicted by using data from a second
study at a different
site.
In this case the nature of the chemical IE the important
variable
to be compared with the previous study.
While the available
information
should be
collected
from all possible Eources, the extrapolation
of these data must be undertaken with
great care.
The development and continual
refinement of mathematical modeis will,
of course,
Thus, models which relate
considerably
facilitate
the environmental
analysts'
task.
impacting variables
(e.g. area of forest cleared,
tons of coal burned) to impact indicators
(e.g. sediment concentration
in stream, SO2 ccncentration
in air) and environmental
wind speed), tili
enable the analyst
variables
(em& slope of ground, annual precipitation,
to simulate a range of hypothetical
conditions
and to obtain quantitative
measures of the
resulting
environmental
changes.
Numerous such models are already in existence in fields
such as hydrology,
water quality
and air quality.
Frequently
the scientists
who developsd
them are only too pleased to assist prospective
environmental
analysts.
In many cases new research must be undertaken before an untested technology is used.
This is particularly
true when new substances are released to the environment,
or when new
As funds are
impacts are likely
to cover large areas or to affect valuable resources.
always a limiting
factor,
difficult
decisions
are often required concerning the part of the
environment to be studied,
e.g. should it be the water, the so+.!, the plants,
the animals
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Objective
decisions are eaeier to make in such cases if uniform criteria
are
orhumans?
applied in the selection
of research topics,
e.g. prevalence of the organism on the impact
and economic importance, uniqueness,
degree of public interest,
area, ecological
etc.
Simple numerical ranks can even be calculated
by assigning
levels (e.g. absent, slight,
modemte,'great)
to each criterion
and obtairing
sums or means whioh can be ranked in order
of priority.
8.

METHODSQF IMPACT ANALYSIS

In recent years several impact analysis
methodologies
have been evolved.
Three
these, the Leonold Matrix (Leopold, L.B. et al. 1971), the Overlay Technique (McHarg,
and the Battelle
Environmental
Evaluation
System (Dee et al., 1?72), have been fairly
Their basic characteristics
are outlined
below.
The hODOld Matrix,
widely adopted.
of the earliest
and simplest technique6 of impact analysis,
essentially
ensures that
interactions
between a list of environmental
actions and other list of environmental
'characteristics*
and 'conditions'
will be considered in an orderly manner.
The actions,
include:

which are listed

across

Type of Action

the top,

or horizontal

axis,

1969)

one
the

of the matrix,

Example

A.

Modification

B.

Land transformation
construction

of regime

habitat

modification

airports,

roads

and

C.

Resource extraction

timber

D.

Processing

energy generation,

E.

Land alteration

strip

F.

Resource renewal

reforestation,

C.

Changes in traffic

-tomobiles,

H.

Waete emplacement and treatment

effluent

I.

Chemical treatment

fertilization

J.

Accidents

oil

harvest,

mining,

fishing
oil

erosion

refining
controi

groundwater

discharge,

spills,

landfill

and pesticide

air

B.

Biological

flora

c.

Culturcrl

D.

Ecological

conditions
factors
relationships

or water

or conditions
which may be
in the four major categories

quality

and fauna

aesthetice,
eutrophication,

application

explosions

Examnle
Physical and chemical
characteristic6

recharge

railways

The vertical
axis lists
environmental
characteristics
These are arranged
affsoted by the actions listed above.

A.

of

recreation
food chains

of:
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3r 'double counting'
between the interactions.
There must obviously be overlaps,
impacts on physical and chemical characteristics
will also be involved in
instance,
However, this should not prove to be a serious handicap.
ecological
relationships.

For

In boxes at each interaction
of the matrix, where an impact is judged to be possible,
two figures are inserted showing, on a scale of 1 to 10, the magnitude and the importance of
the possible impact (Figure 1). The statement which accompanies the matrix is a discussion
of the significant
impacts - those columns and rowa with large numbers of boxes marked and
individual
boxes with the larger numbers.

Proposed action

Figure

1.

The Leopold

Matrix

The main advantages of the matrix method are that it is relatively
simple to understand
for both magnitude and
and use, can be adapted to a wide range of impacts, makes provision
importance of impacts, and gives a good visual picture
of the situation.
it does not differentiate
sufficiently
between processes
Its major disadvantages
are:
swimming) and indicators
of state (e.g. nitrogen
or activities
(e.g. eutrophication,
on the most critical
hvuman
concentration,
coliform
count); it does not focus attention
concerns; it makes no provision
for degree of uncertainty;
it is not very objective
(each
In spite of these shortcomings,
it is perhaps
assessor developes his own ranking system).
still
the most satisfactory
method for small-scale
studies which are carried out with limited
resources, by relatively
inexperienced
personnel.
ally

The 'overlay'
technique of impact assessment
- based features and their related anticipated

consists essentially
impacts.

in mapping geographio-

"A series of transparencies
is used to identify,
predict,
assign relative
Significance
to, and communicate impacts in a geographical
reference frame
larger in scale than a localized
action would require.tU
(Munn, 1975).
The method is best suited to the selection
of minimum-impact corridors,
such as highOne or more types of environmental
railways and power tranemission
lines.
ways, pipelines,
the total being limited
to about 10. For instance,
impact is mpped on each transparency,
one map may feature
density of eristing
hunan
a desirable
road right-of-way,
in eelectin
such as hi&,
medium, low, or in actual
habitation
f perhaps in a number of categories
A second
map may show cost of riefit-of-way
accruisition
(in
quantitative
density classes).
A third map may show severity
of disruption
to wildlife
and
a number of cost claeees).
a fourth may indicate
impact on produotivity
of agricultural
land.
fisheries
values;
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Finally,
the total impact of the selected factors can be shown visually
or quantitatively
The desired corridor
oan then be selected along the
on every land unit of desired size.
Computer progxammes are available
to diepl~
the desired map
'minimum impact' route.
information
and oan be adapted readily where the necessary hardware and technical
know-how
is available.
The method is selective,
as only a limited
number of impacts can be considered; while
spatial
patterns are well defined, magnitudes of effects are more difficult
to show;
uncertainty
and extreme impacts with small probability
are difficult
to illust=ts.
Nevertheless,
the method is useful for large regional
developments and for corridor
selection
problems.

9.

THEBATTELLEENVIRONMEEl?ALEVAWATION SYSTEM

The Eattelle
avironmental
the impacts of water resource
fields
in general.

Evaluation
System was developed specifically
to evaluate
developments, but it has wide application
in natural resource

One of the most difficult
problems of impact analysis
is to oompare in a quantitative
and objective
manner the impacts observed or predicted
for various parts of the total
The ranking of a number of alternative
action possibilities,
or the
environment.
comparison of environmental
conditions
swith8V and %ithout"
a Liven activity,
also require
that impacts be measured in comparable or commensurate units.
To account for the availability
of different
'levels1
of information,
the system is
hierarchical
in nature, ranging from the most generic level of four environmental
'categories'
to the most detailed
level of environmental
eindioators*.
(See Table 3).
The procedure essentially
consists of +hree main steps, the third
(environmental
parameters) being used as the key level for analysis:
a)

By the use of a value function,
all
corresponding
level of environmental

parameter
quality,

level

of organization

estinrates are transformed into their
which mmges from 0 to 1 (see Fig. 2).

Parameter scale
(edh
w/2?, Km21

Figure
b)

2.

Typical

value

function

used in Battelle

Evaluation

System

The relative
importance of various parameters has been expressed in Parameter
Importance Units (PIU's) - see Table 3. Although these units provide the
necessary
uniformity
between projects,
they do place a somewhat empirical
constraint
on the method as a whole,

Table 3:

BATTELLE EXVIRONMENTALRVAWATION SYSTEM
(Dee et al., 1972. Reference 1)
EXVIRONHE3TALIHPACT
I

I

I

c nvironmental

240

Ecology

I

Species and Pooulations
Terrestrial
(14
Browsers and grazers

(14

Crops

(14 Natural vegetation
(14
Pest species
(14 i Upland game birds

.’

Aquatic
(14
14
t 14
(14
(14 I

3

Rater Pollution
20 Basin hydrologic

(6)

loss

25 BOD

(16)

31. Dissolved oxygen
18 I Fecal coliforms
Inorganic
carbon
Inorganic
nitrogen
Inorganic phosphate

I

I (10 )
I-Air

Geologic surface
material
Relief and topographi
character
Width and alignment[j
Historical

Packages

Wour and visual
is
L

I

Landuse

endangered

SpZZetveraity

Air Pollution

(12 Food web index
(12 1 Rare and endangered

species
River characteristics
Species diversity

ofidant
10) Sulphur
5) Other

Total

Appearance of water
Iand and water inteIc
face
Odour and floating
materials
Water

surface

Cultures
(14)

area

Wooded and geologic
shoreline

s

r

52

Indians
Other ethnic groups
Religious
groups

Mood/Atmosphere

oxides
E

Land Pollution

Noise

( ) Parameter Importance
Units

(10
(10

Biota
(5
(5

Soil

Legend

(6)

Carbon monoxide
Hydrocarbons
Nitrogen oxides
matter
t 12! Particulate
(5)
Photochemical
(5
(5 1
10

Aquatic

0

[

1

153

Water

I 12 1 Rareand
(14)

t 402

Connnercial fisheries
Natural vegetation
Pest species
Sport fish
Waterfowl

Habitats and Couananities
Terrestrial
(12) Food web index
12

Pollution

sthetics

erosion

(9 I

28
r-4

Pollution

(5)

Animals - domestic
Animals - wild
Diversity
of
vegetation
types
Variety within
vegetation
types

(11)

L-

Man-made Objects

4
f-1

(10) Manmade objects

Id

"Oneness" with

nature

137
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c)

The Environmental
Impact Unit (EIU) of action on a given parameter is
calculated
by multiplying
the Parameter Importance Unit (PIU) from step (b)
above by the Environmental
Quality (EQ) calculated
in step (a) above,
i.e. IEIU) -(PI@
x(m).
The total EN's for each major category (ecology,
environmental
pollution
aesthetic6
and human interest)
can then be compared for different
project
or for %ith" and twithout"
a given project.
alternatives,

The major difficulty
naturally
arises
meter (step (a) above), though qualitative
data (i.e.
zero, low, average, high).

in deriving
the value function
of a given pararanks may be used here in the absence of real

The Battelle
System has a number of advantages, assuming that both'technical
data and
The analyst may use any level of detail which
human resources are available
for its use.
is available;
the system is fairly
objective,
in that it uses standardized
parameter weights
and generally
available
technical
data tc calculate
impact indices.
Disadvantages include
the fact that some impacts may be measured more than once in different
categories
and that
interactions
and synergistic
effects are not evaluated.
However, it doe6 incorporate
a
'red flag'
or warning system to alert the analyst to potentially
serious impacts.
10.

CONCLUSION

There is no 'best' method of carrying
out an environmental
impact analysis.
A!s
project6
vary in size, significance
and complexity,
different
method6 of analysis,
or
combination6 of methods, will be required.
As in other fields,
experience is the best
teacher and neophyte analysts
should not be deterred by lack of knowledge or experience at
the outset.
However, the necessity for an interdisciplinary
team approach cannot be ovep
emphasized, and the need for expertise
in a number of fields
may well serve to promote
better co-operation
between groups of scientists
or agencies which previously
tended to
work in relative
isolation.
Even where no legal compulsion exists to force the preparation
of environmental
impact
statements,
today's natural
resource manager should take it upon himself to ensure that the
adverse environmental
impacts of his decision6 and activities
are minimized.
While there
will be many cases where consideration
of short-term
benefit
or profit
for an individual
or
for a small number of people, will be allowed to eve-ride
the wider, 1ongeIcterm benefits
of careful resource utilization,
a conscious striving
for environmental
quality
has certainly
become one of the most essential
ingredients
of natural resource management.
11.
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EVALUATING RESULTSGF CONSERVATIa PROJECTS
by
Centre Technique

?oreBtier

Tropical,

France 1/

EVALUATIONSOF RESULTS

1.

Soil

conservation

and restoration

measur06 can be classified

i)

those essentially
confined to cultivation
or enhance productivity
on a short-term

ii)

those involving
longer-term
erosion control project8
prevent the permanent and irreversible
deterioration

techniquss,
basis; and

under two headings:
which serve to restore
which are designed
of soil productivity.

to

Maasures of the first
type cost relatively
little
and are obviously
in the best
individual
initiative;
those of the
interest
of farmers and may be left to the farmers’
but have a loneterm
effect and produce community-wide
second type entail heavy investment,
benaf its.
In this latter
case erosion control
is considered a problem of interest
to
society in general.
In principle,
public authorities
could confine their obligation
to the second type
However, a
of activities
without expectfon of short-term
profits
or financial
returns.
comprehensive erosion-control
programme can only attain full
efficiency
when the entire
including
the activities
of farmers whose interests
lie mainly in
complex is considered,
short-term
productivity.
The public and private
interests
are inextricably
linked.
Their social,
economic
and financial
benefits
must therefore
be judged in an overall
perspective
as a result of
both nrrsl
land development and agricultural
development projects.
2.

EVALUATION GF ECONOMICRFXURNS

2.1

Evaluation

different

The economic profitability
stages in the progress
a)

I/

Approaches
of a Boil conservation
of the project
as:

to estimate the project’s
a priori,
investments and to secure financing,

project

may be evaluated

at

profitability
as compared with other possible
usually
from resources outside the oountry.

This paper originally
appeared in the French language as Chapter III in the book
“Conservation
de6 sola du Bud du Sahara”, which i6 part of the CTFT series “rechniqure
The trrrnslation
into English was made by FAO in Rome and the
xuralee en Afrique”.
material
is used courtesy of CTFT, 45 bis Avenue de la Belle Gabrielle,
94130 NogentSpecial appreciation
is extended to Mr. P. Goujon,
sur4dame (Val-de-Mame)
, France.
Directeur
d’Etude6, for his cooperation.
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b)

a posteriori,
to check against initial
estimates
still
need to be achieved and to seek additional
authorities
to take over when deemed advisable.

and to determine goals which
financing
or permit national

Economic profitability,
in the broadest sense , alwap shows a positive
balance, even
if appraised at each successive stage.
Thus, it can be used as a platform to gsin public
Nevertheless,
in economics, the situation
must be reviewed constantly,
with a
support.
view toward possible modification
and improvement of action,
including
the oonsiderstion
of
all possible alternatives
and combinations
of production
and input factors.
In this WBY
results are gauged against a much broader background ranging from such things as soil
capability
studies to marketing research.
In this paper, we shall
aspects of economic evaluation:
profitabili,Ly
criteria.
2.2

Cost/Benefit

confine ourselves
(i)
cost/benefit

to a description
analysis;
(ii)

Analysis

Whatever profitability
or benefits
criteria
are
preliminary
costing and estimates of returns from the
such estimates is greater when done after the project
Nevertheless,
baseline data must be compiled to limit
2.2.1

of the two moat direct
definition
of applicable

selected,
their use requires
project.
Obviously,
the accuracy of
is completed if done in advance.
survey costs.and enhance its accuracy.

Costing

Costs fall under two headings:
keep and operating costs.
Investments

and installation

(i)
costs

4

losses due to demolition

b)

land purchase

4

constructing
erosion control
value of nonpaid labour);

d

resettlement

Maintenance

investment
include

of existing

or indemnification

costs,

and operation

and installation

and (ii)

up-

including

the

those of:
facilities,

if

neceeaary;

for appropriation;
projects

(materials,

in ca6eB where relocation
costs,

costs,

energy,
of population

assessed for an average year,

4

cost of upkeep of the erosion
non-wage labour;

control

b)

olsrating

4

wages for extra
cost6 to farmers, including
land area or costs of changeover in fanning

costs (manpower training,

projects,
inStNCtiOn,

including
extension

labour required
systems.

labour,

are necest3ary.
compriee:
remunderation
work,

of

overheads,

etc.);

to work a larger

Sufficiently
accurate costing of a) and b) above can be requested directly
from the
management agency. However, the assessment of farming coats must be obtained bY a survey
of the financial
outlay and labour time of farmers, which requires rather elaborate methods
of data collection
to cover both the pre-investment
period and the current oparation period.
2.2.2

Receints

or income

Direct returns from the operation
correspond essentially
to the additional
gross
product ascribable
to the project.
Two inventories
are needed, one conducted prior to
initiating
the project and the other after the project has produced results.
Both surveys
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should appraise the agricultural
and forage
production
in uhich will have a direct
impact on stock-raising.

potential

of the zone, the change0

Depending upon the scope of the project and the means availr.ble
the appraisal
can be
done either by statistical
methods or by simpier estimation
methoda (e.g.,
land area measuremsnt by aerial
photography,
weighing the quantity
of Seed used or the number of plants per ha,
forecasting
agricultural
crops by the method of measuring yields
from csmpling plots,
starting
from volume of Crop6 either stored, shipped or marketed, etc.)
The finding
of the two inventories
must also take into account excepticl;%l
factor6
(weather,
etc.) as well, in order to deteRnine the average increase in annual grves product
actually
attributable
to improvements made by the project.
Insofar aa possible,
account
must be taken not only of the increase in the gross
product over the original
amount but also of the presumable lessee that mie)lt have occurred
from the soil degradation
had there been no project.
Criteria

2.3

for Aaaessing

Profitability

project
tihould be
The economic profitability
of a rehabilitation
or conservation
and then the bases for judgement abould be
appraieed by the most direct means first,
One good criterion
for assessment of a loneterm
investment ie the
gradually
broadened.
profits
realized.
Profits

2.3.1

realized

For an initial
against expenditure6
the profits
realized
P -

investment (1) covering a period of 0 to n years with returns (R)
(E), assuming that the internal
rate of return (i) remaine constant,
are computed by the following:
-I+

R1-E1
1-i

+

2

-E2
(1 + i)2

Now in a soil conservation
and restoration
project,
the improvement of agricultural
and livestock
production,
levels of returns and expenditures
will remain relatively
once the project becomes operational.

+

.**..*.

R
n-

E
n
(1 + i)"

at least when the end purpose is
the assumption can be made that the
constant from one year to the next,

to the extent that regular maintenance of the erocvion control
network
Purthexmore,
i6 ensured, the life-span
of the investment
is assumed to be practically
unlimited.
Since
land often ha@ no Stated value, there is no other way to a86688 the benefits
derived from
soil coneervation
than by running a sequence of the extra production
attributed
to the
project were it extended over an infinite
time.
rsalieed

Assuming constant net returns,
amount to, at the outside:
P = -I+

Ri

and a number of years

reaching

infinity,

the profits

-E

The next step should be to select an internal
rata of return (i) which correspotis
to the type cf works to be undertaken and the general economic conditiona
of the country.

d

,J

The internal
rate of return may be defined a6 the rate of discount
Editor's
Rote:
(intereet)
which makes the present value of the entire atrsam of future net profits
from the inveetment equal to the cost of the investment.
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In order to avoid theoretical
what rate cancels the profits
internal
financial
rate thus

problema raised by such a choice it is necessary to determine
realieed by comparing rates adopted-for
other projects.
The
calculated
helps decision making.

The internal
rate of return correspond6 neither to the interest
rate applied to the
funds invested,
nor to the prevailing
market interest
rate.
It indicates
the relative
importance of future in relating
to current once.
For public investments
in Franos this rate, according to the “Plan”, is 7 percent
actual rate is 11 percent).
In Africa it may reach 15 percent or more. u

(the

Note that in calculating
net returns and its investment
realised,

the profits
realised,
the same rate is used for both current
spread over severs1 years.

2.3.2

Profits

taking

added value

into

account

invested

The calculation
of profits
realised
makes it possible
capital and the profitability
of the project.

to get an idea of returns

on

Very possibly,
the net profit
of the management agency and the increase in income of
farmers will not be sufficient
to make the investment a profitable
one. There may even be
a 1066. This does not mean that the project
is not worthwhile
if seen from a broader standpoint that considers returns on all factors of production,
From this etandpoint
the term “annual net returns”
are replaced in the formula for
profits
realised by the term “added value” which includes,
in addition
to the net returns,
remuneration
for labour ( including
no-wage labour) as well as any pOESib
taxes.
The
profits,
thus realiaed,
are shown by the formula:
P = -I+

+

Additional
“added value” that expresses the increase in grons national
product due
to the land ulnnagement scheme may be based on astimates of other partial
criteria
referred
to capital.
It gives a truer idea of the efficacy
of the investment in terms of the number
of worker6 or families
affected by the project;
it indicates
the impact on the level of
living,
referred to land area, and it provides a scale for the agricultural
yields obtained.
2.3.3

Indirect

economic effects

The economic effects
of any soil conservation
and reclamation
project aCtIdly
go
beyond those strictly
pertaining
to the project.
Any assssement of results suet also
envisage various other econ.omic benefits
not all of which can be put into term6 of crop
production
or income.
The benefits

lf

include:

-

the effects of manpower training
post- project;

on new production

and investment

both pre- and

-

the multiplier
effect on income derived from income created by the project at the
level of faxma, transportation,
marketing,
the procsseing industrieE
and other
sectors of the economic supplying
inputs;

Editor’s
Note: These figuree in the original
French nnanuscript were prepared prior to
therefore,
the values are now rather conservative.
Internal
recent economic changes;
rates of return of 20 percent or more are not unusual for development projects.
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-

the impact on the national
balance of payments, which is particularly
those case6 where the balance suffer6 from a structural
disequilibrium.

important

in

These benefits
(which are only the obvious ones) are difficult
to quantify,
since
their estimation
presupposes some acquaintance with the expenditure/income
strucutre
of the
various economical agents as well as with the functioning
of many economic pathways.
Little
is known of the economic flow patterns in the developing countries,
and what is known is
This restricts
evaluation
of the impact of any particular
onlp partial
and discontinuous.
investment on the overall
economic system; neverthelese,
it is still
important to try by the
best means possibl6 to determine the impact of such investment.
ASSHSSMHNTOF' RESULTSFROMTHE SOCIOLOGICAL STANDPOINT

3.

As with economic results,
it is not possible to make only a posteriori
study of the
impact upon the human population
of any development project when the investment and, to a
lesser extent,
the organization
and functioning
of the project have become irreversible.
In fact, a soil conservation
or land reclamation
project may completely alter sociological
patterns.
The social changes should not be allowed to occur in chaotic fashion, but should
be organized and'fitted
to the technological
and economic changes.
The sociological
impact
is not merely of statistics;
i' is also the principal
means for making the project Buccesssociological
impact studies should be done in three successive phases:
fU1. Therefore,
-

an analysis

-

a definition
of norms, standards
immediate application;

-

a critical

3.1

Analysis

surveys

The appraisal
and research

of the human milieu

analysis

and of sociological

and ways and means for altering

of changes in the original

of the Human Milieu

and organizational

situation

this

structures;
milieu

effected.

or Society

of the traditional
sociological
centred on the points outlined

milieu
below.

shculd

be based on a seriee

As a rule such studies must be based on available
documentation
supplemented
surveys conducted by psycho-sociologists.
rather rare ones, a
In some instances,
preliminary
statistical
survey may be justified.
d
3.l.J

v

Demographic and sociological

for

of

by field

features

-

structure
(sex, age, ethnic
The total population
of the area, the opulation
on the
etc. P and future trends, in the light,
groups, vocations
or occupations,
of‘either
one hand, of natural
changes and, on the other hand, in anticipation
spontaneous or organized population
shifts
or migrations;

-

lineage,
families);
social stratification,
the
data on community life (clans,
existing % village
communities,
lines of authority
and political
organization;
their composition (ethnic
groupings,
relationships,
age groups, social status and
olitical
role of members) occupations
and economic activities,
their fsnctioning
relations
between members) and their spatial
disttibution
exercise of authority,
definition
of village
lands).

in Parts 3.1
Editor's
Note: The reader may also want to compare the parameters listed
and 3.2 which are orientated
toward Africa to those recommendad in the paper by Eren,
which are drawn from his experiencs in Asia.
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3.1.2

3.1.3

3.1.4

3.2

Land tenure

structure

-

definition
of levsls of land holdings
manners of land tenure (as property,

-

methods of acquisition,

-

authorities

-

relation

-

farming

transmittal

on land tenure

practices

(farming

and alienation

affairs

between land rights

(by tribes,
class,
or use ri&ts);

and settlement

and social,
directly

of land titles

and
or rights;

of land disputes;

political

by holder,

individuals)

and religious
land leasing,

systems;

share-cropping,

etc.)

Fans etnrcture
-

size

-

ormzation
individual

-

traditional

Attitudes

of farms and main features
of work (division
farming);

crops,

number of farm workers,

of labour

on farms,

techniques

collective

and stockrsising

capital);
fansing

and

systems.

and behaviour

-

reactions

-

Their understanding
values, expression

Definition

cultivation

(area,

of fanners

of Standards

to schemes or action

projects

launched

or planned;

of and views on, social
of needs, etc.).

and economic progress

and Means of Acticn

Milieu

upon this

(scale

of

Sociological
research, whether conducted earlier
or at the outset of the project,
have more than the single goal of evaluating
the milieu.
Its purpose is also to lay the
foundation
for setting norms and goals and working out the means of altering
the society.
This is a prerequisite
to the success of a project.
Thus, demographic reeeardl
on the
migxatory~movements
of people may involve problems of habitat,
authority
and the social
Solution
to these problems must be sought in
life of people with different
backgrounds.
advance in order to avoid conflicts
between ethnic groups or between new imigr6s and settled
land ovners.
projects
definitely
increase land values
As regard land tenure, erosion contrcl
This msy entail
oontrrrdictory
claims or may encourage speculation.
Thus, before a projeot
ha8 started it is important to delimit
the precise boundaries of the land area to 'se
The problem obviously will be different
developed and to determine land titles
and rights.
far different
farms.
It possibly
may involve appropriation
of individual
land holdings,
or
there may be superimposition
of collective
and individual
titles.
In the second case9 a
possible
solution
ie to declare the land to be developed part of the public domain.
The nert step is to consolidate
small plots and redistribute
them, with
to the oxtent possible of well-founded
riefits and titleta.
Evicted land-owners
Contracts should be made with the new tenant%
oompensated rooording to law.
establish
the conditions
of land use, the manner of transmittal
of land rights,
oosta and finanoial
charges.
of granting
This offers the advantrge
Provisions
should be aide to withdnrw these
with the contzsot.

due regard
should be
They should
nmtintenance

the people on the land the only use ri&te.
rigfits in case the landowner fails
to comply
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Studies of human society,
especially
those of social structure
and of the behaviour
patterns of farmers should make it possible to decide what types of fanning should be promoted
collective
farms) would be desirable.
and what types of organization
(village
groupings,
Such research

3.3

will

also

make it

possible

to:

-

adapt the manpower training
milieu;

-

decide for which zones and categories
given top priority;

-

discover enterprising
people whose minds are open to innovation
and who enjoy a
certain amount of prestige
or authority
among the farmers, and on whom the project
can depend for supporti and

-

create a management body in which farmer representatives
and adminiatrationb
officers
work together in supervising
the lllaintensnce and functioning
of the
project.

Critical

and extension

work progrsmme to the specific

of farmers

modernization

efforts

human
should ba

A.nal.ysis of Changes Effected

Just as the social problems ahould be analyzed before the project is undertaken,
so
It is advisable at the end
should options on orgsni6ation
match the technological
options.
of the project
to make an analysis
of its social and psychological
impact.
The purposes

of

this

analysis

are to:

-

measure results
of the transformation
of the human milieu
of nomads, the modernisation
of the farming system, etc.))

-

assess the efficacy

-

poll

opinion

of the new organizational

of the people involved

and find

(e.g.,

the settlement

StNCtureS;
ways of improving

their

collaboration.

The information
gathered csn be used to redress negative aspeote and to eliminrrte
any maladjustment
due to traditional
eooial behaviour or organizational
stnrctires.
4.

J3VAWATIONUF RESULTSFROM THE FIXWCIAL

STANDPOINT

in the strict
sense of the term, is of little
The study of financial
profitability,
intarest,
as the principal
purpose of a project
is to foster development by increasing
the
efficiency
of agriculture,
rather than to launch a profitable
financial
venture;
Concern with financial
profit-making
must be relegated to second place where no
private
capital
is invested in the project and the financing
is carried by nation1
Apparently under these circumstances,
the assessment of
authorities
or by foreign aid.
achievements must be thought of as an analysis
of oost distribution
among the various
beneficiaries
- the farmer, beneficiaries
of the enhanced soil productivity
and the national
for whom the benefits
are both long
community, represented by the government of the nation,
term and more widesprsad.
r+kes the decision
to invest in the project Since the government - which originally
usually
also undertakes the financing
of the infrastructure
and the paying off of any loam,
it seems reasonable that most of the operational
and maintenance costs be borne by the
direct beneficiaries.
1/
d

Note that since the life
span of the investment
is, in principle,
ution of invested capital
for renovation
of the erosion control
of concern, provided they are maintained properly.

unlimited
the reconstitnetworks is not a matter
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Since the government - which originally
makes the decision
to invest in the project usually
aleo unliertakee the financing
of the infraetructure
and the paying off of any loane,
it Beems reasonable th? most of the operational
and maintenance coats be borne by the
direct beneficiaries.
4
The government's contribution,
actually
oorrreponding
to the difference
between the
total coat and ability
of the farmers to pey, thus eoem~ a foregone conoluaion.
Since
it ia eaeenti.al to oarsfully
political
will cannot change thier i.n the foreseeable
future,
calculate
this aspect of the finanaing
from the beginning.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The methods of evaluation
of any roil ooneervation
projeot
cannot be preecribed aa
a rigidly
preconceived eystem.
The most diverse of situatione
muat be inveetigated
and
be
underetood,
aometimee with very limited means. Neither can mch an investigation
expected to be very aocurate since measurements can only be very approximate and the future
oan only be predjcted with unaertainty.
Yet some effort
at evaluation
- to the extent
that it is not purely theoretical
- ie eeeential.
The achievements of any soii conservation
project cannot be expressed
figures,
once and for all, but muet be the basis for oontinuing
dialectics;
aotion being decided on the basis of promae
made.
6.

in static
further

FUR'IIIER RFXDINQ SUGGESTIONS

Reading the topic of agricultural
investments
of poeeible use to the reader may be
found in a number of books.
However, a paperback of parti~lar
intereot
may be: "Eoonomic
Analyeis of Agricultural
ProjecW8 by J. Price Wttinger,
The Eoonomic Dsvelopmont
Inetitute,
International
Bank for Reconetructional
Development,
1972, reprinted
1973,
The John liopkino University
Preea, London or New York, 221 pp. FAO alao hae Borne guidelines but more farming oriented,
such ae General Guidelines
to the Analyeis of Agricultural Production ProjecW*,
Agricultural
Planning Studies No. 14, 1971.

-?/

Note that since the life span of the investment ie, in principle,
reconstitution
of invested capital
for renovation
of the erosion
not a matter of concern , provided they are maintained properly.

unlimited
tha
control network8 is
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Figure

7.

Building

small bench terraces

for reforeetation

in Worocoo.
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V.
APPLICATIONS OF REMOTESENSING
TO WATERSHED
MANACXMENT
by
Albert Rango
Goddard Space Fl'ght
NASAs'

1.

Center

INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing from spaes started in 1960 with the launch of the first
meteorological
eatellite,
TIROS 1. Several generation8
of meteorological
satellites
have been flown in the
intervening
years that have been of some interest
to the hydrologic
community.
Manned space
flights
began in the mid-1960,s and special photography experiments revealed much useful
information
to a variety
of interested
earth scientists.
Colour and black and white imagery
of snowfields and eurfaca water caught the intereat
of some hydrologists
and watershed
results
produced
rranagers and initial
investigative
studies were begrsn. Because of positive
an earth re8ourcea satellite
oalled LANDSAT- (formerly
termed
by the initial
investigatore,
ERTS-1) wae launched on 23 July 1972 followed by the launch of LANDSAT-2.on 22 January 1975.
the Nimbus reasearoh satellite
series and
The data from these two experimental
satellites,
, are ourrently
being used in a wide ranging
the operational
environmental
NOAA satellites
The results of
series of investigations
b] many soientiats
concerned with water reaourcesa
these latest
studies with LANDSAT data are well documented by Freden and Mercanti (11) and
Freden, Mercanti and Becker (12).
2.

CURRENTLYAVAILABLE REMOTESENSING SYSTEMS

Remote eeneing in earth Bcienoe ie not new and erieted prior to 1760 through the
Low and medium altitude
aircraft
have been used for snow
employment of aerial
photography:
oil and mineral surveye and land use planning.
aurveye, soil mapping, highway location,
Although these efforts
existed prior to 1760, it appears that the launching of LANDSAThas
served to increase interest
in the water resource8 community for exploring
in more detail

1/

Research UydrologiCiet, Goddard Space Flight Center National Aeronautics
and Space
Administration
(NASA), Greenbelt,
Maryland, U.S.A., 20771. Paper prepared for presentation at the Symposium on Watershed Management, American Society of Civil Engineers,
11-13 August 1975, Logan, Utah.
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the applications
of remote sensing (10).
Various types of remote sensing instruments
and
platforms are available
(some eepecially
tailored
for water problems) to water rssouroes
investigators,
but presently
the most widely applicable
sensors are the Multispeotrai
Scanner
Subsystem (MSS) on LANDSAT and the basic multispectral
camera array flown on hi@ altitude
aircraft
such as the U-2.
LANDSAT, providing
repetitive,
.regional hydrologic
information
from 910 km altitude
and the U-2, providing
high resolution,
small area ooverage from about
20 km altitude,
tend to complement each other over a wide range of basin size and watershed
management activities.
Remote sensing flights
from low and medium altitude
aircraft
can generally be tailored
to suit the user and can be contracted
for from a variety
of private concerns and governmentai agenoies.
High altitude
missions are flown frequently
by NASA’s Earth Resources
Aircraft
Project (ERAP) in support of various satellite
missions and other earth soienoe
related research projects.
The high altitude
remote sensing platforms cqmbine the advantages
of satellita
sensors and low altitude
aircraft
by being able to obtain high resolution
data
over madium size watersheds.
The sensor package of ERAP has evolved since.1971 to fulfil
a
broad spectrum of investigator
requirements
and needs and, as such, should be applicable
to
most watershed management needs. The basic camera package currently
utiliaed
for most
flights
is a four camera ?O mm format, multispectral
arrsy and a Wild RC-10, 6-inch (152 mm)
focal length camera. The four matched 70 mm cameras with 45 mm focal lengths are coupied
to provide s:multaneous images in discrete
portion8 of the photographic
spectrum similar to
those images provided by LANDSAT. Each matched set of 70 mm images covers an area about
21 km square (approximate
scsle I:445 000) with an average ground resolution
of 12 m. The Wild
RC-10 is a high quality,
calibrated
mapping camera using a-Inch
(240 mm) wide film.
Each
scene from the RC-10 covers an area about 30 km square (approtimate
scale 1: 130 000) with an
average ground resolution
of *[ m. Colour infrared
imagery (0.51 - 0.9OAm) is usually taken
with the RC-10 camera. A variety
of other longer focal length osmeras, in various confignrations and electro-optical
sensors, are available
for special purpose flights
as required.
Because of the small and medium area coverage obtainable
from aircraft,
data availability
is somewhat restricted
for many potential
study areas.
Spacecraft provide the
advantage of repetitive,
regional monitoring
of dynamic hydrologic
systems over any area of
interest,
sometimea at reasonably high resolutiona.
LANDSAT 1 and 2 are identical
vehicles
with orbital
characteristics
that bring each satellite
over sny given point on the earth
once every 18 days.
Each satellite
makes 14 orbits a day, viewing a 185&i wide data swath
on the earth's surface each orbit.
Southward equator crossing occurs at approximately
the
same time each day - about Oy,42 local solar time.
This orbital
oonfiguration
provide8 a
day-to-day
sidelap of the data swaths of 14% at the equator; because of the near-polar
orbit,
the sidelap increases to more than 8@ at high latitudes
and thus allows daily coverage for
periods as long as 6 days in the polar regions.
At the time of this writing
both LANDSAT1
and 2 are operating and the orbital
configurations
are such that the two satellites
effeatively
provide coverage over any point on the surface once every nine days.
The LANDSATpayload

consists

of the following

elements:

1)

along
the
Mtitiepectral
soanner subsystsm (MSS). The MSS scans horizontally
red (0.6 -a 0.7,&m)
orbital
track in 4 spectral
bands:
green (0.5 - 0.6Am)
and 2 near-infrared
bands (0.7 - 0.8km and 0.8 - 1.1 ,L(mI . During ground
processing,
704rn image frames of areas 185 km square are produced.
The ability
of the MSS to resolve objects on the earth's
surface varies depending on the
geometric characteristics
of a given object and its contrast with surrounding
features;
generally
the MSS achieves a spatial
resolution
capability
near 80 m.

2)

The RBV osmeras view a successive
Return beam vidicon
(RBV) television
cameras.
185- by 185~11 areas in 3 different
spectral
bands:
green (0.475 - 0.575,&m),
(0.698 - 0.830,Qm).
This system is
red (0.580 - O.68Ohm) and near-infrared
currently
on standby status on both satellites.
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3)

Data collection
system (DCS). The DCS is not a remote sensing experiment but
is rather a communications aystem.
It collects
information
from some 153 remote,
unattended,
instrumented
ground platforms
and then relays the information
to
NASA ground stations
for delivery
to the users*

Skylab experiments in 1973-74 provided additional
high quality
space data for water
resources studies.
The Slcylab Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP), at a nominal
light and near-infrared
photography and infrared
speotroaltitude
of 435 km, used visible
graphy, an electromechanioal
soanner and sensors for microwave suTryeys. The first
manned
Skylab mission (SL-2) was from 25 May :373 to 22 June 1973 and included only 11 earth
resources dats passes.
The second mission (SL-3) from 28 July 1973 to 25 September 1973
increased the earth reaourcee passes to 44 and the third mission (SL-4) from 16 November
1973 to 8 February 1974 had 55 earth resources passes.
Over 35 000 frames-of imagery were
obtained in addition
to vast amounts of magnetic tape data.
The EREP seneors of prime interest
are the six-band multispectral
photographic
camera (S-19OA) and the earth terrain
camera (S-19OB).
The S-:9OA spectral band images
included the visible
and near infrared
portions of the spectrum with resolutions
ranging
from 30 to 79 m and covering areas 163 km square. The Sl9OB produced high resolution
colour
black and white, or colour
infrared
images covering aleas 19Okmsquare.Depending
on the film
short data collection
used, resolutions
ranged from 17 to 30 m. Because of the relatively
period, Swlab was not able to provide the regular repetitive
coverage available
from
LANDSATbut was able to produce the highest resoluticn
earth resources photography from
space available
to date.
NOAA-2
On 15 October I972 the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
satellite
was launched inaugurating
a series of medium resolution
environmental
satellites.
Since then NOAA 3 and 4 have also been placed in orbit.
NOAA-2 is in a near-circular,
sunsynchronous orbit at a nominal altitude
of 1 500 km. It crosses the equator southbound at
08r51
local solar time and provides two views of North America daily,
one at about 10x00
The orbital
characteristics
of NOAA 3 and 4 are very
and one at about 22:00 (local time).
similar
to NOAA-2.
The psyload of the NOAA environmental
satellites
includes a number of sensors, but
the one of major interest
is the Very High Resolution
Radiometer (VRRR). The VHRR is a
dual-channel
scanning radiometer sensitive
to energy in the visible
spectrum (0.6 - 0.7km)
The instantaneous
field of view is designed to be
and in the infrared
(10.5
- 12.5fim).
Ground resolution
is approximately
0.9 km at the subpoint.
0.6 q rad for both channels.
Although the VHRR is designed primarily
for direct readout service,
a tape recorder provides
a msximum of 8$ minutes of recorded data per orbit.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics
of remote sensing systems and da+ which are
currently
available
to the water resources community for use in watershed management. The
following
eeotion describes how some of these data sources have been applied to water
resources problems.
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Table

i - Characteristics

lehicle/Sensor

of Remote Sensor Systeme Applicable
Water Resources Managelrant

Spea tral Bands
hd

J-2/Vinten
nul tispectral
:ameras

J-2/Wi 1 d
:amera

0.475
0.580
0.690
0.510

-

0.510

- c.900

0.575
0.680
0.760

Nominal Resolution
(metres)

for

FTequency of
Coverage

425

12

variable

875

7

variable

11880

17 - 30

variable

26570

30 - 79

variable

34225

80

0.900

- 0.7
- 0.7
- 0.88

Skylab/Earth
terrain
camera

0.4
0.5
0.5

Skylab/
Multispectral
photographic
camera

0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 -

LANDSAT/
MSS

- 0.6
22 - 0.7
0:7 - 0.8
0.8 - 1.1

NOAA/VHRR

Area of Coverage
(kilometres2)

to and Available

0.7

0.6
0.88

0.7
0.8
0.9

0.6 - 0.7
- 12.5

sub-oontinent

900

Once per 18
days (two
satellite
system provides coverage every 9
~EQTIover
LS.)
twice per da

10.5

3.

RECENTREMOTESENSING ADVANCESIN WATERSRED
MANACEMENT

3.1

Snow Mapping

The most definite
enowpaok feature that oan be extraoted
from spaceoraft or airoraft
ie the area of the watershed covered by snow. The extraction
of 'snowoovsred area from
satellites
using visible
and near infrared
imagery has been tested successfully
againet low
and high altitude
aircrafts
measurements and thoroughly
documented in hand-book form (3).
The extraction
of other more meaningf'ulsnowpaok parameters, such as water equivalent
and
depth, is still
in the research stage , although water equivalent
values obtained by
measuring the snow’s attenuation
of natural
gamma radiation
from extremely low altitude
aircraft
have been very promising (4,16).
Such techniques are not nearly operational,
however, and it is fortunate
that a good correlation
has been observed between satelliteobserved snowcovered area and snowmelt-derived
streamflow (22).
TWOapproaches were used
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to investigate
relations
between snow extent and runoff.
Initially
a large watershed without significant
upstream diversions
(theIndus River above Attack,
Pakistan) was monitored
from 1967-72 using low resolution,
meteorological
satellite
data and International
Rydrological Decade streamgage records.
The average area covered by snow near the beginning of
April was related in a simple regression
analysis
to runoff occurring
from 1 April to 30
relation
shown in Figure 1 was significant
at the 9% level.
June. The regression
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R= APRIL-JUNE YIELD (ACRE FEET x 106)

Figure

1.

Satellite-Derived
the Indus River,

Snowcover Estimates Versus Measured Runoff for
above Attack,
Pakistan,
1967-72.

Subsequent examination of the shorter term, but higher resolution,
LANDSATdata in
the Wind River Mountains of Wyoming, U.S.A., indicated
that similar
relationships
existed
on watersheds as small as 200 lm2. Figure 2 shows the annual variation
of snowcover in the
Wind River Mountains during the 1972-73 snow season.
The snowcovered area was measured in
detail on seven small watersheds for two years.
Three watersheds were classified
as high
elevation
(a3 050 m mean elevation)
and four watersheds were classified
low elevation
(< 3 050 m mean elevation).
The specific
watersheds in these two classes were assumed to
be similar
for purposes of producing a composite data base with more than two points.
The
snowcovered area on 15 May was measured and related
to the 15 May - 31 July streamflow for
Resulting
regression
relations
were also sigeach group of watersheds for the two years.
these relations
for the low elevation
Figure 3 illustrates
nificant
at the 9% level.
watersheds.
Although rough estimates of runoff could be made using the equations shown in
Figures 1 and 3, the importance of such relations
rests in the fact that the differences
in the area1 snow extent as observed from space are quantitatively
related to snowmelt
runoff and, as areeult,
indirectly
related to the volume of water on a watershed.
Satellite snowcovered area data, in combination with conventionally
gathered data, should be
most effective
as an additional
index parameter for seasonal stresmflow forecasting
and
These
should be useful for reducing errors associated with current prediction
techniques.
same snow extent data should be of value to the few watershed models requiring
snowcovered
area inputs.
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/
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BS = BIG SANDY RIVER
EF = EAST FORK RIVER
G =GREEN RIVER
W = WIND RIVER
SE = 14% OF THE MEAN SEASONAL YIELD

100
300
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R = 15MAY - 31 JULY TOTAL RUNOFF (CFS) / AREA (mi2)

0

Figure

3.

LANDSATDerived Snowcover Estimates Versus Measured Runoff (1973
and 1974) for Four Watersheds Less than 3 050 metres Mean Elevation
in the Wind River Mountains (Rot@ Mountain Region), Wyoming, U.S.A.

Yecause of the promising aspects of satellite
snowcover mapping, NASA is currently
sponsoring a cooperative
demonstration
project dealing with the operational
applications
of satellite
snowcover observations.
Federal agencies such as the U.S. Geological Survey,
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
Bonneville
Power Administration,
U.S. Soil Conservation Service,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
and
state agencies such as the California
Department of Water Resources, Colorado Division
of
Water Resources and the Arizona Salt River Project are currently
attempting
to test the
satellite
data by incorporating
them into their operational
procedures.
This project
includes four major study areas and 17 watersheds in the West. The studies underway are
employing hydrologic modelling,regression
analysis,
low altitude
aircraft
flights,
calculation
of melting snow areas and the LANDSAT data collection
system in addition
to basic photo
interpretation.
Results and cost/benefit
analyses from this project will be fully documented.
3.2

Surface

Water Inventories

High resolution,
near infrared
sensors such as those on LANDSATcan be used to
definitely
measure the extent of surface water because of the strong near infrared
contact
Numerous resalts
from LANDSAT studies indicate
that water
between water and adjaoent land.
of
bodies as small as 0.01 km2 can be delineated
with ease. This makes tha monitoring
The U.S.
surface water using LANDSAT feasible,
even on small, inaccessible
watersheds.
Army Corps of Engineers has been employing LANDSATdata for locating
and counting bodies
their shape and locating
of water larger than 0.02 km2, calculating
their area, identifying
dam sites on major rivers
in response to Federal legal requirements
(17).
For larger
Goddard Space Flight Center has recently
water bodies LANDSAThas also proven useful.
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supplied the U.S. National Committee for the International
Hydrological
Decade with a
computer printout
noting the location,
surface water area and north-south
and east-west
maximum dimensions of the 128 surface water bodies in the U.S. that cover more than 100 km2
as measured from LANDSAT. These data will be used as part of a global surface water
One drawback of using LANDSAT is that for lakes less than 10 km2 the data
inventory.
reduction
and processing becomes formidable
for large area surface water inventories.
3.3

Flood Assessment and Floodplain

Mapping

LANDSAT data are the most pertinent
kinds of satellite
information
for flood observaticns because of the relatively
high resolution,
cartograohic
fidelity
and the near infrared
sensors.
Mapping of floods using LANDSATdata has been reported by Hallberg,
Hoyer and
Rango (13),
Deutsch and Ruggles (V), Rango and Salomonson (19) and Williamson
(29).
Areas
inundated are detected in the near infrared
LANDSATbands as areas of reduced reflectivity
and vegetation
moisture stress.
due to standing water, excessive soil moisture
Most
important is the fact that LANDSATobservations , as late as two weeks after the flrod crest,
will still
show the characteristic
reduced near infrared
reflectivity
of the previously
reduces the need for obtaining
satellite
observations
at
inundated areas, which essentially
the time of peak flooding.
Other investigations
(6,2O) have shown that areas likely
to be
flooded, known 9s floodprone areas, tend to have multispectral
signatures
which are at times
different
than the signatures
of surrounding
non-floodprone
areas.
The floodprone areas
have unique natural vegetation
and soil characteristics
as well as different
cultural
features acquired over a long period of time in response to increased flooding
frequency
that enable them to be distinguished
from the non-floodprone
areas.
The same investigations
cited above have also shown that the LANDSAT floodprone area signatures
have, as yet, an
and legal boundaries.
unexplained
correlation
with the 100 year flood engineering
The
reasons for these fortuitous
correlations
are currently
being investigated
using LANDSAT
digital
data.
Plood and flood.prone area observations
from LANDSATare indeed promising,
but only
on a regional
basis.
Most satellite
photographic
flood mapping has been done at 1:25O 000
scale.
Digital
LANDSAT flood and floodprone area maps have been produced at l:24 000 and
1:62 500 scales, but they do not meet national
map accuracy standards.
For many legal
requirements,
it is necessary to generate products at even larger scales.
As a result
flood assessment on small watersheds must generally
be done using high resolution,
colour
infrared
photography such as available
from the U-2. Such imagery provides the needed
resolution
for mapping inundated areas.
The detection
of floodprone areas at required
It appears that for most
legal scales has also been performed using aircraft
data (14).
watershed management flooding
applications,
high resolution
aerial
photography is the basic
and necessary tool.
LANDSAT data can be used to provide an excellent
regional
flooding
overview (and on large watersheds) as well as a temporal floodplain
monitoring
capability.
Until higher resolution
satellite
data are available,
however, aircraft
will provide the
most meaningful data.
3.4

.Hydrologic

Land Use Analysis

Knowledge of watershed land use is important because a record of surface cover
characteristics
can be used to refine estimates of the quantity,
quality
and timing of
Various
water yield in response to a particular
precipitation
event or watershed treatment.
watershed models require up-,to-date land use inputs for calibration
purposes and, hence;
better streamflow simulations.
These land use requirements
can be met by various levels
of remote sensing data.
It is generally
agreed that valuable
land use maps can be produced
from LBNDSAT data at 1~62 500 and 1:24 000 scales (2,18).
Extraction
of such data from
LANDSAT information
is being carried out at Goddard Space Flight
Center using digital
multiThe data from this study have
spectral
classifications
on the Patuxent River watershed.
been used to calibrate
a parametric hydrologic
model on a particular
subwatershed 80 km2
in area.
Results from this study indicate
a number of weaknesses in data extraction
capabilities.
First,
LANDSAT data from one date alone cannot be used to classify
land use of
Temporal data must be used to produce a total area land use olassithe entire watershed.
fication.
Secondly, using satellite
data level I (forest
land as an example) and only some
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Level II (deciduous forest as an example) land use classes can be obtained because of
If more detailed
land use information
is desired, the high altltr
resolution
limitations.
that all information
desired by a planning agent:
U-2 data must be used. Results indicate
could be supplied by this data source.
Data extraction
is much more difficult
and
expensive from aircraft,
however, because it is not as easy to acquire and not as amenable
to automatic extraction
as satellite
data are.
U-2 colour infrared
photography over the
Patuxent River watershed, however, has been digitized
and used in automatic clasaificatiol
Results are similar
to LANDSAT, but more
programmes in the same way as LANDSAT data.
detailed.
3*5

Physic graphic

Characterization

Physiographic
observations
such as basin area and shape, stream network organizatii
drainage density and patternand specific
channel characteristics
can enable an investigatl
to estimate the mean annual discharge and mean annual flood flows from a watershed, as we
In general, the ki
as the rapidity
of watershed response to a particular
rainfall
event.
of dynamic hydrologic
information
available
from the repetitive
coverage of LANDSATcanno
in some areas single LANDSATimages offer mo
be obtained from topographic
maps. Further,
geomorphic information
than is available
on comparable scale maps (28).
In a study cover
a variety
of U.S. physiographic
regions,
Rango, Foster and Salomonson (21) found that wat
shed area, watershed shape and channel sinuosity
measurements from LANDSATare generally
comparable to similar
physiographic
measurements derived from topographic maps regardless
of study area.
Drainage networks are well delineated
in areas of dissected topography wi
detail on 1:lOO 000 scale LANDSAT enlargements commensurate with information
on 1862 500
Low order streams are difficult
to detect in
scale topographic
maps (see Figure 4).
heavily vegetated areas with little
local relief
or in areas where stream channel develop
In such areas -LANDSATderived drainage densities
tend to be less than
ment is limited.
those obtained from equivalent
scale topographic
maps. Temporal LANDSATanalysis slight1
improves physiographic
detail
in these areas, however, marked improvements in feature dis
The combination of
crimination
are obtained only by using high altitude
U-2 photography.
these two remote sensing platforms
allows for the extraction
of all physiographic
pammet
except for detailed
channel dimensions.
necessary for a watershed analysis,
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OVERLAY

The Drainage Network of the Kickapoo River (above La Farge)
Extracted
from LANDSAT Imagery and U.S. Geological Survey Maps.
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3.6

Watershed Models

Much of the information
capable of being extracted with the remote sensing approaches
mentioned previously
can be used in the calibration
or operation
of numerical watershed
models, especially
in data sparse regions.
The suitable
data include land use classifications, stream channel and other physicgraphic
parameters and snowcovered arsa.
The question
that must be answered is whether the necessary data can be extraoted
with remote sensing at
the appropriate
scale or accuracy.
One parameter required of most models is watershed
This parameter consists of a combination of specific
land uses including
impervioqus area.
parking lots, roof tops and construction
sites.
urban development, streets,
The extraction
of an integrated
percent of impervious area parameter would be exceptionally
useful and
has been investigated
on the Anacostia River watershed in Maryland by Ragan (unpublished
LANDSATautomatic classifioations
of impervious area were compared to
results,
1975).
results from an earlier
study which employed manual measurements taken off low altitude,
large scale aerial
photographs.
94-man days were required
to complete the
Approximately
required land use analysis using the aerial photographs.
Less than three man *s
were
required to accomplish similar
tasks using the LANDSAT data.
Analysis
of the LANDSATdata
provided an estimate of tha basin imperviousness
of 19 whereas the aerial photographic
study had resulted
in a 24% figure.
Agreement between the conventional
photographic
method
and the LANDSATapproach was excellent
for subwatershed areas as small as 1.48 km*. Ragan
(unpublished
results,
1975) felt that the correspondence between the two methods was more
than adequate for any of the hydrologic
model impervious area input requirements.
In addition
to this study, a sensitivity
analysis
has been performed which has
identified
the input parameters in the Kentucky Watershed Model that are amenable to
The input parameters that can be obtained with remote
current remote sensing systems (1).
sensing at an acceptable accuracy include watershed area, fraction
of impervious area,
water surface fraction
of the basin, vegetation
interception
maximum rate, mean overland
flow surface length, overland flow roughness coefficient
and fraction
of the watershed in
Other parameters have been identified
as potentially
extractable
as improvements
forest.
in image interpretation
and analysis
techniques become available
and new remote sensing
methods are developed.
Tests are currently
being conducted using existing
map data and
up-to-date
information
from remote sensing to determine if remote sensing-based model
calibrations
provide any better streamflow simulations
than calibrations
based on convenNumerous models, watersheds and kinds of remote sensing data are being
tional data.
evaluated at Goddard Space Flight
Center to come up with some definitive
oonclusions
regarding the applicability
of remote sensing for watershed modelling.
3.7

Data Collection

System

The collection
of certain
hydrologic
information , such as river stage, snow water
equivalent,
water quality
and groundwater level is not presently
amenable to operational
remote sensing.
Nevertheless,
accurate and rapid observations
of these parameters are
needed and satellites
provide a dependable means of collecting
end relaying
this information.
The LANDSAT data collection
system (DCS) has demonstrated the use of this capability
in several instances (7).
Some 150 data collection
platforms
(DCP) are in operation across
the United States.
At these DCP's, conventional
hydrologic
measurements are made and
relayed via the satellite
to the user in near-real
time.
In Arizona,
for example, during
the unusually
large snowmelt events that occurred during the spring of 1973, data from the
LANDSATDCP's provided essential
snowmelt-runoff
information
in time periods of less than
one hour.
This hydrologic
information
considerably
improved the management of water runoff
in the Salt and Verde River watersheds and lessenad the inconvenience
due to flooding
in
the Phoenix area.
In general,
the reliability
of the DCS has been demonstrated to be
comparable or better than ground-based microwave telemetry relay systems in all cases
tested.
The Geostationary
Operational
Environmental
Satellite
(GORS) provides an additional
data collection
system that permits continuous
2&hour interrogation
of sensors over large
areas.
Recent research has seen more attempts to integrate
the DCS data and the satellite
images in order to more completely
characterize
the basin hydrologic
cycle.
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4.

DEVEi.,OPINGF'UTUREREMCYI'E
SENSING CAPABILITIES

4.1

Soil

Moisture

Determinations

Although soil moisture is one of the most important parameters needed for solving
remote sensing techniques for assessing soil
water balance equations for watersheds,
moisture are currently
being developed and have yet to be fully
tested.
LANDSATmultispectral observations
seem to enable relative
estimates of soil moisture based on the
which is most pronounced toward the near
differential
response of wet and dry soils,
multispectral
soil mapping with LANDSATdata has
infrared
LANDSAT bends. Additionally,
been effective
in oertain areas, generally
where vegetation
is sparseIn these sparsely
vegetated areas, variations
in reflectivity
appear to be related
$0 mcisture in the nearThe fact that only qualitative
inferences
about surface soil moisture can
surface soil.
be made in bare soil areas does not allow LANDSAT to be used effectively
for moisture
balance determinations.
The use of thermal infrared
data to detect soil moisture variations
has been conThese experiments indioated
that the greater
sidered based on experiments in Arizona (15).
the soil moisture percentage by weight, the less the diurnal
surface temperature variation.
If these initial
variations
hold true in future studies,
thermal infrared
data from the
VRRR on the NOAA satelliter
(and other sensors) should be useful in detecting
quantitative
soil moisture variations
that would be useful in irrigation
planning.
The effect of
vegetation
is largely an lmknoqi factor,
however, and must be evaluated by further
research
efforts.
Passive and active microwave frequencies
are very interesting
for soil moisture
monitoring
becarlse microwENs radiation
penetration
capabilities
reveal some information
about the make-up of the subsurface.
Since the dielectric
constant of water at microwave
frequenoies
is quite large (as much as 80), whereas that of dry soil is typically
less than
5, the water content of a soil can greatly affeat its dielectric
properties
(24).
Recent
experiments with airborne microwave radiometers
flying
over unvegetated terrain
indicate
that microwave brightness
temperature is a funotion
of the wavelength of the radiometer and
the distribution
of moisture in the soil.
It appears that the longer the microwave wavelength, the greater the,soil
penetrability
and the greater the information
about soil
Even the shorter microwave wavelengths produce much valuable near
moisture with depth.
In general, the greater the soil moisture percentage by weight,
surface soil rloisture
data.
Soil properties
have a much greater influthe less the I;crowave brightness
temperature.
ence on the microwave return at short wavelengths
[:.5 cm) than at long wavelengths (21 cm).
Studies are continuing
on the effects of vegetation
and surface roughness on the microwave
emission from the soil (24).
In December 1972, NASA launohed the Nimbus 5 satellite
oarrying
on board the elecpassive microwavE
trically
scanning tiicrowave radiometer
(ESMR). This coarse-resolution
instrument
(h - 1.55 cm) provides a capability
for monitoring
surface and near-surface
moisture features over extremely large areas*
In an initial
study using early ESMR data
over the Mississippi
Valley,
the microwave brightness
temperature fluctuations
were
compared with a number of known hydrologic
parameters.
The correlations
were best with
precipitation,
indicating
that ESMR is indeed monitoring
soil moisture changes in a layer
Such observations
may provide an index of the susceptibility
just benaath the surface (25).
of a particular
area to flooding
or its readiness for the application
of irrigation
water.
Watershed studies will not benefit
from such information,
however, until markedly improved
resolution
sensors are available.
Active microwave experiments show additional
promise,
but research in this area is only beginning and definite
results
are not yet available.
4.2

Future

Space Systems

A number of satellites
are currently
in operation
and a number of new vehicles will
be launched in the next ten years.
Varying frequency of coverage and spatial resolution
capabilities
permit different
types of water resources phenomena to be observed with the
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Figure 5, adapted from Salomonson (23), shows a representation
of various
various systema.
phenomena to be observed, time periods of observation,
distance scalea and capabilities
of
existing
or planned unmanned spacecraft
systems.
As an example, LANDSATgenerally
observes
various water resources phenomena no more than once every 18 days and identifies
objects
with at least one dimension 80 metres or greater.
The other currently
operating satellites,
the Nimbus and NOAA series,
are making observations
once every 12 hours with resolutions
as
discussed in this paper are
good as 0.9 km. Note in Figure 5 that many of the applications
indicated
in the areas covered by LANDSAT, Nimbus and NOAA. The Skylab =P
sensors, when
operating,
had capabilities
for irregular
time interval
observations
with resolutions
down
to 17 m (earth Terrain Camera). A possible follow-up
to the LANDSATsatellites
will
commence with the launching
of the Earth Observatory Satellite
(EOS) series presently being
considered for the late 1970's.
E05 would have much the same sampling frequency and types
of zensors as LANDSAT, but the spatial
resolution
capability
would increase to 10 metres
Beyond the EOS programme, starting
sometime after 1980, is a series
over Wall study areas.
.of Synchronous Earth Observation
Satellites
(SEOS) which will be able to make observations
at about 100 metre resolutions.
Observations
from synchronevery few minutes, if desired,
ous altitude
will be possible by placing a very large telescope ahead of presently
available
These rapid observations
will make possible a better remote sensing
remote sensors.
characterization
of dynamic hydrologic
events.
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The applications
and satellites
listed
available
and not to the development of new
portions
of the electromagnetic
spectrum will
EREP programme with its many varied sensors
evaluating
the advantages of observations
in
The
ERAP
progremme
is
also
contributing
used.
development and flying
of new instruments.
forefront
of research efforts
extending into

in Figure 5 refer only to sensors currently
or refined instruments.
Certainly
other
be exploited
in following
years.
The Skylab
was an excellent
start in the direction
of
various regions of the spectrum not commonly
a great amount of information
leading to the
Microwave applications
will probably be in the
the 1980’s.

Future remote sensing systems will most likely
consist of the above satellites
with
various sensors coupled with satellite
data collection
systems to rapidly
make available
Complimenting this will be da., acquisition
missions
conventional
hydrologic
data.
conducted with high, medium and low altitude
aircraft
and limited
ground based surveys.
In order to make sense out of this large amount of water resources data, sophisticated,
rapid and flexible
automatic data processing systems have to be developed to disperse the
pertinent
hydrologic
information
to the operational
agencies.
4.3

Familiarization

With Remote Sensing-Watershed

Management Capabilities

In cases where a watershed manager may feel that a particular
remote sensing
technique may be able to provide him with a desired answer , a lack of knowledge of how to
use the data or even where to obtain it prohibits
the use of remote sensing.
Some ways are
suggested here to enable the potential
user to become familiar
with remote sensing techFirst,
several handbooks or compilations
of scientific
papers specifically
niques.
pertinent
to water resources exist that would provide a good background for certain water
The American Water Resources Association
has published the
resources applications.
proceedings of a symposium on Remote Sensing and Water Resources Management that provides
a broad spectrum of the applications
of both airborne and satellite
acquired data to water
quantity
and quality
monitoring
(27).
As a result of the fact that snowcover extent mapping
manual entitled
Handbook of
has produced a number of positive
results,
an excellent
This snow handbook emphasizes
Techniques for Satellite
Snow Mapping (3) has been compiled.
the use of NOAAand LANDSAT, but also provides a complete description
of other possible
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has produced a number of
satellite
snow data sources.
documents outlining
the applications
of remote sensing to water resources that are quite
The Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory
in Hanover, New Rampshire,
useful.
has documented the methods to use for locating
reservoirs
with surface water extent greater
The Rydrologic
Engineering
Center in Davis, California
has published
than 0.02 km2 (17).
a report
on remote sensing applications
in hydrologic
engineering
(5).
The third Corps of
Engineers document is a manual on remote sensing practice
and potential
put out by the
Waterways
Experiment Station
in Vicksburg,
Missiesippi
(30).
In order to use LARDSAT (ERTS) data most efficientsy,
These may be obtained
The EXITS Data User's Handbook (8).
Electric-ERTS
Liaison Office in Beltsville,
Maryland.

it may be helpful
to obtain
for a nominal fee from the General

Once a basic knowledge of remote sensirig capabilities
is acquired,
probably the best
way to specifically
beoome acquainted with advantages of remote sensing for a particular
These data can then be
watershed problem is to obtain some data over the area of interest.
perused and compared to previous knowledge and conventionally
availabltr
data to develop a
familiarity
with the potential
uses. The primary place to order remote sensing data is The
Emth Rsegy..veg fSaomm+4
A-I. !@gt=;;s (.FD.~
n-L-.
-*- ';>‘e ~~~3~~.
ggolnplcalm Swey- !n
""""Z *e .Ld.‘Y
YI‘s.w/1. YO
** P--L-YWLIYz1A.LTi
--~- LANDSAT, Skylab EREP, and high altitude
ERAP data can be
Sioux Falls,
South Dakota.
Area
to be covered, permissable cloud cover and
obtained from EROS at cost by the user.
In the case of LANDSAT
type of imagery is the only information
necessary for ordering.
data, oomplete catalogues of acquired imagery are also available
from EROS at a nominal
Chrrrge. A. catalogue of Skylab earth resources data has also been published by NASA that
LANDSAT data may also be ordered from the National
facilitates
ordering of EREp data (26).
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
(NOAA) Earth Resources Data Center at Suitland,
Agricultural
Stabilization
and
Maryland, and from the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
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Conservation
Service, Western Aerial Photo Laboratory in Salt Lake City, Utah. NOAA-VHRR
data can be obtained from The National Environmental
Satellite
Service, Visible
Products
Support Branch in Suitland,
Maryland.
Information
on Nimbus data availability
can be
obtained from the NASA National Space Science Data Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland.
The ERc)GData Center, in addition
to distributing
remote sensing imagery, provides
the user with data interpretation
aseistanoe
through ooneuitation
with specialists.
Specialized
remote sensing equipment is available
for users at ERCS, as well as several
formal workshops and remote sensing training
courses.
Other remote sensing courses are
offered by various Universities
with remote sensing specialists
on their faculty.
For
situations
where the remote sensing solution
to a particular
user problem has not been
rrsviously
demonstrated or documented and the solution
is not routinely
available
from
facilities
such as EROS, NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland is
currently
establiehing
an Information
Transfer Laboratory
(INTRALAB). INTRALAB will serve
to tranefer
the most recently
d8V8lOp8d remote sensing technology
directly
to specific
user
It is hoped that the results
of the studies performed in INTRALAB
application
problems.
will benefit
not only the user but also provide NASA with significant
input for planning
future sensor and data processing systems.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

Today's aircraft
and satellite
remote sensing systems (operational
and experimental)
are capable of contributing
greatly to watershed management, primarily
in the areas of snow
mapping, surface water inventories,
flood management, hydrologic
land use monitoring
and
As the technological
advances in remote sensing of hydrological
data
watershed modelling.
so must the watershed management community expand its awareness of
continue to accelerate,
and its training
in remote sensing techniques
if these new tools are to be put to optimum
use.
6.
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EVALUATIONOF EROSION CONDITIONSARD TRENDS

Thomas Dunne
University
of Washington
and FAO Consultant,
Kenya 1/
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Statement

of the Problem

Erosion has many important consequences for human ecology and economics beaause it
csn remove productive
topsoil,
damage roads and fields by gullying
and landeliding,
cause
and in many other wsys cautte
eutrophication
and silting
of river channels and reservoirs,
Yet erosion
environmental
degradation that can only be stopped with great effort
and cost.
is a compliaated phenomenon; it ie the result
of many processes, whoee mechanics and ContUole
limit
our ability
The number of ControlB and their interaction8
are not well understood.
although we bow that the most importsnt controls
are olimate
to prediot rates of erosion,
and vegetation
(and therefore
land use), soil characteristics,
and topography.
Qualitative
information
of thiB kind, however, is of only limited use for such purposes a~ caloulating
for judging the effects
of cultivation
techniques on soil loBsI
the life of a reservoir,
or for predicting
stream sediment loads under vB.riouB logging practicee.
Soil-Loss
Equation for the
Smith and Wischmeier (45) have develcped a Universal
prediction
of erosion from oroplands.
This tool is a useful one for commercial agricultural lsnds in the 1Jnited States, .8nd perhaps elsewhere.
Its applicability
to other regions
and other forma of rural land use remains to be tested.
The same can be said for Other
prediction
methode based upon multivariate
statistical
analysis
(49).
The testing and
In most
extension of such msthods requires an independent field measurement of erosion.
developing countries
at this time there
is not Buffioient
data upon which to base generalizations
like the Universai
Soil-Loss
Equation.
For these purposes, we often must still
and field measurements of erosion rates are needed. d
resort to empiricism,
This paper describes a range of field
techniques for assessing rates of erosion by
various prooessee.
The methods are cheap to use by comparison with most other schemes for
greatly from the informmonitoring
environmental
change, and land managers would benefit
tion to be gained from such 8imple hydrologic
and geomorphic measurements.
There 8re two basio approaches to the study of erosion ratea.
The first
is to
sediment traneport
rates past a point in the river channel at the outlet of a
Snoh measurements are relatively
easy to make and they integrate
the
drainage
basin.
They suffer,
however, from problems of
effect9 of eroeion over large
or small 8reaa.
interpretation,
8nd often it is not easy to decide what is going on within the drainage
baein from a point meaeurement at the outlet.
This method, however, is probably the moat
The asoond
widespread technique used for monitoring
erosion conditione
and trends.
approaoh to the atudy of oromion involves moslrurbng procemses at a number of sampling mite8

monitor
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Such data are muoh more difficult
to collebt
but have obvious advantages
within a catchment.
controls
and looal effects of the
in providing
information
about the spatial
distribution,
With both approaches, informatiop
asn be obtained
erosion processes within the catchment.
on rates of current processes , and on rates during the recent past, as will be explained.
1.2

Controlling

Variables

and Sampling Problems

Many erosion-measuring
programmes have yielded only limited
information
because
insufficient
thou&t
was given to the design of the measurement programme and to the
It is not the purpose of this paper to
quantifioation
of the major controlling
variables.
but it must be stressed that a few %pot" meaconsider either of these topics in detail,
The earth soientist
surements of erosion oan be misleading
if they are unrepresentative.
must ensure that his measurements sample the range of conditions
and the major oontrolling
The problem of sampling is dealt with at an introvariables
in whioh he is interested.
26) and by
ductory level by most textbooks on statistics
(e.g., Krumbein and Grsybill,
several advanced texts (e.g.,
Coohrsn, 6)=
unless
Even well-distributed
measurements, however, will allow few generalizations
are quantified
and
the major controlling
variables
are also measured. If the controls
related to erosion rates by simple or mul\;ivariate
statistical
techniques (26), the results
can be extrapolated
and used to predict erosion rates outside the immediate measuring area.
The same data csn be used for predictions
of the effects of certain
changes in the controlling
variables,
a useful tool in land management.
This
statistical
variables.
and most of
little
value
(precipitation,
quantitative

reference to sampling and to controlling
variables
is not a plea for massive
studies of erosion,
based upon the measurement of dozens of potential
controlling
such studies are usually not feasible,
Given the difficulty
of the fieldwork,
the multivariate
statistical
analyses that have been made produoe results of
It is wise, however, to measure the major variables
for land manmment.
soil, topography,
and vegetation
cover) for purposes of developing simple,
relations
for the prediction
of soil erosion.

the measure of a variable
may be a simple one.
For example,
For some predictions,
Lsngbein and Schumm (31) related sediment yields to mean annual precipitation,
end Fournier
(11) related
them to an index of the seasonabiiity
of rainfall.
Other prediotions
require
more detailed
information
such as the kinetic
energy of rainfall
(e.g. Smith end Kisohmeier,
45).
Hudson (21) has reviewed methods for quantifying
preoipitation
end coil variables.
Kethods of measuring vegetation
density are described in textbooka on quantitative
plant
ecology (e*g. Grieg-Smith
15)) although much remains to be done in refining
the measurement
of those characteristics
of ground cover which are most strongly
related to soil erosion.
Topography oan be measured by simple survey teohniques.
1.3

Temporal Fluctuations

and Sampling through

Time

Erosion rates fluctuate
in time.
There mRJrbe random inter-annual
variations,
or
periods of several years in which sediment mobilization
is intense,
perhaps because of a
run of wet or dry years.
Shar changes of climate,
such as the one we have experienced
since the early 19601s (30, 53 P also appear to have caused major ohangee of eroeion rates
in eomt parte of Africa.
In the American Southwest, climatic
change has altered erosion
rates several times in the recent geologic past (5).
Superimposed upon suoh %atural"
fluctuations
are trends of accelerated
eroeion oaused by human use of land.
Monitoring
erosion ratae in the present and the reoent past should allow us to separate the effect8
of land use from those of natural climatic
fluctuations.
In some situations,
of oourse,
these two varilrbc3les are linked,
because changes in the character
or inteneity
of land use
often oocur in response to climatio
change. The interaction,
however, must still
be
evaluated.
A long-term view of soil erosion and its response to both land UEO end to
natural
environmental
fluctuations
would be valuable in planning land management.

a)

20 cm

b)

1
Figure

1.

100 cm

i

Sunpuuhd mliment
samplers:
(a) USDH-4.8 depth-integrating
(b) Delft-bottle
point-integraticg
sampler.
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2.

MIQC3JREMEXT
OF EROSIONBY SEDIMBJT YIEISDS FROM BASlNS

2rl

Suspended Load

Sediment can leave a basin as suspended load or bed load, and these two components
To measure the rate of transport
of suspended load, the concenare measured separately.
tration
of sediment in the water is measured (in mg/l) and multiplied
by the disoharge of
Because concentration
varies with elevation
above the
the stream (in, say, litres/sec.).
bed a sampling method must be used which provides an average concentration
representative
The most common instrument
for doing this is the depthof the profile
of sediment.
integrating
sampler (Figure la), which allows entry of water through a narrow nozzle into
Other samplers, (pointa glass bottle with a capacity of approximately
0.4 litres.
integrating
samplers) collect
only a sample from a particular
depth, and allow the vertical
For details
on the use and purchase of
profile
of sediment concentration
to be defined.
these instruments,
the reader should consult reports by Guy and Norman (17)) and the Federal
Another widely used sampler, which works on the
Inter-agency
Sedimentation
Project (10).
prinoiple
illustrated
in Figure 1 (b) is the Delft ssmpl~r (38).
Concentration
of sediment In the water sample can be obtained by filtration
and
can be successfully
Kunkle and Comer (27) demonstrated how sediment concentrations
drying.
if a proper correlation
is established.
and rapidly
estimated from measurements of turbidity,
In order to generalize
about rates of transport
from a few measurements, the
suspended sediment concentrations
sre usually multiplied
by the stream discharge at the
time of sampling to obtain the rate of suspended sediment transport.
This value is then
plotted against discharge to yield a suspended sediment rating curve, like that shown in
with a flow-duration
curve to
Figure 2a. The curve can then be used in conjunction
The number of days with discharge in some interval
is
calculate
suspended sediment yields.
read from the flow duration
curve.
From the mean discharge for this interval,
the sediment
transport
rate (in tonnes/dw)
is obtained using Figure 2a. This transport
rate is multiplied by the number of days on which it occurred to give the total amount of sediment
transported.
This process is repeated for each discharge interval
on the flow duration
are summed to provide the annual rate of sediment transport.
curve, and the sediment totals
Rating curves of this kind can shift significantly
through time (see Figure 2b), as the
catohment undergoes fluctuations
of climate,
land use, or other factors,
and once enough
measurements have been made to define a rating curve, occasional
sampling should be used
to check for shifts.
2.2

Bedload

The problem of measuring bedload transport
is mush more difficult.
On small stresms
with low rates of bedload transport,
a trough or catoh basin can be installed
across the
streambed (Figure 3a). The basin can be emptied periodically.
This is not feasible
in
large streams, or where transport
rates are high.
Cn a small stream in Oregon, Kilhous
(36) successfully
measured bedload in a trough set obliquely
across a channel.
The
vortex created by the flow of the stream over this trough moved the sediment across the
stream to a measuring station
installed
in the stream bank below the level of the channel
floor.
In large channels, the rate of bedload transport
is measured by lowering a sampling
devioe onto the streambedfor
a short interval
of time.
No single sampler has been generally
accepted for use, however.
lies in the interference
of the flow caused
The major difficulty
by the sampler as it lies on the bed. This can cause either an apparent inorease or
decrease of the local bedload transport
rate.
Most ssmplers also have only a limited
collecting
efficiency.
Several bedload samplers have been used.
Most of them involve some form of wire
basket weighted and lowered into the stream on a cable, and stabilized
in the flow by a
metal
tail-fin
(Figure 3b). Their catch efficiency
is generally
low, (often as low as
30-50 percent) because they retard the flow, especially
after a small amount of sediment
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pressure-difference
samplers have
accumulates within them. To overcome this difficulty,
been designed with a narrow orifice
backed by a wider section which causes a pressure drop
and allows the flow into the orifice
to approximate the ambient stream velocity.
This
raises the catch efficiency
of the sampler.
The sediment is caught in a mesh bag, as shown
successful
instruments
of this kind was the Dutch Arnhem
in Figure 3c. One of the earliest
sampler has been designed by Helley and Smith
Sampler, but a more stable and efficient
which works very well for material
finer than
(19).
It has a 7.6 cm square orifice,
coarse sand. Emmett and Seitz (9) have designed and used one of these samplers with a
15.2 cm square orifice
for measuring the rate of transport
of gravel.
They have also
shown by field
studies that the 7.6 cm Helley-Smith
sampler has a catch efficiency
of
approximately
10% for particles
smaller
than fine gravel.
As the particle
size increases
the catch, efficiency
decreases.
(W.W. Emmett, personal communication,
Jan., 1975).
Further studies of this sampler are being carried out.
The bedload measurements obtained
with such a sampler are in units of weight per unit time per unit width of stream.
They
can be multiplied
by the width of the stream to give the transport
rate. in weight per unit
time, and plotted
against discharge to produce a bedload rating curve, as shown in Figure 4.
Graf (13) presents a useful review of sediment sampling devices.
2.3

Total

Load

At some locations
the bedload and suspended ioad are not sampled separately,
but
the total load for long periods of time can be measured from deposits in natural or
artificial
lakes, including
large reservoirs
and small stock ponds.
Ideally,
the site of
an artificial
reservoir
will have been surveyed before inundation,
and if the reservoir
is
drained periodically
the elevation
of its bed can be levelled
along lines between monumented bench marks.
In a lake which is not drained,
the changes of bed elevation
can be
measured periodically
by depth sounding from a boat or raft along bench-marked lines.
(See paper by Rausch and Heinemann in this publication).
Such surveys give only the
volume of the deposits,
and for purposes such as reservoir
design, this may be all that is
required.
For assessing erosion on the contributing
catchment, however, or for comparison
with data from sediment transport
measurements, the data must be expressed in terms of
the bulk density of the deposits.
weight, and this requires estimating
If local data are
available
on the density of lake deposits,
they should be used.
If not, Table 1 will
provide useful estimates.
Small reservoirs
may not trap all of the sediment load of a
stream, particularly
the finer particles.
The proportion
of the total
load which is
caught in the impoundment is called the trap efficiency
of the water boo and can be estimated from Figure 5. A correction
to the total load can then be made for the material that
is not trapped.
Other methods of estimating
trap efficiency
for impoundments have been
based on particle
size of the bed material
and sedimentation
rates for suspended particles
(27).

-

Table

Bulk density

1:

Dominant grain

sediments.

Source:

Geiger,

(12).

Permanently
submerged
(lb/ftj)
u

size

Clw

40-60

60-80

Silt

55-75

75-85

Clsy-silt

mixture

40-65

65-85

Sand-silt

mixture

75-95

95- 110

50-80

ao- 100

Sand

85-100

85- 100

Gravel

85-125

85-125

95-130

95-130

Clay-silt-sand

Poorly

mixture

sorted

3/ lb/ft3
obtain

2.4

of reservoir

60 -

sand and gravel

= pounds per cubic
kg/m3.

foot;

multiply

the above figures

I

by 16.02 to

Sediment Yields

Within a region of' uniform climate,
geology, and land use, the sediment yields
from large drainage basins are usually
less
than those from small basins, and the latter
in turn are less than rates of sediment loss measured on hillslopes
by the techniques to
be described in the next section.
When comparing sediment yields
from basins of various
sizes, therefore,
the yield must be corrected
to remove the effect of catchment size.
Alternatively
if measurements of erosion from hillsides
and gullies
are being used to
assess the probable rate of sedimentation
at Borne proposed reservoir
site downstresm, the
erosion rate must be corrected
to express how much of the soil that is mobilized on the
hillsides
will reach the downstream point.
The remainder of the mobilized soil is deposited
on gentle footslopes,
debris fans, floodplains
and other depositional
features.
The ratio (expressed as a percentage)
of the soil loss from hillsides
and gullies
to the sediment yield of a catchment is called the sediment delivery
ratio of the catchment.
steepness of the catchment.
This ratio varies with drainage basin size, and with the overall
If local data are available,
the variation
of sediment yield with these factors can be quanFigure 6 may be used to estimate the sediment delivery
tified,
but if such data are lacking,
ratio.
The degree of scatter
in these diagrams, however, should be taken into account when
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conclusions
are being drawn about measurements corrected
in this way. A review of the
available
literature
from several physiographic
regions indicates
that the exponent in the
equation relating
sediment delivery
ration to drainage area generally
varies between -0.15
end -0.35, but that values cluster
strongly
around -0.20 over a wide range of catchment
When comparing sediment yields from drainage basins, it is usual to correct them all
size.
to a value appropriate
for a basin of a fixed size.
temporal variations
in sedimentation
If reservoir
surveys are made periodically,
For estimating
sedimentation
rates over long periods of time
rates csn be calculated.
before any survey was made, samples from various depths can be dated radiometrically.
Such measurements can be useful for indicating
long-term erosion rates, which average out
short runs of rapid or slow sedimentation.
They can also indicate
erosion rates before
the advent of large-scale
human modification
of the land.
Stuiver
(46) has discuseed the
appllcatlon
of radiocarbon
dating to the measurement of variations
of sedimentation
rates
iv", &:cs over the last 1~1,000 years.
For this method organic materials
must be collected
fr,tim va-t+l~
~rs. tins in a aedime.:?nry deposit and transported
carefully
to a laboratory
wit!, Ihe .?F+--~.+ ate equipment.
Ralph (40) clearly
describes the method, the kinds of
materials
+.bat can b,s dated, and the ccllaction
and packaging of samples.
Radiocarbon
auLi;ig
is riot useful for materials
'es6 than several hundred years old.
Sediments ranging
in age from 10 to :@Oyears can be sated by measuring Lead-210, an isotope from the uranium233 series.
This isotope can be use-l for calculating
sedimentation
rates over the recent
past, which is of most interest
to the land manager, and holds great promise for work in
sedimen?stion.
The technique is described by Koide et al (23) and by Petit (39).
Where
radiometric
facilities
or materials
are not available,
stratified
fluvial
deposits
can be
1
dated from archaeological
evidence (Leopold et al (33) pp. 480-84).
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SEDIMENT TRAPPED (percent)
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5.

Method for estimating
trap efficiency
of lakae and reservoirs
based on comparison of the reservoir's
capacity to ?.hs volume
Source: Brune (1953).
of water which flows into the reservoir.
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(a) Re 1at ion of sediment delivery
ratio to catchrnent size for drainage
basins in the central
and southeastern
United States.
Source: Roehl (1962).
(b) Relation of sedimant delivery
ration to catchment relief
(H) uld
mainstream length (I.,) for drainage basins in the southern United States.
Sources: Fianer (1958); Roehl (1962).
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3.

MEASURES?ENT
OF Q'?OSIONWITHIN CATCEME3TS

3.1

Sediment Sources

Sediment yields from drainage basins provide a useful index of erosion conditions
Often, however, the land manager needs more detailed
information
about where
and trends.
the sediment comes from within a catchment, what the major processes are that mobilize the
aediment, and what th8 relation
is between the intensity
of erosion and various possible
The techniques used for measuring erosion within catchments vary
controlling
factors.
The prooesaes to be discussed here include:
with the erosion processes themselves.
river channel changes; mass movements and wind
sheetwash erosion;
rilling
and gullying;
erosion.
3-2

Sheetwash erosion

3.2.1

Plots

Current sheetwash erosion can be monitored by measuring the amount of sediment
washed from hillside
plots,
or by measuring the rate of lowering of the ground surface at
An erosion plot can be established
simply by installing
a coilacting
trough along
stakes.
the contour and connecting
it to a tank in which the eroded sediment and runoff can be
measured. Also note example given in the paper by Djorovik
in this publication.
The
length of the trough may vary according to the wishes of the investigator.
Longer trou&a
sample a larger section of hillslope,
which minimizes errors due to the spatial variability
Small plots are often defined by inserting
metal or
of erosion caused by minor rills.
plastic
walls a few centimetres
into the soil.
Such small plots,
varying in width from
about 0.5 m to 2 m are often used for studying
infiltration
and soil erosion under controlled
artificial
rainfall
(35).
Larger plots are usually
left unbounded and sre defined
approximately
by a topographic
survey.
The construction
of the colleotor
trough is usually
simple, but the trough must be
carefully
installed
if it is to function
properly.
Figure 7 shows some suggested designs.
The crucial
factor is to provide good contact between the lip of the trough and the soil
surfaoe, so that runoff entera the trough satisfaotorily
and does not erode the lip and
Gerlack used a small (50 cm long), sheet-metal
trough placed in a
by-pass the trough.
The trough has a hinged lid to prevent the ingress of rainohallow tranch (Figure 7a).
fall,
and a 3.5 om wide lip which is pushed under the soil surfaoe.
A drain from one
corner of the trough conducts sediment laden runoff to a storage tank.
Such a short trough
is satisfactory
if there is no significant
spatial
variability
across the slope.
The
ease of oonatruc%ion and installation
allows several trou&s
to be installed
en echelon
down a hillside
to study the effects of hillslope
length upon erosion.
If small rills
are present, the investigator
mey wish to use a ionger trough.
A
collector
can be constructed,
as shown in Figure 7b, by driving
stakes into the soil along
the slope, and nailing
The boards can then be used to support
to them 20 am wide boards.
a collector.
If the plot is only several feet long and if the arose-sectional
profile
of
the hillslope
is smooth, sections of sheet metal can be laid Bide-by-side
and soldered
together.
Their uphill
edge can be inserted
into the topeoil
as shown. If the hillside
is not smooth, however, and if the collector
needs to be a long one, thick industrial
polyethylene
sheet can be used. One edge of the sheet can be fastened to the supporting
backboard and the sheet spread down the board and uphill
along the ground.
A short slit
is made about 2 cm into the soil surface,
and the edge of the polyethylene
&eat is tucked
into this slit
with a piece of wood. The baee of the polyethylene
channel can then be
It is also advisable to
covered with a bituminous roofing oompound to keep it smooth.
provide for a considerable
gradient
on such a ohannel so that it drains the runoff water
snd sediment efficiently
toward the storage tank.
A plastic
oolleotor
of this type is
less durable than other materials,
but is cheaper and easier to install
if long troughs
are needed.
Inserting
a lip under the topsoil
works well if the soil has a moderately
good vegetative
cover,
but where the root mat is not strong, the soil tends to dieintegrate

I
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7.

METAL TROUGH
Collector
troughs for measuring runoff and soil eroded from hillside
(a) Cerlach trough; (b) Channel consisting
of a backboard and sheet;
gutter;
(d) large debris trough.

plots.
(c) concrete
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a ooncrete trou&,
88
In such caae~, it is better to install
immediately above the trough.
&own
in Figurs 70. The width and depth of the concrete ohannel must vary with the magnitude of flow6 to be expected from the plot.
Where erosion ratea are extremely high and where eroded debris may be very coarse,
Anderson et al (2) used half-round
steel troughs
a larger oolleoting
trough ie required.
to oatch debrie from eteep hillslopea
in Southern California'(see
Figure 76). The upelope
edge of the trou&
was oonnscted to the eoil surfaoe by a ooncrete apron, and one-metre
high reinforced
wooden board6 were positioned
behind the trough to catch bounoing rooks.
If the plot must be large, the design of the storage tank must take into aooount
the potentially
large volume6 of eediment and runoff to be collected.
One inoh of runoff
from a hillaide
plot 200 feet long and 50 feet wide would total 850 aubic feet of water
Rather than conrstruot such a large storage tank,,some inveati(one foot = 0.30 metre).
gatora inetall
deviose that divert
only a emall portion of the runoff end sediment into the
measuring tenk (37).
3.2.2

Stakes and Pine

An alternative
method of measuring sheetwash erosion involves
repeated measurement
of the height of the ground surface at stakes or erosion pins.
The instrumentation
shown
in Figure 8a coneists of a 25 cm long nail and a large washer.
At the time of installation,
the nail and washer are driven into the aoil.
The distanoe from the head of the nail to
the top of the washer is then measured with a millimetre
scale.
Erosion removea material
from around and beneath the waeher which is lowersd to the poeition
shown in Figure 8b.
Remeasurement of the dietance between the top of the nail and the top of the wesher providaa
a measure of the erosion rate during the intervening
period.
If the washer hae protected
the aoil from raindrop impaot, 60 that it now stand6 on a emall pedeetal, the pedeetal
muet be removed before measurement, so that the washer lice at the ganeral
level of the
ground eurface.
The advantage of using the washer ie that it givee a firm surface from
which to measure.
Such monitoring
devioee are cheap and easy to install
in large numbers.
A wide range of conditions
can therefore
be eampled at small cost.
The moat valuable
erosion proceeaea and their relationillustration
of the use of such data in understanding
ebip to the eediment budget of a drainage basin is the work of Leopold -et al (33).
M.erking
the pins with bri&t
red paint and plaoing them in a grid pattern or along
a line facilitatee
relooation.
Near each group of pins, should be an easily loo&ted brnoh
mark, clearly
identified
by a numbered tag or engraved plate.
The reoords of installation
ehould include detailed
inetruotions
on how to locate the benoh mark, and how to locate
the groupe of pins from the benchmark.
The value of these simple moasuromentm lire in
their repetition;
and the work ie wasted.if
records of the pin looations
ie lost when
the original
investigator
ohangas hie job.
At the time of each erosion-pin
survey,.the
elevation
of the top of raoh pin should be checked by running a line of level6 from the
benoh mark. This will indioats
uhether the pins have been displaced
by froet heaving or
trampling.

3.2.3

Other

Erosion

Indioatore

In addition
to measuring ourrant rates of ooil loss, it ie al'ro sometimse poaeible
to reoonmtruot
the reoent erosional
history
of an area from trunoatione
of soil profiles,
A lot of
irom the hoi&t
of rmtaidual soil pedeetalta, or from the exposure of tree roote.
oare met be uercised
%hen using theee methods, and local undieturbmd
roila and tree roots
murt be sxaminod in detail.
Normal l patial variafionm
of soil-profile
depth with hillelope
gradient and other factors,
for example, should be considered
t&tan uring meoruromontr of
tnrncated
roil profiles.
Kaggett (18) measured the bombined thicaknomm of the A and B
horieons of a soil on the mid-mootions of elopes that had hem plantrd to coffee in Bracil.
By oomperison with eimilar meaouremonte under nearby undisturbed
forrot,
he was able to show
that 20 om (t 5 cm) of soil had been removed from the oultivatsd
rrlopos rinoo 1850. A
oomparieon of the textures
of the two eete of eoil profiles
oonfinnod thir oonolueion.
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Measurement of erosion
(b)
Remeasurement.

and deposition

at stakes:

(a)

Installation;
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(a) Msaeurement of reoent eheetwaeh erosion between vegetated
remnants of the foxmsr soil surface;
(b) Measurement of erosion
around tree roots.
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Depths of erosion measured from tree root exposures.
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a small area.
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Particularly
if soil erosion is rapid following
the destruction
of a vegetative
as shown in Figure ga. A ruler,
frame,
cover, remnants of the former surface msy be left,
or tape laid across the former surface can be used as a reference from which to measure
Various other indices,
suoh as the average distanoe between
the average depth of erosion.
remnants or the average width of remnants along a transect
can also provide sensitive
information
that will indicate
changes between repeated surveys of the same area. The
Before such measurements
exposure of tree roots can be measured, as shown in Figure'gb.
the
investigator
should
examine
roots
of
trees
from
the
same species in neighare made,
sites,
grow with part of their roots above
bouring areas.
Some trees, even on undisturbed
The average depth of the basal flare of the trunk below ground should
the ground surface.
in Figure gb, only a minimum depth of erosion is
also be examined at undisturbed
sites;
indioated for a tree species whose roots lie wholly within the soil at undisturbed
sites.
The methodology and limitations
of using tree-root
exposures for measuring erosion has
Measurements of root exposures at various
been discussed in detail by Lamarche (29).
sites produoes data of the kind shown in Figure 10 snd allows the investigator
to relate
erosion rates to their controlling
variables.
A minimum date for the duration of the accelerated
erosion can sometimes also be
obtained from the age of the tree, which in some climates can be measured by counting the
tree
number of annual growth rings on newly-out stumps, or in cores taken from the living
with a Swedish increment borer (obtainable
from major engineering
supply houses).
In many
tropical
regions, however, annual growth rings do not form, and the trees must be aged by
some other method such as measurement of their diameter.
The relationship
between diameter
and age can be obtained by measuring annual increments of diameter on a sample to trees.
Pedestals can also be dated from the ages of long-lived
shrubs
which grow on them, but
the techniques for aging shrubs are not as well developed as those for trees.
If the
tree has been cut down, the age of the surface can sometimes be obtained from aerialphotographic
evidence of the data of destruction
of the woodland, from local records, or
from local oral tradition.
Rough estimates can be made from the extent of weathering of
the wood, or from the nature of the charcoal if the stump has been burnt.
All suoh
estimates would be affected by such variables
as the climate and the nature of the wood
(i.e.
the tree species).
In making the estimates,
therefore,
there is no substitute
for
local field experience,
3.2.4

Classification

Approach
.I

In some studies there is not suffioient
time or manpower to make detailed measurements of erosion depths.
The intensity
of erosion is estimated by inspeotion
of large
areas, and is mapped onto aerial photographs.
This technique usually
involves the
establishment
of three or four catagories
of erosion intensity.
Areas of perhaps 10-200
hillslopes
are then classified
into one of these categories
(note
aores, or individual
1 aore = 0.4 ha).
The eroeion olmses should be well-defined
and carefully
deeoribed.,
Photographic
documentation of type localities
will give other investigators,
land managers
and planners a clear idea of the erosion conditions
represented by each category.'
The
classification
may vary with the form that erosion takes in a particular
region, but it
is useful to seek agreement between all the workers surveying erosion in a region.
As an
example, the classification
adopted by the U.S. Soil Conservation
Servioe (48) for olassifying water erosion is listed below.
Class

1:

Up to 25 percent of the original
A horizon,
or original
ploughed
layer in soils with thin A horizons,
removed from most of the area.

Class 2:

Approximately
25 to 75 percent of the original
soil lost from most of the area.

A horizon

Class 3:

More than 75 percent of the original
A horizon
commonly part or all of the B horizon or other
from most of the area.

or surface
underlyirg

or surfaoe
soil, and
lsyers,
lost
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Class

4:

The land has been deeply eroded until
it has an intricate
pattern
Soil profiles
have been
of moderately deep or deep gullies.
destroyed except in small
areas
between the gullies.

Because of the association
between the density of the vegetative
cover and erosion rate,
of erosion if all other important
the vegetation
can sometimes be used as an indicatoThus, the percentage of bare soil,
the canopy density,
or
controls
are fairiy
constant.
density of ground cover have all been used as indices.
They do not, of coursertake
into
erosion will be faster on steeper slopes and more
account that for a fixed cover density,
and are generally
incorpoerodible
soils.
They are, however, easy to measure repeatedly
Although the use of erosion indicators
is
rated into any inventory
of range condition.
a relatively
crude technique
it can be used to define quantitatively
the conditions
of
geoloa,
soils,
topography climate and lend use which retard or accelerate
erosion.
Measurement of these controlling
factors for each site at which erosion conditions
are classified
allows the investigator
to study the association
between various degreea of erosion and
values of the controlling
variables
using statistical
techniques
that are appropriate
for
(Note also paper by Stevens in this
ordinal
and nominal scale variables
(20, 26).
publication).
3.3

Rilling

and Gullying

If large gullies
have grown or are grosing raTidly
in a region, their development
can be measured on sequences of aerial photogra$ia
(344).
The date of initiation
of
gullying
can also often be established
from aerial photographs.
Many gully systemu,
enlargements of their
however, can generate large amounts of sediment by only small
headcute or by minor retreat
of their sidewalls.
The measurement of these processes is
not possible from aerial photographs.
Even plane-table
maps or pace-and-compass maps are
and in smaller features
not generally
accurate enough for this purpose.
Changes in gullies,
such as rills,
should be measured by repeated level-surveys
at benchmarked cross-section
and along the profile
of the gully.
Iron stakes driven 20 cm into the ground provide
of headcuts
adequate benchmarks for this purpose.
Widening, deepening, and the migration
ban be quantified
in this way. An example of the results
of repeated surveys is shown.in
Several such cross-sections
should be installed
along the gully.
The
figure
lla.
average net change at two adjacent trots-sections
should be multiplied
by the distance
between the cross-sections
to obtain the net volume of erosion or deposition.
For detailed monitoring
of the behaviour of vertical
headouts, an‘ arrangement of
stakes, sup:. as that shown in Figure llb will allow repeated tape measurements to be made.
In this wa;:, I streat averaging a few inches per year oan be measured with ease- The amount
of sediment mobilized by rills
can be measured either at lines of erosion pins, or by
repeatedly
running lines of levels along the contour between benchmarks (see Figure 12).
3.4

River

channel

changes

Some chenges in river ohannels can be obeerved from sequences of aerial photographs.
Disappearance of riparian
vegetation,
bank caving, or direct measurements of width and
On the
einuousity
rnw all provide quantitative
evidence of net erosion if it is large.
ground, repeated mapping of river channels onto aerial-photographic
mosaics, or by planetable, chaining,
or pace-and-compass mapping can indicate
large increases of channel width,
sinuousity,
or shifts
of position.
Lateral movement, however, and the.presenoe
of raw,
undercut banks do not necessarily
indicate
a net loss of sediment from the valley floor.
By repeated levelling
of benchmarked cross-sections
of a small stream, Leopold -et -.al (33)
were able to show that the sediment eroded from the underout bank was approximately
in
balance with the amount of sediment deposited on the opposite streambank as the channel
shifted
laterdlly
(see Figure 13). The deposited material came from the drainage basin
or from the valley floor upstream, the net amount of erosion or sediment production
within
If the bank being undercut is higher than the
the surveyed reach was approximately
zero.
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1967 survey by Leopold
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Measurement of gully changes: (a) by a level survey at a bench-marked
(b) by.taping
distances from a number of bench marks.
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Measurement of rills

by levelling

along the contour

between two bench marks.
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This erosion
one being deposited,
however, there is a net loss of sediment from the reach.
can best be quantified
by establishing
several bench-marked cross sections on a stream and
multiplying
the average net loss of sediment from adjacent cross-sections
by the distance
If bank recession is very rapid, or is highly variable,
it can be
between the sections.
monitored by repeatedly
measuring the distance from the bank to line6 of stskes well back
Crey (14) has provided a detailed
description
of method6 for measuring
from the stream.
bank srqeion during snowmelt floods.
3.5

Mass movements

3.5.1

The Type6 of Ma66 Movement6

It is difficult
to mea6ure rate6 and trend6 of erosion by ma66 movement because
One msy be concerned. either with
the prooesses are either very slow or cata6trophic.
and hazard.
their importanoe as producer6 of sediment, or a6 agent6 of land destruction
The former aapect is particularly
difficult
to study, the latter
is more tractable.
Mass
movement6 can be classified
in many way6 (see 50), but for the purpose of discussing
measurement techniques,
I will divide them into: creep, landslides,
earthflows
and mudflows.
3.5.2

Creep

Creep is the
under the downslope
disturbed by frost
ceptible
except by

downhill movement of 6oil and weathered rock due to slow deformation
component of gravity,
and to amall downhill
movements a6 the soil is
It is generally
imperaction, wetting and drying,
or the soil fauna.
careful,
precise measurements over a number of yeare.

The mO6t widely used and accurate method of measuring
creep involves the u6e of
A pit is dug to the depth
a Young pit (Young, 54) as modified by Emmett and Leopold (8).
and a benchmark (iron stake) is drLven into the sub6Oi1, as
to which creep penetrates,
shown in Figure 14. I qo other benchmark6 are placed in line with the one in the pit, and
A theodolite
is centred over
in the top of each benchmark, a narrow groove iS scratched.
one of the benchmark6 to establish
a line of sigfit approximately
along the contour through
groove6 on the other two benchmark6 and through the sidewall of the pit (Figure 14b). A
narrow vert<cal
slit
is then made into the sidewall
of the pit on the line of sight.
Into
the slit a flexible
metal strip
is inserted.
The strip consists of a number of 2.5 cm x
5 cm aluminium plates,
held together by sticky tape (masking tape, or insulating
tape), a6
14~. This tape will
eventually
be destroyed by weathering,
and the plates
6hownin figure
oan move independently
of one another,
When the strip is installed
in ths slit,
a millimetre
rule is heid horizontally
at the top and bottom corner of each plate.
The deviation
of
each plate fron the line of sight can then be observed through the theodolite.
The initial
position
of each plate ie thus defined precieely.
The pit is carefully
refilled
and it6
position
relative
to some surface marker is carefully
measured.
For the re-eurvey,
the pit must be relocated
and excavated slowly with a hand
The line of si&t
is again established
with
trowel,
60 that the plates are not disturbed.
a theodolite
set over a bench mark and horizontal
deviation6
from the line of sight are
measured with d millimetre
scale set on the top and bottom corners of each metal plate.
The measurement can be continued by carefully
refilling
the pit.
Repeated measurements
on each plate establishes
it6 average velocity.
Multiplication
of this value by the depth
increment repreeented by the plate and by the width of the hillslope
provides an estimate
A simpler but less
of the rate of cedimsnt production
in cubic metros of soil per year.
accurate method of measuring creep hae been tested by Rudberg (43) and ie useful where
creep rate6 are high.
For very deep Soil6 undergoing
rapid creep, Kojan (24) successfully
employed long
flexible
tubes inserted several metres into the soil.
Deformation of these tube6 are still
bsingmeasuredrepeatedly
by mean6 of an inclinometer
lowered to varying depths inside the
tubes.

ALUMINUM

PLATES

x 2.5cm

(a)
A
BENCHMARKS

PIT

lNSTRt MENT
SITE
STICKY TAPE

(d)

SOIL SURFACE
I
-J
oh
I

THEODOLITE
INSTALLATION

BENCHMARKS
FACE INTO WHICH
METAL STRIP IS
INSERTED

r

Figure

14.

Use of
of pit
a alit
of the

a "Young pit" for the measurement of creep: (a) and (b) the layout
into
and bench marks; (c) the fl exible metal strjp to be inserted
in the wall of the pit; (d) typical
results,
showing the position
strip at the time of installation
and after re-excavation.
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Relationship
between area and volume of landslides
Source: Simonett (1967).
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3.5.3

Large-scale

Movements

more rapid mazs movements include landslides,
debris avalanches,
Large-8cale,
These features oan usually be mapped on aerial photographs,
earthflows
and mudflows.
deposits,
or disturbances
of the
using either the scars themaelves, the form oi landslide
may wish only to count numbers of slides per unit
vegetation
(25, 52). The investigator
topographic
or cultural
features.
Tubbs (47) for
area associated with various geologic,
example, mapped lendslides
in Seattle and related their
location
to the underlying
He was then able to identify
zones of hi& landslide
hazard
Quaternary stratigraphy.
throughout
the urban area with the aid of topographio
and geologic maps.
The area1 extent of landslides
oan also be measured easily from aerial photographs,
and gives a more quantitative
picture of the extent of the process and of the resulting
Corbett and Rice (7) placed a grid over aerial
photographs and, by pointdisruption.
counting,
estimated the srea disturbed by shallow landslides
on a range of hillslope
gradients
under two vegetative
covers (see Table 2). Similar
sampling schemes under other
conditions
could yield information
that would be valuable
for planning land-management
practices
to minimize erosion.
By means of a relatively
few field measurements (using a
it is possible to measure the volume of a ssmple
hand-level
and tape, or visual estimation)
of slides and to relate the volume to the area of individual
failures
(see Figure 15).
Such a calibration
curve might be needed for each physiographic
region, depending upon the
average depth and form of landslides.
This technique provides a means of estimating
the
volume of sediment released by landslides,
if the photogrammetry includes messurements of
the number of landslides
that reached a stream channel, or the proportion
of landslide
debris that has been removed by the stream.
The volumes of earthflow
and mudflow deposits
can also be mapped on aerial photographs,
or by plane-table.

Table

2:

Relationship
of the extent of shallow landslides
to hillslope
gradient and
vegetative
cover in southern California.
Source: Corbett and Rice (7).

Slope class
(%I.

No. af slides

% of area covered by slides

Under brush

Under grass

Under brush

Under grass
.--

0

0

0

0

0

0.15

0

0.25
0.88

2.02

1-o

0.3
8.0

4.09

3.2

13.3

<40
40-54
55-69
W-/O
lf

per acreg

1 acre = 0.4 hectare

Dating of old failures
might be required
for obtaining
a long-term view of their
contribution
to catuhment erosion,
or of the frequency and size of landsliding
before
some change of land use. The suooess of various dating techniques
depends upon the method
used, the size and character
of individual
slides,
the age of the slide,
and any modifioations that have occurred since the failure.
In some .osses dating of slides ie easy in
others it is not possible.
The most aocurate dating tool is obviously historical
aooounts
of individual
slides (l),
or of large numbers of slides that can be dated and looated frop
newspaper acoounts.
Tubbs (47) used a 30-year file of newspaper accounts to map and date
several hundred landslides
in Seattle.
Records of road snd railway maintensnoe in lsndslideprone areas often contain useful data on the frequency and magnitude of hillslope
failure&
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Sewenoe of aerial photographs can also provide information
about dates of lendelide
aotivity,
though the low frequenoy of aerial surveys limite the usefulneee
of this method.
The age of trees on the 8oar gives a
Some landslides
can be dated from their vegetation.
Around the edges of some landelide
deposits,
tree trunk6 may
minimum age for the slide.
The number of growth rings that post-date
suoh a ecer ia
be scarred by fcllen
blocks.
If the fallen debris oontain organic
another indicator
of the age of the failure.
it oan be dated by the radiocarbon
method mentioned
material
in an appropriate
position,
or potential
failure
In aome cases, it is necsasary to monitor large failures,
Lines of stakes
sites to provide an early warning of their oocurrenoe or acoeleration.
placed across an earthflow
or other slow maae movement can be monitored periodically
by
a theodolite
survey (41, 51).
Wind
Erosion
-The removal of soil by wind erosion has not yet been measured in many places and
Wind erosion is usually
meaeured by repeated
so little
experience has been accumulated.
erosion survey (U.S. Soil ConseIc
measurement at stakes, or is estimated in a qualitative
Degrees of damage caused by
vation Service, 48) similar
to that used for sheetwaah.
accumulation
of windblown material
are also classified
in such a surrey.

The measurement of erosion by a variety
of processes and at a variety
of aoalee
By oomparison with the benefits
to be gained from
is relatively
simple to perform.
improved quantitative
knowledge of the relation
of soil loea to ito controlling
factors,
a measurement programme is inexpensive.
The value of such measurements inoreases
with
their duration and with the care with which they are planned.
A great deal of thought
should be given to the location
of measurement sites,
and also to ensuring that measurements
are repeated and records stored in safe places for use in future planning.
.
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VII.
METHODSOF SOIL EROSIONMONITORINGFOR IMPRGVED
WATERSHEDMANAGEMENT
IN TANZANIA

Anders Rapp
Secretariat

1.

for International
Sweden, (SIES)

Ecology,

1
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INTRODUCTI(X

In order to obtain reliable
information
on the types, extent and rates of erosion
sedimentation
in Tanzania, an extensive
study, reported by Rapp, Berry and Temple (1972)
carried out on one of the DaIcesSalaam/IJppsala
Universities
' Soil Erosion and Research
prcject
studies.
This paper reports some of the techniques used to measure erosion and
sedimentation
and some brief results
obtained in two selected areas of the project.

and
was

mountain
The study areas represent two ecological
zones: (1) steep, cultivated
slopes with perennial
stream flow and (2) semi-arid
savanna plains with a long dry season,
severe shortage of water and seasonal stream flow (see Tables 1 and 2).
Zone 1 is
Zone 2 is
represented by a 19.1 km2 instnunented
catchment in the Ulangura mountains.
represented by the semi-arid and inselberg
plains of the Dodoma region. 2/ The Iowa,
Msalatu, Imagi and Matumbulu catchmerits were studied in this region.
2.

RUNOFF'ANDSEDIMENTSAMPLING ON THE MORCGORG
RIVER

The flow of the Morogoro River is highly discontinuous
with flash flood peaks. It
in
rises suddenly in less than one minute at the stream gauge, stays as long as the rainfall
the catchment is intense and then gradually
sinks to base flow level.
Time of concentration
is only in the order of 65 to 90 minutes.
Two types of suspended material are carried past the gauging station
during each
channel-derived
material
and material
eroded from slopes. . The channel-derived
runoff event:
material
in steep catchrrents is probably carried beyond the station in a few stormflows.
Sampling during the ent;re wet season is necessary to give a record of erosion of the
If an automatic sampler is used, it is important to sample both early and
catchment slopes,
later parts of the flash floods in order to get a complete picture of not only the amounts
but also the type of material carried - whether of channel or slope origin.
Runoff and suspended sediment was measured at a gauging station
equipped with a
Cipoletti
weir during the period 1969 - 1971. Most of the sediment measurements were made
hand operated sampler of the Uppsala type (discussed
in Nileson,
with a point integrating,
sample and is easily constructed
from readily available
1969) s The device takes a one-litre
method to catch
materials
(Figure 1). >I However, manual sampling proved to be a difficult

lf

Secretariat

for

International

d

*lInselbergll

is a core of a former

y

Details

are available

Ecology,

Sveav.

mountain

from B. Nilsson

left

166 I5 5-113-46,

standing

(see reference

4).

after

Stockholm.
geologic

erosion.

Table

I:

records for thelorogrorostation
at 530 m a.s.1. and Morningside at 1450 m (only rainfall).
Mean air temperature
potential
evaporation
(Ec) and amount of clouds for the period 1947-1960 from
Data from E.A. Met. Dept.
14).
Woodhead, 1968 ( see reference

Climatic

Mean rainfall:

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

94

102

1533

206

105

24

132

175

274

525

245

115

Jan.

Annual

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

9

11

I4

24

59

84

890

104

96

123

170

250

182

2392

22.1

23.2

July

530 m a.s.1.

(1931-60)
1450 m a.s.1.
(1961-70)

Mean air
("cl

temp.
26.3

E, (mm/month)

173

Cloud (oktas)

5*5

26.3

159

26.1

I67

5.7

25.0
126

5m7

23.5
Ill

21.6
106

6.1

6.1

21.1
I12

5.4

126

5-2

5.3

146

24.6
179

5.2

5.0

25.7
176

26.5
179

4.9

5.2

24.3
1760
-

I

Table

2:

Mean rainfall,
Mean rainfall,

30 p-s.
~$2yrs.

June

July'

Aug.

Nov.

Dec.

2

22
20

105
108

$73

0

I

2

9

54

22.1

23.5

24.8

24.6

Jan.

Feb.

146
142

115

119

52

5

1

0

0

0
1

I2

IO

11

7

2

0

0

0

23.8

23.7

23.5

23.1

22.1

20.5

19.8

20.5

116

Mar.
121

Apr.
51

Nay
6

I

0

0

Sep.

Oct.

Annual
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Figure

1.

H;and-operated
suspended-sediment
sampler with interchangeable
nozzle
tips constructed
locally.
One-litre
plastic
bottles
are used as sample containers
(developed
by B. Nilsson.
see reference
4).

C low peaks of the Morogoro,
which are irreguiar,
short-iasting
nnd often occur at
t *e high
night.
Because of t!lese difficulties,
the number af flow peaks that were sampled and
analyzed
were not many, although
there were sufficient
observations
to give -the range OP
sediment concentration
at various
water stages.
Figure
2 shows two complete
series
of water
samples of flash
flood peaks taken a-t 5 minute intervals,
comparing
streamflow
to suspended
sediment concentrations.
(a) en initial
low base30th series
indicate
the same ;>attern:
lil only lo-30 seconds to
flow with very low sediment concentration;
(b) then a rapid rise
i!hich essenti:lllg
was maintained
during
and for about half en hour after,
the highest
level,
rain;
(c) fl ow recession.
Du-ing the first
minutes
of high flood,
the samples had about
(o r mg/l) and showed high content
2 000 to 3 500 g/m3 of sediment
of medium sand and low
content
of finer
material,
evidently
from the stream bed and, on the other hand, the samples
from the main part of the fiow atd the falling
stage containeli
a greater
portion
of fineg-rained,
brownish
colloids,
which most likely
were materjai
washed from the slopes.

In 1971, we tried
to practical
difficulties
Morogoro.
It was l&er

to use Can nutomatic
sediment
simpler
of the Hayim 7 type,
sut due
of m.anpower and mounting,
the insirument
couid not be used at
instxlled
on the Msalatu
catchment
of ihe Dodoma region.
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Figure

3.4.

Automatic

sediment

sampler

Yhyim 7" mounted in a gully,
Msalatu
catchmen:.
(Photo
C. Christia:isson,
19.71).
steep crusted
gully
sides
sandy bed.

Figure

jB.

Sampler "Hayim 7" opened.
(Photo A. Rapp, 1968).

Note
and

- po -

3.

AUTOMATICSEDIMENT SAMPLING IN THEDODOMAREGION

The Hayim 7 automatic sampler wae installed
about 150 m from the inflow end of a
reservoir
on the Msalatu catchment in the sandy bed of the channel in a narrow gully seotion
designed for desert
with steep, crusted side walls (Figure 3A). The Hayim 7 is primarily
and short-lived
(details
are in reference 7, Schiok).
It
streams, where floods are violent
is a modification
of the standard automatic single stage sediment sampler developed in the
The sampler takes one-litre
samples during the rising stage of a flow event
United States.
at twelve intervals
of 5 cm above the channel bed.
Construction
details
of thesamplers are shown in Figure 38. Twelve, one-litre
The air intake pipee to the sample
plastic
bottles
are mounted in a sheet metal housing.
Air leaves the bottles
via
bottle are 7 mm inside diameter and 9 mmoutside diameter.
plastic
tubes which are contained within an exhaust pipe mounted to the top of the housing.
The filling
time is about one minute per sample (Sohick, personal information).
When checked after two flash floods, the sample bottles
contained sediment, ranging
from 15 000 to 75 000 g/m3 (mg/l).
Similar sediment concentrations
ranging from 10 000 to
from flash floods in the Negev desert, acoording to data from
131 000 g/m3 were reported
The concentration
of sediment in the samples at
another Hayim automatic sampler (8).
Msalatu are of the same range as those measured in runoff water from erosion plots at
during two years of recordings
There, the verage annual concentrations
Mpwapwa by Staples.
This included suspended load and bed load
11).
ranged from 25 000 to 8~ 000 g/m 9 (reference
in slope wash from 50 m erosion plots.
The grain sizes of sediment loads in the channel indicate
rather unsorted transportation, including
clay (25-4@),
eilt (30-5046) end sand (15-5C$).
The high proportion8
of
clay and silt
indicate
that most of the suspended sediments do not come from the sandy
Which of the possible
channel bed, but from the inter-gully
areas or the gully walls.
souroes is the most important could be checked by continued recordings.
4.

ANALYSIS OF SNDIMENT SAMPLES

III our studies the one-litre
eamples were filtered
through lWhatmanl* filter
paper
No. 40 (the amount of suspended sediment that passed through the filter
paper was found to
be negligible).
After drying the filter
paper, the concentration
of suspended sediment was
determined as the difference
of filter
paper weight before and after filtration.
Thia
is low, but acceptable when the
method is rather inaccurate
when the s diment concentration
concentration
is higher than 1 000 g/mf .

The inselberg plains of ti,e Dodoma region, as many other arid regions, are areas of
erratic
rainfall,
droughts, overgrazing
and repeated famines (1, 10). Streams are ephemeral
and there are not long-term gauging records of small catchment streams available.
Consequently,
our investigation
of water erosion and sedimentation
could not be based on
sediment sampling in streams as in the Morogoro study but had to focus on: (a) aedimentation surveys of reservoirs
combined with (b) catchment er,>sion surveys, described below,
5.1

Reservoir

sedimentation

surveys

Man-made and natural
lakes act as sediment traps and store part of the sediment
The volume of sediment deposited on the
e.*fJded from the watershed catchment (Figure 4).
bottom of the reservoirs
of the four catchments on the Dodoma region was calculated
from
The transects
were made by
surveyed transects
across the reservoirs
during the dry season.
manual soundings from a rubber boat and by levelling
on the dry parts of the bottom (see
also the paper by Rausch and Heinemsnn in this publication,
on reservoir
surveys).
The
volume of sediment deposited was calculated
by comparisons between these surveys and earlier
maps or transects.
Results of the survey of the Matumbulu reservoir
are shohn in Figure 5,

Figure

3.

Oblique air photo of Ikowa dam and reservoir
showing sediment problem.
Dark,
delt2-l zi.&..I1
ire surface at the 1-nnnr
end
of
the
reservoir
in
exposed
bottom
rith
-rr-*
Mtwango inselberg
with dark miombo woodland in centre of
clayey sediments.
picture.
Level of reservoir
is 2.26 m below full storage level.
(Photo A. Rapp,
Sept. 25, 1371).
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at a
pring
the period 1962 - 197 1, sedi ent accumulated in this reservoir
as an example.
rate of 13 200 m per year for a total of 119 000 m!! . At this rate, the expected life of
the reservoir
is only 30 years.
For comparison sake, the relation
between sediment yield and size of drainage area is
catchments in Wyoming, western U.S.A., from studies by Schumm
shown for 73 small, semi-arid
figure.
All the
and bdley
(9), with the 5 oatchmenta in Tanzania superimposed on their
Tanzanian catchments have higher sediment than the American catchments,
even though rainfall
Matumbulu stands out as a catchment with particularly
high sediment
intensities
are similar.
The implications
of man-oauaed erosion due to differences
in
yield in relation
to its Size.
land use are clear.
(Fig. 6)

MATUMBULU
LONG

Figure

5.

5.2

Erosion

PROFILE8

RESERVOIR
1860-1871

Matumbulu reservoir.
Long profiles
of 1960,
1960 by WD& ID, other years by DUSERteams.
at the full supply level (flood pool).

1970 end 1971.
Surveys in
Note the break in slope of delta

1969,

surveys

The BUNR~R
of reservoir
sedimentation
she-uld be combined with inventoriea
of the
sources of erosion and causes of sedimientation
in the catohment if the pattern of erosion
end its intensity
is to be understood.
The purpose of the erosion survey is to locate areas
of erosion and deposition,
distinguish
their type and, if possible,
intensity.
The relative
imp;,rtance of different
types of erosion is fundamental to developing
conservation
strategies.
The inventories
in this study were made tiy air photo interpretation
and by fieid
checking, mainly as slope profiles
from valley bottom to hilltop.
The slope profiles
include ohservations
of slope angles, vegetation
cover, soils,
land use and forms of
erosion and sedimentation.
Maps of land use and zones of erosion and sedimentation
were
made over four ca+chments of the Dodoma region by interpretation
of availab1.e air photos
from 1960. Catchmenb areas and percentages of different
types of land were measured on
these maps and tabulated.
The map developed from an erosion survey of the Matumbulu catchmeat is ah0b.n in Figure 7 as an example.
Major types of erosion also are illustrated
in the survey maps of Figure 8. These
field observations
underscored the need for conservation
measures to stop erosion,
for
example, grass barriers,
terracing,
cover crops, mulching, protective
forest,
controls
against road erosion ,uld other practices
of w~terahed conservntion.

m3/km2

DRAINAGE AREA, IN SPUARE MILES

Figure

6.

Relation of mean annual sediment yield to drainage area for the five catchment basins in Tanzania (open
The latter
after
circles)
compared to seventy-three
semi-arid basina (dots) in eastern Wyoming, U.S.A.
Schumm and Ladley, 1961. The basin data of Ik, MS and Im have the longest records and the most similar
Decrease of
environmental
characteristics
of the Tanzanian caaea. They are connected by a dashed line.
sediment yield with increaeing
drainage area is evident in both groups but is less marked in the Tanzanian
edge.
cases.
1 acre-foot
f 1233.5 m3. 1 square mile = 2.6 km*, with mj/krn* shown on the right-hand
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MATUMBULU
Dodoma

Insrlbcn) Wllh f”rcrt
dcnrc bush
Road

w

CATCHMENT

district

Landuse,er‘-~mandsedrrwtation
1960

Figure

7.

6.

RESULTSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Example of map of land use, erosion and sedimentation
from the Matumbulu catchment showing gullied
upper pediments with intense sheet erosion cultivated
lower
ereas, stream
ch .~~l~els with Siand fans a:d reservoir
sedimentation
(from studies
by A. Rapp, D.R. Murray-Rust,
C. Christiansson
and L. Berry).

Reservoir aedi entation
rates in the cases investigated
oorrespond
yields of 200 - 730 m'4/km* averaged over the longest periods of available
figures of sediment yield per km decrease with increasing
drainage area,
in the catchment.
Therefore,
sediment yields
from small catchment basins
reflect
most closely the erosion in the catchment.

to annual sediment
records.
The
due to sedimentation
of a few km* in area

The most important process of erosion in the semi-arid
catchments of Dodoma and
Arusha catchments i,s sheet wash from overgrazed lend and unprotected
cultivations.
Gully
erosion is probably connected with rare and extremely intense rainstorms.
Studies of when
and how gullies
are cut and how they function
as drainage lines for water and sediment
should continue and should provide a basis for the establishment
of efficient
methods of
gully control.
Reservoir surveys to document the rate and
remaining life of reservoirs
should be undertaken
planned reservoirs
in semi-arid
areas.
Reservoir
sedimentation
pegs established
when a development
comparisons one can determine how the project has

type of sedimentation
and to establish
the
as standard practice
for all existing
and
maps and profiles
should be made, and
project starts,
so that through later
affected the area.

April
Slope w-rlh as ruspendad
100.1 in aiver or C.
7500 tons/ y,clr

MGETA CATCliMENT(-2Ok;;;ij
23 rd Feb. 1970

/ 400000
--

Figure

8.

1973

1 large landslide
at A.left
26ooO tons mudflow
at B.pluc
unknown
sediment
load hyondC.

tons of soil and rogolith

c ‘*

into

straams

L’

m

and cultivated
Three maps showing three major types of ero sion on deforested
slopes in tropical
mountains, as represented by the Uluguru Mountains in Tanzania.
slopes caused a
Annual "average" slope ifash 1366-1970 from cultivated
Map I.
measured as suspended load in the Morogoro River
soilloss
of 7500 tons/year,
(from Rapp et al.,
1972).
Large landslide
within same watershed area as on Map I, in April 1973.
Map II.
It blocked the water intake of Morogoro town, silted up the water pipes and
damaged the water supply for weeks (from Lundgren and Rapp, 1974).
Map III.

A large

number of small landslides
triggered
by a heaty rainstorm of
A few landslides
occured in the forest reserve, more
than 800 on deforested
slopes below the forest reserve boundary.
100 mm on Feb. 23, 1970.

‘)_
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Improved grass management in the semi-arid
catchments is the best general
dtcreasing
soil erosion and increasing
the life of the reservoirs.

method of

In summary, we recommend continued and extendeci studies of the water and sediment
Such studies will provide a basis
budget in ca'ichments of all sizes in semi-arid
regions.
for better knowledge of the following
problems:

7.

a)

end plant nutrients
from areas under different
The range of losses of water, soil,
types of land use, as compared to good grassland management.

b)

The importance of catastrophic
erosional
events due to heavy, infrequent
rainParticular
emphasis should be
storms in comparison with average annual losses.
placed on the problems of gully erosion in relation
to sheet erosion.

4

The time needed for recovery
erosion.

d)

The best and least expensive conservation
practices
in semi-arid
implementation
and maintenance in a long-term perspective.

e)

The rate of reservoir
sedimentation
.and the distribution,
texture and structure
Such studies provide important information
for many purposes,
of the deposits.
and possible
such as erosion in catchment , prognosis of useful life of reservoir
use of sand-filled
reservoirs
for ground water storage.

of soil,

vegetation

and economy after

excessive
lands,
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VIII.
PREDICTING SOIL LOSSESDUE TO

I

SHEET AND RILL EROSION

H.&J. Arnoldus Y
Land and Mater Development Division
FAO, Rome

1.

IRTRClDUCTION

At present the Universal
Soil Los6 Equation (U.S.L.E.)
ie the mathematical model moat
often used to predict soil losses due to area1 erosion.
Es ecially
in the U.S.A. the
equation ha6 been adopted by the Soil Conservation
Service PSCS) for work concerned with
area1 erosion.
For many yeare the equation, developed by Wischmeier and hi6 associates
1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, ll),
has been used on agricultural
lands and
from 1957 onward6 (i.e.,
from 1971 on construction
sites and from 1972 onwards aPeo for range and forest lands.
Caution:
Since the U.S.L.E.
has been developed in the U.S.A., through statistical
analyses
correlations
are very good for conditions
in
of erosion measurements on experimental
plota,
North America.
Caution is needed when applied outside the U.S.A. because 6ome of the
relations
used do not always apply in different
environments.
For instance,
the rainfall
factor (R) ha6 a high correlation
with soil loss on Java, Indonesia,
but a poor correlation
with soil loss in Benin.
Therefore,
the equations may need to be adapted to local conditions,
especially
the eignificance
of the rainfall
factor (R) and the croppinemantigement
factor (C)
Also, although the U.S.L.E.
is a rather simple steady-state
model, a
need to be checked.
rather sophisticated
data set is needed, especially,
again, with respect to rainfall
(daily
to soil conditions.
If
record6 over a number of years),
vegetation
and, to a leeser extent,
such data set is not available,
it is not advisable
to try to use the U.S.L.E. but simpler,
in the paper by Dunne, also in
especially
visual techniques,
for example, the one6 outlined
thi6 series.
Even when sufficient
data are available
Borne caution ia needed because little
experience ha6 been gained on slopes over 20' or longer than 150 m (500 ft).

(II)*

This paper is mainly based upon Wischmeier
otherwise indicated.

Example: An example is given
in watershed planning.

1/

and Smith:

Agriculture

Handbook No. 282

Unl86S

Technical

Officer

Soil

in Section

Conservation

3.5

of thie

paper 6hoWing how to apply

the U.S.L.E.

-
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2.

DESCRIPTIOIV ClF THE EQUATION AND EVALUATION OF THE FACTORS

2.1

Basic

equation

The basic

equation

is a simple

A=RKLSCP

one and is written

as:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fl,7,

A = computed soil
the remaining

1066 per unit
factors.

area;

in which

obtained

by multiplication

of

R = rainfall
factor;
the number bf erosion index units (EI - units)
in the peri.od of consideration.
The eroaion index is a measure of
the erosive force of specific
rain.
K - soil erodibi'ity
factor;
the ero6ion
for a specific
soil,
in a cultivated
slope, 22.1 m (72.6 ft) long.

rate per unit of erosion index
continuous
fallow on a 9 percent

L = slope length factor;
the ratio of soil
length to that from a 22.1 m (72.6 ft)
and gradient.
S - slop8 gradient
factor;
the ratio of soil
gradient to that from a 9 percent slope,
elope length.

lOS6 from the field slope
length on t‘ 9 6ame soil type
loss from the field
on the same soil type and

the ratio of soil loss from a field with
C - cropping-management
factor;
specific
cropping and management to that from the fallow condition
on which the factor K is evaluated.
P = erosion-control
stripcropping
down 6lGpe.
Evaluation
In this
eystem.
(pfe-units)
will
Rainfall

2.2

kinetic
by 100.

the ratio of soil
practice
factor;
or terracing
to that with straight-row

loss with contouring,
faxming, up-and-

the U.S.L.E. has been developed in the pound-foot-eecond
of the Factors:
presentation
both metric-units
(m-units)
a6 well as pound-foot-second
unit6
be given, th8 latter
between brackets.
factor:

R

the total
i.e.
The rainfactor
(R) is Wischmeier's
(6) erosion index (EIjo-index),
energy of a rainetoxm (E) times it6 maximum intensity
over 30 minutes l I30 1 9 divided

In orde:, to arrive at tne total kinetic
energy,
period6 with approximately
the 6ame rainfall
intensity.
is calculated
according to:
E = 210.2 + 89 log I (Joules/m2
E - 916 + 331 log I (foot

the precipitation
For each period

per cm of rain)

tons,'acre

is divided
the kinetic

. . . . . l2,M],

per inch of rain)

into
energy

or

. . . . . f2,pfsJ

1/ , in

which

u

E = kinetic

energy

in Joules/m2

per cm of rain

I = average

rainfall

intensity

of the considered

(foot-tons/acre
period

per inch of rain).

in cm/hr (inches/hr).

"2,M" shows formula number and indicated
"metric system" whereas 2,pf6
number 2 as well, but in the pound-foot-second
system.

is formula

-
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Also tables have been levelo;;ed (10) fr<im which the kinetic
energy can be read. These
tables are given as Table la (in M-units) and Table lb (in pfs-units).
(Caution:
Fowla
1
apply
only
to
non-orographic
min
.
and
Table
fc.7
In order to arrive at the total kinetic
energy of a storm, the kinetic
energy
calculated
for each period is multiplied
by the cm (inches)
of rain that fell during
Finally
these products are summed.
period.

that

To obtain the R-value the total kinetic
energy is multiplied
by twice I/ the rrraximum
average 3C-minute intensity
(130) and divided by 100.
The maxlmum average 30-minute
intensity
can be obtained from a raingauge record as shown in Figure 1,

10

.
I

8

T!ME

Figure

1.

(hrs.)

-

The 30-minute period with the steepest slope of the pluviograph
(I) is read on the vertical
out and the amount of precipitation
equals cm (inches)/C.5
hr (After Hudson (2)).

is singled
axis.
I30

In order to arrive at the value of the rainfall
factor (R) for a longer period, the
El-indices
of the individual
storms need to be summed. For the U.S.A. (east of the Rocky
Mountains) enough data were available
to calculate
the average yearly R-values, which enabled
Also for areas with a same distribution
of
compilation
of an Iso-erodent
map (Figure 2).
Distribution
curves could be drawn (Figure 3).
erosion indices over the year, Erosion-Index
of the protective
effect
These distribution
curves are necessary for the full appreciation
of field crops throqhout
the year.
u

The 3Gminute
intensity/hr.

intensity

is multiplied

by two in order

to convert

intensity/*

hr into

-
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TABLZ 1.a:

KINEX'IC ENERGYO??NON-OROGRAPHIC
RAIN

(Part

(Joules/m2

1)

per cm of rain)

Inteneity
cm/h> 0

. 1

.2

l

3

T

l

4

.5

r

--

0.00

0.0

32.3

59.09

l

7

7-T

.9

lOl.$

107.51

112.68

117.23

:36.97

139.47

iSi.&

144.02

146.ii

85.88

94.51

?>A,.;!

0.1

121.30

124,98

!28,35

74.76
419
AA
I 2 4. *t-t

0.2

148.09

149.98

151.78

153.49

155.14

156.72

158.23

159.69

161.10

162.45

0.3

163.76

165.03

166.26

167.45

168.60

169.72

170.81

171.87

172.90

173.91

Ost

174.88

175.84

176.77

177.68

178.57

179.44

180.29

181.12

181.93

182.73

c .5

183.51

184.27

185.02

185.76

186.48

187.19

187.89

188.57

189.25

189.91

0.6

190.56

191.19

191.82

192.44

191.05

193.65

194.24

194.82

195.39

195.96

.7
0.8

196.51

197.x

197.60

198.14

198.66

199.18

199.69

200.20

200.70

201.19

201.68

202.16

202.63

203.10

203.56

204.02

204.47

204.92

205.36

205.80

0.9

206.23

206.66

207.08

207.50

207.91

208.32

208.72

209.12

209.52

209.91

1.0

210.3~

210.69

211.07

211.44

211.82

712.19

212.55

212.92

213.28

213.63

1.1

213.98

214.33

214.68

215.02

215.37

215.70

216.04

216.37

216.70

~17.02

1.2

217.35

217.67

217.99

218.30

218.62

218.93

219.23

219.54

219.84

220.14

1.3

220.44

220.74

221.03

221.32

221.61

221.90

222.19

222.47

222.75

223.03

1.4

223.31

223.58

223.85

224.13

224.39

224.66

224.93

225.19

225.45

225.71

1.5

225.97

226.23

226.48

226.74

226.99

227.24

227.49

227.74

227.98

228.22

1.6

228.47

228.71

228.95

229.19

229.42

229.66

229.89

230.12

230.35

230.58

1.7

230.8:

231.04

231.26

231.49

-231.71

231.93

232.15

232.37

232.59

232.80

1.8

233.02

233.23

233.45

233.66

233.87

234.08

234.29

234.43

1.9

235.11

235.31

235.51

235.72

235.91

236.11

236.31

236.51

234.70
236.70

234.91
236.90

2.0

237.09

237.28

237.48

237.67

237.86

23.05

238 23

238.42

238.61

2388.79

2 .l

238.9e

239.16

239.34

239.53

239.71

239.89

240.07

240.25

240.42

240.60

2 .2

240.7t

240.95

241.13

241.30

241.47

241.64

241.82

241.99

242.16

242.33

2 -3

242.45

242.66

242.83

243.00

243.16

243.33

243.49

243.65

243.82

243.98

24

244.14

244.30

244.46

244.62

244.78

244.94

245.09

245.25

245.41

245.56

246.63

246.78

246.93

247.08

248.12

248.26

248.40

248.55

0

245.72

245.87

246.02

246.18

246.33

246.48

2.6

247.2:

247.38

247.53

247.68

247.82

247.97

2. 7

248.65

248.83

248.98

249.12

249.54

249.68

249.82

249.96

2.8

250.1c

250.24

250.37

250.51

250.92

25~05

251.19

251.32

2,9

m

251.59

251,72

251.85

252 .?j

252.38

2Lj2,5_LL

252.64

2

.5
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TABLE 1.a:

(Part

2)

Intensity
cm/hr

.o

.I

3
4

252.76
263.88
272.51
279.56
285.51
290.68
295.23
299.30
302.98
306.35
309.44
312.31
314.97
317.47
319.61’
322.02
324.11
326.09
327.98
329.78
331.49
333.14

254.03
264.84
273.2-Y
280.19
286.06
291.16
295.66
299.69
303.33
306.67
309.74
312.58
315.23
317.71
320.04
322.23
324.31
326.28
328.16

2
87
9

IO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

255.26
265.77
274.02
280.82
286.6~
291.63
296.08
300.07
303.68
306.99
310.03
312.85
315.48
317.95
320.26
322.45
324.51
326.48
328.34
330.13
331.83
333.46

TABLE 1.0:

.3

.4

256.45
266.68
274.76
281.44
287.14
292.10
296.50
300.44
304.02
307.30
310.32
313.13

257.60
267.57
275.48
282.05
287.66
292.56
296.91
300.82
304.37
307.62
310.61
313.39
315.99
318.42
320.71
322.87
324.91
326.86
328.71
330.47
332.16
333.78

;:2:;
320:49
322.66
324.72
326.67
328.53
330.30
332,OO
333.62

.6
258.72
268.44
276.19
282.65
288.18
293.02
297.32
301.19
304.70
307.93
310.90
313.66
316.24
318.66

320.93
323.08
325.11
;z;

‘Fg

330:64
332.33
333194

259.81
269.29
276.89
283.24
288.69
293.47
297.72
301.55
305.04
308.23
311.19
313.93
316.49
318.89
321.15
323.29
325.31
327.23
329.07
330.82
332.49
334.09

260.87
270.12
277.57
283.82
289.20
293.92
298.12
301.92
305.37
308.54
311.47
314:19
316.74
319.12
321.37
323.49
325.51
327.42
329.25
330.99
332.65
334.25

.a

-9

261.90
270.93
278.25
2an .39
289.70
294.36
298.52
307,2a
305.70
308.84
311.75

262.91
271.73
278.91
284.96
290.19
294.80
298.91
302,63
306.02
309.14
312.03
314.71
317.22
319.58
321.80
323.91
325.90
327.79
329.60
331.33
332.98
334.56

;; ;*g
319:35
321.59
323.70
325.70
327.61
329.42
331.16
332.82
334.41

KINETIC ENERGYCIF NON-OROGRAPHICRAIN d
(Foot-tons/acre
per inch of rain)

Intensity
in/hr

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

58;
685
743
784
816
843
865
884
901

254
599
692
748
788
819
d45
867
886
902

354
611
698
752
791
822
847
869
887
904

412
623
705
757
795
825
850
871
889
906

453
633
711
761
798
a27
852
873
891
907

485
643
717
765
801
830
854
875
a93
909

512
653
722
769
a04
a33
856
877
894
910

534
661
728
773

570
677

878
896
912

553
669
733
777
a10
838
861
880
898
913

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.5,

930
1023
1079
1119
1150
1176
1198
1217
1233

942
1029
1083
1122
1153
1178
1200
1218
1235

954
1036
1088
1126
1156
1181
1202
1220
1237

964
1042
1092
1129
1158
1183
1204
1222
1238

974
1048
1096
1132
1161
il85
7206
1224
1240

984
1053
1100
1135
1164
1187
I 208
1225
1241

992
1059
1104
1138
1166

1000
1064
1108
1141
i-it;?
5192
1211
1229
1244

1008
1069
1112
1144
1171
1194
1213
1230
1246

0
0.1

0.2
0.3
0.4'
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1
:

4
2
87

9
I/

From:

916
1016
1074
1115
1147
1174 1196
1215
1232

Wischmeier

and Smith (10).

a07
a35
858

1589
1209
1227
1243

--

0.9

;z

814
a40
863
882
899
915

Figure

2.

Eastern part of the Iso-erodent
map for the U.S.A., east of the Rocky
Mountains, showing average annual values of the rainfall
factor (R)
(in pfe-units).
(Seproduced f-om Wischmeier and Smith (111, Figure 1,
pp.

6-7).
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A good correlation
has been reported (7) between average yearly E13C-index and the
product of the average annuai rainfall
times the 2-year l-hour rainfall
amount, times the
2-year 24-hur
rainfall
amount, or:
EIjC

= f(P x I12yr

P

= annual

I12Y'

=

'24

2yr

x 1242Yr)

.....

in which

[3J,

precipitation

1 hour rainfall

amount with

= 24 hoar rainfall

a return

amount with

period

a return

The regression
equations have to be calculated
The relations
can be used to approximate EIjo -values
recording raingauges (7).

period

of 2 years.
of 2 years.

separately
for each region under study.
for stations
that have no automatic

According to Hudson (2) the EIJO-index is less suited to regions which receive a large
of their rain with high intensities.
For these tropical
and subtropical
regions he
In this system all rain with an intensity
of less than 25 mm
For the remainder the kinetic
energy is calcuJ,ated according to
The total kinetic
energy equals the value of the KE>2+index.
So the kinetic
energy is not multiplied
by the 30-minute intensity
(130).
portion

2.3

Soil

erodibility

The soil
equation:

factor:

erodibility

K=

1
RLSCP

K-

$

K

factor

K can be evaluated

on experimental

plots

.......................

[4J

for

non-standard

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*...

L-k7

for

standard

by solving

the

conditions,

or
?/

conditions.

More recently a nomograph has been devised (9) that enables evaluation
of the K-value
(i) percent silt + very fine sand, (ii)
percent sand,
from five simple soil-parameters:
(iii)
percent organic matter, (iv) structure,
and (v)
ermeability.
The parameters are
evaluations
introduced
in this sequence in the nomograph (Figure 4 P . For soil erodibility
"percent silt + very fine sand" is Aer'ined as: 0.002 mm- 0.10 mmand percent sand as:
size.
0.10 mm- 2,0 mm particle
Structure

is coded as:

11

1

=

2

= fine

3

= medium granular,

4

=

very fine

granular

gmnular

platy,

and very fine

and fine

prismatic,

crumb (C 1 mm)

crumb (1 mm-2 mm)

medium crumb (2 mm-5 mm) and coarse granular
columnar,

blocky

and very

(5 ~10

mm)

coarse granular.

percent silt + very fine sand, percent sand, percent organic matter
The values fcr:
and structure
are average values for the upper 15 to x) cm (6-i' inches).
The value for
permeability
refers to the profile
as a whole.

v
2f

Standard conditions
are:
elope gradient
- # : elope length - 22.1 m (72.6 ft)
cultivated
continuoue fallow,
ploughing up-and-down the alope.
Under sta&ard
conditiona:
L-S-C-P-l.
The claaeification
et al. (9):
it

:

given hers is slightly
different
from the one given by Uiechmeier
is taken from ths Soil Survey Iknual (5) pp. 225-230.

-

For permeability

the following

rapid

to very

1

=

2

= moderately

I

= moderate

4

= moderately

c

z

slow

:,

=

ve

lti,

-

codiflcatlon

IS used:

II

rapld

rapid

slow

slow

r,'i

General permeab ility
.ciasslflcatlon
:uldes ar* plven In tne ULDA Sol L Surve;i Manua
are not
(5), pp. lr: i-lx,.but
accordlnp to ‘Xischme;er et al. 1aborator.T determinations
necessar;; in penera!.
The:{ cuppiemented the trenera! rules wlti. the followlni*
“.ules of
thumb” for codes 4, 5 and 7’I.
.e fra;:ipan

are coded rJ ;
surface

50113 underlain

bl:; massive clas- or slit:<

-

more permeaile
coded c ;

-

mod9ratel:: permeab! e surface
loam i1avlr-y a weak sutaq~lar

-

If LIC subsol
structure
,mra.de remains moderate or stronp,
remains coarser than :;ilt.: :-:la:: loam, the rode is 3.

‘ri.+ nr!rcedure
a:- foll.3wr::

lf

soils

for evaluatlnp

cla;I are

~011s underlain
>:: a silty
cla;, or sllt,v cla;.
or antxlar
blo~k,~ structure
are coded 4 ;

the K-fxtor

or the texture

w1 th the use of the nomopraph (Figure

11

scale at the left with
:*;ntcr the nomoqaph on the vertical
percentaf7e silt + ver:; fine sand (0.002 mm- O.lC mm).

the appropriate

rj

I’roceed i;orlzontall;,
3.c mm), internolatlnt:

curve (0.10

to Intersect
the correct percent-sand
to the nearest percent.

oerti~:ali;:

4)

l’roceed

horiaonta?l:r

L.)

For ~011s with a fine granular or fine crumb structure
and---moderate permeability
-the value of K can bt? read directl.;
from the first-approximation
of K scale on
the rl,rht hand cdre of the f:rst
section of t!le nomoi:raph (only in metrrc units).

,I

For all
,-‘Jp*p
- .

otner

.:1

i’rocccd

verticall::

3)

!‘roceed horlT.ontallv
to the soil-erodlt.
lit;. scale on the left,
se!*onci section of tne nomor:raph to read the value of K.

The classification
et al. i :(;:
It

orianlc

matter

mm-

A>) Pr,-eed

soils:

to the correct

4) 1s

content.

to the rlbvht.

~contln:le norl:ontall;:
to the ccrrect

petmeaiLllt:;

ts i nterse,ct

the correct

structure

curve.
hand edge of the

given here is eiight j different
from the one given by Wlschmeler
LS taken from the 2711 Lurvey Manual (5) pp. 167, 168.
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Experience with
recommendations (4):

2)

K-values derived from the nomograph range from 0.03 (0.02 in pfs units)
to
1.10 (0.69 in pfs units).
For practical
purposes it suffices
to use K-nlue
classes, namely: 0.13 ; 0.19 ; 0.22 ; 0.26 ; 0.31 ; 0.36 ; 0.41 ; 0.~8 ;

3)

; 0.71

; 0.83.

in excess of 4 percent,

additional

For soils having organic
use the 4 percent curve.

; 0.63

matter

led to the following

1)

0.56

2.4

the nomograph in the U.S.A.

do not extrapolate;

d

K-values must be adjusted for coarse fragments if present.
K-values for
soils high in coarse fragment.; (gravelly,
channery, ahaly, slaty,
cherty,
cobbly, stony, or flag=
2f are reduced y one or two classes6
K-values
for soils that are very high in these coarse fragments are reduced by two
or three classes.

Slope lenpth

factor

L and slope

gradient

factor

S

Slope length.is
defined as "The distance from the point of origin
of overland flow
to either of the following,
whichever is limiting
for the major part of the area under
consideration:
(i) the point where the slope decreases to the extent that deposition
begins, or (ii)
the point where runoff enters a well defined channel that may be part of a
drainage network or a constructed
channel such as a terrace of diversion".
The slope
L

=

L

=

length

i
r

=

m =

factor

h
Ex

m

L is defined

as:
or

......................

[6,M_7

. . . . . . . . . . ..*.........

L-6 1 PfSJ

in which

1

field

slope length

(metres,

exponent, influenced
and may be influenced

feet)

by the interaction
of slope length with gradient
also by soil properties,
type of vegetation,
etc.

The exponent value ranges from 0.3 for very long slopes with a gradient of less than
The average value, applicable
to most cases is 0.5, the
slopes over 1%.
value used for the development of the slop+effect
chart (Figure 6).
The slope-effect
chart
allows one to read a value for the combined effect of slope length and slope gradient.
Figure 5 allows one to use this chart in cases where values for the exponent other than 0.5
The figure translates
the field
slope length for slopes with
are more appropriate.
slope length with exponent m = 0.5.
exponents m = 0.3, m = 0.4 and m = 0.6 into equivalent
0.5% to 0.6 for

The slope

JJ

gradient

factor

0.43

a

slope gradient

In pfs units:
; 0.64.

as:

+ 0.306 + 0.1343 a2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.613

s =
=

S is defined

0.10

(in

in which

[7_7

‘$)

; 0.15 ; 0.17

; 0.20 ; 0.24

see USDA Soil

Survey Manual (5)g

; 0.28

; 0.32

i 0.37

0.55

2J

For the Lefinitions

PP 215, 216.

i O-43 i 0.49

;
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The combined effect for slope length
can be calculated
according to:

and slope gradient

LS = '&.

(0.0138

+ 0.00965s

LS =\rx

(0.0076

+ 0.00535 + 0.00076~~)

for slopes up to 2% and 350 m (1 148 ft)
800 m (2 625 ft) long, a rough estimation
calculated
according to:

+ 0.00138a2)

.....

[8,MJ,

.....

09

Om6 x (t)“”

......

cS,JfJ,

Ls

Oh

......

r9,

[&)

x ($lm4

Formula 9 and Figure
Caution:
ofprediction.

or
pfs2,

or
pfs_7

7 have not been sufficiently

tested

the field
For both Figure 6, as well as for formula f8J,
substituted
by the equivalent
slope length whenever M f 0.5.
soil

6, or

For slopes from lO$ up to 5% and up to
long.
may be obtained from Figure 7, which has been

Ls = (&)
=

can be read from Figure

to indicate

the reliability

slope lengthhahould

apply only to uniform
Equations f6_7,
[7J,
[8J
and [9J
or one type of cover over the total length.

slopes with

If significant
changes occur in a) slope gradient,
b) slope form (convex,
concave), c) soil type, or d) soil cover, corrections
need to be made (8).

be

one type of
straight,

two procedures can be followed to arrive
Depending on the complexity of the situation,
The procedures as given take only a
at the appropriate
average values for the total slope.
change of slope gradient into account.
However, it is possible to use the same procedures
to also evaluate changes in soil type and/or soil cover as will be illustrated
at the end of
this section.
Procedures
If two simplifying
aasumptitins can be accepted, the adjustments are rather easy.
th e ch,an ge in gradient
The assumptions are:
(i)
is not sufficient
to cause upalope
deposition,
and (ii)
the irregular
slope can be divided into a small number of equal-length
segments.
The adjustment

lf

procedure,

if bot'i assumptions

are accepted,

is as follows

(8):

1)

Divide the slope into the necessary equal-length
gradient factor value (S), according to equation

2)

Multiply
equation

3)

Multiply
each of the obtained LS-values by adjustment factor a. Adjustment factor
a can be read from Table 2 for slopes with a slope-length
exponent M = 0.5 or
otherwise be calculated
by:

the obtained
L-61,
using

Adapted from SCS ( 3)

S-value by the slope length
the total alone length.

segments and determine the slope
f7J
for each segment.
factor

value (L),

according

to

a

(m+

= fj

1) -(

j - 1)

m+I

3
/

in which:

4)

a

= adjustment

j

=

factor

sequence number of segment (from

m =

slope

length

n

total

number of equal-length

=

2:

LS-values

segments

to obtain

the effective

LS-value

for the total

Adjustment Factor: 5 for Correction
of the LS
Chart Values for Successive Segments of a Slope
where the Slope-length
Exponent Equals 0.5

Segment No.
(Top to Bottom)

Total

Number of Equal-length

2

z

0.71

1
2

table

If it is not possible
procedure must be followed,

Segments

4

0.58
1.06
1.37

1.29

3
4
5

(This

top to bottom)

exponent

Average the adjusted
slope.
Table

1)

fx.7

nm

I

0.50
0.91
1.18
1.40

0.45
0.82
1.06
1.25
I.42

appeared

originally

in Wiachmeier

to divide the slope into
as follows:

(a),

equal-length

pD 181)
segments,

a different

exponent
Determine the value of the term u. For slopes with a slope-length
of m = 0.5 the value of U can be read from the nomograph developed by Forster
which is given as Figure 8. For slopes with a slope-length
and Wischmeier (I),
exponent of m f 0.5 the value of u can be calculated
according to:
u

= sx(m

u

=

SX

+ 1) /22.1m
(m + ')

/72.6m

.......

flI,M],

. ...6..

f11,pfsJ

or

in which:
u

= term defined

s

=

slope gradient

by equation

f

factor

value
feet)

A=

slope length

(metres,

m =

slope-length

exponent

11J

(calculated

according

to equation

Lr73

-

110

-

Using the nomograph (1):
4

enter

the nomograph on the horizontal

b)

move upward to the curve for

4

read the value

of u

axis with

the percent

on the vertical

lj

slope

enter the nomograph on the horizontal
axis with
the corresponding
value of u
25
Calculate the effective
LS-value according to:

LS =

b

(u2j

-u,.ir'

for

of x

(J - 1

segment j

scale

d)
2)

the value

1

xe

the value

.......

of A.

J

to obtain

L-121

in which:
j

= sequence number of segment

n

*

ulj =
u2j =
xe

from top to bottom)

total

number of segments

value

of u for upper limit

of segment j

value

of

of segment j (metres,

= entire

u

for

slope

lower
length

limit

(metres,

(metres,

feet)
feet)

feet)

If changes in soil type and/or soil cover occur and the first
procedure is followed,
the values obtained after step 3 has been concluded are multiplied
with the K and/or C
and/or P factor values pertinent
to each segment, then the adjusted values are averaged to
obtain the pertinent
value for the total slope.
In case the second procedure
II- n
KLSCP *

J
c.
J
P.
J
2.

5

Cropping

(u2j

equation

- Ulj)

Lj=l

in which:
K.

KjCjPj

IL

is followed,

becomes:

Ae

-

I

= value

of K-factor

for

section

j

0 value

of C-factor

for

section

j

= value

of P-factor

for

section

j

management factor:

fl2J

C

This factor describes the total effect of vegetation,
residue, soil surface and
The value of the factor is in most cases not constant over the
management on soil loss.
year.
Although treated as an independent variable
in the equation,
the "true" value of this
Therefore,
the value of the C-factor
factor is probably dependent upon all other factors.
needs to be established
experimentally
in many cases.
is the distance
e*

from the summit to the bottom of Segment (j-l);

so x(jln)

-

C-values
For crops:
crops of the rotation
(11):
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need to be established
(turn

ploughing

for

each of the following

stages for all

period

F:

rough fallow

to seeding);

period

1:

seeding (seedbed preparation

period

2:

establishment
(from 1 to 2 months after spring or summer seeding;
fall
seeded grain this period includes the winter months);

period

3:

growing

and maturing

period

4:

residlue

or stubble.

to 1 month after

planting);

crops from the end of period

for

2 to crop harvest;

The value found for a period F in the rotation
cannot be extrapolated
to any other
Caution:
fallow pei*iods within
the rotatlcn,
because the value is influenced
by the cropping history
of the soil, the nature and quantity
of residue turned under and other factors.
In order to arrive at a proper value for a crop rotation
the soil loss ratio (i.e.
the
ratio of soil loss from the field with the particular
cropping and management to that of bare
soil) has to be adjusted according to the distribution
of the erosion-index
for each period,
because field conditions
are immaterial
when there is no rain and most important when there
Therefore the soil loss ratio for each period is multiplied
with the percentage
is much rain.
of EIjg-index
applicable
to that period.
This percentage of XI o-index can easily be read
from an erosion-index
distribution
curve (see Figure 3). For t i e U.S.A. east of the Rocky
Mountains tables have been developed from which the soil loss ratios for the different
In combination with the approGriate
erosionperiods of the common rotations
can be read.
index distribution
curve, the C-value for any nart of the rotation
can be established.
This
table and the distribution
curves are presented in Agriculture
Handbook No. 282 (11).
In areas of the world for which no guidelines
for the establishment
of C-values for
field-crcps
exist,
it is probably easiest to try to correlate
soil loss ratio with amount of
dry organic matter per unit area or with percent ground cover.
For ermanent pasture, range lands ant idle lands and for woodlands, tables have been
published P3) from which the average annual C-values can be read.
These tables are
reproduced as Table 3 and Table 4.
Caution:
When applied outside
and should be tested locally.
2.6

Erosion-control

practice

the U.S.A.
factor:

the values

may need to be adapted to local

conditions

P

The effect of erosiowcontrol
measures is thought to be an independent variable,
therefore it has not been included in the cropping management factor.
The soil loss ratios for
Soil loss ratios for contouring,
erosion-controi
practices
vary according to slope gradient.
contour strip cropping and terr-acing
are given in Table 5. In Table 5, two values are
presented for terracing:
the higher one describes the soii loss from the field,
the lower
the difference
being the sediment lost from the field but
one the effect on sediment yield,
trapped in the terrace channel.

TABLE 3:

aC': V~Iues for Permanent Pasture,

Vegetal

Canopy

Type and Height
of Raised CanopyY

Cover That Contacts the Surface
Canopy
Coved
%

Typ'd

2

Column No,:
No appreciable

R&ngeland, and Idle Lanc&

canopy

20

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

G

.45
.45

.20
.24

.lO
.15

.042
.090

.013
.a3

,003
.Oll

:;:
.26
.26
.17
.17

.17
.2c
.13
.16
.lO
.12

.09
.13
.W
.ll
.06
.09

.038
.082
.035
.075
.a31
.067

.012
.04l
.012
.039
,011
.038

.003
.Oll
.003
.Oll
.003
.Oll

.40
.40
.34
.34
.28
.28

.18
.22
.16
.19
.l:
.17

.09
-14
.085
.13
.08
.12

.040
.085
,038
.081
.036
.077

.013
.042
.012
.w
,012
.040

.003
.Oll
.003
.Oll
.003
,011

.42
.42
.39
.3F1

.19
.23
.18
.zL
l I7
.20

.lO
.I.4
.09
.I4
.09
.13

.I)41
.087
.040
.085
.083
.039

.ou
.042
.013
.042
.012
.Ul

.a3
.Oll
.003
.Oll
.Oll
.@03

W

Canopy of tall weeds
or short brush
(0.5 m fall ht.)

25
50
75

Appreciable brush
or bushes
(2 m fall ht.)

25
50
75

Trees but no appreciable low brush
(4m fall ht.)

Percent Ground Cover
40
60
80
95-100

0

25
50
75

2

d

All values shown assume: (1) random distribution
of mulch or vegetation,
and (2) mulch of appreciable depth where it exists.

d

Average fall

height of waterdrops

c/ Portion of total-area
a vertical
projection,
Jd

from canopy to soil

little

m = meters.

surface that would be hidden from view by canopy in
(a bird's-eye
view).

c: Cover at surface is grass, grasslike
or litter
at least 5cm (2 inches) deep.
w:

surface:

'plants,

decaying compacted duff,

Cover at surface is mostly broadleaf herbaceous plants (as weeds) wi,h
lateral-root
network near the surface, and/or undecayed residue.

(This able

appeared as Table 1 in SCS (31, p. 2).

-
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Table 4 - 9Y Factors
(This

Tree Canopy d
$ of Area

Stand
Condition
well

stocked

Undorgrouth

7-w

.003-011

nPnaad
-aged

:iEtg?~

y

Forest

two inches

.OOl

.Ol-.aq

kien tree canopy ia lee6 than 20$, the area will be considered
cropland for estimating
soil loss.
See Table 3.
litter
ir aetsumed to bo at losat
area coverad.

Wn Factor

Man-d
Unmanaged

d

mrfaoe

d

Wd
dg
Unmanaged

95-75

35-20

p.3)

y

loo-go

7-w

docked

Woodland

2 in SCS (3;,

Forest Litter
$ofArea

1o-75

Medium stotxked
Poorly

Table appeared a8 Table

for

.002-.004

as grassland,

deep over the percent

ground

d

Undergrowth is defined ae ehrube, weede, graesee, vines, etc. on the surface
Uuually found under oanopy openings.
not proteoted by forest litter.

d

- grasing
and firea are controlled.
W-d
unmanaged- Btande that euw overgrazed or Bubjected

d

For unmanaged woodland with
taken from table 3.

I/l
Figrurc,

3.

2/l

&onion

3/l

4/l

litter

5/l

to repeated

cover of lees than 46,

f/l
6/l
DATE

6/l

index dib<ribution
curve for
(Raproduoed from Wieohmoisr and with

9/l

IO/l

area

burning.

C values

II/l

or

12/l

should be

l/l

part of Texas am noted in inset.
(ll),
Fig. 9, cnarve 10, p. 22).

-

TABLE 5:

"P" Factors

Land Slope

114 -

for Contouring,
and Terracing

:

Contour

Stripcropping

P Values

.
.

Contour
Stripcropping

Contouring

.
.
.

0.50

0.25

0.50

0.10

8.0 to 12

.

0.60

0.30

0.60

0.12

13.0

to 18

:

0.80

0.40

0.80

0.16

19.0

to 24

l

0.90

0.45

0.90

0.18

2.0

to

7

.

d

For erosiopcontrol

g

For prediction

(This

planning
of contribution

Table appeared

TABLE 6:

in SCS (3),

sediment

load.

pi 9).

Annual

Soil Loss Tolerance Values
Sr,ll Loss - Tons/ha (Tons/acre)

Renewable
Soil . ifi/

cm (inches)

25 ( o-10)

2.2

No+R;;;able

(1)

I';

6.7 (2
(3 !
4.5

;z -- 50
100 (10-20)
(20-40
100 150
- 150 ((40-60
60

to off-field

.

Guide for Assigning Soil Loss Tolerance Values (T)
to Soils Having Different
Rooting Depths

Rooting
Depth

O-

on farmland.

1)

6.7
11.2

d

Soils with favourable
substrata
that can be renewed by tillage,
organic matter, and other management practices.

y

Soils with unfavourable
substrata
renewed by economical means.

(This

Table appeared

in-SCS (4),

p. 4).

[;'

4:5 (2

9.0 (5
(4
11.2

such as rock or soft

by

rock that

(3 I
(5

fertilizer,
can not be

- 115 -

3.

APPLICATIONS OF THE USLE

3.1

Predicting

annual

or rotational

In order to predict
LS-value, the annual (or
is solved.
3.2

Predicting

field

field

soil

?oss

soil loss the annual (or rotational)
rotational)
C-value, and the P-value
sc,Ll loss with

X-year

return

EI30-value,
the K-value, the
are evaluatea and equation 111

period

The procedure to be followed is eseentially
the s<:me as that for predicting
average
instead of the annual EI30-value,
the FIjO-value
with
annual soil loss, with one exception:
an X-year return period needs to be calculated.
3.3

Predicting

Because the
individual
storm
if the EI3pvalue
conditions
during
3.4

individual

storm field

loss

relations
used in the USLE represent
statistical
averages, predictions
of
losses are less accurate.
However, valuable eatimatom can be obtain&
of the individual
storm is known and if the C-value for the actual field
the storm can be established.

Aid to conservation

planning

For conservation
planning 'he soil loss tolerance(T)(i.e.,
the maximum soil loss that
The following
guidelines
are used in the U.S.A.
can he tolerated)
needs to be e ablished.
(quoted from SCS) (4).
Soil loss tolerance
of soil erosion that will
and indefinitely.

.metimes called permissible
soil
(T),
permi. ,, a high level of crop productivity

loss, is the maximum rate
to be sustained economically

Soil loss tolerance
values (T) of 2.3 through 11.2 are used.
The numbers represent
the permissible
tons of soil loss per ha per year 1/ where food, feed and fiber plants are
'1" values are not applicable
to constmction
sites or to other no-farm
uses
to be grown.
of the erosion equation.
A single T value is normally assigned to each soil series.
A second T-value may be
assigned to certain kinds of soil where erosion has significantly
reduced the thickness of
the effective
root zone; thus reducing the potential
of the soil to produce plants over an
extended period of time.
For example, eroded phases of soil series that are shallow to
moderately deep to a soil layer that restricts
roots are commonly given a '&value one class
The following
criteria
are used by soil
lower than the uneroded phase of the same soil.
scientists
and other specialists
for assigning
soil loss tolerance
values (T) to soil series:

lf

1)

An adequate rooting depth must be maintained
in the soil for plant growth.
For soils that are shallow over hard rock or other restrictive
layers,
it
is important to retain the remaining soil;
therefore,
not much soil loss
is tolerated.
The soil loss tolerance
should be less on soil8 shallow to
impervious
layers than for soils with good soil depth or for soils with
favourable
underlying
soil materials
that can be renewed by management
practices.

2)

Soils that have significant
yield reductions
when the surface
removed by erosion are given lower soil loss tolerance
values
where erosion effects yield very little.

1 to

5 tonn/acru

per year

layer is
than those

- 116 -

A maximum of 11.2 tons of soil loss per ha per year has been selected for use with the
This maximum value has been used for the following
reasons:
universal
soil loss equation.
1)

Soil losses in excess of 11.2 tons per ha per year affect the maintenance,
cost and effectiveness
of wate>control
structures
such as open ditches,
ponds, and other structures
affected
by sediment.

2)

Excessive sheet erosion is accompanied by gully formation
in many places
causing added problems to tillage
operations
and to sedimentation
of ditches,
streams and waterways.

3)

Loss of plant nutrients.
The average value of nitrogen
and phosphorus in
a ton of soil is about $243.
Plant nutrient
losses of more than $25 per
u
ha per year is considered to be l zcessive.

4)

Numerous practices
are known that can be used successfully
losses below 12.5 tons per ha peryear.

The accompanying
After

guide

hating
as:

flj7

CP =

is given as Table

established
T/R.IUS

the soil

to keep soil

6.
loss

tolerance

..................

we can rewrite

L-12-7

By choosing the right cropping management system and appropriate
conservation
a value for the combined effect of C and P can be established
that fits equation
In order to do so it will be helpful
to consult the erosiorr-index
distribution
curJe of the area in order to single out the most critical
stages as far as rainfall
agressivity
ic concerned, because these are the stages where improvements result in the
greatest reduction
in the C-value.

~y;t.jyp

3.5

Watershed management planning
The following

section

to reduce erosion

is reproduced

(an example)

from SCS (3).

Assume a watershed area of 243 ha (600 acres) above a proposed floodwater
retarding
Compute the average annual soil loss from sheet
structure
in Fountain County, Indiana.
erosion for present conditions
and for future conditions
after recommended land treatment
applied on all land in the watershed.
Present

Conditions
Cropland

-

113.3 ha (280 acres)
Continuous corn with residue removed - average
4.4 tons/ha (70 bu/acre)
Cultivated
up and down slope
Soil - Fayette silt
loam
Slope - 8 percent
Slope length - 61.0 m (200 ft)

R=
K =
Is=
c =
PA - 321 x 48

year)
lJMonetary

coil

values

s 1.4

x .43 I. 1.0

-

321 (185)
.48 ( .37)
1.4
.43
1.00

- 92.8

lose.
are estimates

yield

from lo7>.

metric

tons/ha/year

(41.2

(short)

tons/acre/

is

-

Pasture

-

ha (170 acres)
Canopy or short brush - 0.5 m fall height
Percent cover provided by canopy - 50%
Surface cover - grass and grasslike
plants
Percent of surface or ground cover - 8&'
Soil - Fayette silt
loam
Slope - 8 percent
Slope length - 61.0 m (200 ft)
68.8

R=
K=
LS =
c=

A = 321 x .48 x 1.4 x .012
Forest

-

321 (185)

.48 (.37)
1.4
.012

= 2.6 metric

tons/ha/year

(1 .I5

(short)

tons/acre/year)

60.7 ha (150 acres)
Percent of area covered by tree canopy - 30$
Percent of area covered by litter
- 50%
Undergrowth - unmanaged
Soil - Bates silt
loam
Slope - 12 percent
Slope length - 30.5 m (100 ft)

R=

321 (185)

K=

.4l (.32)
1.8
-05

LS =
C =

A = 321 x .41 x 1.8 x .05 = 11.9 metric
Future

117 -

tons/ha/year

(5.3

(short)

tons/acre/year)

Conditions
Cropland

-

ha (280 acres)
Rotation of wheat, meadow, corn,
Contour stripcropped
loam
Soil - Fayette silt
Slope - 8 percent
Slope length - 61.0 m (200 ft)
113.3

R=
K=
Ls=
C

PI

corn with

residue

left

321 (185)
.48 (.37)
1.4
.I19

.3

A = 321 x .48 x 1.4 x .119 x .3 = 7.7 metric

tons/ha/year

Pasture
- 68.8 ha (170 acres)
With improved management:
Canopy cover decreased to 25 percent
Ground cover increased to 95 percent
loam
Soil - Fayette silt
Slope - 8 percent
Slope length - 61.0 m (200 ft)

(3.4

(short)

with 4 m fall height
(for area not protected

tons/acre/year)

by canopy)

- 118 -

R=
K =
LS =
C =

A = 321

x

321 (185)
.48 (.37)
1.4
.003

.48 x 1.4 x .003 = 0.65 metric

tons/ha/year

(0.29

(short)

tons/acre/year)

(0.32

(short)

tons/acre/year)

60.7 ha (150 acres)
Forest
With improved management:
Canopy cover increased to 60 percent
Litter
cover increased to 80 percent
Undergrowth - managed
Soil - Bates silt
loam
Slope - 12 percent
Slope length - 30.5 m (100 ft)

R=
K=

:::

L-s=
1.8
c = .003

A= 321 x .41 x 1.8 x .OO3 = 0.71
Summary of Average Annual Soil
Present

'

metric

tons/ha/year

SI-units

only)

Conditions

Cropland
Pasture
Forest
Future

Losses (in

I':;]

-

113.3
68.8

60-7

ha x 92.8 tons/ha
ha x 2.6 tons/ha
ha x 11.9 tons/ha

=
=
=

10 514 tons/ ear
179 tons / ear
722 tons 9year

ha x 7.7 tons/ha
ha x .65 tons/ha
ha x .71 tons/ha

=
=
=

872 tons/ ear
45 tons 7year

Conditions
Cropland
Pasture
Forest

-

113.3
68.8

60.7

43 tons/year

Remember that the erosion fromacatchment
is not directly
comparable to the amount of
sedimentation
of reservoira
downstream.
in the
The average annual soil 1088, as calculated
The amount of this material which is
example here, is the gross erosion taking place.
the ratio of sediment
transported
by streams depends on the sediment delivery
ratio (i.e.,
delivered
into a reservoir
to gross erosion).
Finally,
only a portion of this transported
depending on a reservoir's
trap efficiency.
The paper
sediment is trapped in a reservoir,
by Dunne in this series briefly
discusses sediment delivery
ratios and trap efficiency,
'ving some further
references.
A good summary also is found in Technical Release No. 22
of the U.S. Soil ConservEltion Service
I" wlw)
I August 1964 by the Engineering Division
entitled
"Reservoir
sedimentation
surveysl'.
Another good reference is 'Design of small dams"
1973, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
U.S. Government Printing
Office,
816 pages, Denver Federal
Centre, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 80225 ($12.65).
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Technical
Release No. 51 has been revised
in January 1975.

and reissued

as Technical

Release No. 51 (Rev.)

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation
Service
CYngineering Division

1.

GENJmAL

This technical
release provides a guide to the determination
of future rates
of potential
land damage, land depreciation
and sediment produced by gully erosion.
side-well
gullies
The term "gully",
as used in this guide, includes upland and valley
Justias well as incising
ohannels within flood plains commonly called valley trenches.
fication
of structural
measures for gully stabilization
is based on a reduction
of expected
future damages.
The procedure here illustrates
a method of predicting
gully erosion and is therefore
a step toward predicting
sediment from local, gully areas and for establishing
rehabilitation
priorities.
The method presented is acceptable for adjusting
the historical
rate of growth to the
probable future rate on the basis of measurable conditions
above an advancing headcut.
Each
of the primary factors influencing
the rate of gully erosion is considered and incorporated
Where quantitative
values are not Assigned to
to the extent possible ir this procedure.
The procedures
criteria
are provided to aid in selecting
proper values.
specific
factors,
set forth here are the minimum technical
standards for SCS work to be used to predict the
future rate of development of an existing
gully and to estimate the area of land eroded
and the location
and area of land depreciated.
This method was developed with reference to areas east of the Rocky Mountains in
USA, the narrow belt along the Pacific
Coast, and for higher mountainous areas in the
less than about 500 mm), a variation
13 procedure
western USA. For more arid areas, (i.e.,
nonetheless,
common
to
both
humid
and arid
k&y<Ttheprinciples
here
are,
is
required.
zones.
2.

NA'IURE OF DAMAGERESULTING FROMGULLY EROSION

2.1

Land Damage

Land damage by gully erosion
Land damage is physically
expressed
gully or gully system.

d

is a permanent,
by the geologist

largely non-recoverable
damage.
in terms of the area eroded by a

This manuscript was issued originally
as "Technical
Release No. 32 (Geology),
of SCS with minor revisions
1966, by the SCS. Reproduced here with permission
added comments for the purpose of this FAO publication.

July,
and
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2.2

Land Depreciation

Land depreciation
is the loss of net income due to a lower level of production
and pattern of land use associated with gully erosion.
Land.depreciation
occurs on physically undamaged land adjacent to, or influenced
by, a gully.
(Noter such an example is
the lowering of groundwater tables,
beoause of deep gullies,
which -affects areas around
the gully,
as in the gullied
"dambo" areas of Africa).
2.3.

Sediment Damage

Sediment damage is damage whiah occurs to downstream enterprises
by deposition
of
Examples of sediment damage are deposits on land,
sediment or sediment in transport.
streets and roads; swamping; deposition
in reservoirs
and channels;
and increased water
filtration
costs.
3.

CONDITIONS INFLUENCING GULLY EROSION

Gully development is initiated
as a result
of changes in conditions
which influence
the hydraulic
characteristics
of flow or the forces that resist
erosive flows.
Once the
gully channel is established,
the resulting
concentration
of flow is sufficient
to sustain
gully erosion.
Subsequent headward erosion and widening will continue until
the gully is
adjusted to a new set of equilibrium
conditions
and becomes relatively
stable.
In general, the annual rate of gully advance is variable,
being more rapid at some
Observations
indicate
that the rate of advanc+
stages in its life cycle than in others.
ment progressively
decreases in the final
stages of development. The factors that influence
the rate of gully advancement at any period in its life history
are varied and complex.
Our knowledge of the relative
importance of the causal factors has not progressed to.the
extent that precise quantitative
values can be placed on all of the variables
believed to
be significant
in gully erosion.
Consequently,
adequate prediction
of the rate of advanoement depends largely upon the experience and judgment of the geologist
in recognizing
controlling
factors and aasi@ng
proper quantitative
values to those factors which have
not yet been statistically
evaluated.
Experience has shown
baaed on the historicdl
rate
unless proper consideration
on the rate of advancement.
materials,
topography,
land
A change in oonditionaabove

that the prediction
of the future rate of gully advancement,
alone, can lead to serious errors of prediotion
and evaluation
is given to those factors which may have a major influence
Condition
factors
such as the oharacteristios
of the geologic
use, and volume of run-off
control
the rate of gully advance.
an advancing gully head changes the rate of advancement,

The influence
of these factors on the rate of headwaxd advancement is recognized.
However, in this procedure only the relationships
involving
area and precipitation
were
used. These were developed as a result of SCS field measurements on 210 gullies
in six
widely scattered
land resource areas east of the Rocky Mountains in the U ited States.
31 The following
One of the analytical
results
of these studies was reported previously.
relationship
between head ard advancement and the primary causal factors was found from
a more recent analysis:
72
R I 1.5 (w)‘46(po.5)020
d

Thompson, J.R.,

2/

Data analyzed

1964,

"Quantitative
Effect
Advancement" Trans.

by the Statistical

Reporting

of Watershed Variables
on Rate of Gully-Read
of ASAE, Vol. 7, No. 1, PP* 54-55.
Service.

USDA. Washington,

D.C.
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where
R = rate

of headwsrd advancement,

in feet

per year (note metric conversion,
table below)
W P average drainage area above headcut, in aCrea
- the summation of 24-hour rainfalls
of 0.5 inch or greater occuring
po.5
during the life of the gully,
converted to an average annual basis,
in inches.
Conversion1
feet x
ha x
mmx
mx

0.30
2.47
0.04
3.28

P
=
=

m
acres
inches;
feet

i.e.,

1

inch = 25.4 mm

At least four other factors,
not included in the foregoing measurements, are known
These are: (1) changes in erodito influence
the rate of headward advancement of gullies.
bility
of soil material
through which the gully advances, (2) the slope of the approach
channel above the headcut, (3) changes III run-off
due to ohsnges in land use and practiaes
Judgement must be used in adjusting
in watershed and (4) the influence
of ground water.
for the effect of these factors on the future rate of gully head advance as determined from
the proaedure given below.
With the foregoing knowledge and using the principle
of proportions,
it is possible
to establish
an equation for predicting
the future rate of headward erosion,
if the past
The prediorate is known and the future changes in conditions
can properly be anticipated.
tion equation is a8 follows!
Rf

I Rp (A;*46

(P)*20

(Equation

2)

where
Rf WPA I
P -

computed future average annual rate of gully head advance
for a given reach, in feet per year (note metric conversions)
past average annual rate of gully head advance, in feet per year
ratio of the average drainage area of a given upstream reach (Wf)
to the average drainage area of the reach through which the gully
has moved (W,) (area in acres)
ratio of the expected long-term average annual inches of rain from
24-hour rainfalls
of 0.5 inch or greater (Pf) to the average annual
inches of rain from 24-hour rainfalls
of 0.5 inch or greater for the
period, if less than 10 years, in which the gully head has moved (Pp)

EQuation 2 should be used in estimating
the future rate of development of gullies
which
on the basis of po.tential. future damage, the extent of expenditures
for determining,
could be justified
in any specific
case.
Stabilization
of a gully in the initial
stages of development with high potential
future damage oan normally be economically
justified.
The same control
measurea for a
gully whioh has practically
reached its maximum stage of development normally cannot be
economically
justified.
of seoondary knickOully erosion consists
of headward advance, upstream migration
In computing and analyzing
rates of development
points,
and widening of the gully channel.
each of these types of growth should be considered
for projection
into the future,
@sprrrtoly.

-

I:3

-

should be treated independentiy,
Ewh advanling head, whether main or lateral,
Also, when the drainage entering
a head indicates
the probability
of tributary
gully
development, the potential
development of gully heads in these tributaries
should be
considered and their estimated rate of growth calculated.
4.

VALUES FOR FACTORSIN THE EQUATION

The parametres of the formula
found in Section 5 below.
4.1

Past Rate of Gully

are described

here.

Examples of their

use can be

Erosion

In the use of this procedure the past annual rate of gully advance, or the Rp
This is the reach of existing
gully indicated
as reach A-B in
value must be determined.
Figure 1. The length of the gully advancement is determined by use of aerial photographs,
maps, field
inspection
or other methods.
The age is established
by interview,
inspection
of old aerial photographs,
or other means. "Rp," the average annual rate of hesdwazd
advanoe in feet per year, is computed as followsr
Gully
%-

4.2

Adjustment

length

Age of gully

(ft.)

p

ft

l

/yr

(Note metric

con-version,

table

above)

(yrs.1

for Change in Contributing

Drainage

Area

-Analysis of a large number of gullies
has shown that
approximately
to the square root of the drainage area.
Therefore,
a series of reaohes are delineated
for the purpose of estimating
the effect of changing
advance.

the rate

upstream
drainage

of advance is related

from the present gully head
areas on future rates of

Each reach, depending on its drainage area, will have a different
effect on the
total run-off
over the head. The ratios of the mean drainage areas of the reaches to the
average drainage area of the reach through which the gully has moved (Reach LB, Figure 1)
are represented by the letter
"A".
Ap

Wf (Drainage

Area of Upstream Reach)

Wp (Drainage

Area of Reach h-B )

A 0.46 -

y

0.46

WP
A0.46

mey be read directly

from Figure

2.
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Figure

4.3

Graph for Obtaining the 0.46 Power of Ratio
for drainage area size changes due to gully

2.

Adjustment

A (for adjustment
advance)

for Precipitation

The precipitation
factor is a ratio that relates the expected future loneterm
aversge precipitation
with the average annual precipitation
that occurred during
the advanoe
of the present gully.
The average annual rainfall
of 24-hour rainfalls
of 0.5 inch or
greater for t e past period of advance of the existing
gully msy be oomputed from olimatolo(Note 0.5 inch = 13 mm).
This prooedure should be done only if the age of the gully is less than 10 years,
particularly
if recent yeers were not "average",
The value
for exsmple a droughty period.
for the expeoted future long-term
averaRe annual precipitation
from 24-hour rainfalls
of
0.5 inoh or greater may be obtained from a map as shown in Figure 3, an example derived
from precipitation
records.
P-

p

Values

lf

Climatologioal
in developing

for F

2

I Value seleoted from Figure 3 (example only)
Averege annual inchee of 2&hour
pP
rainfalls
of 0.5 inch or greater
for period of advance of the existing
gully.
(For example, if recent years were droughty,
considerably
less than the Pf, or long-term
pitation.)

0.20

0.20

I

3

the l$ would be
average of preci-

0.20

mqy be read directly

Data, U.S. Dept.
the map illustrated

from Figure

4 (for

of Commerce, Weather Bureau,
in the Figure 3 example.

use in the csloulations).

Monthly

Summaries were used
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PO.20

Figure
4.4

Adjustment

4.

Graph for Obtaining

the 0.20 Power of Ratio P

for Type of Material

If the future gully will advance through materials
similar
to those in which it
advsnoed in the past, there will be no change in the rate of advancement due to change of
materials
end no adjustment is needed. The value may be greater or less than 1.0 if a
significant
change in the soil materials
exists upstream from the present gully.
If the
composition
of the material8
in the upstream reaches has a smaller proportion
of olay
material,
it is generally
more erodible
and a factor greater than 1 ehould be used. If the
material become8 more cohesive in the upstream reaches, it is generJly
more resistant
to
eroeion and the adjustment of future advancement would be downward (less than 1). Adjustq ente are made by multiplying
the computed rate of advance and the adjustment factor.

4.5

Adjustment

for Ground Water

The rate of gully head advancement msy change if the gully head intersects
a water
table or a gully channel emerges above a water table.
Observations
indicate
that the rate
of gully head movement may be accelerated
in zone8 where ground-water
eeep exists at the
foot of the overfall
or may slow down when progressing
above a water table.
No quantitative
meaeurements are known which evaluate the effect8 of ground-water
on the rate of gully head
movement.
Where no ohange in ground-water
condition8
is anticipated,
no adjustment should
be made. Where a gully head intercepts
a water table, or where the water table ie expected
to rise due to land treatment
measures, the rate may require an adjustment upward. Ccnveraaly
ae a gully advanoee it msy rice above the water table and require a downward adjustment in
the rate.
Each gully muet be evaluated as a separate case in terma of the characteristic8
of
Judgment muet be used in a88igni.W
the materiale,
stratigraphy,
and ground-water
conditions.
mentioned, by multia realietic
value.
Adjustments are made, a8 for the type of material
plying the computed rate of advance by the ground-water
adjustment factor.
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5.

THE PROCEIXIREFOR ESTIMATING FUTURERATES OF GULLY ADVANCEMENT
(MAMPLES)

The following
is a.step-by-step
procedure demonstrating
the method used to determine
A work sheet with appropriate
column he&dings
rates of heedward advancement of gullies.
as shown in Figure 5 makes a convenient
form for calculating
future rates of gully head
Figure 1 shows a schematic map of a gully for use with the following
step procedure.
advance.
STEP 1
a)

maps, and/or
of time.

Determine from aerial photographs,
of gully eroded in a given period

other

sources the length

Example
Using aerial photographs,
ohecked by rough field
length of gully eroded is found to be 1200 feet,
(Note metric conversion table above.)
b)

Determine

by interviews

or other

data, the total
Reach A-B, Figure

1.

means the age of the gully.

Example
Age of gully
c)

= 15 years

Compute the past average annual rate

of gully

elongation.

Example
The average annual
total
%=

d)

rate
length

of past headward advance equals
of gully

age of gully

titer
this in column 8, figure
above the existing
gully.

f-

1200 =

"R"

80 ft./yr

15
5.

"Rp" is the same for

each reach delineated

STEP 2
a)

Using aerial photographs and/or topographic
maps, draw a map with the watershed boundary of the area contributing
to the gully (Figure l), comparing
with on-the-ground
checking.

b)

(1) the earliest
position
of the active gully
Mark the location
oft
(Station
A) at a known date as determined in step la and the boundary
of the area contributing
run-off
to this heed, (2) the present position
of the active gully head, B, and the boundary of the arez contributing
run-off
to this head, (3) the selected points where the future cutting
head
positions
msy be (these future head positions
will logically
be located
where present or potential
tributaries
join, where major changes in land
of interception
or departure from
use occur, end where probable locations
water tables exist as C,D,E, etc.),
(4) the boundaries of ereas contriend (5) the apex of the watershed
buting run-off to each of these points,
(see Figure 1).

c)

Enter the head positions
Figure 5.

(Stations),

designated

A, B, C, etc.

in

columr~

2,

Figure

0) r
Eeach

(2)

Station

5.

Tabular

0

-m-J-mD.A.
bY
Station
(acres)

Reach
Length
(feet)

Sheet for Calculation
(6)

Mean
D.A.
(acres)

A

of Rates of Gully

Head Advancement

(11)

(7)

Years
to
Erode

AO.46

Accum.
Years

(3)+00>

1

A

364
-

A-B

1200

B

352

1.00

1.00

283

0.80

-90

182

0.52

96

0.27

15

15

20

20

339
I

1400

B-C

1200
D

G-E

137

1400
E

E-F

72

40

-x--32

-55

m--j-T-

54
1300

F
F-.X3X

1

22

C
C-D

1.00

T

0.12

----r-

0.05

-43

115

75

190

31
1500

1.00

.25

1

20

?Y?M
For 50 year eval
1400 ft. d + 1200 ft."* 3
,/
9

1400 ft.
1200 ft.

72

in first

tion period, the gully
i- (10 yrs. x 44 ft.)d=

will

advance:
in 50 years

3040 ft.

20 years

in second 20 years
(Note metric

conversions,

Section

3, above.)
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d)

The gully head positions
or Stations are points that delineate
the
titer
reach designations
in oolumn 1
"reaches" (f&-B, B-C, C-D, etc.).
ss shown.in Figure 5.

e)

Record the horizontal
distance
length in column 3, Figure 5.
Measure the area oontributing
and enter these srea values

between the head positions

a8 the reach

run-off
to each of the gully
in oolumn 4, Figure 5.

head positions

Example
Station

Drainage

A
B
C
D
E
F

d

Determine the mean drainage
between succeeding stations).

Area (Acres)
364

339
226
137
54
31

area for each reach (this is the average
Enter this figure in column 5, Figure 5.

Example
The mean drainage

area for reach C-D is

226 + 137

= 182 acres.

2

h)

Determine the A values.
of each succeeding reaoh
is the present gully or
annual head advancement
6, Figure 5.

These are the ratios of the mean drainage area of
to the mean drainage area of reaoh A-B (remh LB
a segment of the present gully with a known average
rate).
Enter the A values for each reach in column

Ekample
The Avalue

for

mean drainage

reach C-D =

mean drainage

k 2L
WP
i)

Using Figure
Figure 5.

area of reach C-D I
area of reach A-B

- 0.52

352

1, obtain

A om46 P (0.52)

the values

oo46 = 0.74

for

(A)"*46.

titer

these

in column 7 of

-
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Reach

Mean Drainage

APB

352
283
182
96
43

1.00
0.80
0.27
0.12

.38

16

0.05

025

C-D
D-E
E-F
F-APEX

Area

(A)

0.52

(A) o*46
1.00

090
.74
.55

STEP 3
Consult availabe climatological
(rainfall)
data.
Select the station nearest
Tabulate the 24.-hour rainfalls
of 0.5 inch,
to the gully area being evaluated.
or greater,
for the period during which the present gully has advanced.
Sum
these values end divide by the number of years of record.
This gives the average
annual inches of 24-hour rainfalls
of 0.5 inch or greater.
Consult the map
value for the expected loneterm
shown in Figure 3 and select the appropriate
average annual total 24chour rainfalls
of 0.5 inoh or greater.
When preoioitation
reoords for the period of gully advance equal or exceed 10 years no comparison
should be made,(in other words gullies
older then 10 years have more likely
in terms of their life).
experienced the "averege" rainfall
Example
a)

In this instance,
the rainfall
record for the period of gully
advancement exceeds 10 years.
Since some points on the map
(Figure 3) are based on only ten years of record, no comparison
is made. The ratio P equals 1 in this case.
Rnter this value
in column 9, Figure 5. The same value is used in the evaluation
of each successive reach.

b)

As an alternate
example, assume the period of gully growth had been
Then, from precipitation
data available
for the
only five years.
general area of the gully it would be found that the summation of
rains equal to or exceeding one-half inch in 24 hours for the
five years of gully advancement was) for example, 95 inches.
Therefore,
the average annual amount of rain of one-half inch or
more in 24 hours for the five years of record was 35/5 or 19
From Figure 3 the loneterm
average annual precipitation
inches.
value by interpolation
between lines is 18.0 inches.
The ratio

P would be

IIf
pp

= 18
19

or 0.95

From Figure 4 the 0.20 power of 0.95 is found to be .99.
This value would be entered in column 9, Figure 5 for future
STEP 4
This now makes available
the figures needed to calcuiate
equation (2).
On Fi re 5, multi ly the values on each line in columns 7, 8 and 9
(A**dpx
Rp x P0*2B), this product equals Rf , the calculated
rate of future
galiy advancement, in coiumn IO. The number of years required
for the gully
to pass through each reech is determined by dividing
the values in colunm
3
by those in column 10. Enter these values in column 11. The accumulative
years are entered in column 12. From these computations,
the distance the
gully head will advance in a SC-year evaluation
period may be determined.

reach.
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Example
It will take the gully head 20 years to advance through reach B-C, a
distsnbe of 1400 feet; 20 years to erode through reach C-D, a distsnoe
In the remaining 10 years it will erode at the rate of
of 1200 feet.
4.4 feet per year into reach D-E, a distance of 4.40 feet.
20 yrs.
1400 ft.

+ 20 yrs.
+ 1200 ft.

+ 10 YI‘s*

- 50

+ (IO x 44 ft.)

yrs
- 3040 f-t.

The preceding procedure does not recognize any physioal conditions
which
would hinder or stop gully advancement other than the limitation
of watershed
area* Certain physical
barriers
suah 88 buried rook ledges may alter the
advancement rate. Stabilization
structures
or road culverts
will be the teIc
mination point of gully advanoement evaluation.
6.

MOVEMENT
OF GULLY HEADS INTO TRIBUTARY DHAINAGEWAYS

In steps l-4 above it was estimated that the gully head would advsnoe 3040 feet
On Figure 4 are shown several tributary
drainagewags
during a !jO-year evaluation
period.
Ae the gully head that is advancingup
the main drainage passes the
to the main drainage.
base levels of the tributaries
are lowered
junction
points with the tributary
drainagewsys,
The rate of movement of the gully
and gully heads may begin moving up the tributaries.
heads up the tributaries
is estimated by the same method as described in steps l-4.
One
gullies
during
difference,
however, is in the time involved in the growth of the tributary
the 50-year evaluation
period.
Example
Tributary
I shown to enter the main drainage at station C. It wss
estimated (line 4, column II, Figure 5) that the gully head in the main
Since a gully head will not
drainage would reach &ation
C in 20 years.
start to move up tributary
I until
after the gully head on the main
drainage passes station C, the period for evaluating
the gully advenoement on tributary
I will be 50-20 years or 30 years.
The evaluation
periods for the gully head movement in tributaries
II end III will be
of successiveiy
shorter duration.
Where a large number of tributaries
exist,
it megrnot be praotioal
to evaluate each
lateral
individually.
In this oase, a few representative
laterals
should be seleoted for
The gully head advanoement rates for the duration
of the evaluation
period may
evaluation.
be extended to the remaining laterale.
7.

MIGRATION OF KNICKPOINTS

Compute the rate of migration
of knickpoints.
A "knickpoint"
ia usually the "head
cut" of a later cycle of degradation
occuring in an existing
gully.
Knickpoint
development
persists
in most gully channels until
the channel reaches base level.
The rate of advanoement of kniokpoints
is an important oonsideration
from the standpoint
of sediment produced
as it affects the ultimate
depth and, therefore,
the width of the gully.
In general, the
ssme variables
that affect the rate of advance of the head also influence
the rate of
migration
of a kniokpoint
until
equilibrium
or base level is established.
Beyond this state
no deepening will occur.
Minor widening may continue after base level is reached due to
such processes as aheet erosion,
animal activity,
freeze-thaw
and slumping.
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The final grade at which a gully channel will stabilize
is dependent upon the nature
of materials
in the channel bed and depth end velocity
of flow on the channel bed. With all
sge as an element, the gradient of a gully bed
other conditions
being equal, snd considering
normally (except for highly erciible
materials
such as fine to medium-grained sand) is
Thus,
the smaller the drainage
inversely
proportional
to the size of the drainage area.
The equilibrium
grade or base level must, therefore,
be estiarea the larger the gradient.
mated to determine the ultimate
termination
of knickpoint
advance.
6.

M?Xl!ROD
OF ESTIMATING GULLY WIDENING

One method of determining
the widening that will occur during the next 50 ysars is to
project upstream the widening that has already occured for a distance equal to the computed
future headward sdvanoe.
Example
In step 4 it wss computed that the gully head would advanoe 3040 feet
from its present location
during the 5C-year evaluation
period.
Therefore,
the widening will advance this distance upstream from its present location.
Many advancing gullies,
however, do not maintain uniform top widths end depths.
Often
advancing secondary knickpoints
widen and deepen the gully channel; the base level gradient
can usually be determined by spot measurement of older, nearby gullies
in the resource area.
following

Comparison of the top widths
relationships:

and depths

of a large

1.

On the average, where the gully advances through
width is about three times the depth.

2.

In non-cohesive

materials

the gully

width

number of gullies
oohesive

shows the

materials,

the gully

is about 1.75 the depth.

When a lozickpoint
migrates up an existing
gully channel, the gully ohsnnel will widen
to adjust to the new requirements
for slope stability
caused by deepening of the channel.
Figure 6 or 7 may be used to estimate the future top width of the gully channel with the
new gully depth created by a migrating knickpoint.
EScample
A gully channel in oohesive materials
that presently
is about 15 feet
deep snd 45 feet wide is being deepened by a migrating kniokpoint
to a
Referenoe to Figure 6 shows that the gully channel
depth of 20 feet.
will widen to about 60 feet as a result of the 5 feet of additional
depth.
Another method may be used to estimate the amount of gully ohsnnel widening that will
occur.
If there are numerous existing
gullies
in the same problem area ae those to be
evaluated,
meaeurements mey be made of several of these gullies
to establish
sn average
depth-top width ratio.
This ratio mw be used to estimate the future top-width
dimensions
of gullies
that are undergoing change because of kniokpoint
migration.
Determine, by the above prooedures, the total area in acres of the land estimated
Also determine the rate of lend
to be voided by the gully during the evaluation
period.
loss in acres per year for the same period.
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9*

DAMACE

9.1

Land Damwe

Since damage is physically
expressed in terms of the area voided by the gully system,
the future gullied
area as determined in the procedure above represents the land damage area.
land damage.
This area, in terms of acres, ia to be provided the economist for evaluating
9.2

Land Depreciation

The determination
of future land depreciation
is a joint responsibility
of the
eoonomist and the geologist
or lend manager. To assist in this determination,
t:,e land
manager or geologist
will provide a map or a sketch showing the expected extent of gully
development at the end of a period - (the actual period should be shown).
This includes
the main gully and its expected tributaries.
Boundaries of expected gully development,
including
tributaries,
are to be shown on maps or drawings with solid lines.
The boundaries
of all depreciated
areas are to be indicated
by broken lines.
Aerial photographs,
soils'
suited for this purpose becsuce
maps, land capability
maps, and land use maps are ideally
of the additional
information
they register.
However, base maps and topographic
maps are
Approximate property boundaries added to the map or sketch aid in determining
acceptable.
depreciated
areas.
The geologist
can be particularly
helpful
in delineating
depreciated
areas where
physical conditions
will be altered with resulting
depressed fields
due to gully development.
Thue, if a future gully channel advances to a point where it intercepts
and lowers a ground
water level to the extent that depressed yields will result,
the approxmiate area of
For example, it is not unusual
influence
should be delineated
for computing depreciation.
for the gullying
of mountain meadows to lead to the replacement of grass lend cover with less
desirable
species.
Cully head advancement up a natural
draw or waterwsy which might serve as a present
potential
terrace outlet for terraceable
land depreciates
all of the land which would be
served by the terrace outlet.
9.3

or

Other Damage

Where
euch headvard
such advance
necessitating

potential
gullies
move headward to a road culvert,
it is to.be assumed that
In respect to road bridges, however,
advsnoement will be halted at this point.
ms,y continue headward brryond the road resulting
in undermining the bridge and
high main+enance or oostly replacement.

There are other forms of damage suoh as potential
damage to farm buildings
snd other
structures.
In all cases the geologist
and economist must work together to anticipate
and
evaluate potential
damage.
10.

SED-T

PRODUCTION

The sediment produced ia computed from the total amount of gully void reduoed to M
The volume of void can be computed by multiplying
the area of land
average snnual rate.
damaged, as computed previously,
by the average depth.
This should be done by reaches if
should be computed individually.
The voltm~
the gully is not of regular shape. Tributaries
of void then must be aonvert$td to equivalent
weight in order to express the sediment produced
in total tons or tons per unit area (or for questions
of reservoir
siltation
volumes mey be
of interest).
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Where land damage and depreciation
are not being evaluate-d, other methods are to be
;rsed to determine sediment yield for sediment storsge requirements
or evaluating
depositionsJ.
damages. The use of this procedure is not required for sediment yield computations because
in larger watersheds, the amount of sediment derived from
in most instances , particularly
gully erosion is usually
only a minor part of the total
which includes that derived from
The minor differences
which would result
in the total does not warrant the
sheet erosion.
additional
work involved
in this procedure for refinement
of results.
Where sediment yields derived from gully erosion is computed for evaluating
downstream
the delivery
ratio of sediment in
sediment damages, J'udgment must be used in determining
respect to the location
of downstream sediment damage areas.

Figure

8.

Severe erosion by gullies
following
poor land management practices
(Note man in photograph at top).
A common problem.
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x.

USE OF RUNOFFPLOTS TO EVALUATE SOIL LOSS
bY
M. DjoroviE 1
Institute
for Forestry
and
Wood Industry,
Yugoslavia

1.

DESCRIPTION OF PLOT CONSTRUCTION

Simple runoff plots can be used to sample surface runoff and soil loss directly.
They are inexpensive
and easily constructed.
Thus, a sufficient
number can be installed
to obtain a representative
sampling of the major characteristics
of a study area, e.g.
slope, soil type, plant cover, cultural
practice,
etc.
The plots are rectangular
with the
long axis oriented up-slope.
They consist of a border, an element to concentrate runoff
at the lower end of the Plot and a collector
to contain the runoff and sediment produced
on the plot (Figure 1).
Plot borders may be constructed
of sheet metal, wooden planks, concrete or earth
for sharp, accurately
berms. However, the smaller the plot the greater the necessity
aligned borders so as to mi*.imize edge effects.
Berms should be used only on very large
plots of 0.5 ha or more. The borders of our plots were constructed
of 0.5-1.0
mm thick,
25 an wide aluminium strips;
20 cm of the strip was carefully
buried in the soil with
5 an extending above the soil surface.
Although a continuous strip around the entire
length of the plot would have been preferable,
overlapping
lengths of 2 to 3 m performed
The dimension of runoff pl:ts
can vary depending upon the area of uniform slope
well.
ti
available
and the treatment or typt of plant cover.
We found 20.0 by 2.5 m satisfactory.
2.

COLLECTORS

The element for concentrating
and diiacting
runoff into the collector
is constructed
of sheet metal and is much like a flattened
fL-,?el with a hinged cover to facilitate
5 cm below the soil
cleaning (Figure 2). The sheet metal floor of the element is installed
surface, with a strip of sheet metal on the upslgie side flush with the soil surface to
provide a sharp boundary at the plot end.

J/

The author is Engineer with the Institute
Viseslava br. 3, 11000, Beograd.

a/

Ed. Note:
The standard U.S. Soil Conservation
Service eroa;on plot, used to calculate
the parameters of the universal
soil loss equation,
measureb 72.6 by 6.0 ft
See also the paper by Arnoldus in thia series.
(about 24.0 by 1.8 m).

for Forestry

md Wood Industry,

Kneza,
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THIS PART

MJ3l!ALBORDERS
EXTENDINGINTO

CAPACITY OF COLLECTOR
DESCRIBEDIN TEXT

Figure

Figure
--.

1 - Sketch of a simple

? - Details

of element

for

runoff

plot

concentrating

runoff,

showing collector
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The collector
should be ccnstructed
of sheet metal and should have a capacity
adequate to contain all the runoff and sediment produced Sy the maximum probable storm
may be calculated
by:
(Figure 3). The required capacity of the collector
W=Fxhxf
where:

W = volume of the collector

(litres)

F = area of the runoff

(m*>

plot

h = maximum storm size at I$ probability
f = coefficient

of runoff

level

(mm)

($)

As a safety factor,
particularly
for impermeable soils,
f may be assumsd equal
If the plot produces more runoff than can be coilected
reasonably,
a split
to lOo$
This consists of a slotted device that diverts
0.10 of the oversampler may be used.
An example of such a device
flow from the primary collector
into a secondary collector.
appears in Figure 4.
39

SAMPLINGPROCEDURE

A portion
of the sediment collected
will remain in suspension and a portion will be
If the quantity
of material
deposited
deposited in the bottom of the collector
(Figure 3).
the water in the collector
can be agitated with a paddle
is not great and of fine texture,
Three samples of one-litre
size are taken, filtered
and the
to disperse the matesial.
residue dried at 105 C and weighed.
The laboratory
technique is described by Rapp in this
The total amount of suspended sediment in the collector
is determined
series of papers.
by multiplying
the average dry weight of the samples by the volume of water in the collector.
If there is a large quantity
of deposited sediment or if it is coarse textured,
the
collector
must be drained and the material weighed.
If it is not possible to over-dry the
entire quantity,
then itomust be sampled.
Three samples are taken and weighed before and
after oven drying at 105 C to determine the water content, which is used to convert the
totai wet weight of the deposited sediment to dry weight.

Figure

? - Collector

partly

drained

with

deposited

sediment
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4.

EXAMPLE

collector

The calculationsjfor
an assumed runoff
volume of 2 m is as follows:

Plot

event

on a plot

with

an area of 50 m* and a

calculations
1.

Depth of runoff

in collector:

2.

Value of runoff:

2.0 x 0.5

3.

Average weight

4.

Total

dry weight

of suspended sediment:

1 000 lit.

5*

Total

wet weight

of deposited

30 kg

6.

Average wet weight

of sample of deposited

sediment:

7.

Average dry weight

of sample of deposited

sediment:

8.

Fraction

9=

Total

10.

of sediment

0.5 m
=

1.0

in one litre

of deposited

Weight of total

soil

loss:

= 16 g

sediment:

of water in deposited

dry weight

m3

sediment:
sediment:

x

g =

10

10

000 g = 10.0 kg

50 g

35 I2
(50 - 35)/35 = 0.428

30/l-428

= 21 kg

10 kg + 21 kg = 31 kg

Conversions
1.

Runoff

per hectare:

2.

Weight of soil

3.

Volume of soil
: 6 200/2

Figure

000

1 000 lit./50

m2

loss per hectare:
=

loss psr hectare
j.1
m /ha

4 - Slotted

device

=

20

31 kg/50.0

(assuming

between

primary

= 200 000 lit./ha
P 200 m3/ha
m2 = 0.62 kg/m2 = 6 200 kg/ha

,lit./m2

bulk density

and secondary

or 2 t/m3)

collectors
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XI.
PROTECTIONOF CULTIVATED SLOPES
Terracing

Steep Slopes in Humid Regions
by

T.C. Sheng
Watershed Management Officer,

1.

FAO 1/

INTRODUCTION

Cultivation
on steep elopes in humid countries
without protection
measures often
The results are not only deterioration
of the produccauses serious watershed problems.
of the silting
and flood
tivity
of the land "on site" by water erosion but also aggravation
In the developing countries,
the problems
damage "off site",
i.e.,
the downrtream area.
are further compounded by the fact tn& these cultivators
of steep slopes are mostly poor
whereas resettlement
and changing of land use
The dilemma is always there:
small farmers.
may not be feasible
or desirable
from the socio-economic
standpoint,
the country's
land and
water resources are under constant threat by such cultivation.
By applying terracing
and protected waterways, these steep slopes could be cultivated
Crop production
can be increased,
erosion minimized,
farming
safely and profitably.
environment improved and hence the dilemma alleviated.
There are essentially
four types of bench terraces,
i.e.,
level,
For this chapter,
conservation
bench and reverse sloped (see Figure 1).
concentrated
on the last type, viz.,
reverse sloped type, which is built
towards the hill
and is particularly
suited for steep humid countries
in
excess runoff.

outward sloped,
discussion will be
sloped inversely
safe draining
of

For the level irrigation
type bench terrace or rice paddy, the design and construction
are less complicated
than the reverse sloped onese There should be no problem in handling
The outward sloped terraces and conservation
it
after understanding
the reverse type.
These are dealt with by other authors.
benches are for arid or semi-arid
regions.
2.

KIND OF TERRACES: THEIR SPECIFICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

(1) bench terraces,
Six kinds of terraces,
all reverse sloped, are discussed:
(2) hillside
ditches,
(3) individual
basins, (4) orchard terraces,
(5) mini-convertible
The cross-sectional
views of these terraces
are shown in
terraces and (6) hexagons.
slopes between 7O to 300 can be safely
Figure 2. With these six kinds of land treatment,
cultivated.

1/ This paper stems from the author's
work, until
recently,
(As of 1375 he is working for FAO in El Salvador).

in Jamaica.
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Land

Surface

2.1

General Descrip-t ion

2.1.1

Bench terraces

a series of level or nearly level strips
running across the
They are essentially
slope supported by steep risers.
The risers are either built by earth protected with grass
if rocks are available.
or by rock walls,
bench terrace3 can be built
and cultivated
by
tools or by machines.
manual labour t animal draughting
The detailed
cross-sectional
view,
terminology
and computations of this type of bench terrace are shown in Figure 3.
2.1.2

Hillside

ditches

The hillside
ditch is a discontinuous
kind of narrow, reverse-sloped
terrace built
across the land in order to break long slopes into a number of short slopes so that the
runoff will be safely intercepted
and drained before causing erosion.
The cross-section
of
this kind of narrow bench is more convenient for maintenance than the conventional
type of
They can a130 be used simultaneously
as roads.
The distance between two ditches is
ditch.
The cultivable
strip
determined by the degree or percent of the corresponding
slope.
between two di.tches should be supplemented with agronomic conservation
measures.
2.1.3

Indivi&~.al

basins

They are
Individuai
basins are small round benches for planting
individual
plants.
particularly
useful for establishing
semi-permanent or permanent crops on slopes for controlling
erosion,
conserving fertilizers
and moisture if mulched, and keeping weeds away.
They can be applied to dissected lands with varying depth of soils.
They should normally
be supplemented by hillside
ditches or orchard terraces.
2.1.4

Orchard terraces

Fundamentally,
orchard terraces
are narrow bench terraces built on very steep slopes,
distance of the fruit
or
from 25O to 30°, md their spaces are determined by the planting
food trees.
Because of steepness, the spaces between should be kept under permanent grass.
The tree3 ~91: be planted either on the terraces or on the individual
basins in the grass
strips.
2.1.5

“Mini-convertible”

terraces

“Mini-convertible”
terraces
are terraces of medium width built
Field crops are planted on the
distances used for hillaide
ditches.
or food trees are planted in between. Should the future use of sloping
sive than today, the spaces between terraces could then be converted
If the reseree IB true due to labour shortage, then all the terraces
orchards.
2.1.6

according to the
terraces whereas fruit
lands be more intenalso into terraces.
could be planted to

Hexagons

A unit hexagon is a special arrangement of farm road on a slope that envelops a piece
The enveloped road or branch
of land which c8n be easily acceseible
to foupwheel
tractors.
road goes around the slope to connect with each operation
route or terrace which is entered
This lend
by an obtuse angle.
A group of hexagons forms a honeycomb with no land wasted.
treatment is primarily
for mechanization
of orchard3 on a large block of uniform terrain.
It can also be applied on steep slopes (such as ‘2OO) for a small farm (quarter hectare).
routes could be cultivated
to produce cash crops until
In the latter
case, the operation
the food or fruit
trees in the grass strip grow up.
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2.2

Specifications

and Applications

The specifications
summarized in Table 1.
2.2.1

and applications
Some supplementary

of the above mentioned six major treatments
notes are given in the following
sections:

are

Width

For bench terraces,
the proper width should be determined first
by the crop needs,
tools to be used, soil depth and slope, as well as farmer's interest
and his financial
position.
TOOwide a bench (flat
strip)
will not only be too costly but also needs a deep
The widths listed
for hand made
cut end results in very high risers which is undesirable.
For hillside
and machine built bench terraces in Table 1 show their.approximation
ranges.
ditches and orchard terraces,
1.8 m or 6 feet wide is usually
sufficient
although the latter
can be wider when soil is deep and the slope is around 25'.
A width of 3.4 m (11 feet) is
found as minimum requirement
for machine built
terraces and for mechanization.
2.2.2

Vertical

intervals

and spacings

(1) Bench terraces
To
the width
basic data
also used
terraces.
following

find out the vertical
interval
(VI) is the next important step after determining
because it not only gives the approximate height of the ricer,
but also gives the
for calculating
the cross-section
and the volume of soil in a unit area- It is
as a guide for staking terraces
on the ground.

Tne vertical
interval
It is determined
formula:
VI

(VI) is actually
the elevation
difference
between two succeeding
by the slope of the land and the width of the benches, using the

S x Wb

-

100 - sxu
Where VI
s
wb
u

(2)

Hillside

:
I
:
:

vertical
slope in
width of
slope of
vertical
terraces

ditches

interval
in feet or metres
percent (%)
bench in feet or metres
riser (ratio
or horizontal
distanor to
rise using value 1 for machine built
and 0.75 for hand made ones)

end mini-convertible

This is the same equation

terraces

as used in the North American countries

for broad base

terraces:
VI

=

aS + b

Where VI
s

:
:
:

vertical
slope in
constant
conetant
during

a

b:

The value of "a" and
However, 0.3 is
conditions.
where auxiliary
conservation
table of spacings of hillside
useful as shown in Table 2.

interval
between two ditches in feet
percent ($)
of geographical
location
for 8oil l rodibility
and oover oondition
critical
per?ods

81b1tvaries
used for
treatment
ditches
The same

from region to region and to the soil and CrOPFing
"atI in humid conditions
whereas 2 is used for "b"
In Jamaica, a
is applied to the spaces between.
on various slopes has been worked out end Proved veIy
table can be used for mini-oonvertible
terraCf38.
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CROSS-SECTIONAL

VIEW

AND

CROSS-SECTIONAL

COMPUTATIONS
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:

!a

=

wb

(Hr)
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(WI-)
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(tit)

:
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:

L

= LLLS
Iit

L
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A

= Lxti

(L)
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7.
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-' .
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:

x 0:3:

pb ($) = &
4,.
IO.
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(V)

(ner acre)
-

10,WO
wt

RJ (3) = -&
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I
t

:

c

=
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;:

:

v

m
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'
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In other humid countries
employed 83 follX

2.2.3

or

where the metric

VI

-

Z+-

VI

Where VI
s

:
:

vertical
interval
slope in percent

I

system is used, a similar

equation

is

+
in metres

Length

The length of 8 terrace is limited
by the size and shape of the field,
the degree
of dissection
and the permeability
end erodibility
of the aoil.
Longer terraces will
especially
for mechanization;
they
increase operation efficiency
in future cultivation,
However, too great a length in one direction
may cause
also reduce cost of construction.
Based on current experience, a maximum of 100 m (330 feet)
accelerated
runoff and erosion.
in one direction
is recommended for humid countries.
2.2.4

Orade

It is very important to control the grades of a terraoe.
In areas of light rainfall
and permeable soils,
the horizontal
grade can be lower than 0.5 percent, whsreas*in an area
to get rid of the exoess runoff.
of intense rain and heavy eoil, one percent is preferable
A reverse grade of 5 percent ia also required for the 'bench terraces in order to keep the
runoff at the cut area or the toe drain, rather than on the loose fill
area which is susFor narrower terraces,
a 10 peroent reverse grade is needed.
ceptible
to sliding.
2.2.5

Riser

and riser

The height
is always a risk
after settling
is
relation
to some

slope

of the riser is dependent on the width of the terrace.
Too high a riser
A height of 1.8 m to 2 m (6 ft to 6.5 ft)
for protection
end maintenance.
Table 3 shows the heights of risers in
found to be a practical
limit.
land slopes and widths of benches.

The slope of a riser depends on the texture of the soil, the tools and materials
to
be used for building
the terrace.
For average conditions,
the riser slope is It1 for
machine built terraces
(including
those built by Fresno Scraper, 85 explained in 4.2) and
O-75:1 for hand made ones, provided they are compacted well enough and eventually
protected
by a dense grass cover or rock wall.
2.2.6

Minimum soil

depth

The minimum soil depth for the bench terraces C&I! be obtained by dividing
the height
of the riser by two. For the other discontinuous
type of terrsces,
the depth of cutting
is
All these can be calculsted
using the equations
equal to the riser height after settling.
in Figure 3. Table 3 has also shown minimum soil depths required for some widths of
benches on different
slopes.
2.2.7

Slope limit

Hand made terraces could be applied to a slope range of 7' to 25' (12% to 47%) while
the machine built ones from 7' to 20° (12% to 36%). For tree crops, 1.8 m (6 ft) discontinuous type of orchard terraces
can be employed up to 300 slope if the soil is deep
enough.
Thirty degrees (300) is a practical
limit
for all kinds of terraces.
Otherwise,
the riser will be too high and wide and the bench will be too narrow.
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It is generally
not recommended to use bench terraoing
on elopes gentler than 7' (12%)
treatments can be
for two reasona: ((i) broad based terraces and other simple conservation
easily adopted up to a 70 slope, and (ii)
slopes of O" - 7' do not usually present obstaales
to mechanized farming.
2.2.0

Net area

The net area, cr the area in flat benches after terracing,
is very important in the
by the equation listed
in Figure 3. It is
context of land use* This can be calculated
intereating
to note that for a given land slope and riser slope, the net area of the bench
terracea will be the same regardless
of the benah widths.
For instance,
on a 13O slope, a
hectare or an aore will produce 80% of flat bench'sa cut by hand regardlees of whether the
benoh width is 3 m or 5 m. The steeper the slope, the leas net area there will be. On
25O slope, the net area of the continuous type of bench terraces is only 63.5% whereas on
7' slope it is 87.0s.
2.2.9

Speaification

tables

and volumos

A specification
table can be computed step by step according to the equations listed
under Figure 3 for different
widths of bench terraces
and different
slopes for planning and
field uses.
The volumes of cut and fill
can finally
be obtained.
The same procedure can
also be used for other kinds of terraces except hexagon enveloping rosds.
Two sample pages
of Tables 4A and 4B, one for machine built bench terraces and one for hand made hillside
ditches,
are given for reference.
3.

PLANNING, SURVEYINGAND STAKINQ

3.1

Planning

The planning and layout of terraces should include field exsminations
of topography,
slope, soil depth, texture,
erosion,
the presence of rooks, present vegetation
and land
use, and future crop plans, etc.
If a conservation
farm plan or land oapability
map is
available,
it will be most helpful.
After oarefully
examining the above mentioned factors,
decisions should be made on the proper kind of terrace,
its width and the tools to be used.
The vertical
interval,
the height of riser and the volume to be cut and filled,
eto., can
be obtained from the specification
tables.
decisions should be made on the site and
Before starting
to stske out the terrace,
Windbreaks, if necessary,
type of waterwsy system and road network (see 5.1 and 5.2).
All of these should be integrated
into terracing
work. A aketch
should also be located.
map for all the decisions about eaoh particular
field
should be kept for future reference.
3.2

Survey and Staking

There are two ways of surveying and
to be used for cutting the terraces
and the
should start from the first
terrace on the
tions should be made if the graded contour
between them.
3.2.1

Centre

line

staking out the terraces
depending on
For both methods,
kinds of terraces.
After staking out,
top of the field.
lines have sharp bends or very uneven

the tools
staking
correowidths

method

This ie to survey and stske out the centre lines of the terraces according to the
vertical
interval.
a line of rtekr is
After completing the staking of all oentre lines,
added in the middle of every two oentro lines (cut and fill
being equal) by eye judgement
to fndioate that it is the bottom line of the upper terrace snd aleo the top line of the
l uooeeding lower terraoe.
In tho case of the disoontinuous
type of terraoes euch (U hillride ditohea and orohard terraaen,
after oentre linee are steked out for the distanae
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along the slope, a top line and a bottom line
an appropriate
distance to indicate
the width

should
of.the

be set parallel
to the centre
ditch or terrace.

line

at

This method is particularly
good for all hand made terraces.
The centre line should
be retained and marked as a guide for the non-cut and non-fill
line during the entire
period of construction.
The area above this line is the cutting
area while the area below
is the filling
area (Figure 3). This method also enables the surveyor to start staking
from the proposed waterway by 1% graded contours to ensure the future runoff will come to
a desirable
spot as outlet.
3.2.2

'pwo line

method

This method does not stake out centre lines.
Instead, it is to survey and stake
both the upper line and bottom line of a terrace with proper distances to form the planned
A specification
table should be consulted to find out the width of
width of the terrace.
the terrace (Wt) which is determined by the width of the bench (Wb) planned on the ?articular slope.
Before
slope of the
or the width
contour lines

staking,
an up-anddown guideline
Then stakes are set
proposed area.
of road and grass strip in the case
can be staked out from each of the

This method is suited to a uniform
be employed for cutting
terraces.
4.

should first
be set on a representative
along this line by the terrace width (Yt),
After this is done, graded
of hexagons.
guide stakes.

slope of a large

block of land where machines will

CONSTRUCTIONOF TERRACES

Regardless of what kind of tools are to be employed for terrao.ng,
the cut and fill
should be gradually
done and kept equal so that no extra soil needs to be disposed of or
taken from another place.
4.1

Construction

by Manual

Labour

Generally speaking, a man can cut and fill
3.8 to 4 m3 (or 5 cubic yards)
of dirt
type of soil and
during eight hours of work. This may vary with the width of the terrace,
If the following
rules are observed, the work
the presence of tree roots or rocks.
efficiency
and quality
csn be ensured:
(1)

Build

the terrace

when the land is not too dry or too

(2)

Start building
the terrace from the top of a hill
and proceed downslope.
In case of heavy rain it will not be washed away. When the top soil treatit is neceesary to build from the bottom up. Telrqorary
ment is practised,
protaotion
measures should then be practised.

(3)

cut should be made right below the top
The initial
By doing so,
be started against the bottom stakes.
Sometimes,
a desirable
grade without over-cutting.
or turn the sods along the bottom
the bottom lines,

(4)

the soil should be compaoted firmly by
After every 15 cm (6 inahes) of fill,
a beater.
When the fill
is too thick,
it can hardly be compaated.
Terraces
going across
existing
depression areas should be built particularly
strong.

(5)

The edge of a terrace should be built
a little
higher than planned because of
settling.
The rate of settling
may be as high as 10% of the depth of fill.

wet.

Fill work ahould
stakes.
it will eventually
reaoh
rocks can be plaoed along
stake lines before fill.
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Figure

4

Operation of Fresno Scraper.
Soils are dumped out and the
SCrap8r rides on its runners.
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4=2

(6)

Both the reverse and horizontal
grades should be cheoked by level during
Correotione
should be readily
made wherever neoessary.
construction.

(7)

Shape the slope of the riser

(8)

Waterway shaping should be commenced only after the terraces
are out.
sure all the terrace outlets
are higher than the waterway bottom.

(9)

A team of three men for
a good unit for efficient

Construction

to C.75:1.

narrower terraces
terracing
work.

by Animal Draughting

and four

for wider

De

terraces

will

be

Tools

Ploughs and FYresno Scrapers (see Figure 4) pulled by oxen, horses or buffaloes
are
The Freeno sarapers,
however, cannot be
employed in many countries
in building
terraces.
in soile
used to build terraces less than 3 m (10 ft> Wide. Neither are Freenos suitable
The following
are Borne general rules to be observed:
with many large, head-sized rocks.

4.3

(1)

Do not use Fresnos When the soils

(2)

If the cut area of the terrace is very hard or with many grasses,
first
be ploughed to allow the Fr8snO to move the soil.

(3)

Start the operation of the Fresno by raising
the handle so that the rear of
the floor of the scraper is 10 cm (4 in) higher than the cutting
edge.
This angle will make the scraper cut into the soil easily.

(4)

After the bucket is loaded, release the handle and let
flat on its bottom to the area of fill
for dumping.

(5)

Start loading the scraper always at the high point of the cutting
as soon as it is filled,
turn the animal at once and dump the soil
along the lower line of the stakes.

(6)

Never load the Freeno so heavily

(7)

raise the handle to a vertioal
position
so that
In dumping the scraper,
the scraper rides on the runner8 and the dirt slides forward out of the
bucket.

(8)

Better efficiency
oan be obtained if the cutting
done by turning the animal continuously
without

Construction

are wet and stioky.

that

the animal cannot

the scraper

pull

and filling
stopping.

it

should

slide
area and
parallel

it.

operations

are

by Maohine

A medium sized machine such as the Caterg
be employed for cutting wider terraces below 15
So
cutting
narr0w terraces on even 20' slopes.
the D-6 can do a far better job if the slop8 iS
hour for a fairl,y
efficient
~-6 bulldozer
is as
Width of bench (wb_l

72
4.6

ft

illar
~6 bulldozer
with angled blade can
A smaller one'may be used for
Slope.
far as efficiency
and economy are oonoerned,
The average produotion per
not to0 steep.
follows:

Pxvduction per hour
.
4$.
cu;Q&yds

11

5*8

15
19

42.0

4j.5

56.9
5499

El

27
23

40.7
39.7

53.3
51*9
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For instance,
to cut 0.40 ha (an acre) of 4.6 m (15 ft) wide terraces on a 13' elope,
the total volume to be excavated and filled
is 596 m3 or 785 cu.yds (see Table 4A).
It
would teke the ~-6 bulldozer
13.7 hours for rough cutting
and 2.5 hours for final grading
The following
are some of the rules to be observed3
and smoothing.

4.4

(1)

Start cutting
parallel
to and about 50 cm (1.5 ft) from the top line of the
stakse and push the dirt down slope and dump it just above the bottom line,
The best efficiency
will be maintained when the bulldozer
travels
down slope
about three times ite length or approximately
12 m to 13.5 m (40 to 45 feet)
for dumping.

(2)

When it cuts parallel
along the top line,
attention
should be paid to the
As soon as the blade is full,
not earlier
full load of the bulldozer
blade.
and not much later,
the bulldozer
should be headed down to the dumping area.

(3)

After dumping about 30 cm (1 ft) thick along the bottom line, the dirt should
be compacted by the bulldozer.
Whenever the bulldozer
need8 to travel from
one end of the terrace to another, it should always run on the edge of the
bench for compacting.

(41

Use the angled blade each time for catting
about 40 to 50 cm (16'1 - 20").
until
the desirable
grades, reversely
and horizontally,
Continue cut and fill
Or, mark the elevations
of fill
at the lower line of stakes
are attained.
with coloured ribbons as check points.

(5)

Do not cut or fill
toe drain.

(6)

Close supervision
ia neceseary.
A dumpy level
the grades during construction.
Final grading
as soon as the level checking is made.

(7)

Shape the riser

Topsoil

at the proposed waterway

site,

and do not overcut

at tne

should be used for checking
or emoothing should be done

elope to 111.

Treatment

Benoh terraces usually expose the infertile
subsoil which could result in lower
production unless some prevention
or improvement measures are to be taken.
One of these
topsoil
treatment is always
methods is topsoil
treatment.
When fertile
topsoil
exista,
worth undertaking.
There are two weys of doing it:
(1)

The terraces are to be built
from down elope up. After the bottom terrace
ia roughly cut, the topsoil
from the slope above Is then pushed down to
The next to the bottom terrace,
in the came
the bench and spread on it.
until the top
fashion,
gets its topsoil
from above. This proceeds uphill
For a msdium sized bulldozer
it needs about
one is built without topsoil.
8 extra houra to treat
one groom acre, or 20 hours per hectare.

(2)

The second method is to push the topsoil
away to the end6 before cutting
Par hand made
the terraca and pushing it back when cutting
is completed.
the topsoil
can be piled along the centre line or at oertaln
terraces,
intervals,
provided that the bsnoh is wide enough.

-
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WATERWAYS
AND ROADREQUIREMENTS

The waterway is an integral
part of terracing
in the humid regions.
In most cases,
a natural depression without shaping and protection
is not safe to accommodate extra runoff
On average, a hectare needs 100 m (330 ft) of waterway.
For
concentrated
by terracing.
larger blocks of land, the same waterway could serve up to two hectares.
On acre baeis,
150 to 200 ft waterway may be needed.
5.1.1

Waterway planning

The site and kind of waterwsy(s)
for a special field depend on the slope, velocity
It is always desirable
to
and amount of runoff end the tools to be used for cultivation.
find a gentle depression area for the site of waterway plus shaping and revegetation.
When
etructure
are usually
the velocity
of runoff exceeds 1.8 m (6 ft) per second, engineering
A grassed waterway alone is seldom eafe to be applied on
needed for additional
protection.
In the steep hill
region, waterway structures
steep slopes, i.e. more than 11' or 20% slope.
oennot be avoided.
The waterway is usually
situated
at one end of the field.
Sometimes, however, two
waterwags instead of one are needed, one eaoh at both ends of the terraces to handle large
quantities
of runoff and when the terraces are longer than 100 m (330 ft).
Sometimes, a
leaving two ende for access roade.
waterway can be installed
in the middle of the terrace,
A stepped waterway (see 5.1.2) could be built
in the middle if e-wheel cultivation
is
required.
Also, the same waterway can be used as a pathway up and down the terraces.
On
crossing.
gentle slopes, a waterway can be combined with road ditches for tractor
The size of waterway ia determined by the peak flows of the area; its estimation
is
not covered in this particular
paper.
However, waterways wider than 3 m (10 ft) are not
desirable
on small farms because too much land is tsken out of production.
5.1.2

Types of waterways and structures

There are many types of waterways depending on material
available,
shape of the
channel, purposes and struoture
needs. A waterway oan also have many different
sections
according ?o the protection
needs.
The following
are brief descriptions
of some major types
Their uses and approximate limita
are shown in Table 5 and Figure 8.
of waterway.
(1)

shaped channel planted with low and rhizome
Grassed Waterway: A parabolic
type grass.
The channel should be shaped as uniform cross-section
and consistent
in gradient
as possible.
It is the most inexpensive
type of waterway
on gentle slopes and its maintenance is easy.

(2)

Grassed Waterway with Drop Structures:
On moderately steep slopes or in a
discontinuous
type of channel, small drop structures
and check dams can be
used in conjunction
with grass to take care of the steep sections.
The
structure
should not be taller
than 2 m (6 ft) and the gradient between
the apron of the upper struoture
and the weir of the structure
immediately
below should not be over 35 to ensure their stability.

(3)

Baliasted Waterway: Also on moderately steep slopes where large quantities
of head-size stones are available,
ballasting
the parabolic
channel with
On steeper slopes
stones keyed in the ground can provide a good protection.
or for large quantity
runoff,
wire mesh should be used.

(4)

Prefabricated
Concrete Waterway:
On very steep slopes and where it rains
so frequently
that normal oonstruction
is hampered, these prefabricated
structureo , parabolic
or V-notch type, can be readily
used to protect the

,
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centre part of a waterway and leave two sides protected
also be used in these channels where there are constant
seepage or ground water.

5.1.3

by grass.
.They can
small
flows due to

(5)

A series of drop structures
with basins are used to
Stepped Waterway:
protect the steep risers of the terraces whereas on flat benches, parabolic
grassed waterways of 3% are employed to connect the drop structures.
The
grassed portion on benches can be easily crossed by a tractor
and the
structures
on steep risers can be used for collecting
the silt and as
It is usually
built in the middle of terraced
fielda.
pathways.

(6)

Waterway and Road Ditch Complex: To combine road ditch and waterway as one
channel on gentle slope is not only economio but alao oonvrnfsnt for
d-wheel mechanization.
In a case like this, the road should be built
reverse-sloped
allowing
road water drains to the channel and also the
terraces should be sloped toward the same channel.
The channel should be.
shaped parabolically
and protected with ballasting
stones for tractor
crossing.

(7)

Footpath and Chute Complex:
not applicable,
a rectangular
chute can be built with steps
It is
i'or use as a pathway.

On very steep slopes where mechanization
is
or trapezoid
type of concrete or masonry
in the middle for both draining
runoff and
particularly
welcomed by small
farmere.

Waterway installation
(1)

All types of waterways should be shaped as uniformly
ds possible
Shaping:
Sharp turns and euddon falls should be
in cross-section
and gradient.
avoided unless where a water collecting
basin is planned or drop structure
is to be built.
Structures
should be installed
on solid cut soils or
solid rocks wherever possible.
Stakes, strings or bamboo arches to mark
the shaping area and depths are In many cases needed.
It is also important
to shape the waterway lower than the terrace outlets
to ensure water
flowing in.

(2)

An ideal grass for lining
the waterway is one that is
Grass Planting:
available
locally
and is the rhizome type or sod-forming
type.
Seeding
is cheaper than sodding but it should be done with shallow ditching
and
mulching at the beginning of the rainy saason.
Strip-sodding
can provide
Sometimes pegs are used to stabilize
the sods. Hydroquick protection.
seeding techniques which are explained
in details
elsewhere in this
Manual, could also be employed.

(3)

For design and construction
of drop structures,
Construction
of Structures:
chutes and oheok dams, other sections of the Manual or a regular Civil
A diagram of a prefabricated
engineering
handbook should be consulted.
concrete structure
for a parabolic
waterway used in Jamaica is shown in
One bag of cement with 1:2:4 ratio could produce
Figure 5, for reference.
farm worker can make
3 structures.
With a wooden frame, any unskilled
the structure.
The following

are

some

important

principles

regarding

the structure

constructiont
(a)

The water must go over the structures
and not go around them. This is
For drop structures,
perhaps the most common cause of structure
failure.
side walls must be high enough to direct
the flow to the Weir of the
structure
and cut-off
walls behind, beside and below the structure
to
prevent water from seeping through are needed. For any type of chute,
out-off
walls are always necessary.
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Structures
must be built on cut and solid soil and the foundations
should be deep and strong enough?. Steel bars or wire mesh are needed for
chutes and for taller
drop structures
buiit with cement blc?ks.

5.2

(4

The apron or stilling
basin of the drop or chute should be built
strong
and big enough to dissipate
the energy of the falling
water and prevent
undermining.

!d)

Enough good quality
will be watertight

( 8)

After the structure
prevent cracking.

0)

Provide sodding
water tunnelling.

mortar should
and not permit
is built,

at the junction

be used to assure that the structure
water to flow through causing leakages.

tramp earth

solidly

of the earth

behind

or around it

and the structure

to

tu avoid

Roads

oi
Roads are also essential
to terracing
programmes. Although the construction
roads is treated elsewhere in this Manual, the following
sections are important to road
design and layouts with terracing
systems.
5.2.1

For mechanization

Road access to and from terraced area is required for d-wheel mechanization.
On
On eteeper slopes, they should
slopes, the roads could be built up-and-down hills.
diagonally
across the field.
The maximum grade for this kind of tractor
road is
Because bench terraces
can be used as roads, there is no need of
70 to a0 92% to 14%).
Generally speaking, 200 m (660 ft) of road per hectare should
roads transversing
the slope.
The appropriate
width is 3.4 m or 11 ft.
be ample for even rugged and steep terrains.

gentler
be built

field

5.2.2

There are four types of road system which
conditions
and mechanization
requirements.

can be used to cope with
They are as follows:

the different

(1)

'fwo up-and-down roads to connect both ends of the terraces
!Fwo road syatem:
They are ideal for mechanizaat approximately
right angles to the terraces.
tion on gentle slopes (below loo or 18%). On large blocks of land, each
road -could serve two sides.

(2)

On moderately steep slopes or where there is
One road system plus U-turn:
A road is built
no room for system number (l),
this type could be employed.
to connect one side of terraces whereas at the other side, a U-type short
road is connecting
every two terraces
for the tractor
to turn around.

(3)

If the benches (flat
strips)
are wide enough for tractor
One road system:
turning,
one road connecting one end of each terrace should be Sufficient.
Or, the road could go through the terrace field diagonally
in the case of
Gteeper slopes and round hills.

(4)

As explained previously,
Hexagon system:
suited to big farms and full mechanization

this system is pa.rtiCUlsrlY
of orchard CMPB*

For manllal or animal -cultivation

The road requirements
for manual or animal
cultivation
are les;
2m (about 6 ft) should be ample and the road gradient can be up to 15
One hectare needs about 100 m (330 ft) to 150 m (480 ft) of road.

rigid.

A width

(26.8%)

or

more-

of

-

I
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PROTECTIONANII MAINTENANCE

Protection
measures on newly built
terraces,
waterways and roads and, thereafter,
their maintenance are very essential
to the success of the over.dll terracing
progranme.
Field workera and farmers should carefully
examine the terraced area during the first
two
Any small damage should be immediately
repaired before it becomes worse.
rainy seasons.
Many terracing
programmes have failed
not because of design
"A stitch
in time saves nine!"
or construction,
but owing to negligence
in protection
and maintenance.
6.1

Protection

6.1.1

For terraces

6.1.2

6.1.3

Measures

(1)

After the risers are properly shaped, grasses should be planted or hydroLisa1 grasses of rhizome type are much more desirable
seeded on the risers.
may produce forage for cattle.
than tall grasses, although the latter
Figure 6 shows the terrace risers are well protected by carpet grass
Use stones for protecting
riners,
if available.
(Axonopus compressus).

(2)

The terrace outlets
which are always critical
should be well protected either
by sod-forming grasses
or by small checks [using
a piece of rock or brick to
form a check).

(3)

On that part of the bench where the stepped waterway
should also be established.

(4)

Auxiliary
conservation
treatments or grasses
between the discontinuous
type of terraces.

should

is crossing,
be well

grasses

established

For waterways
(1)

In most cases , grasses are planted to protect the channel or part of the
channel.
In rainy season, mechanical support is sometimes needed, such as
using pegs to anchor sods or mulching for seeding, during initial
stage.

(2)

Waterways should be protected
porting materials.

use, such as paths or for trans-

from other

For roads
(1)

Unstable road banks should be protected
and staking,
sodding or hydro-seeding,
in this publication.

(2)

Steep road surfaces should be protected
either by grass, marl or stones.
The distance between two drains can
In any case, cross drains are needed.
be decided by the following
formula which is a modification
of the one used
by the U.S. Forest Service and proved to be very successful
in Jamaica.

wattling
elsetihere

a00

I=s

(3)

by various methods, i.e.,
etc., which are described

Where I

:

Interval

along

s

:

Slope in percent

the road surface

by foot

($)

Steep road ditches should be protected
by ballasting
or a combination of grass
Further details
on road protection
are given in
and small loose rock checks.
the paper by Megshan in this publication.

-
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Maintenance

one hectare or 12 man days per acre
A total of 30 man days a year for maintaining
For hillside
ditches and orchard terraces,
etc., it
for bench terraces
should be ample.
should be much less.
6.2.1

For terraces
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

6.2.2

For benches:
(a)

Keep the toe drains always open and properly graded and do not permit
any accumulation
of wa$er in any part of the terraces.

(b)

Allow all runoff to collect
at the toe drains for safe disposal to
Obstacles like continuous mounds or beds
the protected waterway.
should be broken to permit water passing to the toe drains.

(c)

Keep graases and weeds away from the benches.

(d)

Maintain proper reverse slopes of the benches or basins and reshape
Ploughing should be done
them immediately
after crops are reaped.
carefully
so as not to destroy the toe drains and the reverse grade.

For risers:
(a)

Do not allow

any runoff

(b)

Weeds and vines which
Keep grasses growing well on the risers.
threaten the survival
of the grasses should be cut back or uprooted.
Grasses should be kept reasonably low and fertilized.

(c)

Any

(d)

Keep cattle

break or fall

emall

away

to flow over the risers.

from the riser

to avoid trampling

ehould

on risers

be repaired
or eating

immediately.
the grase.

For outlets:
(a)

Check the outlets

(b)

Any silt

For soil

and see whether

in the outlets

should

they bre adequately

protected.

be cleaned.

productivity:

(a)

ripping or sub-soiling
is needed on the cut part
Deep ploughing,
the bench terraces
to improve the structure
of the soils.

(b)

Green manuring, composting or sludge application
the initial
period for improving soil fertility.

(c)

Maintain

soil

productivity

by

proper

crop rotation

of

is aleo needed in
and fertilizing.

For waterways
(1)

Keep the water flowing
through the waterways, instead of going around or
Any detectable
bresks should be repaired
underneath the structure.
immediately.
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Figure

6

Note the risers are protected
Terraces on 15' to 20' slope.
by carpet grass and a stepped waterway is in the middle
(Smithfield
Demonstration
Watershed, Jamaica).
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(2)

Brush or large weeds should be removed before they weaken the grass.
The
whole waterway should be kept in dense and low grass cover and ae uniform
a~ possible to avoid a turbulent
flow.

(3)

Structure6
should be checked at least twice a year, once before the rainy
8eason and the second after the rains.
Any minor cracks, tunnela and breaks
around or on the structure
should be repaired before they are too big or
become very serious.

(4)

Clean out silt

trapped

in the stilling

basins.

The silt

back

can be put

on the terraces.
(5)

6.2.3

Keep etonea properly

fastened

at ballasted

waterways.

For roade
(1)

Maintain a proper profile
drain8 after heavy rains.

of the orope drains

(2)

Prevent

(3)

Culverts

(4)

Re-shape road eurface if there appears to be track
wheel8 or by hooves of animals.

use of the roads by heavy trucks
and side ditches

7.

COSTSAND BENEFITS

7.1

Costs

7.1.1

Coete of terracing

ehould

and clean

silt

out of the

when they are too wet or soft.

alweye be kept open.
eroeion

either

by

The cost of terracing
per unit area depends on elope, soil,
type of terrace,
width
of bench, presence of rocks or tree stumps and tools to be employed for outting them. If
the width is fixed, the steeper the elope the more expensive the terraoing
work will be.
If the elope is fixed
however, the wider the bench, the more costly it will be, although
the perosnt of bench 1flat area) in a unit area is otill
the Bame. If volumes to be cut
are the aame, maohine built
terraoes are generally
oheaper than hand made ones. But, the
type of road and waterway required for mechanization
may affect the total coat a great
deal.
Disoontinuoue
type of terraces,
i.e.,
hilleide
ditches,
orchari tsrracee,
eta.,
generally
ooet much lrse than bench terrauea.
Figures 7A and 7B ehow the examples of volumes of aoil to be cut and filled
per
hectare and per acre for one kind of terrace:
bench terraces.
The equation for calculating
the volume ie shown in Figure 3. In design and conetruction
of terrace@, the volume to
trs cut should be equal to the fill,
so that no extra soil is needed to be borrowed f.rom
elrswhere or dispoeed of.
In oalculating
the volume, therefore,
only one part, the cut
part, neede to be figured out.
Once the volume8 are calculated
or found from the specifi
cation tablee (see 2.2.9),
the coat of cutting various types of terraoes can be readily
obtained from the following
equation:
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C-$xR
Where C

:

cost of cutting

v

:

volume of cut and fill

T

I

output

R:

terraces

per man day or per machine hour

wage per men day or rate per hour

The output per man day or per machine hour depends on the site, effioiencyjof
work
and tools to be used. On the average, a man with hand toola oan cut and fill
4 m (about
5 cum yds) in one day (8 hours); a D-6 bulldozer
can build 42 m3 (55 cu. yde) an hour; end
a man with animal draughting
tools (plough and Freeno Soraper) oan cut and fill
16 m3
(20 cue yds).
For hand made individual
basins, a man day can build about 18 basins of
1.5 m (5 ft) diameter.
.
A hectare of 4.6 m (15 ft) bench terraces on 15' slope, for instance,
may need 425
man daye, 47 bulldozer
hours or 106 animal days.
Only 41 man days are required to complete
one hectare of 1;8 m (6 ft) of hillside
ditches on the same slope.
7..1.2

Associated

coats snd annual

oosts

Senerally,
terraces
Costs of waterways
and roads vary fmm one field to another.
for mechanization
ehould cost more on waterway structures
and road construction.
If one
hectare of bench terraces requires
100 m of waterway and 200 m of road (see 5.1 and 5.2),
the cost can be estimated from the labour and material
needed to build them. Other oosts
like ricer stabilization,
soil improvement (optional
oost) and terrace maintenance, eto.,
can also be eetimated
according to the actual needs.
'Pable 6 ia en exsmple of total and annual costs of benoh terraoing
in Jamaica
the wages end machine rates may be quite
(Reference 9).
Although these are 1971 figures,
An annuql
at present.
close to the prevailing
rates in most of the developing countries
coet per aore from USS 70 to US$ 80 or per hectare US$ 175 to US% 200 with or without soil
improvement respectively,
For discontinuous
types of narrow
ehould be a fair estimation.
terraooe,
the annual cost can be much lower, because the cutting
and maintenance ooste are
lass.
small
farmere can use their own labour to oomplete
In many developing countriee,
terraoing
their own farms bit by bit over 4 to 5 years, with technioal
ssrvioe and
It would not overburden the
inaentivee
suoh ae eubsidiee and cement from the Government.
can be spread over a number
faxmar if the terraoing
cost - which in meetly family labourof years.

7-z

Renefite

7.2.1

Inoreaae

of farm produotion

Terraaae oan be expeoted to increase farm production
by an average of 20 to 30 peDoent.
They conserve fertilizers,
moisture and topsoils
and gradually
build up roil
fertility.
They also facilitate
better cultivation
end management. In many instances,
the
production
per unit area has more then doubled.
For example, the UNDP/FAOForestry
Department and Watershed Management Project at its Smithfield
Demonstration
area in Jamaioa has
tripled
the production
of both Luoea yam and Yellow yam (Dioecarsa spp.) in the newly
terraced area.
The net return per acre of yam, after deducting the annual ooet of tsrraoes,
ia around USt 750.
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7.2.2

Protection

-

from erosion

Runcff and soil loss plot studies in many humid tropical
countries
have shown that
various types of terracing
could cut down a considerable
amount of soil loss in comparison
with the conventional
way of cultivation
on the slopes.
E'or example, the results
of a 4-year soil loss experiment on 17' slope in Yellow yams
in the northwest of Jamaica where the annual rainfall
is 3 250 mm (130 in), showed that an
average of dry soil loss per acre per year from the check plot was 54 tons while from the
Hillside
ditches with continuous mounds or with individual
bench terrace plot it was 7 tons.
In terms of soil
depth, the check plot
hills
yielded
11 tons and 16 tons respectively.
lost 0.43 inches (1.1 cm) a year while the bench terraces lost 0.06 in (0.15 cm).
7.2.3

Other benefits
In addition
-

to the above, terracing

programmes

many other

hzre

benefits

as follows:

Minimize sedimentation
and stream pollution
Reduce runoff and flood damage
Intensify
land use
Create arable lands and enable free choice of crops
Stimulate improved farming practices
Improve drainage and provide better sites for cultivation
Facilitate
mechanization
on steep slopes
Maximize irrigation
benefits
ticourage permanent farming and reduce shifting
cultivation
and forest
Promote labour intensive
programmes and create
new job opportunities
Beautify landscapes and provide better environment

A terracing
programme
of the country for posterity
programme or national
defence
analysis of such ;. programme
benefit analysis.

in the
and for
which
may be

fire

long run serves to protect the land and water resources
It is similar
to public health
sustained production.
A cost-effectiveness
are all necessary to a nation.
more appropriate
than the conventional
way of cost and

When the whole world is troubled by food shortages and environment deterioration,
and when many developing countries
have idle hands or idle lands in the hilly
watersheds,
terracing
may be one of the best solutions.
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Table
SFECIFICATIOX

1

AND ~PLICATlOBE Oi' SIX KIh.h?)S OF TEFWCES
Applications

Zpecifrcation.5
Kind

,fidth of
Iknch
Flat Par-L

1. bench Terraces
e. IIand -nade
b . !42chine built
2.

Hillside

ditches

3. Individual

4. Orchzci

b2sins

terreceo

2.5-5.2
(5'-17')

3

3.4-?.2

YI

Length

Horizontal

Grade

lr"-

~lOO?l
(L

Reverse
Grade

Riser
Slope

Land
Slope

V.I.
L/
or Spacing

0.75 :l

70-250
(12-47;:)

100-S

330’ j

<loo 1
(C330’)

1 ::

(ll'-27')
1 'T-

(loo

I"-

(5:)

Ck 3jO'?

-I

1.5-2.1
(5’-7’)

-1

1.5-2.1
(5’-7“i

1 .s-2.5
(6’2’)

T

Cl00

1 :I

70-200

5 x xb
x

.75

s x 'db
loo-Sxl

4

aS+b

Contour planting
Close planting
Mulching
Cover cropping

Flanting
distvlce
of crcps

Hillside
ditches
Orchard terrace6
Mulching
Cover cropping
Contour planting

25"-30"

+&n

(47-558

(220')

Grass
cover
Individual
basins

250

k47’i)

< 250
6. 4 7%)

0.75:;

1 :I.

I

0.75:l

z/

(12-36;)

0.75 :l

.I

Auxiliary
Treatments

(4330’ )

'
2
I

alone slope
5. :(ini-convertible
terraces

3.4 1
(11')

Cl00

3.4 -3

<loo

1:!

-!l

(i330'

1 :l

70-200

aS+b

Grass cover
Individual
basins
?ilulching

+&I
(so

Grass cover
Individual
basins

(12-J@:)

)

6. Hexagons

2. Terraces
operation

?nd
routes

((330’

(ll'j

1;

1

1 :l

)

70-200
(Q-36$)

*)

along slope
b. Enveloped or
branch road
1/

V.I.

is vertical

g

To be applied

(11')

interval
mostly

bet:aeen two succeeding

in beti;een

1 :l

(7”
cc 12qb)

3.4 3

the terraces

terraces

or on basin

7"300
(12-36-7':)

that

deternines

surfaces.

space.

Grass or marling
Cross drains

'
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Table

2

SPACINGS OF HILLSIDE DITCHES ON VARIXIS SLOPES
Slope
Degree (")

Per cent

1

($)

Vertical
(ft)

Interval
(4

2.54
3.05
3.56
4.10
4.53
5.15

0.77
0.93
1.08
1.25

6

1.8
3.5
5-2
7.0
8.6
10.5

7

12.3

8
9

14.;

2

3
4
5

Spaciws or Inclined
et)
(4

1.57

58
52
49

44.2
26.5
20.7
17.7
15.8
14.9

5.69

1.73

46

14.0
13.4
13.1
12.4

145
87
68

1.40

6.23
6.74

1.90
2.05

10

15.a
17.6

7.2c

2.22

44
43
41

11
12

19.4
21.3

7.32
9.39

2.3
2.56

40
40

12.2

13
14

23.1
24.9

3.93
9.47

2.72
2.32

39
39

11.9
Il.9

15
16
17
18

26.8

10.04

10.61

19

26.7
30.6
32.5
34.4

11.75
12.32

3.06
3.23
3.41
3.58
3.76

38
35
36
36
35

11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6

20
21
22
23
24
25

36.4
38.4
40.4
42.4
44.5
46.6

12.92
13.52
14.12
14.72
15.35
15.98

3.94
4.12
4.30
4.49
4.67
4.57

37
37
37
37
37
37

11.3
11.3
I?.3
11.3
11.3
11.3

Remarks:

11.15

Distance

12.2

1.

Spacings may be decreased as much as 25 per cent and increased
as much as 10 per cent to allow for soil,
climatic,
crop and
farming needs.

2.

From 1 to 6 degrees,
broadbase terraces.

3.

These preciseiy
calculated
values
as needed for use in the field.

the spacings

are the sane as for the
naturally

would be "rounded"
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Table 3

RISER HEIGHTS AND XINIUUM SOIL DEPTH REQUIRED1/
IN RELATION TO SQ3E LAND SLOPES AND BENCHXDTHS
Width of Bench
W-N
I.

Slope

Riser

Bench Terraces
2.5 m (8')

Height

?linimum Soil
Depth 1!

1.17 m
(3.84')
l.57nl
(6.13')

+

0.93 m

(3.05’)

Hand made
93 Qn
46 ~11

(&i)

1.74 m *
(5.72')

87 cm
(34.3in)

&,

1.35 m *
(6.09')

(,'Z*1)

,:;:,,

1.04 3 *
(6.06')

(YZ.Zn)

(: $",)

(0.98’)

(::05$)

b59')

7.0 m (23’)
2. Hillside
Ditches
1.8 m (6';

0.30 m
0.46 ‘3
0.75 m

Handmade

(ltL3in)
(36.3in)

5.6 n (19’1

Hand made

(36.6in)

1.84 m *
(6.06')

4.6 n (15')

Ranarks

92 in

Hand made

Machine built

Machine built

Machine built

30 071

Hand made

(Il.&n)

46 an

Hvld made

(lg.lin)

75 i-n

Handmade

(:;:6$)

(2.45’1

,;LG

0.97 m
(3.14')

!37.6in)

(24;:6$)

0.93 7-l
(3.06')

(36.6in)

0.49 a
(1.60')

49 an
(19.2in)

Machine built

(: ;I&/)

89 cn
(35. in>

Machine built

3. Orchard Terraces
1.3 a (6')

2.5 m (8')

4. blini-Convertible
P;.Hexagons
3.4 3 (II')

0.69 -n
(2.92')

of the riser

(29.4in)

97 0

93 ull

Handmade

Hand made

*

At the linit

height.

g

the precise depths and dimensions
Because of calculations
and conveIgions,
as
required
for
field use.
will need to be vtroundedfl

shown here

- ;76Table 4A
SAYPLZ SHED' OF SPECIFICATION TM&ES
SFecifir?JLnP:

!3dilt
-- --3f Machine
-----____I

Bench

Terraces
---Reverse Slope
ST
Riser slope
', : 1

13O

140

150

170

ie"

t

k

VI

ft

3.91

1.31

4.76

5.23

5.73

6.26

F4H

ft

0.65

t?.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

Hr

ft

4.56

4.96

5.41

5 .66

6.38

6.91

dr

ft

4.56

4.96'

5.41

5 -00

6.38

6.91 1

iJt

ft

17.56

17.96

18.41

16.00

19.38

L

ft

n

ft*

Pb
C

%
2
ft

v

ft;

ix-

XL

VI

ft

RH

ft

Hr

ft

Wr

ft

wt=

ft

L

ft

A

ft2

2.4FU3.6.3
32.238.3'

2s303.54

C

ft*

V

ft3

32,249.56

20 - 7PA

-2.s-..m&-~

VI

ft

RH

ft

Hr

it

Wr

ft

wt

ft

L

ft

A

ft2

Pb

2,366.11

2.307.20

2.247.68

2.187.8s

31,530.0-l

30,759.43

29,993.60

29,213.R.!

tS.Jrl2.05

2.252.33

2,136.67

2.141.59

31r532.62,

I 30,753.?0

29.982.26

2.102.32

2,050.6

%

C

ft*
/

13.91

2.425.39

d

CL

V

AiLlY.-.

%

Pb

ft3

cy

FIlblmhed

16O

b
ly’l’uala

1973 b-7 IJN!?P/FAOJAY 505 Project.

2.OPl.2
29,220.
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Table*
SAMPLESHEET OF SPECIFICATIOX TABLES
Specifications

oi

iaide

c
r-2.

--

Ir;its

ilrl

pecifica-

Slope

Ditches -

LEZ?l

6ft.
Kidth:
P.-:\ICl-SC C;13,7e;
1c;;
c!.75:1
zr Sl:
. -.
lecIrlc.aJ'lits
tions
--

w1t.

it

1.84

RH

Et

0.60

RR

ft

0.60

Hr

Et

1.22

Hr

ft

1.49

dr

Et

0.91

Yr

ft

1.12

14O

at

:t

6.91

at

ft

7.12

(24.9%)

L

Et

1,144.oo

L

ft

.,i85.60

R

Et2

6.864.00

4

ft2

'.113.60

Pb

%

15O

(26.8%)

(

17O

(30.6%)

1.83

et2

V

Et3

2.093.52

CY

Id3

D

et

v1t

Et

2.01

RH

Et

0.60

Hr

ft

Wr

ft

2.38

Pb

15.76

c

v1t

46
2

16.33

2.24

C

ft

V

ft3

77.54

c!Y

Yd3

913.36

39.w-

D

ft

38.00

v1t

ft

2.50

RH

ft

0.60

1.31

Rr

ft

1.59

ft

0.98

Wr

ft

1.19

wt

ft

6.98

us0

at

ft

7.19

L

ft

1,173.12

32.5%)

L

ft

1,198.08

A

ft2

7.030.12

R

ft2

7,188.48

Pb

%

I
(
I
1

16.16

!,655.74

%

16.50

C

ft2

2.39

V

ft3

CY

Yd3

n

ft

VIt

ft

2.78

Pb

c!

ft2

V

ft3

CY

rid3

65.16

D

ft

30&

v1t

ft

2.19

RH

ft

0.60

FtH

ft

0.60

Hr

ft

1.39

Hr

ft

1.69

Wr

r1

I.05

wr

rt

I .?7

160

wt

ft

7.05

10"

WL

Et

7.27

(20.7%)

L

Et

1,105.60

(34.4%)

L

ft

1,198.OEi

A

ft2

7,113.60

A

ft2

7.188.48

V

im
:D

Published

2,299.32

%

16.33

ft2

2.10

Pb
C

1.96

ft

3

I

Pb

2,489.76
92.21
38.01)

Yd3

ft
----

J

(41)

1973 by U!mP/FAO Jk'l 505 Project.

106.05

3e.QO-

16.50

%

C

ft2

V

ft3

CY
D

2.863.41

2.54
3,043.12
112.71

1pd3

38.00

:ft
--
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Table 5
MAJOR TYPES OF ,JATE.WAYS:
THEIR USES AND LIKITS I/

Shape

Channel
Protection

Velocity
Liqit

Slope
Liqit

1. Grassed
ilaterday

Parabolic

By grass

1.8 rll/seo
(6’/sec)

Cl10

2. Grassed
waterway with
drop structures

Parabolic

By grass and
concrete or
masonry
structures

1.8 m/set

Between
two structures: 3$,
overall
slope

(6*/set)

(110

Parabolic

3. Ballasted

waterway

By stones or
by stones and
wire mesh

3 q/set
(lOl/sec)

Uses

For new waterway
or uniform sloped
depression

(20$)

For discontinuous
type of channel

(2%)

'dhere stones are
available

<15O (265)

stilling
basin
is usually needed
at the end

4. Prefabricated

A

concrete
waterday

Where rainfalls
are
frequent and flows
are constant

a. Parabolic
*water-day

Parabolic

By concrete
structures
and
grass

<20°

b. V-notch
chute

90” V-notch

By concrete
structures
and
grass

>20° (365)

Same as above and
on very steep
slopes

Parabolic
and
rectangular

By grass and
concrete or
aasonry drops

On grass
part:

Overall
slope
<20° (365

For d-wheel
mechanization
and
in the lniddle of
bench terraces

Parabolic

By grass and
stone ballasting

3 m/f3ec
(lO*/sec)

Trapezoid
or
rectangular

By concrete
or masonry
et nlcture

5. Stepped

waterway

6. dater-day

and

road ditch
ccmlplex
7. Foot-path

and
chute canplex

1/

1.8 m/set
(6l/sec)

(365)

1

(14%)

For tractor
crossing and d-wheel
mechanization

>200 (36)

For paths on gasll
farms and onvery
steep slopes

(8O

These limits
are approxi?lations
for general reference.
In practice,
the volume and velocity
of runoff and site conditions
should all be
taken into consideration
for determining
the type of waterway needed.
Zest of these types of waterways handle a few hectares of runoff.
(See Figure 8)
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Table 6
TOTAL AND ANNJAL COSTSOF BENCHTERRACING
PER ACREOF ?RIVATE AND PUBLIC LANDS
Cutting

(4.6 m) wide benches on 13" (235) slope:

15ft

Hand made
Net ke;r

0.74

0.00

Volume to be cut
and filled

A.

Machine built

790 cu.yds

785 cu.yds

Hand made
(Private
Land1

Machine built
(Public Land1

Terracing:
1. Construction
2. Riser

stabi:

3. Soil

fertility

(177 m/d x 82.00)

ation
improvement

Jlb354.00 2/

(16.2 hrs x SlO.CC)
JSl62.00

(2 a/d x 532.00)
4.00

(10 m/d x 582.33)
23.30

(50.00)

1/

(optional)

(lCO.00)

358.00

Sub-total

:85.30
(285.30)

(408.00)
B.

daterway
1.

and Road:

Xaterdsy

60.00

130.00

2. Road

71.70
60.00

Sub-total
TCYl'ALCOST
C.

Interest

D.

Annual Maintenance

and Amortization

d

201 70
l

55438.00

Js397.00

35.30

31.20
(15 m/d x $2.33)
35.00

(15 m/d x $2.00)
30.00

TOTAL ANNUALCOST
(rlith

(optional)

soil

fertility

improvement)

1/

Hsges for private

g

JS1.00 equals US$l,lO.

1/

30 years

Jt65.30

JS66.20

(~$69.30)

(JS74.30)

land are Jib2.X) per man+y

amortization

and 75 rate

of interest.

and for

public

land 582.330

d

XII.
GULLY CONTROLSTRUCTURE AND SYSTMS

Rocky Mountain

1.

INTRODUCTICN

1.1

The Main Processee of Gully

Burchard H. Heede II
Forest and Range Experiment

Station

Erosion

The mechanics of gully erosion can be reduced to two main processes:
down cutting
and head cutting.
Down cutting of the gully bottom leads to gully deepening and widening.
Head cutting extende the channel into ungullied
headwater areas, and increases the stresm
net and its density by developing tributexies.
Thus, effective
gully control must stabilize
both the channel gradient
end channel headcuts.
1.2

Long-term

Objective

of Controls:

Vegetation

it is of benefit
to recowize
long- #andshort-term
objectives
In gully control,
because often it is very difficult
or impossible to reach directly
the long-term goal
Required alterations
represent
vegetation,
end gully conditions
must be first
altered.
immediate objectivee.
Where sn effective
vegetation
cover will grow, gradients may be controlled
by the
Only rarely can vegetation
of plants
without supplemental mechanical measures.
establishment
forces of flow at these
alone stabilize
headcuts, however, because of the concentrated
The most effective
corer in gullies
is characterized
by great plant density,
locations.
Although quantitative
values cannot be
deep and dense root systems, and low plant height.
given, it is obvious to the casual observer that a low, dense cover with denee, deep roots
adds stability
to the soil surfaoe.
Long, flexible
plants, on the other hand, such as
certain
tall grasses, lie dorm on the gully bottom under the impact of flow.
They provide
increase flow
a smooth interface
between flow avid original
bed, and msy substantially
velocities.
These higher velocities
mey endanger meandering gully
banks and, in spite of
if gronn beyond sapling stwe, may
bottom protection,
widen the gully.
Trees, especially
sre conrestrict
the flou and cause diversion
against the bank. Where such restrictions
This is very undesirable
because, in many csses,
centrated,
the flow msy leave the gully.
new gulliee
develop end new headcuts form where the flow re-enters
the original
channel.

1/

Principal
Hydraulic
Blginaer,
U.S. Forest Service (Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
with Arizona
Rperiment Station);
author ie located at Tempo, Arizona in cooperation
experiment station
headquarters
are maintained at Fort Collins,
in
State University;
cooperation
with Colorado State University.
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1.3

Fbgineers'

Measures - an Aid to Vegetation

Recovery

If growing conditions
do not permit the direct establishment
of vegetation
(due to
climatic
or eite restrictions,
or to severity
of gully erosion) engineering
measures will
These meaauree are nearly alwsys required at t,he critical
locations
where
be required.
Rxsmples are nickpointe
on the gully bed, headcute,
channel changes invariably
take place.
end gully reaches close to gully mouth where deepening, widening,
and deposition
alternate
Nickpoints
signify
longitudinal
gradient changes; a gentler
frequently
with different
flows.
gradient
is being extended toward headwaters by headcutting
on the bed. Normally, critical
locations
are easily definable
since the active stage of erosion at these sites leaves bed
and banks in a raw, disturbed
condition.
The deeieper must ,keep in mind that well-established
vegetation
perpetuates itself
and thus represents a permanent type of control.
In contrast,
engineering
measurer3 always
require aome degree of maintensnce.
Because maintensnce coats time and money, projects
ahould be planned 80 that maintenanoe is not required indefinitely.
An effective
engineering
deeign must help establish
and rehabilitate
vegetation.
Revegetation
of a site can be aided in different
ways. If the gully gradient is stabilized,
vegetation
csn become establiuhed
on the bed. Stabilized
gully bottoms will make possible
the stabilization
of banks, since the toe of the gully side slopes ie at rest.
This procees
can be speeded up mechsnically
by sloughing gully banks where eteeg banks would prevent
vegetation
establiehment.
Dut sloughing ehould be done only after the bottom is stable.
Vegetetion
rehabilitation
is aleo speeded if large and deep depoaits of eediment accumulate
in the gully above engineering
works. Such alluvial
deposits make excellent
aquifers,
inorease channel storage capacity,
decrease channel gradients,
and thus, decrease peak
flows.
Chznel 2syr;aFts msy aino raise the water table on the land outside the gully.
They
may reactivate
dridd-up springs,
or may convert ephemeral springs to perennial
flow.
All
theee reaults create conditions
much more favourable
to plant growth than exiating
before
control.
1.4

Watershed Restoration

Aids Gully

Control

Measures

Messurea taken outside the channel can also aid
Improvements on the watershed that increase infiltration
spread instead of concentrate
this flow, will benefit
however, improvements csn be attained quicker within
conoentration
of treatment
and availability
of hi&er

revegetation
processes in the gully.
and decrease overland flow, and
gully healing processes.
Normally,
the gully then outeide, becauee of
soil moisture in the defined channel.

Many types of waterahed reetoration
measuree have been devised.
Since these are only
supplemental to gully oontrol,
some examples will suffice
here:
seeding and planting with
snd without lend preparation
and fertilization;
vegetation
cover convereione;
and engineering
works such ss reservoirs,
water diversions,
benches, terraces,
trenchee, and furrowe;

l-5

Immediate Objeotivee

of Control

cover relations
j, gully control The discussion
on engineering
works - vegetation
showed that different
types of measures benefit
plants in different
weye. It ia therefore
important to clarify
the type of help vegetation
eatablishment
requires moat. Quest ions
should be answered such se: is the present moisture regime of the gully bottom sufficient
to support plants, or should the bottom be raised to increaee moisture availability?
One
must recomize that a continuous,
even raising
of the bottom is not possible.
Due to the
processes of sedimentation
above check dams, deposits have a wedge-shaped cross section if
plotted
along the thalweg.
The immediate objectives
of a gully treatment muat consider other aspects in addition
to plant cover.
Usually,
these considerations
involve hydraulics,
sedimentation,
Soils,
For instsncs,
and sometimes the logistics
required for the management of the watershed.
management may call for deposits of maximum poesible depth at etrategic
lOCatiOna to

-
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To achieve this objective
will require the largest possible
provide shallow gully crossings.
Thus, if sediment catch is a desirable
objective,
large dsms should
sediment accumulations.
Rut if esthetic
considerations
make check dams undesirable
(and watershed
be built.
logistics
snd revegetation
offer no problems) gully bottom may be stabilized
with dams
to the cssual observer.
These examples illustrate
submerged into the bed, snd thua invisible
how important it is to clarify
the immediate and overall
objectives
of a planned treatment
The objective5
determine the messures; the
before deciding on approaches and measures.
measures determine the type of result.
2.

TYPES OF POROUSCHlRlKDAMS

The most commonly applied engineering
measure is the check dsm. Forces acting.on
a
Non-porous dsms with no weep
check dam depend on design and type of construction
material.
from concrete,
steel sheet, wet masonry snd fibreglsss,
receive
holes, such 88 those built
a strong impact from the dynsmic and hydrostatic
forces
of the flow.
These forces require
strong anchoring of the dam into the gully banks, to which muoh of the pressure is trsnsmitted.
In contrast,
porous dams relesse part of the flow through the structure,
and thereby decrease
the head of flow over the spillwEyr and the dynamic and hydrostatic
forces against the dsm.
Much lesa pressure is received at the banks than at non-porous dams. Since gullies,
generally,
it is easier to design effective
porous check dsms
are eroded from relatively
sof+ soils,
Once the catch basin of porous or non-porous
dams is filled
by
than non-porous ones.
stability
is less critical
because the dam crest
sediment deposits,
however, structural
hss become a new level of the upstream gully floor.
Loose rock can be used in different
type5 of check dams. Dsms may be built of loose
rock only, or the rock mey be reinforced
by wire mesh, steel posts, or other materials.
The
If wire mesh with small mesh opening
reinforcement5
may influence
rock size requirements.
is usad, rocks could be smaller than othernise
required by the design flow.
Some different
types of check dams will be described,
but the field
of check dam
Some of the most effective
and
design is wide open. Many variations
are possible.
They will,
therefore,
be emphasized in
inexpensive
dams are built mainly from loose rock.
the descriptions
that follow.
2.1

Loose Rock

The basic design of a loose-rock
check dam is illustrated
in Figure
1. Volumes of
excavation
snd of rocks required in the construction
csn be calculated
from ths drawings
given in this paper.
Rock volumes can also be obtained from an equation discussed in the
If facilities
are
available
to us9 the
section on Equations for Volume Calculations.
volumes also mey be calculated
by
oomputer programme developed by Reede and Mufich (1974),
oomputer.
In a Colorado project,
the drawings also served well
in the field 55 construction
plans (3).
Since loose-rock
dams are not reinforced,
the sngle of rest of the rock should determine
This angle depend5 on the type of rook, the weight, size, and
the slopes of the dam sides.
shape of the individual
rocks, and their size distribution.
If the dam sides are construoted
will be unstable and may lose its ahape
at sn angle steeper than that of rest, the structure
For the desie of check dams, the following
rule of thumb
during the first
heavy runoff.
can be used:
the angle of rest for angular rock correspond5 to
a slope ratio of 1.25 to 1.00; for round rock, 1.50
Figure 2 illustrates
a dam built from
to 1.00.
arqplar loose rock
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Section

of the dam at the cross section
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cross section;
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Figure

2.

check dam. Catchment basin of
Upstream view of loose-rock
dam has filled
with sediment dming the first
spring runoff
Rod is 1.7 m high.
after construction.
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2.2

Wire-bound

Loose Rock

A wire-bound check dam is identical
in shape to that of a
loose rock is enclosed in wire mesh to reinforce
the structure.
wire mesh is sufficient
to permi t adjustments in the structural
Therefore,
the same
not initially
sloped to the angle of rest.
structure.
required for a wire-bound dam ss for a loose-rock

loose-rock
dam, but the
The flexibility
within the
shape, if the dam sides are
rock design criteria
are

(1) be resistsnt
to corrosion,
(2) be of sufficient
strength
The wire mesh should:
to withstand the pressure exerted by flow and rocks, and (3) have openings not larger then
in boulder-strewn
gullies
the average rock size in the dam. Wire mesh msy not be effective
supporting
flows with heavy, coarse loads.
2.3

~lngle

Fence

Single-fence
rock check dams (Figure 3) differ
greatly
in shape and requirements
of
consist
construction
materials
from the loose-rook
end wi?e-bound dame. Theee structures
of a wire-mesh fence, fastened to steel posts and strung at right angles across the gully,
The rock fill
csn be constructed
and a loose-rock
fill,
piled from upstream against the fence.
at an angle steeper then that of rest for two reasons:
1.

The impact of flows
against the dam,

2.

Sediment deposits

will

will

tend to push the individual
add stability

to the fill

rock into
and will

the fill

eventually

and
cover it.

The design of this type of check dam should emphasize specifications
for the wire
mesh, end the setting,
spacing, and securing of the steel posts.
The wire mesh specifications
will be the same as those for the wire-bound dams.
The steel posts should be sufficiently
strong to resist
the pressure of the rock fill
end the flows.
They must be driven into the gully bottom and side slopes to a depth that
insures their stability
in saturated soil.
If it ia impractical
to drive posts to sufficient
depths, the stability
of the posts shou.4 be enhanced by guys. These guys should be anchored
to other posts that will be covered and thus held in place by the rock fill.

In general, the fenceposts should not be spaced more than
1.2 m to prevent excessive pouching (stretching)
of the
wire mesh. Where conditions
do not allow this spacing,
a maximum of 1.5 m can be used but the fence must be
reinforced
by steel posts fastened horizontally
between
the vertical
posts.

Excessive pouching of the wire mesh reduces the structural
height and impairs the stability
of the dem. Figure 4 shows a single-fence
dam at time of finish
of construction.
2.4

Double

Fence

The double-fence
rock check dam has two wire mesh fences, strung at a distance from
each other across the chsnnel (Figure 5).
In this type of dam, a well graded supply of
rocks is essential,
otherwise the relative
thinness of the structure
would permit rapid
throughflow,
resulting
in water jets.
Double-fence
darns should only be 'built if an
effective
rock gradation can be obtained.
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4.
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Looking across a. single-fence
dam. Apron and gully
protection
is to the left of dam crest.

bank
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in Colcrado (3) parallel
fences were spaced 0.6 m. Peak flows did not exoeed 0.7 m3/s
Dams were no taller
than 1.8 m (Figure 6).
and loads consisted mainly of finer material.
At many dam sites,
maintenance and repairs were reql*ired because excessive water jetting
through the structures
caused bank damage. The percentsge of small rock sizes was too low.
or gullies
on
When flows of large magnitude, say 2 cubic metres per second (mj/s),
the bsse of the double-fence
dam should be wider than the
steep hillsides
are encountered,
This will add structural
stability
and increase the length of the flow througfi the
crest.
lower part of the dam.
2.5

Gabion

A gabion check dam consists of prefabricated
wire cages that are filled
with loose
Individual
cages are plaoed beside and onto each other to obtain the dam shape.
rock.
Normally, this dam is more esthetically
pleasing,
but it is more costly than loose-rock
or
wire-bound rock check dams.
2.6

Head Cut Control

Head cuts can be stabilized
by different
types of structures,
but all have two
in order to avoid excessive pressures snd thus
important requirements:
(1) porosity
eliminate
the need for large, heavy structural
foundations,
end (2) 6ome type of inverted
filter
that leads the seepage gradually
from smaller to the larger openings in the struoture.
Otherwise, the soils will be carried through the control,
resulting
in erosion.
An inverted
filter
csn be obtained if the head cut wall is sloughed .to suoh an angle that material
oan
be placed in lsyers.of
incrassing
particle
size, from fine to coarse sand and on to fine and
Good results msy also be obtained by use of erosion cloth,
a plastic
sheet
coarse gravel.
available
in two degrees of porosity.
If rock walls reinforced
by wire mesh and steel posts are used, site preparation
can
Loose rock can be an effective
head cut control (3) if the flow through the
be minimized.
structure
is controlled
also.
As in loose-rock
check dams, the size, shape, and size
distribution
of the rock are of special importance to the success of the structure.
The
wall of the head cut must be sloped back so the rock can be placed against it.
If the
stabilization
to dissipate
depositions
periods with

toe of the rock fill
should be eroded away, the fill
would be lost.
Therefore,
of this toe must be emphasized in the design.
A loose-rock
dsm can be designed
energy from the chuting flows, and to catch sediment (Figure 7). Sediment
will further
stabilize
the toe of the rock fill
by encouraging vegetation
during
no or low channel flow.

3.

GENERALDESICN CHITEXUA

3.1

Loose Rock

Loose rock hss proved to be a very suitable
construction
material
if used correctly.
Often it is found on the land and thus eliminates
expenditures
for long hauls.
Machine and/or
hand labour may be used. The quality,
shape, size and size distribution
of the rock used in
construction
of a check dsm affect the success and life span of the structure.
Obviously,
rock that disintegrates
rapidly
when exposed to water and atmosphere will have a short
6tructural
life.
Further,
if only small rocks a:'e used in a dam, they may be moved by the
impact of the first
large water flow, and the dam quickly destroyed.
In contrast,
a check
dam constructed
of large rocks that leave large voids in the structure
will offer resistance
to the flow, but may create water jets through the voids.
These jets can be highly destructive
if directed toward openings in the bank protection
work or other unprotected
parts of the
channel.
Large voids in check dams also prevent the accumulation
of sediment above the
structures.
In general, this accumulation
is desirable
because it increases the sfability
of structures
and enhsnces stabilization
of the gully.
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Figure

6.

Upstream view of a double-fence
dam. Note the bank
protection
work. The apron is covered by water.
Length
of rod is 1.7 m.
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Large voids
some flow through
the flow.

will be avoided
the structure.

Well-graded
if the rock is well graded.
The majority
of the rock should be large

rock will permit
enough to resist

Since required size and gradation of rook depend on size of dam and magnitude of flow,
The recommendations given below
strict
rules for effective
rock gradation cannot be given.
are empirical
values derived from mlly treatments
in the Colorado Rocky Mountains and should
be evaluated accordingly.
The desimer should use these values only as a basis for his
decision in his OM area.
As a general rule, however, rock diameters should not be less than
10 oentimetres
(cm) and 25 percent of all rooks should fall into the 10 to 14 cm size class.
The upper size Limit will be determined by the size of the dam; large dams csn include
should be avoided.
larger rook than small ones. Flat and round rock, such as river material,
Both types slip out of a structure
more easily than broken rocks, which anchor well with
In general, large design peak flows will require
larger rock sized than small
saoh other.
As an example, assume that the designed total dam height ranges between 1 and 2
flows.
metres (m), wher:. total hei&t
is measured from the bottom of the dm to the crest of the
Design peak flow is estimated
Type of dam is loose rook without reinforcement.
free board.
not to exceed 1 cubic metre per second (,3/s).
An effective
rock gradation would call for a
distribution
of eize classes as follows:
10 - 14 cm,

25 percent

15 - 19 cm,

Xl percent

20 - 30 cm,

25 percent

31 -45

30 percent

cm?

If on the other hand, dam height would be inc-Jssed to 3 m, rock up to 1 m diameter,
constituting
15 percent of the volume could be placed into the basis of the dam and the
second size class decreased by this portion;
or if peak flow wss estimated not to exceed
and 55 percent cf the volume could
0.75 mJJ/s, the 31-45 cm size class could be eliminated
be in the 20-30 cm class.
In ephemeral gullies,
only in exceptional
available
that permits a realistic
estimate of
If so, a formula developed by Isbach and quoted
suitability
of the larger sizes as given by the
the weight of rock (W) to the mean velocity
of
W =

2.44

where W is the weight of rock related to D
65
material
of which 65 percent are finer.
This
can be smaller and 35 percent larger ihan the
possible smallest size ahould have a diameter
3.2

cases will meaningful
flow information
be
average velocities
at the structural
sites.
by Leliavsky
(a), may be used to check the
gradation approach.
The equation relates
the flow (V) as follows:
x

10-58

of the rocks.
is the sieve size in the
D65
formula states that 65 percent of the rocks
calculated
weight.
As stated above, the
of 10 cm.

Spacing

The location
of a check dam will b& determined primarily
from the required spacing
of the structures.
Requirements for spacing depend on the gradients
of the sediment
deposits expected to accumulate above the dams, the effective
heights of the dams, ths
available
funds, and the ObJective of the gully treatment.
If, for instance,
the objective
is to achieve the greatest possible deposition
of sediment, then widely spaced, high dams
would be ConstNcted.
On the other hand, if the objective
is mainly to stabilize
the gully
gradient,
then the spacing would be relatively
close and the dams low.
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In general, the most efficient
and most economical spacing is obtained if a check
dam is placed at the upstream toe of the final sediment deposits of the next dam downstream.
for construction
This ideal spacing can only be estimated,
of oourse, to obtain guidelines
plans.
Normally,
objectives
of gully control
require spacings of check dams great enou& to
To determine
allow the full utilization
of the sediment-holding
capacity of the structures.
this spacing requires definite
howledge of the relationship
between the original
gradient
of gully channels and that of sediment deposits above check dams placed in these gullies.
Thisrelationship
has been hypothesized
by several authors.
Others demonstrated that not
only the original
channel gradient
influences
the deposition
slope, but also the width of
the channel at the structure
and the height of crest of spillway
above the original
channel
Relationships
developed 60 far have been entirely
empirical,
and further
research
30ttom.
LS necessary
to establish
the theoretical
basis,
In Colorado, earth dams were examined for guidance in determining
the spacing of dams
Data indicated
that, in gullies
of less than 20 percent gradient,
the dame would not
interfere
with sediment catch if their spacing was based on the expected slope of the deposits
For gully gradients
exceeding 20 percent, expected
being 0.7 of the original
gully gradient.
sediment deposits would have a gradient of 0.5 that of the gully.
Heede snd Mufich (6)
developed a formula to ease the calculation
of spacing ss follows:
;3>.

s

HE

=
K C

co8

a

(1)

where S is the spacing, HE is effective
dam height as measured from gully bottom to spillway
crest, G represents the gully gradient as a ratio,
a is the angle corresponding
to the gully
gradient (G = tan a), and K is a constant.
The equation is based on the assumption that
the gr&ient
of the sediment deposits is (I-K)C.
In the Colorado exsmple, value6 for K
were as follows:
K = 0.3 for C LO.20

(2)

K = 0.5 for GLO.20

(31

after the applicable
K value
The generalized
formula (1) can be used by the designer,
hse been determined for the treatment area.
Works older than 10 years should be inspected
for this determination.
Figure 6 illustrates
the relationship
between dam spacing, height
and gully gradient.
For a given gully,
the required number of dsms decreases with
and increases with increasing
gully
increasing
spacing or increasing
effeotive
dam height,
gradient.
An example for a 2 000 feet (609 m) gully segment is given in Figure 9.
3.3

Keye

Keying a check dam into the side slopes snd bottom of the gully greatly enhance0 the
stability
of the structure.
Such keying is important in gullies
where expected peak flow
is large, and where soils are highly erosive (such ss soil8 with high sand content).
Loose
rock check dams without keys were successfully
installed
in soils derived from Pikes Peak
granite,
but estimated peak flows did not exceed 0.2 m3/ss Heede (1).
The objective
of extending the key into the gully side slopes is to prevent destructive
flows of water around the dam and consequent scouring of the banks. Scouring could lead to
gape between dam and bank that would render the structure
ineffective.
The key-s minimize
the danger of scouring and tunnelling
around cheek dams because the route of seepage iB
considerably
lengthened.
Ae voids in the key become plugged, the length of the seepage route
incresaes.
This increase causes a decrease in the flow velocity
of the seepage water and,
in turn, a deoreaee of the erosion energy.
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The part of the key- placed into the gully bottom is designed to safeguard the check
dam against undercutting
at the downstream side.
Therefore,
the base of the key, which
to be below the surface of the apron.
constitutes
the footing of thq dam, must be desieed
This is of particular
importanot
for fence-type
and impervious structures
because of the
greater danger of scouring at the fc;qt of these dams. The water flowing over the spillwsy
forme a chute that creates a main criticc.1
area of impact where the hydraulic
jump strikes
This location
is away from the structure.
The sides of loose-rook and
the gully bottom.
of water
wire-bound check dams slope onto the apron, on the other hand, snd no freefall
occum.
The design of the kep calls for
Where excessive instability
channel.
on the lower part of the ohannel side
walls, the depth of the trench should

a trench,
usually
is qemonstrated by
slopes or by large
be increased to 1.2

m deep and wide, dug across the
large amounts of loose materials
cracks and fissures
in the bank
or 1.8 metres.

0.6

Dam construction
starts
with the filling
of the key with looee rock.
Then the dam
Rook size distribution
In the keys should be watched carefully.
is erected on the rock fill.
of flou within the key may lead to washouts of
If voids in the keys are large, ,velocities
the bank materials.
Since the rock of the keys is embedded in the trench end therefore
such as a mtiture
cannot be easily moved, it is advantageous to use smaller materials,
with &3 percent smaller
than 14 cm.
3.4

Heipht

The effective
height of a oheck dam (HE) is the elevation
The height not only influences
above the original
gully bottom.
also volume of sediment deposits.
Heede and Mufich (6) developed a formula
to spacing and effective
height of dam:
i/2

vs zermVS is the sediment volume,
I considered for effeotive

HE

that

relates

s COB a

= h

+

Lv-53
2D

the volume of sediment

end %E is the average length
by the equation:

(5)

HE

where Lg is the bottom width and $ the bank width of the
brink, and D is the depth of the gully.
If S in equation

deposite

(4)

LHE

S represents
the spacing,
dsm hei*t
and calculated

4IE

of the creet of the spillway
structural
spacing but

measured from brink
is substituted,
then

to

2

RE
vs

-

- 2KGI

+iE

(6)

where the constant K has the values found to bs applioable
to the treatment area.
Equation
(6) indioates
that sediment deposits increase as the square of effective
dam height.
This
ie illuetrated
in Figure 10.
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Number of dams required in gullies,
as a function,
different
gradients,

600 m long and with
of effective
dam height.
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For practical
purposes, based on the sediment deposit model, the sediment curve in
Figure 10 is valid for treatments
in gullies
with identiccal
cross sections and gradients
At this range, the difference
is 4.5 percent with smaller
ranging from 1 to 30 percent.
a negligible
fraction
in such estimates.
The volume of
deposits on the steeper gradients,
decreases by 10 percent on a gradient
deposits,
compared with that on a 1 percent gradient,
Magnitudes of cross sections,
of course,
of 45 percent, if the cross sections are constant.
exert strong influences
0.1 sediment deposition.
by one or all of the following
criteria:
In most cases, dam height will be restricted
(1) costs, (2) stability
and (3) channel geometry
in relation
to spillway
requirements.
Cost relations
between different
types of rock check dams will be discussed later.
Stability
of impervious check dams should be calculated
where life and/or property would be
Heede (2) presented an example for these calculations
which can be
endangered by failure.
Pervious dams such ss rock check dams cannot be easily analysed for
easily followed.
stability
because of unknowns such as the porosity
of a structure.
Severely tested check dams in Colorado (3) had maximum heights as follows:
rock and wire-bound dams, 2.2 m, and fence-type
dams (thickness
of 0.6 m) I.8 m.

loose-

In gullies
with small widths and depths but large magnitudes of flow, the effective
height of dams may be greatly
restricted
by the spillway
requirements.
This restriction
may result
from the spillway
depth necessary to accommodate expected debris-laden
flows.
3.5

Spillway

Since spillways
of rock check dams may be considered
discharge formula for that type of weir is applicable:
Q

where

Q =: discharge
C

Z

coefficient

L

=

effective

=

Cm

3/2

broad-crested

weirs,

the

(7)

in m3/m
of the weir
length

of the weir

in m, and

H = head of flow above the weir crest

in m

The exact value depends on the roughness as well as the breath
The value of C varies.
and shape of the weir and the depth of flow.
Since in rock check dams, breadth of weir
changes within a structure
from one spillway
side to the other, and shape and roughness of
the rocks lining
the spillway
also change, C wo:l?d have to be determined experimentally
for
each dam. This, of course, is not practical
and it is recommended, therefore,
to use a mean
value of 1.65.
This value appears reasonable in the light of other inaccuracies
that are
introduced
in calculating
the deei@ storm snd its expected peak flow.
For this reason
also, the discharge calculations
would not be significantly
improved if they were corrssted
for velocity
of approach existing
above a dam. Such a correction
would amount to sn d$esse
of 5 percent of the calculated
discharge at a head of flow of 0.6 m over a dam 0.75 m high,
or 8 percent if the flow had a 0.9 m head.
Most gullies
have either trapezoidal,
rectangular,
or V-shaped oross sections.
Heede
snd Mufich (7) d eveloped formulas for the calculation
of spillway
dimensions for check dams
placed into differently
shaped gullies.
In trapezoidal
gullies,
the formula for length of
spillway
can be adjusted to prevent the water overfall
from hitting
the gully side slopes,
thus eliminating
the need for extensive bank protection.
In V-sho.-,cjd gullies
this is not
possible,
generally.
In rectanelar
ones, adjustment of the formula is not required because
the free-board
requirement prevents the water falling
directly
on the banks. One formula WBB

0.9
I.2
I.5
0.6
Effective dam height (meters)

Figure

10.

Expected sediment deposits retained by
function
of effective
dam height.
The
relates the volume of sediment deposits
deposits at effective
dam height of 0.3
treatment with 1.2 m dams are more than
those caught by 0.3 m dams.

I.8

check dam treatment a6 a
sediment deposit ratio
to the vollune of sediment
m. Thus, deposits
in a
seven times larger than

established,

where
of spipwa;s

therefore,

for V-shaped and rectangular

~~ll.ies

spillway
depth, the constant C is taken as 1.65,
, was derived from the equation

Lu
LAs= D HE- f

as follows:

and LS,

the effective

length

(9)

In gullies
with a
referring
to the length of the free board.
in which f is a constant,
depth of 1.5 m or less, the f value should not be less than 0.3 m; in gullies
deeper than
1.5 m, the minimum value should at least be 0.6 m.
desi(pl storms shouid be of 25 years magnitude, and, as
For struc-Lural
gully control,
a minimum spillways
should accommodate the expected peak flow form such a storm.
In
mountainous watersheds, however, where forests
and brushlands often contribute
large amount8
of debris to the flow, the size and the shape of spillways
should be determined by this
As a result,
required spillway
sizes will be much larger than
expected organic material.
if the flow could be considered alone.
Spillways
designed with great lengths relative
to
Yet, spillway
length can be extended only within
their depths are very important here.
limits because a sufficient
contraction
of the flow over the spillway
is needed to form
larger depths of flows to float larger loads over the crest.
The obstruction
of a
spillway
by debri:. is undesirable
since it may cause the flow to overtop the free board of
the check dam and lead to its destruction.
The characteristics
of the sides of a spillway
are also important for the relesse of
debris over the structure.
Spillways
with perpendicular
sides will retain debris much
easier than those with sloping sides; in other words trapezoidal
cross section8 are
preferable
to rectangular
ones. A trapezoidal
shape introduces
another benefit by increasing
the effective
length of the spillway
with increasing
magnitudes of flow.
The length of the spillway
relative
to the width of the gully bottom is important for
the protection
of the channel and the structure.
it is desirable
to design
Normally,
spillways
with a lengtil not greater than the available
gully bottom width so that the
waterfall
from the dam will strike
.tne gully bottom.
There, due to the stillin&basi.n
effects
of the 3m apron, the turbulence
of the flow is better controlled
than if the water first
strikes
against the banks.
3glashing of water against the channel side slopes should be
kept at a minimum to prevent new erosion.
Generally,
spillway
length will exceed gully
or where large flora
of water and
bottom width in gullies
with V-shaped cross eections,
debris are expected relative
to the available
bottom width.
In such cases, intensive
protection
of the gully side slopee below the structures
is required.
Equation (9) includes a eafety margin, because the effective
length of the spillway
1s calculated
with reference to the width of the gully at the elevation
of the epillwa~r
bottom, instead of that at half the depth of the spillway.
At apillway bottom elevation,
gullies
are generally
narrower than at the location
of the effective
spillway
length.
This results
in somewhat smaller spillway
lengths,
which will benefit the fit of the
spillway
into the dam and the gully.
If
wllies,

the spillway
sides are sloped l:l,
the bottom length of the spillway

it follows that 111V-shaped and rectangular
(bv)
is derived from the equation

hsv = LAs - %v

(10)
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0.3

Figure

11.

0.6
0.9
1.2
1.5
Effective dam height (meters)

1.8

Required volumes of angular rock for four different
dam types
as a function
of effective
dam height.
The rock volume ratio
relates the rock volume to that of a loose-rock
dam 0.3 m
high.
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and the length

between the brinks

of the spillway

+Ev

(hV)

= LAs

+

is given

by the equation
(11)

Hsv

In trapezoidal
gullies,
the effective
length of the spillwaJr
From the discharge formula for broad-crested
weirs,
of the gully.
cf spillway
(s)
in these gullies
is given by the equation

equals the bottom width
it follows that the depth

2/3
(12)

in which the coefficient

of the weir

Lengths at the bottom (L.&
by the equations

(C) is taken

as 1.65.

and between the brinks

and

of the spillway

(L&

are oalculatel

hs =FB-%

(13)

%Js =Lg+%

(14)

respectively.
3.6

Apron

Aprons must be installed
on the gully bottom and protective
slopes below the check dams, otherwise flows may easily undercut
stream and destroy them.

works on the gully side
the structures
from down-

Without field and laboratory
investigations
on prototypes,
apron length below a looserock check dam cannot be calculated.
Different
structures
may have different
roughness
coefficients
of the dam side slope that forms a chute to the flow if tailwater
depth is
low. Differences
in rock gradation may be mainly responsible
for the different
roughness
values.
The design procedures for the loose rock aprons were, therefore,
simplified
and a rule
of thumb adopted: the length of the apron was taken as 1.5 times the height of the structure
in channels where the gradient did not exceed 15 percent, and 1.75 times where the gradient
The resulting
apron lengths included a sufficient
margin of
was steeper than 15 percent.
safety to prevent the waterfall
from hitting
the unprotected
gully bottom.
The design
provided for embedding the apron into the channel floor so that its surface would be roughly
level and about 0.15 m below the original
bottom elevation.
In contrast,
for straight-drop
structures
such as dams built
from steel sheets or
fence-type dams, apron length can be calculated
if gully flows are known. In such a case,
the trajectory
of the nappe can be computed aa follows:

v.

= x

(15)

2(Fz)
v-

-

- ioz

-
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Figure

13.

Upstream view of construction
site of wire-bound dam. Note
that key and apron excavations
were filled
with rock before
The site ia
wire mesh wa8 placed on the bed and banks.
prepared for the construction
of the dam proper,
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Figure

14.

Parallel
fences for double-fence
dam are being installed.
Note the exczvations
for key, apron, and bank protection,
both of the latter
to right of the structure.
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in which x and z are the horizontal
and vertioal
coordinates
of a point on the trajectory
referred to the midpoint of the spillway
BS the origin,
and g is the aoceleration
due to
Thus, if V, is substituted
for V,., the critical
velocity
at
gravity,
taken as 9.81 m/s2.
dam crest, and z is the effective
dam height,
x will yield the distance from the structure
at which the waterfall
will hit the apron* Depending on magnitude of flow, one or several
metres should be added to this distance.
For calculating
critical
depth and critical
velocity
the critical
depth formula is
can be used as follows:

v2
c
velocity.

YC

-

(

16)

2

2s

where V, is the critical
open channel flow is

over a check dam, the procedure

Yo is the critical
q

=

depth.

The continuity

AV

equation

for
(17)

where q is the flow rate of unit width of flow, A is the cross se&ion of flow end V
represents the average velocity
in the cross section.
q is derived from the estimated rate
of flow (Q) by dividing
(Q) by (LAG), the effective
length of spillway.
Since q refers to
unit width of flow, A can be substituted
by Yc and equation (17) becomes

vc = - q
yc
If

Vc in equation

By placing

(16)

is substituted

the value of Yc into

( 18)

by (la),

equation

(18).

the critical

velocity

(Vc) can be obtained.

At the downstream end of the apron, a loose rock sill
should be built 0.15 m high,
measured from channel bottom elevation
to the crest of the sill.
This end sill
creates a
pool in which the water will cushion the impact of the waterfall.
The installation
of an end sill
provide5 snother benefit
for the structure.
Generally,
aprons are endangered by the so-called
ground roller
that develops
where the hydraulio
jump
of the water hits the gully bottom.
These vertical
ground rollers
of the flow rotate
upstream, and where they strike
the gully floor,
scouring takes place.
Thus, if the hydraulic
hump
is close to the apron, the ground roller
may undermine the apron and destroy it.
The
end sill
will shift the hydrauiic
~urnp
farther
downstream, and with it the dangerous ground
The higher the end sill,
the farther
downstream the jump will occur.
Since data on
roller.
sediment and flow are not usually
available,
a uniform height of sill
may be used for all
structures.
Ephemeral gullies
carry frequent flows of small mamitudes.
Therefore,
it is advisable
not to raise the crest of the end sills
more than 0.15 to 0.25 m above the gully bottom.
End sills,
if not submerged by the water, are dams and create waterfalls
that may scour the
ground below the sill.
At higher flows, some tailwater
usually
exists below a sill
and
cushions to some extent the impact from the waterfall
over the sill.
Where the downstream nature of the gully is such that appreciable
is expected, the installation
of end sills
is not critically
important.
will strike
the water surface and ground rolleti
till
be weak.

depth of tailwater
The hydraulic
jump
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the length of dam measured at
where LB is the length of dam at the bottom, LU represents
VS., is calculated
by the equation
free board elevation,
and D is the depth of the gully.
V
= s
SP

x

LAS x

length
where HC is the depth and LB is the effective
of the dam, measured at half the depth of the epillwsy

BA

of the spillway,
and BA is the breadth
and derived from the formula

53
RA *
where 0.70711
0.6 m.

is the sine

of 45',

Angular
dam stability.

rook is preferable

0.70711

(22)

+

0.3

(23)

tan +

and 0.3 is a constant

derived

to round rock because less

from a breadth

is required,

and it

of dam of
enhance6

The equation for volumes of loose-rouk
and wire-bound loose-rook dams (20) was
This assumption results
in an underestimate
simplified
by assuming a zero gully gradient.
To offset this underestimate
on gradients
of volumes in gulliee
with steep gradients.
10 peraent should be added to the calculated
volume.
larger than 15 percent,
If the design peak flow is larger than 0.3 m3/s, all types of check dams must be
Under varied conditions
in Colorado, it was found
keyed into the gully banks and bottom.
that a bottom key of 0.6 m depth and width was sufficient
for check dams up to 2 m high.
A width of 0.6 m was also adequate for the bank keys.
The depth of the keys, however, must
Thus, the equation for the volume
be adjusted according to characteristics
of the soils.
of the key is generalized
as follows:
%
where R represents
to depth and width
proper

=

(LA + 2R)

(0.6HD + 0.36)

- LA O&D

(24)

the depth of key and 0.6 and 0.36 are constants in metre units,
of bottom key and width of bank key, respectively.

In the construction
because, generally,

plan, the volume VK should be kept separate from that
a finer rock gradation
is required for the keys.

Apron and bank protection
below the structure
equation developed for the volume calculations
is:
VA =

cl-$)% +

are always required

referring
of the dam

at check dams.

The

2
dH

in which VA is the rock volume of the apron and bank protection,
and c and d are constants
whose values depend on gully gradient.
For gradients L, 15 percent, c = 1.5 and d p 3.0; for
c = 1.75 and d = 3.5.
gradients
> 75 percent,
(@,

The total rock volume required
(24), and (25).

Besides rock, wire mesh and
height is equal to or larger than
mesh and fenceposts will generally
number of posts includes a magin
in construction,
dimensions of the

for

steel

a loose-rock

dam with keys is the sum of equations

fenceposts are used in most of the dams. If dam
reinforcement
of the bank protection
work by wire
be required.
The equation for amount of wire mesh and
of safety to offset unforseen additional
needs. To assist
mesh are given in length and width.
The length measured
1.2

m,

-

3.7
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Bank Protection

Investigations
have shown
the gully side slopes below the
Since water below a check dam is
These eddies
gully side slope.

(1) that check dams may be destroyed if flows scour
structures
and produce a gap between the dam and the benk.
turbulent,
eddies develop that flow upstream along each
are the cutting
forces.

Several types of material
are suitable
for bank protection.
Loose rock is effective,
but should be reinforced
with wire-mesh fence, secured to steel poets, on all slopes steeper
The design should provide for excavation
of the side slopes to a depth
than 1.25 to 1.00.
of about 0.3 m so that the rock can be placed flush with the surrounding
side slope surface
ESrcavation of surface materials
also aasures that
to increase stability
of the protection.
Banks should be protected
for the full
length
the rock would not be set on vegetation.
of the apron.
The height of the bank protection
depends on the cheraoteristics
of channel, flow,
Where gullies
have wide bottoms and spillways
are designed to shed the
end structure.
the height shall equal total dam hei&t
at the structure
water only on the channel floor,
but csn rapidly
decrease with distance from the structure.
In contrast,
where the waterfall
from a check dam will strike
against the gully banks, the height of the bank protection
shall not decresse with distance from dam to prevent the water from splashing against
unprotected
banks.
In gullies
with V-shaped cross sections,
the height of the bank protection
should be
equal to the elevation
of the upper edges of the free boards of the dam. In general, the
height of the bank protection
can decrease with increasing
distance from the dam.
4.

EQUATIONSRX3 VOLUMECALCULATIONS

After the dam locations
have been determined in the field,
based on spacing requirements
and suitability
of the site for a dam, gully cross sections at these locations
should be
surveyed and plotted.
If possible,
use the computer program developed by Heede and Mufich
(7) to design the dams. Otherwise
the dams must be designed from the plotted gully cross
sections.
Structural
and gully dimensions can be used in equations developed by the above
authors.
4.1

Loose-rock

and Wire-bound

Dams

The volume equation for the dam proper of loose-rock
and wire-bound dams considers
either angular or round rock, because the sngle of repose varies with rock shape and
influence
the side slopes of the dam. The generalized
equation is

VLR = -- 8D2
tan AR

+

0.6

HLA - VSB

(20)

where VLk is the volume of the dam proper, HD represents dam height,
0.6 is a constant
that
refers to the breadth of dam, LA is the average length of the dam, tsn AR is the tangent of
the angle d,f‘ repose of the rock type, and VSp is the volume of the spillway.
It is assumed
correspondthat the angle of repose for angular rock is represented by a slope of l.25:l.OO,
ing to a tangent of 0.8002; for round rock, the slope is 1.5O:l.OO
with a tangent of 0.6590.
LA is given by the equation
LA=Lg+

L-L
u
B
?D

HD

(21)

along

the thalweg

is

MLB=

3.50

s

where MJILBis the length of the wire mesh for the bank protection,
and 3.50 is a constant.
The width of the wire mesh, measured from the apron to the top of the bank protection
at
the dam, equals total dam height.
The number of fenceposts

is calculated
NB

by the equation
=

wr,+2

(27)

where NB is the number of fenceposte for the bank protection,
rounded up to a nhole even
the latter
derived from a 1.2 m spacing.
Of the total
number, and 2 and 3 are constants,
number of posts, half should be 0.75 m taller
than the dam; the other half are of dam
height.
For wire-bound dams, the length of the wire mesh is taken ss that
which includes a safety margin and is calculated
by the equation

of the dam crest,

to the
where ML is the length of the wire mesh. The width of the mesh, messured parallel
thalweg, depends not only on dam height but also on rock shape. The equation for the width
of the wire mesh ia
M,

=

%+
tarl~

%+3

(29)

sin$

where M, is the width endoAR the angle of repose of the rock.
For angular rock, this
to a dam side slope of l.25:l.OO,
end for
angle is assved to be 38 40', corresponding
a slope of 1.5O:l.OO.
The term 3 ia a constant,
in metre
round rock 33 25', representing
Equation (29) provides for sn overlapping
of the mesh by 1.8 m.
units.
4.2

Single-fence

Dame

A zero gully gradient was
single-fence
dams. This results
equation for volume calculation.
breadth,
for ease of calculation,
taken ss a right triangle
with a

assumed for calculating
rook volume for the dam proper of
in overestimates
that compensate for simplifioation
of the
If the construotion
plan calls for a dam with.& 0.6 m
the cross section of the dam parallel
to the thalweg is
dam side slope of l.25rl
.OO in the equation

LA - 'S3F

(N

where VSF is the rock volume of the dam proper, 2 is a constant,
and 0.80020 represents the
VssF is the volume of the spillway,
calculated
by the
tsngent of a slope of 1.2581.00.
equation
V
SSF = YjxLASxBSF

-

where BSF is the breadth
by the formula
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of the dam, measured at half

the depth of the spillway

and given

Hs

B
SF *

2(0.80020)

width

The length of wire mesh for a aingle-fence
dam is given by equation (28), while
by the equation
equals dam height.
The number of-fenceposts
is caiculatod
Lu - LB
1.2D

53
.

NSF = 1

the

where NSF is the number of posts of the dam proper of a single-fence
dam, rounded up to a
whole number; 1.2 signifies
a distance of 1.2 m between the posts; and 1 is a constant.
Of the total number of posts, half are 0.75 m taller
then the dam; the other half are dam
height.
4.3

Double-fence

Dams

The equation

for rock volume of a double-fence

dam with

vertical

fences,

0.6 m apart,

is:
V
= 0.6HDLA
DF
where VDF is the volume, 0.6
computed by the formula

is a constant,

The length

the standard

breadth

(34)

and V..DF is the volume of the spillway,

t
V
SDF
where 0.6 represents

V
SDF

-

yj x Lo

x 0.6

(35)

of the dam, in metres.

of wire mesh is given by

MLD =

2LB +

Lu - LB
D

2HD

where MLD is the length of the mesh. The width of the wire mesh equals
number of fenceposts is computed by the equation
N

dam height.

The

(37)

DF

where NDF is the number of posts of the dam proper of a double-fence
dam, rounded up to a
whole even number, and 1.2 is a constant representing
a post spacing of 1.2 m. Half of the
posts are dam heist,
uhile the other half are 0.75 m taller
than the dam.
4.4

Head Cut Control
The volume requirements

for

a head cut control

vHc

= ~co.;r333i)

structure

are given by the equation

(* : j”>
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is the rock volume, D is the depth of gully at the head cut, 0.33333 is the tangent
where V
of the %gle that refers to a structure
with a slope gradient
of 3:1, 2, 3 and 4 are constants.
the value of the tangent in the equation
If a slope gradient different
from 3:l is selected,
should be changed tc correspond to that gradient.
495

Rock Volume Relations

among Dam Types

rock volumes required for the various types of check dams
In the Colorado project,
it must
were expressed graphically
(Figure 11). If this graph is used for decision-making,
be recognized that double-fence
dams had parallel
faces 0.6 apart.
Where double-fence
structures
with bases wider than the breadth of dam are required,
rock volume requirements
The graph shows that a loose-rock
or wire-bound dam with effective
height
will be larger.
of 2 m requires 5.5 timea more rock than a double-fence
dam.
5.

CONS'I?.CTION PROCEDURES

flagged

Before construction
conspicuously:

starts,

the following

desim

features

should

be stsked

snd

1.

Mark the centreline
of the dsm end the key trenches,
respectively,
on each bank,
Set the stakes away from the gully edge to protect them during construction.

2.

Designate the creet of the spillway
by a temporary bench-mark in the gully
slope sufficiently
close to be of value for the installation
of the dam.

3.

Mark the downstream end of the apron.

4.

For loose-rock
dam proper.

and wire-bound

Caution is required during
work of installation
begins.

dams, flag

excavation

the upstream

to avoid destroying

side

end downstream toes of the
the stakes

before

the main

The construction
of all dams should start with the excavation
for the structural
key
(Figure
12), the apron, and the bank protection.
This very important work can be performed
by a backhoe or hand labour.
Vegetation
and loose material
should be cleaned from the site
at the same time,
Generally,
the trenches for the structural
keys will have a width of 0.6 m, therefore
an 0.5 m wide bucket can be used on the backhoe.
If the construction
plsn calls for motorized
equipment, two types of backhoes can be used. One, mounted 06 a rubber-wheeled
vehicle and
operating
from a turntable,
permits the backhoe to rotate 360 . This machine travel8
rapidly
between locations
where the ground surface0 are not rough, and works very efficiently
in gullies
whose side slopes end bottoms can be excavated from one or both chsnnel banks.
The other type can be attached to a crawler tractor.
This type proves to be advantageous
at gullies
that are difficult
to reach, and with widths and depths eo large that the backhoe
has to descend into the channel to excavate.
In deep gullies
with V-shaped cross eeotions,
temporary benches on the side slopes mw be necessary.
Often, the bench can be construoted
by a tractor
with blade before the backhoe arrives,
The excavation material should be placed upstream from the dam site in the gully.
The
Since a special graded rock is
excavated trench and apron should then be filled
with rock.
required
for the keys, rock piles for keys must be separate from those used in the apron
and dam proper.
mcavations
can be filled
by dumping from a dump truck or by hand labour.
During dumping operations,
the fill
must be checked for voids, tiich
should be eliminated.
rock.

If

dump trucks are loaded by a bucket loader, some soil may be scooped up along with the
Soil is undesirable
in a rock structure
because of the danger of weshouts.
To avoid soil

-
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Effective dom height (meters)
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Installation
cost of four different
types of check dams a~
a function
of effective
dam height.
The cost ratio is tha
cost of a dam related to the cost of a 0.3 m high loooerock dam built
with angular rock.

-

addi&ions,
is loaded.

2 7 .j

-

a bucket with a grilled
bottom can be used that can be shaken before the truck
Other devices such as a grilled
loading chute would also be applicable.

Dumping rock into the dam proper has two advantages:
the structure
will attain
greater density and rocks will be closer to their angle of repose than if placed by hand.
Hand labour can never be completely avoided, however, since larger voids and the final dam
Nhere gullies
are deep snd dumping is impractical,
rock
shape require hand placement.
.
more sophisticated
equipment such ss a clamshell can
chutes may be used. Certainly,
especially
at double-fence
dams. Often, however, gully
facilitate
the filling
operations,
can easily
control
projects are planned to employ people in larger numbers. This objective
be accomplished if sufficient
supervision
is available
for the individual
steps in the
Special attention
is needed at the spillway
snd free board.
In loose-rock
construction.
and wire-bound structures,
where the shape of the dam is not outlined by a fence as in the
the spillways
smaller than
other types, experience shows there is a tendency to construct
designed.
In wire-bound dams, a commercial, galvanized stock fence, usually about 1.2 m wide
steel,
can be used. The stay and line wires should not be less than 12$gauge lo-carbon
the top and bottom wires logaugelow-carbon
steel, and the openings in the mesh 0.15 m.
To connect ends of the fence Jr to attach the fence to steel posts, a galvanized
l& gauge
coil wire is sufficiently
strong.
The wire mesh of required length and width should be placed over the gully bottom and
side slopes after the trench and apron have been filled
with rock (Figure 13). Generally,
several widths of mesh will be needed to cover the surface from bank to bank. If several
they should be wired together with coil wire where
widths of fence material
are required,
The parts not to be covered should be left unattached to
they will be covered with rocks.
facilitate
the fence-stringing
operations
around the structure.
Before the rock is placed on the wire mesh for the installation
of the dam proper, the
mesh should be temporarily
attached to the gully banks. Otherwise, the wire mesh lying on
the gully side slopes will be pushed into the gully bottom by the falling
rock and buried.
Usually,
stakes are used to hold the wire mesh on the banks.
After the dam proper is placed and shaped, the fence can be bound around the strsctu.re.
Fence stretchers
should be applied to pull the upstream ends of the fence material down
Then
tightly
over the downstream ends, where they will be fastened together with coil wire.
the bank protection
below the dam should be installed.
and double-fence
dame begins with the construction
of the
The installation
of singledrawings should be followed
fences after excavation
is completed (Figure 14). Construction
closely here, because the final shape of the dams will be determined by the fences.
Conventhe great hei&t
of posts may
tional
steel fence posts ca;l be used. In some locations,
offer difficulties
for the operator of the driving
equipment, and scaffolds
should be
improvised.
At single-fence
dams, dumping of rock is practical
if the gully is not excessively
deep or wide. At double-fence
will
be
structures,
hand labour, or a backhoe or clamshell,
required.
The rock should be placed in layers and each layer inspected for large voids,
which should be closed manually by rearranging
rocks.
Much time and effort
can be saved during construction
if a realistic
equipment plen
Such a plan requires sn intimate
knowledge of the croes-sectional
is established
beforehand.
dimensions of the gullies
and their accessibility
to motorized equipment.
The amount of
pioneer roads that will be needed because of lack of access is not only important for equipment
consrderations,
but will also enter into the cost of the construction.
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Relative
cost of installation
of check-dam treatments and
relative
angular rock volume requirements
in gullies
with
different
gradients
ss a function
of effective
dam height.
The c&t ratio relates the coat of a treatment to that of
a treatment with loose-rook
dams 0.3 m high installed
on
The rock volume ratio relates
the volume
a 2$ gradient.
required by a treatment to that of a treatment with 0.3 m
loose-rock
dams installed
on a 2$ gradient.
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The sediment-cost
ratio relates tht value of the expected
The graphs show
sediment deposits to the cost of treatment.
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ratio aa a function
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dam height on gully
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If equipment is to be used, es a general rule (in the Colorado context at least),it
appears to be advantageous to use heavier and larger machines if their mobility
is adequate.
urly costs for heavier machines are usually
greater,
the total cost for a job is
Although
reduced.' 3"
conventional
construction
equipment is not sufficiently
With few exceptions,
In watershed rehabilitation
to operate in rough topography without pioneer roads.
such as gully control,
roads are undesirable
because any road construction
disturbs
It is therefore
desirable
to consider
ground surface and msy lead to new erosion.
type equipment only.
Limited

mobile
projects
the
crawler-

of the machinery may result
from one or all of the following
factors:
pONer,
(2) large total weight of the machinery, or (3) mounting of
the equipment on rubber wheels.
A good example is the backhoe.
If a crawler-type
backhoe
with a powerful engine is used, the equipment msy be so heavy that it cannot climb slopes
steeper then 20 peroent.
If a lighter
crawler-type
backhoe is used, the engine may lack
the power for unlimited
operationsin
rough topography,
and pioneer roads will be needed.
(1)

6.

i.nSUfficiSnt

mobility

Sngb'IS

COST RELATIONS

Relationships
between the installation
costs of the four different
types of rock
check dams described here are based on research in Colorado.
The relationships
are
expressed by ratios
(Figure 15) to avoid specific
monetary unit comparisons.
when
considering
the cost ratio,
one must keep in mind that differential
inflation
may have
offset some finer differences
in cost.
It is advisable,
therefore,
to test the cost of
individual
structures
by using material
and volume requirements
as given by the equations.
The cost ratios
in Figure 15 can then be adjusted,
if necessary.
In a given gully,
for example, a double-fence
dam with .en effective
height of 1.8 m
costs only about four times as much as a 0.3 m loose-rock
dam, while a wire-bound dsm 1.8 m
dam. Costs will change with different
high costs 8.5 times ss much as a 0.3 m loose-rock
sizes snd gradients
of gullies,
but the general relationships
will not change.
It is obvious that the cost of installing
a complete gully treatment increases with
gully gradient because the required number of dams incresses.
Figure 16 indicates
there
is one effective
dam height at which the cost is lowest.
In the sample gully,
this
optimum height for loose-rock dams is about 0.6 m, for single-fence
dams 0.7 m, and for
double-fence
dams 1.1 m. A constant gully cross section wss assumed. In reality,
of
course, gully cross sections change between dam sites usually.
The optimum heigfit for
lowest treatment costs is not a constant,
but chsnges between gullies,
depending on shape
and magnitude of the gully cross sections at the dam sites.
Since the cost of the dam is directly
proportionate
to the rock volume, Figure 16
also expresses the relationship
between rock requirement
and effective
dam hei&t.
This
means that, in a given gully,
there is one dam height at which rock requirements
for a
treatment are smallest.

J1

Editor's
note:
There are obviously
a number of countries
&ere labour-intensive
projects are desirable
or where machines are either not available
or too expensive
The author's
findings
vis-&vi6
economics
(compared to a labowintensive
approach).
of machines must of course be judged in terms of the readers' particular
needs and
objectives.
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alone, because
A treatment cannot be evaluated on the basis of cost of installation
Sediment deposits ratained
recognition
of benefits
is part of the decision-making
process.
benefit
into
by check dame csn be incorporated
into a cost ratio that brings one tangible
The
sediment-cost
ratio
increases
(treatment
is
incressingly
beneficial)
with
perspective.
dam height end decresses with incressing
gradient (Figure 17).
The exsmple in Figure 17
shows that a treatment consisting
of loose-rock
dams on a 2 percent gradient has a sedimentcost ratio larger than 1.0 for effective
dsm heights of 0.75 m and above. The large ratio
is explained by the fact that a gully with a 2 percent gradient
requires only a small number
of dams (Figure p), while volumes of sediment deposits do not decresse significantly
with
number of dams or with gradient.
Since single-fence
and double-fence
dams cost
loose-rook dams for en effective
height greater than
The ratios
favourable
for the fence-type
structures.
larger than 5 percent for treatments uith loose-rock
gradients
larger then 7 and 9 percent for treatments
respectively.

less than loose-rock
and wire-bound
ratio is more
0.3 m, the sediment-cost
remain smaller than 1.0 on all grsdients
and wire-bound loose-rook
dsms, end on
with single-fence
and double-fence
dams,

The importance of sediment-coat
ratios
in relation
to gully gradient
height becomes apparent in situations
where not all gullies
of a watershed
Gullies
with the smallest
gradient end largest depth, and highest possible
should be chosen if other aspects such as access or esthetic
value are not
7.

OTHERGULLY CONTROLSTRUCTURESAND SYSTEHS

7.1

Non-porous Check Dams

and effective
dsJn
csn be treated.
fenoe-type dams
dominant.

Rock can be used for the construction
of wet masonry dams. Limitations
in available
masonry skills,
however, may not permit this approach.
A prefabricated
concrete dam was
time and no
designed and a prototype
installed
in Colorado (2) that required very little
epecial skills
for installation.
The capital
investment for this dam is larger than for a
rock structure,
however.
A prestressed
concrete manufacturer
must be available
reasonably
sites must be accessible to motorized
close to th:2 project area, and the construction
equipment.
Where esthetic
considerations
and lend values are high - reoreational
sites snd
parks, for example - a prestressed,
prefabricated
concrete check dam may be the answerCheck dams built
from corrugated steel sheet may also be used* For successful
application,
a pile driver is required to assure proper fit of the sheets.
Excavating
trenches for the sheets Jeopardizes dam stability
if the refill
is not compacted sufficiently.
Quite often, insufficient
depth of soil above the bedrock does not permit this dsm type.
7=2

Earth Check Dams

Earth check dams should be used in gully control only in exceptional
cases. Bssically,
it was the failure
of the construction
material,
soil,
that in combination with concentrated
surface runoff,
caused the gully.
Gullies
with very little
flow may be an exception if the
emergency spillway
safely releases the flowonto
the land outside of the gully.
The released
flow should not concentrate,
but should spread out on an area stabilized
by an effective
veg&ation
cover or 3y some other type of protection
such ss a gravel field.
Most gullied
walersheds do not support areas for safe water discharge.
Stand-pipes or culverts
in earth check dams generally
create problems, because cf the
danger of clogging the pipe or culvert
inlet,
and the difficulty
in estimating
the possible
largest storm for the design period.
Therefore,
additional
spillways
are required.
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If soil is the only dam material
available,
additional
watershed restoration
measures
such ss vegetation
oover improvement work and contour trenches should be installed
to improve
and storage,
soil infiltration
rates, to enhance water retention
and thus deoresse magnitude
and peak of gully flows.
7.3

Vegetation-lined

Waterwe;ys

With the exception of earth check dams, gully control measures described previously
treatments
by waterwsys take the
treat the flow where it is - in the gully.
In contrast,
water out of the gully by changing the topography.
Check dsms and waterww
both modify
the regimen of the flow by decressing the erosive forces of the flow to a level that permits
vegetation
to grow. In watcrwsys, however, flow is modified compared with the original
(i) lengthening
the watercourse results
in a gentler bed
gully,
in two ways (Heede 1968):
gradient;
snd (ii)
widening the cross section of flow provides very gentle channel side
slopes.
Thia latter measure lesds to shallow flows with a large wetted perimeter (increase
in rou&nees parameter).
Both measures substantially
decrease flow velooitiea,
which in
turn decresse the erosive forces.
Contrasted with check dsm control,
waterww projects strive
to establish
a vegetation
cover when land reshaping is finished.
Indeed, a quick establishment
of an effective
vegetation
lining
is the key to successful
waterways.
It follows that the prime requisites
for a successful
application
are precipitation,
temperature,
and fertility
of soils,
all
favourable to plant growth.
Other requisites
are:
1)

Size of gully

should

2)

Width of valley bottom must be sufficient
greater length than that of the gully;

3)

Depth of soil

4)

Depth of topsoil

mantle

not be larger

than the available

adequate to permit

sufficient

to permit

fill

for the placement
shaping
later

volumes;
of a waterway with

of the topography;

spreading

on all

and

disturbed

areas.

Vegetation-lined
waterways require exact deaims,
close construction
supervision,
and
frequent inspections
during the first
treatment years.
The risk,
inherent to nearly all
types of erosion control work, is greater for ws$erwsys at the begintling of treatment then
for check dam systems.
To offset this risk,
in Colorado, 19 percrzlt of the original
oost
of installation
wss expended for maintenance, while for the same period of time only 4
percent was required at check dams (5).
*
Eight percent less funds were expended per linear metre of gully for conetruction
and
then for check dame. This cost difference
maintenance of graseed waterww
ia not si&iifioant,
especially
not if the greater involvement in waterway maintenance is recognized.
In deoiding
on the type of gully control,
one should consider not only construction
costs but also risk
of and prerequisites
for vegetation-lined
waterways.
8.

SWYOFDBICN

CRITEXIA AND R.EXJOMMENDATIONS

Spacing decreasea with increasing
gully gradient and increases with effective
dsm
height (Figure 8). Number of check dame increases with gully gradient and decreases with
Expected volumes of eediment deposits inoreaee
increasing
effective
dam height (Figure 9).
with effective
height (Figure
10).
For praotioal
purposea , gully gradients
volumes of asdiment deposits in a treatment.
oatoh dsoreasnnoredistinctly
with inoressing

ranging from 1 to 30 percent do not influsnoe
On gradiente
larger than 30 peroent, sediment
gradient.

/I
/

,I//

x
,/

‘_

Rock volume requirements
are much larger for loose-rock
and wire-bound loose-rock
dam heights larger then 0.6 m, treatments with
dams than for fence-type
dama. At effective
doubie-fence
dams require smallest amounts of rock (Figure
11).
and wire-bound iooseAt effective
dam heights larger than about 0.5 m, loose-rock
in cost increases with
rock dams are more expensive than fence-type
dams. Tne difference
Single-fence
dams are lesa expensive than double-fence
dams at
height (Figure 15).
effective
heights up to 1.0 metre.
there is one effective
dam height for
Regardless of gradient,
in a given gully,
For each type
each type of structure
at which the coat of treatment is lowest (Figure 16).
rock requirements
are smallest
at the optimum effective
dsrn heights for least
of treatment,
ratio (the vc;lue of expected sediment deposits
costs (Figure 16). The eealment-cost
divided by the cost of treatment)
increases with effective
dam height snd decreases with
At effective
dam heights of about 0.6 m and larger,
increasing
gully gradient
(Figure 17).
single-fence
dams have a more pronounced beneficial
sediment-cost
ratio than loose-rock or
wire-bound loose-rock
dams. At effective
dam heights of 1.1 m and larger,
treatments with
double-fence
dams have the largest sediment-coat
ratios
(Figure 17).
9.
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10.

SYMBOLSUSEDIN THIS PAPER
the angle corresponding

a
AR
BA
BSF

gradient.

the angle of repose of rock.
the breadth of loose rock or wire-bound
of the depth of spillway.
the breadth
the discharge

C

a constant

D

the depth of gully.
the sieve

coefficient,

whose value

size

loose-rook

dams, measured at one-half

dame, measured at one-half

of single-fence

C

D65

to the gully

of the depth of spillway.

taken as 1.65.
changes with

groups of gully

in the rock of which 65 percent

gradients.

are finer.

d

a constant

whose value

changes with

groups

of gully

gradients.

f

a constant

whose value

changes with

groups of gully

gradients.

s

the gully

g

the acceleration

H

the head of flow above weir

%
HE

the total

gradient

due to gravity,

height

the effective
the original

in percent.
taken as 9.81 m/s2.

crest.

of dam.

height of dam, the elevation
gully bottom.

the depth of spillway

of a dam installed

the depth of spillway

for

K

a constant,

to the expected

L

the effective

53
%V

LA
LAs

referring
length

the average length
the effective

of the crest
in a rectangular

a dam installed

of the spillway

above

or trapezoidal

gully.

in a V-shaped gully.

sediment

gradient.

of the weir.
of dam.

length

of spillway.

the bottom length

of the gully.

3s

the bottom
trapezoidal

length
gully.

of the spillway

of a dam installed

in a rectangular

LIC?J

the bottom length

of the spillway

of a darn installed

in a V-shaped gully.

LHE

the average

LB

length

of dam.

or
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=

the width

=

the length
rectangular

between the brinks of the spillway
or trapezoidal
gully.

of a dam installed

in a

=

the length
gully

between the brinks

of a dam installed

in a V-shaped

=

the length

of the wire mesh of a wire-bound

=

the length
thalweg.

of the wire mesh of the bank protection,

E

the length

of the wire mesh for

=

the width
thalweg.

E

the number of fenceposts

of the bank protection

=a

the number of fenceposts

of the dam proper

of a double-fence

dam.

f

the number of fenceposts

of the dam proper

of a single-fence

dam.

Q

I

the rate

of the peak flow in m3/s, based on the desi@

q

z¶

the rate

of the peak flow

in m3/s per unit

R

z

a constant,

representing

the depth of key.

S

z

the spacing

of check dams.

=

the volume of the apron and bank protection.

=

the critical

=

the volume of a head cut control

5

the volume of the dam proper

c!z

the volume of the key.

=

the volume of the dam proper

^

the approach velocity

=

the volume of sediment

E

the volume of the dam proper

=

the volume of the spillway

of loose rock and wire-bound

=

the volume of the spillway

of a double-fence

dam.

=

the volume of the spillway

of a single-fence

dsm.

LUSV

of the gully

between the gully

brinks.

of the spillway

l

ML
MLB

NB
NDF
NSF

vA
vC

'HC
%F
vK

'LR
vO
%
'SF
vsP
'SDF
V
SSF

a double-fence

of the wire mesh of a wire-bound

velocity

dam.
measured parallel

to the

dam.

dam, measured parallel

to the

work.

width

storm.

of spillway.

at darn crest.
structure.

of a double-fence

of a Loose-rock

dam.

dam.

of flow.
deposits

above check dsms.

of a single-fence

dam.
loose-rock

dams.
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H

=

X

I

%

-

z

I

the wei&t

of rock related

to D

65’

the horizontal
coordinate
of a point on the trajectory,
here the horizontal
distance between the downstream aide of the spillway
and the point where the
waterfall
hits the apron.
the critical

depth of flow

at dam creet.

the vertical
height.

coordinate

a point

of

on the trajectory,

here the effective

dam
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XIII.
LOGGXNGANDTHE E2JVlRONKl!XT,Wl'H PARTICULARREF'ERBKE
~SOILANDSTREBMPRDTEC¶ONINTRO~CAL~N~~TSI~ATI~
by

1

D.A. Gilmo UJ

1.

INTRCDUCTION

Poreets provide a number of resouroes of benefit
to mankind of which timber is only
one (admittedly
the moat important one in many forested areas).
The other main resouroes
which forests provide are wator, forage, wildlife
and raoreation.
In certain situations
one or more of these other remourcea may be of more importanoe than timber, and forest
Kanagem~nt
of forest land to utilise
these
management practices
must take account of this.
five basic
resouroos is termed multiple
uee management.
When there is an abundance of natural
reaouroes and few people, thorn is little
rimed for multiple
uoo management; but when an inoreaaing number of people have to raly on
an unohanging or diminishing
resource leval, they mumt make the moot offrotivo
use of the
resources available.
In applying a system of multiple
between UIOB, e.g. between the use of a
use msnagemant it is seldom posniblo to
of the oonoesmions that have to bo made
applied it will yield the greatest tots1
resources.

we management there are bound to be oonfliots
oatohment for water and for timber.
Under multiplr
of any one resouroo booautso
&et optimum production
to aooommodate the others.
Ronever, properly
bemfitm to thm publio from the use of all the

Harvesting
of timber oauses a number of ohangem in the environment,
and
years logging and silticultural
praotioee havr been oritioisrd
on thee. grounda
that they have ouuod a ahange in the natural
l nvironmant.
Consequently it is
from a number of points of view that forest operations
oaueo the minimum impaot
environmbn t .

in reoent
alono, i.au
important
on the

This paper dash with methods of proteoting
soils and rtrsamm during and d-tar
logging operations - the l ffootivenasm
of somm of the methods - and somr of thr problems
enoountorod in instituting
oharqes in ourrent lo&n%
teohniques.
Exuapler are given from
a rainforort
areaof North Queenslend (humid tropioal olimate of 2 706 elm rainfall average

g

Porestry

Offioe,

Atherton,

Quoonaland,

Australia.
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Figure

1 -

Deep erosion gully in granite soil under rainforest
formed when a snig
track removed the stable surface soil and no provision
was made for drainage.
The man is the centre of the photo gives an idea of the scale.
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2.

DAMAGECAUSEDBY LOGGING

listed

dogging
below:

keeping

oan oaame a number of changes to the environment,
and eubsequent

siltation

end the major ones are

(a)

Erosion

of etreeme end reservoirs.

(b)

Changing the streamflow regime (quantity,
etream water temperatures.

(c)

e.g. by changing the epecies
Altering
the environment for animals and birds,
composition
of the forest and by removing harborage and nesting eiteo.

this
As indicated
in the Introduction,
erosion and siltation
to a minimum.

quality

paper will

and timing)

concentrate

and increasing

on the methods of

Tree felling
(ae euch) cause6 virtually
no Boil disturbance.
The problems start
once the fallen trees me moved. In other word.6 it is the roads end snig tracks (log akid
trail)
which are the potential
originators
of excessive surface runoff and erosion.
The amount of erosion that occurs after logging ie dependent (to some extent) on the
Rice and his coamount of bare aoil produced, end this varies with the logging system.
after logging in northwestern
U.S.A. ranged
workera (1) found that the area of bare soil
from l-2$ for a helicopter
clearcut
to 25-X$ for a jammer group eelection
cut.
Studiee in
North Queeneland, Auetralia,have
shown that after group selection
tractor
logging in
(Data on file,
rainforest,
between 18 and 21% of are88 are covered by snig tracke.
About 76 of this area would be bare aoil.
Queeneland Forestry Department, Atherton).
However, it must be remembered that many species require bare soil
some conscious denuding of the surface soil mey be a deeirable
therefore,
practice.
Erosion is possible once the
the erosive force of running water.
end resistant
struatured,
cohesive,
Organic matter in the form of
tion.
into the soil by the micro-organisms

to regenerate;
regeneration

coil is exposed to the pounding effect of raindrops and
Undisturbed surface soil in a forest is normally well
to erosion due to the properties
imparted by the vegetaincorporated
leaves, bark, etc. is being continually
to provide this well etructured
aurfaob soil.

Subsoil,
on the other hand, ie
it.8 ultimate
particle6
of sand, silt
illustrated
in Table 1 which preeents
eoil on the Atherton Tablelend in far

frequently
quite dispersive,
i.e. it breaks into
and cley very eaeily when it becomea wet. This is
disperaion
ratio data for various depths in a granite
north Queensland, Australia.
Table 1

Danbulla

Dispersion
ratio Ed for various depths in a granite soil under rainforest
on the Atherton Tableland of far north Queensland, Australia.
L
Depth (cm)
Dispersion
Ratio ($)
o-15

15-30

at

0.6
16.0

57.0
77.0

g

The Dispersion
Ratio was first
proposed
erodibility
and has since been used by
of water stable aggregation
of the silt
recommended that soils with a Dispersion
while those with a Dispersion
Ratio of

by Middleton (2) in 1930 as an index of soil
many investigators
(3,4).
It measures the degree
Middleton
plus clay fraction
of the soil.
Ratio greater than 10 be regarded as erodible
leas than 10 be regarded as non-erodible.
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It is evident that the soil illustrated
in Table 1 has a very
stable surfaoe, but
by the construction
of a snig track)
that once this stable surface has been removed (e.g.,
In faot this particular
soil type gave rise to
the subsoil is extremely prone to erosion.
massive erosion after logging when insufficient
attention
was paid to drainage of the snig
as illustrated
in the deep gully of Figure 1.
tracks,
The erosion products carried by the surface runoff eventually
find their us,v into
Once in the streams the fine particles
are
streams unless these materials
are diverted.
frequently
carried in suspension while the ooarse partiolee
increase the bed 10sd
or for
component. #uddied streams cause problems if the water is used by industry
In addition,
fish habitat
frequently
suffers from excess sedimentation
domestic supplies.
(516)~

3.

GUIDELINES mR MINIMISING EROSIONAND STREAMSEDIMFNTATION

3.1

General Guidelines

Once a forest is disturbed by logging some erosion is bound to oocur.
It is quite
impossible to eliminate
erosion completely - all that can be done is to keep it to a
is available
outlining
vsrioue prescriptions
and
minimum. A good deal of information
techniques for reducing soil erosion and stream sedimentation
from logged areas (e.g. 7,8,
All that is intended here is to give some general guidelines
which are
9,10,11,12,13).
These are listed below:
applicable
to any area.

3.2

(a)

Stream buffer strips:
Keep all
from stream courses as possible.

(b)

Snigging:
Where tractor
logging is used,
instead making use of a logging arch.

(c)

Grades:

(d)

Drainage:

(e)

Uphill

(f)

Putting to bed: At the completion of each logging season put roads and traoks
"to bed", and apply special treatment to any problem areas (seeding with grass
etc.)
Each of these will now be discussed in turn.

Stresm Buffer

Keep grades on all

roads,

Practice

tracks

uphill

and log ramps as far

"dead snigging"

roads end tracks

Ensure adequate drainage

vs downhill:

snig

of all
logging

away

should be avoided,

as low as possible.

roads and tracks.
wherever practicable.

Strips

Protective
strips
along stresms will ensure that any surface runoff and erosion
which does occur will have some opportunity
of being diverted
into undisturbed
areas to be
filtered
before reaching the stream.
When roads have to cross streams, log bridges or
concrete culverts
should be built.
Figure 2 shows a poorly oonstructed
earth and log fill
crossing in north Queensland.
Such crossings wash out each wet season causing considerable
downstream sedimentation.
Various studies have shown that a few small sediment source areas
can be mayor contributors
in the erosion and sedimentation
of catchments (14, 15) and the
croeaing shown in Figure 2 is an obvious exsmple.
In certain
critical
areas such as domestic water supply catchments snd around
reservoirs,
all logging activities
should be excluded from an area along each bank of the
stream and within a certain distance of the normal high water level of the reservoir.
The
width of this untouched buffer strip will vary depending on the local conditions
of soil,
topography,
vegetation,
rainfall
regime, etc.
However, it ia generally
recommended that
the width should be at least 20 metres
on each side of the stream.

Figure

2 -

'Earth and log fill
crossings such as the one depicted here are potent
when they become washed out
sources of downstream sedimentation
durrng the wet season.
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Vegetation maintained along streambanks also prevents water temperatures
from rising.
Figure 3 shows the impact on maximum water temperatures
of removing rainforest
vegetation
from a small catchment in north Queensland.
Mean maximum monthly temperatures
were
increased by about 1oC in winter and 2oC in summer, although minimum temperatures were
unaltered
by the clearing.
3.3

Snigging

(Skidding)

Effects

causes
Dead snigging,
i.e. the snigging of logs along the ground behind a tractor,
unnecessary soil disturbance
end gouging of snig tracks - frequently
turning
them into well
Figure 4 illustrates
the sort of damage
defined water ways which are difficult
to drain.
which results
from dead snigging.
The use of some form of logging arch to lift
the end of
the logs clear of the ground will assist in reducing this sort of damage.
3.4

Road and Snig Track Lsyout

and Design

It is important that road and snig track grades be kept as low a8 possible,
beoause
the ercsion potential
of surface runoff increases with velocity.
Ensuring drainsge of rosds
and snig tracks is a self evident method of reducing erosion end stream sedimentation.
It
is important to divert surface runoff from roads and tracks before it has a chsnoe to build
Drainage water diverted
into
up sufficient
velocity
to be a serious erosion force.
undisturbed
forest has a chenoe of filtering
out its sediment load before reaching the
steam. More detailed
guides for spacing of drains on roa& and traoks are given in
Megshan's paper in this publication
and in a number of other sources, e.g. 9 end 13.
However,in most cases an assessment of each area will be necessary to take into account
local variations
of soil type, topography,
rainfall
regime, etc.
3.5

Uphill

Logging

Advantage

Figure 5 shows a hypothetical
pattern of snig traok development under both uphill
end downhill logging.
It is evident that with downhill
logging water hss the opportunity
of
concentrating
on the lower slopes along main snig tracks and causing a considerable
erosion
and sedimentation
hazard.
Uphill
logging ZXI the other hsnd,concentratae
the main snig tracks
on the ridges so that surface runoff flows into progressively
lees disturbed
areas ae it
moves downslope.
3.6

Putting

Tracks

"To Bed'!

At the completion of each logging season the area should be inspected and roads and
snig tracks put "to bed".
Water bars should be constructed
where necessary to ensure
adequate drainage during the wet season. East logging road drainage is carried out for
"aversget conditions,
i.e. very low return period flood events, and this is frequently
inadequate to cope with wet season rainfall
(particularly
in tropical
areas which experience
a pronounced wet season .
or roads and traoks close to stresms or
Any critical
areas such as large road fills,
reservoirs
should be inspected snd,if neoeasary, seeded with a rapidly
growing grass in order
to stabilize
them as coon as possible
(also note the paper on l~hydroseeding"
in this
Mention was made earlier
of the importance of a few sediment souroe areas
publication).
contributing
more than their share (on an area basis) of surface runoff and erosion,
and
it is the attention
to what appesrs to be minor details
whioh will markedly improve the
overall
erosion and sedimentation
picture.
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Figure

3 - Effect of vegetation
removal on mean maximum monthly stream
temperature in a I8 hectare catchment in North Queensland.

Figure

4 -Deep

scouring of snig tracks
caused by dead snigging logs.
The use of a logging arch to
lift
the end of the logs
reduces this form of damage.
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4.

POTTING THE GUTDELINESINTO PRACTICE

From a practical
point of view individual
areas should be aaseesed when they are
first
considered for logging, 80 that conditions
can be inserted
into timber sale agreement6
will be
aimed at keeping erosion and stream eedimentation
to a minimum. The oonditions
factors such aa vegetation,
gaology, soil, topography
dependent on local environmental
The end use of the water aleo need.6 to be taken into account.
For
and rainfall
regime.
example, more stringent
conditions
will need to be applied in domestic water supply
oat&mente than in areas where the water has no significant
downstream uBe.
This aasesement of individual
areas is quite essential
because of the widely
For example, a logging practice
varying conditions
even within relatively
small
meas.
which is acceptable in one area may be quite unacceptable
in another adjacent area because
of a change inthe soil parent material
from a stable sediment to a highly diepereive
granite.
The aseeeement
of areas before logging and the determination
of special oonditions
to be applied to those areas means a substantial
element of pre-planning
for the entire
The type of logging (uphill
or downhill),
the location
of roads, snig
logging operation.
tracke and log ramps, the location
end type of stream crossings,
the type of machinery
commences. Thie involves a rather
to be ueed - should all be decided before the operation
radical change from routine practice
in many areas, wh,ere "logger's
choice" is the rule
However it is a necessary change if we era to keep the
rather than the exception.
environmental
impact of logging to a minimum.
In spite of the need to lay down detailed
conditions
for each sale area, it is
deeirable to maintain a certain
degree of flexibility
80 that on-the-spot
decisions can be
made to taks account of particular
circumstances;
e.g. it may be decided that a tree just
within a buffer strip can be cut without causing any damage to soil or water values while
another tree Borne distance outside a buffer strip should be left uncut (posaibly
beoauee it
Such a flexibility
throws the onus on
wae leaning towards the stream on a steep slope).
to individuals
who must take responsibility
for their decisions - they can't hide behind
the regulatione.
This means, of course, that field operator8 must be skilled
and well
trained.
5.

A RAINFLXEST EXAMPLEOF THE EFFEZTIVENFBSOF GUIDELINES IN CONTROLLINGERCGION
AND SEDIMENTATION

5-l

Deeoription

of the Exemple Area_

The guidelinea
outlined
in section 3 above,were used to draw up a set of conditions
to be applied to timber salee in a 44 km2 catchment in north Queensland.
These oonditions
are ehown in section 5.3.
The vegetation
was virgin
rainforeet
which was being logged
heavily prior tooportionof
it being cleared for the construction
of a domestic water supply
reservoir
for the city of Cairns.
The climate is a humid tropical
one with an average
rainfall
of 2 700 mm, about 6% of which falls
during the wet season months of January
to April.
j.2

The Problem0 Before Guidelines

Were Used

Very little
regard was placed on water values when logging commenoed in 1960, end by
erosion wau occurring
from roads and snig traoka and serious sedimentation
was
occurring
in the streams.
There were many examples in the catchment of enigging end
nauling through major stream8 and there W&B little
attention
paid to the location
of roads,
tracka and log rampe. Some ramps were almost in the streambeds end drainage water was
discharged directly
into the streams.
1965 8evere

Figure

5 -

and downhill
logging (dashed lines).
With uphill
Hypothetical
snigtrack
pattern for uphill
disturbed
areas
as
it
move8 downslope,
water
from
tracks
flows
on
to
progressively
less
logging
concentrates
surface
runoff on the
Downhill
logging,
on
the
other
hand,
reducing erosion hazard.
causing a considerable
erosion and sedimentation
hazard.
lower elopes along main snig tracks,
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Suspended sediment concentrations
from sampling locations
below the
area of logging in Freshwater Creek basin in North Queensland from
1965-66 to 196&69.
Conditions
to reduce erosion and sediment were
a single suspended sediment
introduced
in 1967. Each dot represents
sample.
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5-3

Guidelines

Eatablishsd

in the Eras1010

"conditiona"(or
regulations)
were inserted in all the timber sale
In 1967 Special
These conditions
were aimed at reducing erosion and stream
agreements in the catchment.
The principal
points were:
sedimentat ion in Freshwater Creek basin in north Queeneland.

5=4

and log ramps shall

be

"The location
of all
subject to approval

(2)

'Snigging

(3)

"The Purchaser shall construct
and maintain
log ramps as required by the Forest Officer

(4)

"Before constructing
a crossing of a stream the Purchaser shall secure permission
from the Forest Officer
and the conditions
of such permit shall be observed by
Such conditions
may specify the manner in which epoil,if
any,
the Purchaser.
is to be disposed of".

(5)

"A logging arch or bobtail
shall
required by the Foreet Officer".

(6)

"The Forest Officer
in charge may suspend all or any operations
at any,snd
such, time as he consider6 these operations
detrimental
to water or forest
intereats”.

Effects

and hauling

of the Guidelines

proposed roads, major
by the Forest Officer

snig tracks
in charge".

(1)

through

running

streams

is prohibited".

drains from roads, anig tracks
and to his satisfaction".

be used for snigg&g

operations

i&en this

and

is
for

(in the Exsmple)

Measurements of suspended sediment oonoentration
were made from 1965 until
1969 and
a summary of the results
of these measurements is shown in figure 6. There was a progressive
decline in sediment concentration
after the impoeition
of the epeoial conditions
(guidelines)
even though wet season rainfall
showed very little
change, and logging activity
continued unabated during each dry season.
?965/66 suspended sediment levels were relatively
low because the year’e rainfall
was 4% below average snd very little
hi
intensity
rain
The higheet suepended sediment level measured during the 1968 69 wet season was
occurred.
whereas 6edimen.t concentrations
during the 1965/66 wet
only 188 p.p.m. (parts per million)
season frequently
exceeded 700 p.p.m.
It is clear that relatively
simple
"conditions"
in timber sale agreements in
erosion snd stream sedimentation
condition,
rainforest
example just deecribed.
They
is pre-planned and soil end water values
shown in numerous studies,
mainly in the
6.

regulations
or guidelines
- in the form of
this case - can make a marked improvement in soil
even in a “patching-up”
operation
as the
can be far more effective
if the logging operation
are considered from the beginning.
Thie.hsa been
United States,
e.g. 8, 9 and 16.

PROBLEMSOF CHANGINGTHE LOGGING "CONDITIONS" AND ESTABLISHING GUIDELINES

It i8 generally
easier to include “cdnditione”
(“conditions”
referring
to
restrictions,
guidelines,
specifications,
eto) in timber sale agreements than to get them
applied.
Field operators (both public forestry
and private)
tend to be very conservative
and resist change.
It is reasonably easy to convinoe both the forestry
profeaeion and
timber industry
leaders of the need for change. This awareness has then to be passed on to
the people in the field tie are actually
doing the job - forest rsngers and overseers,
timber
cutters and haulers.
This is probably the most difficult
part and it requires
great patience and perseverance by the supervisors.
If the supervisors
do their jobs well
and oonvince the field operators of the benefits
of the changed conditions,
the time will
come when field personnel will be conscious of water and soil valuea as well as timber values
and will automatically
"do the right thing".
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

The present climate of environmental
concern makes it necessary to make a critical
whether for special areas (such as domestic
appraisal of our current logging techniques,
We should look at utilization
from
supply catchments) or for "run of the bush" operations.
a different
point of view: instead of attempting to msximise the return from timberi the
aim should be to maximise the overall
value of the area for society.
This mey mean that
the return from timber has to be reduced (or even eliminated)
from certain
sreas to take
account of other values.
8.
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XIV.

REDUCINGEROSICNALIMF'ACTS OF ROADS

Walter F. Megahan
Intennountain
Forest and
Experiment Station

1.

1

INTRODUCTIGN

Accelerated
erosion may take place following
road
Some possible causes includet
( a ) removal or reduction
or impairment of natural
soil structure
and fertility;
by construction
of cut and fill
slopes; (d) decreased
road; (e) interception
of subsurface flow by the road
strength,
increased shear stress, or both, on cut a&
generated end intercepted
water.

construction
on forested lands.
of protective
cover; (b) dastrudion
(c) increased slope gradients created
infiltration
rates on parts of the
cut slope; (f) decreased shear
fill
s~(o~@s, and (g) concentration
of

Numerous reports substantiate
the fact that road construction
can accelerate
erosion on
forested lands (1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24).
Experience by FAO in developing
As might be expected,
countries
has often shown that roads are the major source of erosion.
effects vary considerably
depending on the geologic,
climatic,
landform,.soil,
and
vegetation
properties
of the area or country in question and upon the care taken to reduoe
on glaciated,
Roads constructed
erosion in all phases of the road development project.
alight
accelerated
on-site
metamorphic parent materials
in Colorado, for example, exhibited
erosion, but no significant
increases in sediment yields were detected downstream (14).
In
contrast,
construction
of low standard, temporary loggis
roads on high erosion,ha&ard
grsnitic
slopes in Idaho greatly accelerated
on-site
surface and mass erosion,
causing
downstream sediment yields to increase sn average of over 45 times (from 8.8 to 396 metric
tons/km2/yr)
for a 6-year study period (19).
exoessive
The impacts of road erosion are many. The most direct is to the road itself;
road use or even make the road impassable until
restored,
erosion can, and often does inhibit
Less obvious, but often more important,
is the movement of eroded
often at great expense,
This can cause sedimentation
which mey create excessive damage to
material
off the site.
downstream cultural
and ecological
values.

1/

Principal
Research Hydrologist
Experiment Station,
US Forest
U.S.A.

Forest and Range
and Project Leader, Intermountain
Service, 316 East Myrtle Street, Boise, Idaho, 83706,
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1 - Effect of harvest system and silvicultural
percent area disturbed
by road construction

Table

Logging system Silvicultural
system

Logged area
bared by road
construction

practices
on the
(reference
25).

Location

Reference

%
Jarmmer Y

- Croup selection

25-30

Idaho

(19)

High lead 2/ - Clearcut

6.2

Oregon

(26)

Skyline

- Clearcut

2.0

Oww

A/ - Clearcut

1.2

d

Helicopter

(3)

S- I’

Jammer .Y a.small,,t~-$-mouqted
reach about 60 m.

,2/

High lead - a cable system that drags logs
area - maximum reach about 200 m.

3f

Skyline - a cable system that suspends logs during
.to the loading area - m&mum reach about 800 m.

d

skidder-loader

-maximum

1/

to the loading
transport

Estimated by Virgil
W. Binkley,
Pacific Northwest Region,
U.S. Forest Service, Portland Ore&, based on a maximum
~, flying
distance of &aAt 1.5kilometers.
* -*tiI-;rr)
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2.

EROSICNPROCESSES

Recognition
of the type of erosion occurring
on an area and knowledge of factors
controlling
erosion are important in avoiding problem areas and in designing
control
into two types - mass erosion and surface
measures0 Erosion can be broadly claseified
lkss erosion includes all erosion where particles
tend to move en masse primarily
erosion.
It generally
includes various types of landslides
under the influence
of gravity
forces.
Surface erosion is defined aa movement of
plus nonrainfall
associated
erosion (dry c-reep).
individual
soil particles
by forces other than gravity
alone such as overland flow of water
Here, dry creep will be considered a surface erceion process because
and raindrop impact.
many soil stabilization
measures designed to control surface erosion are also effective
in
controlling
dry creep,
(a) the magnitude of forces available
Surface erosion is a fbnction
of three factors:
(b) the inherent
erosion hazard at the site
(wind, raindrop splash, overland flow, etc.);
in question (soil detachability
characteristics,
slope gradient,
etc.);
and (c) the amount
of material available
to protect the soil surface (vegetation,
litter,
mulches, etc.).
Mass erosion is controlled
by the balance between the shear strength and the shear stress
as long as shear strength exceeds
within the soil or fill
material at the site in question;
shear stress, the site remains stable.
3.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

Fortunately,
the erosional
there are a variety
of practices
four by&c princaplgs:
(1)

impacts of road construction
need not be passively
acce;?ed;
available
to reduce impacts.
These can be summarized as

4
4
Minimize the amount of disturbance
caused by road construction
by: (a)*con;tr'Slling
on the roads
the total mileage of roads; and (b) by reducing the area of disturbance
that are built.

(2)

Avoid construction

in high erosion

(3)

Minimize
practices

erosion on areas that are disturbed
designed to reduce erosion.

(4)

Minimize

the off-site

impacts

*

hazerd areas.
by road construction

by a variety

of

of erosion.

All four factors must be weighed to reduce total
erosional
impacts.
This is important
because stress on individual
factors may not meet this goal.
For example, a shorter road
In this case, total erosional
me,v have to be lengthened to avoid high erosion hazards.
Erosion control practices
impacts may be minimized although the area disturbed
is increased*
are certainly
beneficial
and considerable
effort has been and should be devoted to their
However, prevention,
rather than control,
usually is by far
development and implementation.
Prevention
can have an added benefit
the most efficient
means to reduce erosional
impacts.
by avoiding possible irreparable
demages or costly repairs that msy exceed original
construction
costs.
The first
basic principle
emphasizes measures deeimed for erosion prevention
rather
than control.
Minimizing
road mileage and sreas of disturbance
help reduce erosional
impacts considerably.
This is particularly
true on forested lands where the total length
road required is often regulated by the distance capabilities
of logging systems and the
silvicultural
practices
prescribed
for the timber stands (Table 1).
Reductions in the area disturbed
by road construction
can also be made by careful
horizontal
and vertical
alignment
location
and design.
For example, use of flexible
stsndsrds during road location
to avoid steep slopes can decrease the width of area
disturbed
considerably.
To illustrate,
total width of disturbance
by a road 4 m wide

of

road

l
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0
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increases from about 7 m on a 4% slope to 16 m on a 6% slope; on a 65% slope the width
reductions
in area disturbed
can
increases to 32 m (FSg. 1). For a given slope, additional
be made by minimizing road and ditch width and by msximizing the gradient
of cut and fill
slopes (assuming the steeper slopes do not increase other erosion hazards).
The second basic principle
fcr reducing road erosion impacts is another matter of
prevention
rather than control and consists
simply of avoiding high erosion hazard areas*
Examples of serious erosion problems caused by road construction
in high erosion hazard
where landslide
hazards are high.
Here even minor location
areas are common, especially
Usually,
problems of this
changes of 10 or 20 m may eliminate
a major erosion problem.
adherence to, traditionally
accepted road standards
type arise from adoption of, and strict
(e.g.,
alignment standards for speed. purposes) rather than providing
some flexibility
in
standards to allow the road location
to be adjusted
to the site properties
of the
particular
landscape in question.
The third basic principle
is to reduce erosion on the areas that are distrubed
This is the traditional
approach using a multitude
of practices
to
by road construction.
Successful design of erosion control
practices
requires
considerable
help reduce erosion.
the major type of erosion that is occurring
and
knowledge of erosion processes, including
To illustrate,
little
benefit
results
from
the individual
factors that control erosion.
attempting
to stop mass erosion by mulching or surface erosion by installing
subsurface
slope may have little
value if improper design,
drains.
Likewise, mulching a road fill
of water to flow over
failure
of the road drainage system, or both, cause large quantities
the fill.
The fourth basic principle
for reducing erosional
impacts is to minimize the off-site
impacts of erosion that does occur,
Essentially
this amouts to reducing sediment delivery
to stream channels by:
(a) keeping disturbed
areas as far from channels as possible,
(b) providing
a maximum of obstructions
to catch and retain
sediment before it reaches the
drainage system, and (c) recognizing
that the efficiency
of a downslope area to deliver
sediment varies considerably
depending upon its form and structure.
B
4.

GUIDELINES FOR REDUCINGEROSICNALIMPACTS OF ROADS

These guidelines
are based upon the four basic principles
which have been
described above.
They are presented in the context of the entire road development process
proceeding from broad land use planning through road location,
design, construction,
maintenance, and closure.
Presentation
in this manner is not intended to restrict
the
guidelines
to those higher standard roads receiving
such formal stepby-step
development.
To the contrary,
the basic erosion control principles
apply to any road development and
should be used throughout
the development process regardless
of the intended purpose or
standard of the road.
but rather are based upon concepts and techniques
The guidelines
are not all inclusive,
that have been applied in the temperate climates of the United States.
They were developed
from experience and research mostly in mountainous terrain.
Many of the principles
and
however, modifications
will
procedures ir this paper will be useful in other areas;
undoubtedly bc needed to accommodate unique site conditions
found in a particular
location.
Therefore,
it is important to verify
applicability
with local experts (e.g.,
engineers,
lend use planners,
soil scientists,
hydrologists,
foresters,
geologists)
before applying
the guidelines.
Much of the material
presented here was abstracted
from references
7) (lo),
(II),
(121, (U),
(20,
(2%
(291, (3%
(3?>, (321, (331, (34). (351, (36), t 37 1 9 ami (3%
The author acknowledges the excellent
work of the various authors and institutions
end
recommends the original
references
for more in-depth
consideration*
Undoubtedly,.many
other excellent
references
have been de-veloped and should be used where applicable.
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5.

IJNDUSEPLANNINC

Land use planning with respect to road construction
simply means anticipating
the
present and future uses of the transportation
system to assure a maximum of service with a
The objective
of this phase of the road develop
mi.r&num of monetary and erosional
costs.
ment process is to establish
specific
objectives
and prescriptions
for road development
This must be a coordinated
effort
among the land
along with the broad location
needs.
manager, road engineer, forester,
geologist,
soil scientist,
and others who recognize
specific
problems and needs and recommend alternatives
or solutions.
Lend use planning is an important
factor governing the total
area disturbed
by road
It is particularly
important on forested lands where the total mileage of
construction.
roads constructed
is closely related to the timber harvest systems and silticultural
Harvesting
methods also affect the area of disturbance
because width
practioeo prescribed.
and alignment requirements
vary with the type of practice used.
Additional
decisions
related to all anticipated
traffic,
operating
speeds, and safety requirements
should be made
All of these influence
road width and alignment,
which affect area of
at this time.
disturbance.
Future as well as present needs must be considered during
This will help to avoid situations
where the road is inadequate
example, in timbered areas where the road network is improperly
cuts.

the land use planning phase.
for future needs as, for
located for second or third

The land use planning phase is the time to evaluate environmental
and economic tradeThis should set the stage for the remainder of the road development process.
If an
offs.
objective
analysis by qualified
individuals
indicates
serious erosional
problems, then
In some areas, this may dictate
reduction
of erosional
impacts should be a primary concern.
the method of land use for the area or msy in fact eliminate
a land use because reduction
of erosional
impacts is economically
impossible
at the time.
6.

iiouTE FECCNNAISSPNCE
AND LOCATICN

Armed with the guides and constraints
developed during the land use planning process,
the next step is to determine the specific
road location.
Alternative
routes should be
all available
background
carefully
reviewed in the office
and at the site, utilizing
Some important guidelines
to help
information
(soil surveys, etc.) and technical
expertise.
reduce erosional
impacts during road location
are:

1)

Avoid high erosion hazard sites,
particularly
in areas where mass erosion is a problem.
In such areas, slight
location
changes can often eliminate
a major erosion problem.

2)

Minimize the area of road disturbance
by taking advantage
natural
benches, ridgetops,
and lower gradient
slopes.

3)

If necessary,
include short road segments with steeper gradients
(consistent
with
traffic
needs) to avoid problem areas or to take advantage of terrain
features.

4)

Avoid midslope locations
on long, steep,
highly weathered or soils are plastic.

5)

Locate roads on well-drained
soils and rock formations
that tend to dip into the slope;
avoid slide prone areas characterized
by seeps, clay beds, concave slopes, hummocky
topography,
and rock layers that tend to dip parallel
to the slope.

6)

log landing
For timber harvest roads, take advantage of natural
drained,
open areas) to reduce soil disturbance
associated with
temporary work roads.

unstable

slopes,

of terrain

especially

features

such as

where bedrock is

are(flatter,
better
log landings and
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7)

Avoid undercutting
valley bottoms.

unstable,

8)

Vary road sadea where possible to reduce concentrated
and culverts
and to reduce erosion on the road surface.

9)

Select drainage crossings to minimize
minimize approach cuts and fills.

10)

Locate roads far enough above streams to provide an adequate buffer area or be prepared
to catch sediment moving downslope below the road.
A number of guides have been
developed for establishing
width of buffer areas based upon hillslope
gradient,
parent
cross drain spacing, etc.
matarial,
(emg=, 23, 27)* The guide developed by Packer
(23) is presented as Table 2.

7.

ROADDEJCZJ

moisture

laden toe slopes

channel

disturbance

when locating

roads in or near

flow in road drainage
during

ditches

construction

and to

Road design involves translating
field location
survey and other data into specific
plans to guide construction.
Design criteria
must
be flexible
to allow for modificatiors
minimize erosion hazards under varying site conditions.
This is the stage of development
where various measures to control erosion and reduce off-site
erosional
impacts are
incorporated
into the road design.

to

Revegetation
and associated practices
are important
considerations
during the design
In addition,
future maintenance needs are an important
consideration
to assure
process.
stability
and economical use of the completed road.
If regular maintenance cannot be
assured, this
must be accounted for in the desifl
so that undue erosion hill not occur.
A number of possible
process:

erosion

control

practices

can be included

in the road design

1)

Use as narrow a road as possible
commensurate with traffic
speed and safety
requirements
and erosion hazards.
In certain situations
it may be necesnary to
reduce speeds dd provide for alternative
safety measures (e.g.* restricted
road use)
to assure a narrow road in high erosion hazard areas.

2)

Attempt to balance the volume of cut and fill
material to minimize
proper layer placement and compaction techniques
wherever possible
stability
against mass failure.

3)

Use full bench construction
(no fill
slope) where stable
Haul excavated material to safe disposal areas.
Include
stabiiization
planning for the road.

4)

Where full bench construction
is impractical,
an effective
but costly alternative
to hold

5)

Use the steepeat slopes possible on cut and fill
slopes commensurate with the strength
of the soil and bedrock material
as established
by an engineering
geologist
or other
specialist
in soil mechanics.
Benching cut slopes in areas of weak or erodibls bedrock
(e.g., weathered granites)
into a series of properly drained terraces
provides
opportunity
for vegetation
establishment
and may even requi:e
less excavation.

fill

excavation.
Use
on fills
to assure

fill
construction
is
waste areas in soil

properly designed
material.

retaining

walls

impossible.

providti

Properly designed road surfacing
is often required
to prevent excessive roadway
erosion and maintain a usable road.
The surface required depends on many factors such
as the type and volume of traffic,
strength of subgrade, service life,
and materials
available.
Often, locally
available
gravels or crushed rock will ferve the purpose*
It may be desirable
to surface both the road tread and the ditch in one operation.
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widths required
Table 2 - Protective-strip
2/
5-yea2 old
logging roads built
ii./
basalt,
having 9 m cross-drain
obstruction

distance,

Protective-strip
Obstruction
spacing

Depressions
or mounds

widths

---------------------

-v

of

on soil

derived from
spacing, 4/ zero initial

21 and lOO$ fill

Rocks

Logs

below the shoulders

slope

cover density.

s/

by type of obstruction
Trees and
stumps

Slash and
brush

Herbaceous
vegetation

~J;eters-------------------

0.3

10.6

11.2

11.6

12.1

12.5

13.1

.6

11.3

12.2

13.1

14.0

14.9

25.9

99

11.3

13.1

14.3

15.9

17.4

18.6

7.2

12.2

14.0

15.3

17.7

21.3

1.5

12.5

14.6

17.0

19.2

19.5
21.6

1 ."o

15.2

18.3

20.7

23.5

23.8
26.2

2.1

15.9

18.9

22.2

25.6

28.7

2.4

16.2

19.9

23.5

27.1

30.8

2. 7

16.5

PO.4

24.7

29.0

32.9

3.3

25.9

30.5

35.1

3.4

27.8

31.7

36.9

3.7

38.7

For protective-strip
widths from centerlines
one-half the proposed road width.

of proposed roads,

increase

widths

If storage capacity of obstructions
is to be renewed when roads are 3 years
reduce protective-strip
widths 7 m.

by

old,

If soil is derived from andesite,
increase protective-strip
widths 30 cm; if from
glacial
silt,
increase 1 m; if from hard sediments, increase 2.4 m; if from granite,
increase 2.5 m; and if from locss, increase 7 m.
For each 3 n increncc
widths 30 cm.

in cross-drain

spacing

bepond 3 m, increase

For can!] I.5 I:I increase in distance to the initial
road shoulder),
increase protective-strip
widths
For each 10$ dccrense
otri!) widths 70 cm.

in fill

obstruction
1.2 m.

slope cover below a density

protective-strip

beyond zero (or the

of 100$j increase

protective-
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7.1

Road drainage

7.1.1

Crossing

natural

drainageways

There are three methods for crossing natural
drainageways:
fords, culverts,
and
Factors
influencing
the
appropriate
crossing
include
construction
and
maintenance
bridges.
debris potential,
stream size, contemplated road use
cost ) equipment end supplies available,
and life,
foundation
conditions,
snd vertical
position
of the road relative
to the stream.

1)

Fords are attractive
alternatives
for crossing small streams, particularly
in ereas
where large amounts of rock, sediment, and organic debris tend to plug bridges or
Fords cause minimal disturbance
to the stream channel, are inexpensive,
and
culverts.
avoid many of the problems associated with bridge and culvert
installation.
Fords
require stable channel bottoins able to support vehicles
or channels that can be
protected by gabions or paving (Fig. 2).

2)

Culverts (metal or wood) or bridges sre required
for channels where fords are impractical.
Availability
of construction
equipment and materials,
size of stream, potential
for
debris, terrain
steepness, and reliability
of the calculation
for determining
culvert
capacity are some of the points to consider when deciding whether to use a culvert or a
bridge at a given location.
Other factors being equal, bridges are preferable,
perticulexly
in ereas with debris or excessive sediment problems because the chances of
failure
are less.
Structures
should be large enough
within acceptable limits
of risk.
hydrological
studies are needed.
anticipated
risk of failure
rather
(Table 3). The peraent chance of
upon the anticipated
economic and

to carry the flows to which they are subjected
Costs increase rapidly
with size so adequate local
It is important to base the size requirement
on the
than on the return interval
of the flow alone
failure
established
for a given structure
will depend
environmental
hazards.

3)

Roads should climb away from channel crossings in both directions
wherever practical
so
high water will not flow aJ.ong the road surface.
Surface sloped sections of the road
if necessary to reduce sediment movement directly
into the stream.

4)

Where adequate maintenance can be assured,
surface to direct road runoff on to filter

5)

Use rip-rap
(placed rock), masonry heedwalls
or otherwise
channel sides at drainage structures
(Fig. 3 I .

6)

Increase the capacity of bridges or culverts
in areas where debris, sediment, or both
In extreme situations,
this may mean doubling the oapacity
types of problems exist.
of the structure.

7)

Frequently
maintained trash racks (grates)
floating
debris tends to plug culverts.

8)

If at all possible,
use bridges in areas where debris problems are severe and fords
Otherwise it may be necessary to construct
rock - or gabion-protected
are impractical.
fills
with a dip to allow overflow in the event that culvert
capacity is lost.

7.1.2

Drainage

install
strips

open top culverts
or dips in the road
rather than directly
into the stream.

over the inlet

protect

embanlcment and

end may be useful

where

along the roadway

Drainage is needed along the roadway to remove water before it has a ohanoe to
To help accomplish this,
slope road surfaces laterally
concentrate
and cause erosion.
either outward or inward, depending on traffic
neede and erosion hazards.
Unfortunately,
traffic
CXUIcause some rutting
in the road mu-face that concentrates
flow along the road in
spite of the outmloping or insloping.
Thus in msny situations,
additional
crose-drainage
memes
are needed to interrupt
this flou and divert it laterally
before it has a chance to
cause erosion problems.
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Table 3 - Design flood
a given

recurrence

project

life

Percent

5 lo

15

20

25

30

35

with

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

9

8

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

18
26

15
23

14
20

12

11

15

9
13

8
12

7

17

10

6
9

5
8

4
6

12

10

8

14

12

9

10

*

15 13 11
96 63 46 36 29 24 21

15

*

+

93

30

20

+

it

*

25

*

+

*

30

+

*

*

+

+

35

*

+

it

*

40

+

+

*

it

45
50

*

+

*

+

9

*

Y

55

*

+

60

+

65

23

68

18

53

43

36

a given

needed to provide
chance of failure -v

40

98

32

(yeers)

chance of failure

5

48

intervals

91 71 57 47 40 34 30 26 23 20 18 15 13
+ 38 71 59 50 43 37 32 28 25 23 19 -17
30

26

23

20

17

74

11

60 51 45 39 34
68 59 51 45 39
76 66 57 50 44
85 73 64 56 49

30
34
38
43

26
30
33
37

23
26
29
32

19
22
25
27

16

13

+

99 82 70
*
* 94 l 79
+
*
* 89
+
+
+ 99

18 14
21 16
23 18

+

+

+

1c

+

+

93 80

s

*

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

N

w

+t

it

+

+

*

70

*

+

*

+

*

*

+

75

*

+

*

*

+

+

80

+

i

+

+

+

85

+

w

+

it

go

+

+

+

*

85

71

60

*

51

44

39

34

70

61

53

47

42

35

30

25

19

a8

76

66

58

51

44

38

33

27

21

*

95

G2

72

63

55

48

41

35

29

23

+

*

*

89

77

68

59

51

44

33

31

24

+

+

Jc

+

95

83

72

63

55

48

41

34

26

+

t

w

+

*

+

88

7'(

67

59

51

43

.36

28

+

+

+

+t

4t

it

+

94

82

72

62

54

46

28

29

*

*

*

*

*

it

*

99

87

76

66

57

48

40

31

95

+

+

4t

+

+

+

*

+

*

it

+

*

91

80

70

60

51

42

33

100

9

t6

s

ii

+

ii

i

ii

ic

ii

i

ii

96

84

73

63

54

a

34

Y

Med on the formula J = 1 - (1 - l/T)Ns where N P Deeign Life,
Interval,
J I Chance of Failure
(reference
5).

*

More than 99.
E&ampler

If a culvert
through
. failure,
the culvert
event.

T = Flood Recurrence

a road is to last for 20 years with a 30% chance of
should be desimed for the 57-year flood.recurrenae
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Table 4 - Cross-drain
deeper than
topographic
of 80% d(

spacings

required

to prevent

rill

or gully

erosion

2.5 cm on unxrfaced
logging roads built
in the upper
ii of north-facing
position
slopes -21 having a gradient
reference
23, table 2).

Material
Road
grade
(%I

Hard
sediment

Basalt

Glacial
silt

Granite
Gross-drain

N.-----------

spacing,

Andesite

Laess

m- - - - - - - - - - -

2

51

47

42

41

32

29

4

46

42

38

37

27

24

6

44

40

35

34

25

22

a

42

38

33

32

23

20

10

3?

35

29

29

20

17

12

36

32

27

27

17

15

14

33

29

24

23

q4

11

g

reduce
In middle topographic
position,
position,
reduce spacings 11 m.

d

On south aspects,

;r/

For each 1% decrease

reduce spacings
in slope

4.6

spacings

5.5

m; in lower topographic

m.

steepness

below 8074 reduce spacings

1.5 m.
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- 1)

2)

side of the road) of from 3-5fo is preferOutsloping
(i.e ., sloping toward the downhill
able to insloping
because it eliminates
the need to develop facilities
to dispose of the
water draining
down the inside of the road.
Outsloping
can be unsafe in some situations
because of particular
traffic
requirements
or unusual site conditions
such as clayey
road surfaces that are very slippery
when wet. In addition,
outsloping
should only be
used where runoff will flow off the road onto stable surfaces.
Normally,
this precludes
the use of outsloping
on fill
portions
of the road unless fill
slopes are small end low
in erodibility
or are well protected
by mulches, vegetation,
or both.
side) of the road aurfaoe is preferred to
Insloping
(i.e ., sloping toward the uphill
outsloping
in areas of unstable fills,
except in the case of a contour road where there
is no chance for lateral
flow along the road.
Water
draining
from the road is cerried
along the inside of the road either on the road surface itself
or more commonly in a
ditch.
Culverts are installed
periodically
to carry the water under the road.
Some
points to consider when designing an insloped road are:
a)

Avoid using ditches or keep ditches to a minimum width and increase the number of
cross drains to reduce the total
area disturbed
by construction.
.
Plan ditch gradients
steep enough (generally
greater than 2$) to prevent sediment
deposition.

b)
c)

Install
culverts
frequently
enough to avoid accumulations
of water that will cause
Surface
excessive erosion of the road ditch and the area below the culvert
outlet.
the ditch in areas of erodible
material
(e.g., weathered granitics).

d)

Use a culvert

e)

Install
culverts
at the gradient
provide anchore&downspouts
to
culverts
200 to 300 toward the
Provide rock
chsracteristics.
culverts to reduce the erosion

f)

Protect the upstream end of culverts
from plugging
catch basins, drop inlets,
changes in road grades,
slopes.

g)

Install
the culvert deep enough to assure that it will not be crushed by traffic
This requires
a depth of about 1.2 m for metal culverts
subjected to loads
lOdl3.
from large, loaded logging trucks.

size of at least

40 to 50 cm, depending

on expected

of the original
fill
carry the water safely
inflow to provide better
or other splash basins
energy of the emerging

slope
across
inlet
at the
water

debris

problems.

otherwise
possible:
the fill
slope.
Skew
efficiency
and flow
downstream end of
(Fig. 4).

if

with sediment by using sediment
headwalls,
and recessed cut

3)

inslope and outslope sections can be built
into the road,
In some 81‘889, alternating
(provide alternating
adverse and favorable
especially
if road grades are 9olled"
install
dips or cross drains on the surface of the road
grades ). In such instances,
to control erosion of the roadway.

4)

It is usually necessary to construct
cross drains in the road surface on either
ineloped or outsloped roads to help prevent erosion caused by water concentrations
open-top culverts
snd
ruts.
Various types of cross drains at-e used, including
Some points to consider when installing
cross drains are:
intercepting
dips.

- spacing depende on a number of factors such as road gradet
Guides for spacing ere presented in Table 4.

a)

Spacing requirements
and type of material.

b)

Open-top culverts
are usually
constructed
of wood (Pig. 5).
They should be
installed
at a 30° angle downslope to promote self cleaning and make crossing
Culverts of this type
be properly maintained to prevent
easier (Pig. 6).
plugging and damage by traffic.

-

in
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R@.re 5.

Rfiw

,-I.

An open-top culvert
constructed
of wood. Spreaders on the bottom of the logs
m;lintain culvert
shape anI1 the ?-cm spaces between the boards prevent water
from running iiown wheel tracks and across the culvert.

ItI.: t:tll:ttioli
! 0 :.71 L: lo pt

of ;Lti 0~“‘n-t.o~~ culvt:rt.
t0

ht?l p pr,. \rt‘Il t

pi dcm:gili/:.

L:llVcrt,s

::ilOUl~l

iic

sl?nt~~k!

Rt

Ieast

30’
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Dcsigl of out>jlopcd dips for forest ro;As.
A to c;, slope about Ii: to 15 cm to
assure lateral
flow; j, no mat,eri:rl accumulated at this point - may require
surfacing
to prevt~nt cutting;
2, :?rovidr: rock riprap
-to prevent erosion; _E,
bt%rm to confinr2 outflow to 0.5 m wide spillway.

Figuw7.

’ ~IOm-----+--

Rgurr:

ij.

20m

_______)

3c:-igl of in::lopc8.i
dips
for
forest
roq:is.
A to 2, t;lope about IO to 15 cm to
assure latc2r;ll flo,g; g,r:o *!liLt:2rial ;iccumul:itej
nt tific point - 1np.y require
surfacii:g
to ;?rc:vc:nt cutti!,;;
2, protidr~
rock ripr2.p
to prevent cirosion; .e,
hr>m to pri'vrnt ovt:rflow;
_", culvc,rt. to c:trry water t>clItsath ro:J; C;, !tiden for
,ii tr ii ;111-1;$pl.' illl.at.
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c)

constructed,
are cheaper to maintain and more
Intercepting
dips, when properly
permanent than wood., open-top culverts.
Dip design depends on the kind and speed
of the traffic
using the road.
The dip designs shown in Figures 7 and 8 allow road
use by passenger autos travelling
at speeds of approtimately
30 kilometers
per hour.
On steeper roads it msy be necessary to install
open-top culverts
(using the same
design) in addition to dips to meet the cross-drainage
spacing criteria
shown in
of dip design is given in reference
8.
Table 4. A good discussion

d)

In addition
to cross drain spacing, location
of sross drains is an important factor
to consider in minimizing
sediment delivery
to stream channels from either insloped
or outsloped roads.
Some location
guides are presented in F'igure 9.

5)

Berms are required on the outside edge of the road at specific
locations
where alignment
and grade characteristics
cause excessive runoff
from the road tread over the fill
slope.
Use compacted soil, soil cement, or asphalt mixtures to construct
stable berms. Where
necessary, use downspouts in the berm to safely carry water to the bottom of the fill
Locate downspouts at safe water discharge points and provide energy dissipators
slope.
reduce erosionhazards
(Pig. IO).
(rock basins, etc.) to further

8.

SLOPE STA.BILIZATI~

N!.MSuEIEs(REV-BXZATION AND MULCHES)

Slope stabilization
includes revegetation
and other measures to ccntrol surface erosion
on road cut and fill
slope s and on waste and borrow areas.
Usually the objective
is to
establish
a dense vegetative
cover to reduce forces available
for erosion and increase
surface protection.
Considerable evidence indicates
that surface erosion on severely disturbed
soils such
as road fills
is highest immediately
after disturbance
and decreases rapidly
over time.
Cm
granitic
slopes in Idaho, approximately
8@ of surface erosion occurred within the first
year following
disturbance
(16).
This suggests two things:
(a) it is mandatory that
stabilization
practices
be applied immediately during and following
construction;
and
(b) stabilization
practices
must provide rapid benefits.
Thus, simply seeding disturbed
areas may not be acceptable;
transplanting
or mulching may be required to achieve the desired
results.
Stabilization
of mass erosion is beyond the scope of this guideline;
however, there is
considerable
evidence suggesting that deeprooted
vegetation
(trees and shrubs) acts as a
deterrent
to mass erosion.
Since deep-rooted vegetation
also helps control surface erosion,
its use is advocated for slope stabilization
(17).
Some suggested

guideiines

for

slope stabilization

are described

below:

8.7

Revegetation

1)

Site factors governing air and soil temperature,
soil moisture,
and fertility
sre
important influences
on revegetation
success.
Large variations
in these factors
can occur throughout the length of a road, particularly
in low precipitation
zones or
in areas with prolonged dry seasons.
Such differences
are often magnified in
Thus it is important to tailor
revegetation
meazures to the specific
mountainous areas.
site factors.
Consider elevation,
aspect, rain shadow effects,
ground-water seepage*
soil and bedrock properties,
etc ., m
- evaluating
site differences.
Be sure to include
vegetation
in the evaluation,
both as an indicator
of site potential
and to serve as a
guide for species selection.

2)

Site preparation
is often an important prelude to seeding and planting.
This might
include vsrious practices
such as: (a) spreading previously
stockpiled
topsoil;
(b) chaining,
harrowing,
disking or rolling
to roughen the seedbed and break surface
crusting;
and (c) fertilizing.
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99

1
-

LOG
LANDING
AREA

Guides for locating
cross drains.
Several locations
require cross drains independent
of spacing guides.
6 and .J, divert water from ridge; A, B and 2, cross drain
above and below JUllction;
2 and I& locate drains below log landing areas; ,D and
to prevent bank
g, drains located with regular spacing; 4, drain above incwe
cutting
and keep road surface water from entering draw; E, ford or culvert
in draw:
2, drain below incurve to prevent water from coursing down road; I, drain below
seeps and springs.
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Figure

10.

Construction
of a downspout in a berm.
must be drained by a downspout.

TExcess water accumulations

on

a berm
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3)

It is desirable
to conduct seeding operations
before mulching to attain mexinnrm benefit
in some locations
(e.g., areas with
from the mulch. However, this is not possible
pronounced dry seasons) because the time of seeding or transplanting
is critical.
To
illustrate,
many locations
on the west coast of the United States are influenced
by a
distinct
Mediterranean
climate causing a prolonged drought period in the summer.
Seeding and planting
operations
during the drought period are usually
failures;
operations
must take place in the fall to be successfil.
Transplanting
through a
previously
applied mulch is often successful
in these situations.
Sometimes wattling
(installing
low barriers
of soilsandbrush
along the contour up and down the slope) is
Seeding, planting,
or both, between the wattles
a successful
substitute
for mulching.
can then be carried out at the proper time.

4)

Species selection
must be designed to meet looal needs. Grasses have been most
commonly used; however, forbs, shrubs, and trees alone or in combinations should be
Legumes have particular
benefits
as nitrogen
fixers
as do some other plants.
considered.
Deep-rooted plants including
both trees and shrubs can help increase mass stability
as
Rapid-growing,
short-lived
species (e.g.,
some of the
well as reduce surface erosion.
ryes and oats) are often desirable
for nurse crops for slower growing vegetation.

5)

Fertilization
should accompany most revegetation
operations.
Proper types and amounts
Additional
of fertilizer
should be based upon soil analyses or experience in the area.
amounts may be required if organic mulches are used.

8.2

Mulches

In some areas, vegetation
response is rapid enough to provide slope protection
during
high erosion period.
However, it is usually necessary to supplement the
the initial
Mulching provides additional
benefits
by
protection
during the interim with mulches.
reducing surface soil temperatures,
water losses from the soil,
and soil crust formation.

1)

Many kinds of materials ranging lrom logging slash to peanut shells have been I‘sed for
Type of material is not as important
as the need to use sufficient
amounts
mulching.
in close contact with the soil.

2)

On steeper areas it is often necessary to anchor the mulch into the soil by covering it
liquid
with netting
material that is pinned in place, spraying adhesive chemicals (e.g.,
asphalt,
various polymers) onto the mulch, or rolling
it with a spike roller.

3)

Machines
commonly
Usually,
benefits

8.3

Other practices

have been developed that combine mulching material
(straw or wood fibre are
used) with water, an adhesive, or both, and spray the mixture onto the slope.
seed and sometimes fertilizers
are added to the mixture to provide multiin one operation.

Other types

of stabilization

practices

have also been used:

1)

Recent development of polymers
material on the surface.

2)

Sometimes revegetation
practices
increase infiltration
of water into the surface
sufficiently
to increase mass erosion hazards to the point of failure
(11).
In these
cases, an impermeable material
(e.g.,
asphalt,
certain polymers, or even plastic
sheeting)
may be required to stabilize
surfaces.

permits

stabilization

of disturbed

areas by spraying

the
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9.

CD?STRUCTICEI

The construction
phase is the moment of truth for a road development.
The best
planning and design is useless unless it is incorporated
into the finished
product.
Competent planning and supervision
of the construction
phase is probably the single most
important factor leeding to success.
This requires
a thorough knowledge of construction
and testing
coupled with a sense of diplomacy tc\ communicate
methods, equipment, materials,
with the individuals
doing the work.
Such a background will not only enable the
construction
supervisor
to develop the road as planned but will also allow him to effectively
deal with the inevitable
design changes required during construction
because of unforeseen
circumstances
(especially
in earthwork and drainage installations).
Some important

erosion

stabilization

control

practices

to consider

during

work as current

as possible

with

construction

include:

1)

Keep slope

2)

A thorough job of clearing
and grubbing is required to insure proper construction
of
Overcasting
onto brush and timber or incorporating
brush
and timber into the
fills.
fill
material
can lead iz serious surface and mass erosion problems.
In addition,
provide a good base for fills
and assure proper compaction ae fills
are constructed.

3)

'Where gxsible,
the cleared vegetakion should be spread evenly over the soil surface
beneath the toe of the road fill.
'I'ht? vegetation
material
should be cut up or somehow
crushed into the surface to assure close contact with the soil.
This practice
should
enhance the buffering
qualities
of the slop? beneath the road (see Table 2).

4)

When installing
culverts,
avoid channel changes ,snd place culverts
so they conform to
the natural
atresm channel as closely as possible.
Remove as much debris from the
channel abovo the culvert
as possible.
Care&fully co;:pa& the fill
material sround all
culverts
to prevent seepage and ultimate
culvert
failwe.

5)

Keep stream disturbance
periods.

6)

Vagaries in weather conditions
are an important
factor leading tc erosion during
construction.
In area6 where the climate permits,
plan jobs for scmpletion during dry
peridds.
Elsewhere, limit the work srea to small sections than can Le completed before
proceeding further.
This exposes a minimum of disturbed
area to erosion forces in the
event the weather changes.
Light rains usually
have limited
erosional
iqacts.
However, if obvious impacts occur during larger storms, be prepared to cesse operations
It is advisable to install
xl1 designed
after installing
emergency drainage a8 needed.
drainage from the downstream end of the job to the upstream end in areas of
unpredictable
weather.

to iv1 absolute

minimum and avoid

road construction.

i.; altogether

during

high flow

10. HOAll MAIr~TENArIcE
Diligent
maintenance is s.n absolute necessity
to assure effective
erosion control
inevitable
deficiencies
in design
throughout
the life of a road.
Following
construction,
Throughout the life of the road,
and construction
practices
require modification
or repair.
traffic
use and naturo.1 deterioration
continue to m&e diligent
maintenance a necessity.
Recommended maintenance
1)

practices

are:

A maintenance record should be developed for each road consisting
of the actual
construction
plans for the road and a tally
of the kind and cost of maintenance
operations
required over time.
The record will aseist in training
new personnel and
provide I solid background of data to prevent extension of mistakes to roads in other
area.
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TOP VIEW

CROSSSECTION

Figure

11.

AT CENTER

LINE

ditoh construction
for foreet roads with limited or no trafficSpecifications
are average and may be adjusted to gradient and other conditioner
A, bank tiein
point cut 15 to 30 cm into roadbed; B, croaa drain berm height
cut 20 to 40 cm into road: I& angle
30 to 60 cm aboge road bed; 2, drain outlet
drain 30' to 40 downgrade with road centerline;
E, height up to 60 cm, ‘,
depth to 45 cm; 0, 90 to 120 cm.
C~OSB
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2)

to assure proper
cro68 drains, and dips should be cleaned regularly
Culverts,
especially
before winter or expected rainy seasons.
Debris should be
functioning,
removed from live drainages for a distance of 30 m upstream from the inlet,
cross
drains and dips are often damaged during high uae periods or sometimes even removed for
more efficient
traffic
flow; they should be replaced before rainy seasons or snowfall.

3)

Ditches should be cleared of debris and sediment accumulations
with care being t&en
Avoid undercutting
the rosdcut when
to avoid disturbing
stabilized
ditch bottoms.
removing slide debris.

4)

Grade the road surface as often as necessary to retain the original
surface drainage
Take care to avoid side-casting
graded material
over
(either
insloped or outsloped).
Carefully
monitor surface drainage during wet periods and close the
the fill
slope.
road if neoesaazy to avoid undue damage. Restore surfacing on the road tread and in
the road ditch if necessary following
damage caused by operat!.on in wet periods.

5)

Haul all excess material removed by maintenance operations
to safe disposal areaa.
Apply stabilization
memeB
on disposal sites if necessary to assure that erosion
and sedimentation
do not occur.

6)

Wing
large storms or excessive snowmelt it
that road drainage facilities
are functioning.

lie

ROADCLOSUHE

is beneficial

to patrol

roads to assure

Mmy roads, especially
work roads associated with timber harvesting,
are designed for
uae only for a short time.
These roads qhould be closed along with any other roads that
are needed only for intermittent
travel
to minimize maintenance expense and erosion hazards.
Two possible situations
exist:
(a) the road should be closed, but use is anticipated
in the
future;
and (b) permanent closure is desired.
71.1

Temporary closure
Steps recommended for temporary

road closure

are8

1)

Block the road to vehicles.

2)

Remove all

temporary

culverts

3)

Remove all

temporary

bridges.

41

Remove all

other

5)

Roept on lsrga fill
slopes, outslops the road surfaoe and remove all berms, taking
care not to epill
graded material
ovsr the fill
slope.
The best way to aooomplish
this is to grade material toward the out bank,
Outelope only enough to divert water
over the bar-k (approximately
2 to $, plus the slope gradient of the road in peroent).

culverts

including

end bridges

brush

that

and wood types.

csnnot be maintained.

When removing culverts
and bridges,
be sure all fill
material
ia removed from below the
All material that ie removed should be plaoed in a safe
high water line of the stream.
disposal area.
The remaining fill
material
should be left at a atable angle.
7)

Cross ditch the road tread in accordance with the cros8
and the cross-drain
apqcing guides in Table 4 aid Figure

8)

Revegetate the road surface and ereas disturbed
by road closure operations
along with
Use all reveetation
procedures necessary (including
any other areas of exposed soil.
mulching) to stabilize
the site.

ditch

deBign shown in Mgure

9.

11,
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11.2

Permanent closure

Similar procedures are used for permanent road closure except that g
bridges and
In addition,
it ia also desirable
to break up road surface
culverts
are moved.
Ripping with a
compaction to reduce runoff and provide a better site for revegetation.
Fill material
should be removed
hydraulic
ripper ie an effective
way to accomplish this.
from any area where masa failure
is possible in the future.
Place material
in a safe
disposal area and use erosion control methods at the disposal area.
12.
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xv.

WATERSHED
ORGANIZATIONSAND
SOCIO-ECONOMICFACTORS

I

Gurbachan Singh 1/
Punjab, India

1.

INTRODUCTION

It
Planning and implementation
of a waterehed management progratlime is complex.
requires
the collection
and enalysirr of a great deal of information
on the physical,
staff.
The
biological,
economic and social aapecte of a region aa well as a well-trained
soil and water to lend management are fairly
well understood in
relationships
of plants,
They are not so appreciated
in the developing countries,
where vast
the developed nationa.
areas of the world have been laid waste by overgrazing,
reckless felling
of forests and the
farming of sub-marginal
lands (Figure I), with an apparent unawareness of the economic
hazard8 which are created.

Figure

1.

Erosion in Asia is one of the principal
problems impeding the development
of agriculture
and causing flood and sedimentation
problem5 (FAO photo by
H. Null, Java, 1971).

l-/ Mr. Singh WBBuntil
recently Chief
266 Secton 9C, Chandigarh,
India.

Conservator

of Fore&s,

Punjab,

India,
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2.

SOCIO-ECONOMICFACTORS

Feople are the most important
factor in good watershed management. The root cause of
watershed degradation
in most of the developing nations is the ignorance and economic
backwardness of the people and their
outmoded social systems.
These lead to:
- Cultivation
basically

of poor land without adequate soil
unsuitable
for sustained agriculture.

and water

conservation

and of land

- Spread of shifting
cultivation,
involving
permanent forest land or reduction
with soil exhaustion
and a replacement of forests by
forest fallow periods,
grasslands.
- Deterioration

in forest

conservancy.

- Overgrazing
of forests and grasslands
screes and ravines are formed.

so that

- Road building

public

and other

of

land-changing

vegetation
works without

disappears

and stone

conservation.

As the rural population
increases,
shifting
cultivation
spreads further
into more
fragile
lands and even into permanent forest lands.
In many cases, the forest fallow
period is reduced which results
in exhaustion of soils and the replacement of forests by
inferior
scrub and grass species.
This process, combined with fires,
is responsible
for
vast destruction
of forests.
Laws and regulations
have failed
to stop shifting
cultivation
and its rapid growth.
It is a socio-economic
problem forced by increasing
population
pressure and the lack of alternative
means of livelihood.
The problem is further
aggravated
by political
situations
in some countries.
Similarly,
the destruction
of forests by fire
is also caused by ignorance,
deeprooted economic evils and the belief
of the forest dweller
that fire will produce a fresh flush of green grass, destroy insects and wild life harmful
to cattle,
drive game into traps or even propitiate
the rain gods in times of prolonged
drought.
Wars from times immemorial have been responsible
for destruction
of forest resources*
'Whenever a forest was suspected of harbouring
an enemy, it was deliberately
burnea to deny
a place of concealment.
The war refugees
are also responsible
for burning and clearing
the forests for a subsistence form of agriculture.
In the example in Indo-China,
prolonged
war aided by scientific
knowledge and modern technological
advances has been responsible
for an unprecedented
scale of forest destruction
and environmental
damage.
Even in comparatively
peaceful and developed regions,
failure
of the governments
to protect forest areas, combined with the generous granting
of grazing rights and other
The immediate
privileges,
has been responsible
for the serious retrogression
of forests.
demands of the population
frequently
are nursed by politicians,
who give little
attention
to safeguarding
the environment for the future.
Inadequate consideration
of the geophysical
conditions
of a region and the social requirements
of the population,
compounded by great
emphasis on the innnediate objectives
to increase economic development has often resulted
in wasted effort
and imbalances between man and his environment.
Tile concept of comprehensive watershed planning and conservation
of natural
resources
I-&asbeen generally
For example, road construction,
missing in the developing nations.
has often lacked the soil conservation
intended to develop economically
backward regions,
There are also serious
concept, resulting
in the widespread destruction
of hillsides.
organizational
limitations
and lack of technical
and managerial personnel to apply a
Furthermore,
there is a general absence of
multipurpose
approach for balanced development.
vocational
education in forestry,
agriculture,
animal husbandry, soil conservation
and
hater
mmagf3nent in the developin g countries
and little
research to deal with the problems
.71‘:' rc? irp water::net ponditionr.
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3.

NEED FOR WATEESm ORGARISATIONS

Laws, regulations
and controls
have generally
failed
to stop shifting
cultivation,
No pious hopes can force shifting
cultivators
to
subsistence agriculture
or overgrazing.
give up their destructive
practices
unless alternative
means of livelihood
are provided
In addition
to finding
technical
solutions
that ere also acceptable to the conzuunities.
of watershed problems, studies are also necessary on social systems, ethnic structures,
interest
in group formation,
land tenure systems,
political
and power structures,
attitudes
to modernisation,
motivation
for
attachments to land, rights and privileges,
Only an organized interdisciplinary
approach has
achievement and types of participation.
need is to develop a
promise of effectively
meeting this challenging
need. An essential
sound organisational
structure
capable of comprehensive planning and coordination
of
policies
and activities
necessary for the protection
of cat&me&s
and the integrated
development of natural
resources*

3.1

National

Watershed Commissions

The formation of a Watershed Commission or Authority
at the national
level has
helped governments to obtain an overall
view of a country's
needs and to voice these needs
and plans so as to
in an authoritative
manner. Such coznnissions can draw up policies
achieve an overall,
conservation-oriented
development of land and its related resources
in a balanced coordinated
manner. Such org%nizations
must be vested with powers and
responsibilities
for comprehensive planning and efficient
execution of works and must cut
There should be representation
of the various
across disciplinary
and agency boundaries.
interests
and disciplines
concerned, such as forestry,
agriculture,
soil conservation,
They should be headed by a person of high
hydrology,
economics and rural sociology.
calibre
with administrative
experience.
They should have a professional
staff of
engineers,
agronomists,
agrostologists,
hydrologists,
conservationists,
soil scientists,
foresters,
sociologists
and economists.
Since such trained
and experienced
staff is
generally
not available
in developing countries,
specialized
training
of personnel is a
vital
part of the creation
of this kind of authority.
The commission also must act as apex body in respect to various subordinate
authorities
and disciplines
connected with management of water and related land resources,
and provide
information,
advice and guidance
to the subordinate bodies.
Another responsibility
of
such organization
would be to assemble,analyse
and distribute
information.
A river system from source to sea is one organic whole and any intervention
in one
section of it will affect its entire regime;
therefore
a watershed or basin may be viewed
as a unit of organization
and planning.
Tributary
and sub-watersheds
(or sub-basins)
could form sub-units
for micro-planning
and control.
Thus, underthe national
commission
or authority
there may be subordinate
agencies, such as river basin boards or regional
watershed authorities
(%atchment boards").

3.2

River

Basin Boards

River basin boards or authorities
need to be established
for each major river system
rivers,
for parts of a river
system. These
or9 in the case of very large or international
boards wculd act as subordinate
agencies of the National
Organisation
and would be
responsible
for identification
of tne problems, surveys, coordinated
planning and execution
of works. Various disciplines,
social and political
groups and local authorities
would be
represented in them. They would be supported by professional
staff.
Such boards would
be responsible
for maintaining
coordination
between local administrations,
technical
staffs
and cooperating
agencies.
The boards would develop soil survey and soil erosion criteria
and make specifir
recommendations on alternatives
for land treatment within their watersheds.
Local or regional
watershed boards which are established
under higher authorities
could also
be useful in decentralizing
control
of large river basins.
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Figure

2.

Typical terracing
for conservation
on the steep slopes
Himalaya~@'AO photo by Id.
Simpson, India,
1962.)

in the foothills

on the

The boards might also have to organize demonstration
centres for local administrations
and the public where land-use adjustment,
improved woodland and grassland management, soil
conservation,
land grading, water control
structures,
water management, and better farming
techniques would be shown and taught.
The centres could serve as focal points for the
grow-t!1 of better practices
and could provide the results
of research under actual field
conditions,
Another of their function s would be the training
of large numbers of technical
personnel under field conditions
- which i:: to say the creation
of a cadre capable of
commanding the respect of land owners and land users.
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A Soil

3.3

Conservation

or Watershed Management Service

who are technically
qualified
to handle watershed
A dedicated service of individuals
and have the confidence of the public is essential
problems, backed by strong adminir;tration
Within the watershed area, the forest
to a country's
watershed management capability.
services should retain responsibility
for the conservation,
management and development
However, the planning
of all soil conservation
and
of forest reserves and national
forests.
farm
lands,
and
range
lands,
should
be
the
management activities
on other wild lands,
responsibility
of a special soil conservation
and watershed management service.
This new
organization
should have the professional
capability
for investigating,
planning and
executing all soil and water conservation
activities
according to the guidelines
and
technical
standards provided by the River Boardas
It is important that the Soil conservation
organization
cooperates with the forest
service and that it de-relops cooperative
programmes with private
and public agencies,
It should operate demonstration
projects
initiated
universities
and research laboratories.
by the River Doard authorities
and provide leadership
in integrated
watershed management.
A suggested organizational
framework is given in Table 1.
Table 1 - Possible

organization

for

a watershed

Bational/state
I
Soil Survey
Division

I
Planning
Division

management organization

conservationist
I

I
Watershed
Management
Division

Agronomy
Division

I
Forestry
Division

I
Pasture
Management
Division

Watershed/area
conservationist
(with area specialists)
Sub--waternhed/dfstrict
(*with supporting

conservationist
technical
staff)

I
Unit-level

3.4

Financial

and 'lhchnical

technicians

Assistance

The degree and degradation
of the world's river basins calls not only for wide
awareness, but also for a coordinated
application
of both technical
development and
resources.
It is to be recognized that investments
in soil and water conservation
or in
long term forest development projects
may not be able to compete with other claims on the
where every cent of investment is expected
financial
resources of a developing country,
When it is beyond the economic and technical
resources of the
to bring quick benefits.
then ungrudging aid from the developed countries
local communities of a developing country,
aid, guidance, planning,
and the international
community is called for in terms of financial
equipment, training
and demonstration
so as to develop watershed management capabilities
which will cope with the problems of that country.
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4.

PUBLIC COOPERATiONAND PARTICIPATION

The success of any watershed management programme does not rest solely on scientific,
technical
or economic considerations.
It also involves
social and political
factors.
and attitudes
of the people and win
It is necessary to understand the social traditions
Human motivation
and public cooperation
are essential
tools
their hearts and confidence.
to achieve success in proper land use management.
Since land use adjustment is the key phase of the overall
watershed progranvze, really
effective
management can be achieved cnly when land owners themselves take active part
should aim at developing local capabilities
in the wax% Watershed management organizations
for the formulation
and execution
of their programmes by organizing
provincial,
district
and
local organizations
of soil and water conservation
with local leadership.

15gure 3,

Local cfforto.
A new IO-metre open percolation
well under construction
in India
built through 'WFP/PA0 labour-intensive,
local err'orts (World Food Programme/FAO
photo by Peyton Johnson, India,
1970).
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5.

IBFORMATIONAND EDUCATION

fiery citizen
should have the opportunity
to develop an awareness and appreciation
of
He should know. how they affect his life,
how to use and
his country's
natural
resources.
how to safeguard these,resources
for economic and political
organizations.
Natural resource
Textbooks and education
conservation
should form an essential
part of school curricula.
in simple language the principles
and benefits
of
courses should be developed, explaining
in forestry
skills.
Farmers'
integrated
resource management. Hill people may be trained
information
and training
camps and tours can provide simple instructions
in soil and water
films, teletision,
bulletins,
conservation
and proper land use. The press, radio,
Seminars on soil and water
should be used for this purpose.
exhibitions
and demonstrations
conservation
can be useful.
6.

11KXNT1vEs

Sometimes financial
and social incentives
are necessary to develop human motivation.
For example, the inhabitants
of watershed areas can create and plant forest plantations
and
One way to achieve this is to give them a share in the proceeds
help protect the forests.
Granting permanent rights to land users when they adopt
from the sales of forest products.
Creation of forest-based,
can be an effective
incentive.
soil conservation
practices
of the local population,
with local leadership,
can provide
industrial
cooperatives
motivation
and develop a desire for active participation
in the development of forests.
Young men from tribal
groups and forest dwellings,
for example, may be educated and trained
and given employment in forest and soil conservation
organizations
and extensicn work.
7.

S'UMNARYRSMARK

What is particularly
important
in putting
any of these ideas and reforms into effect
is the consciousnes<; that new ideas are more acceptable to people when they come not from
outsiders but from their own kind of people and especially
those with whom they grow up and
People are the most important
factor in good watershed
management and resource
trust.
development.

Figure

4, Coneervation

measures pften may rely on local materials
ana nand labour,
for example, in gully correction
work with small logs and rocks
(Photo courtesy of U.S. Forest Service).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Magnitude

of Landslide

TO MINIMIZE LANDGLIDE RISK

bY
Raymond M. Rice Al
Southweet Forest and Range
Experiment Station

Erosion

ca%zhments.
Msss wasting is the dominsnt erosional
process in most steepsloped
And the major mechanism in thie process is the landslide
(2, 6, 8, 19, 24, 25, 29).
In
this paper, unless explicitly
stated to the contrary,
the texm "landslide"
will be used in
reference to debris avalanches and other forms of shallow failures.
One of the consequences of landslides
is the increase in sedimentation
estimated as
accounting for 25 percent of sediment load of the Eel end Mad River Basins (26), but mey
The principal
obstacle to the study of
be as high as 50 percent.
Why the uncertainty?
landslides
ie that, althougfi the amount of material
eroded may be large, storms that produce
A
landslides
occur only infrequen+ly
- in the order of only once every 6 or more years.
is unlikely
to measure landslide
erosion together with
short-term
experiment,
therefore,
a landslide-producing
storm imposes itself
upon another
other typee of erosion.
Typically,
experiment.
And the investigator
measures its effect in this experiment.
The data from
After
such studies demonstrate that landslides
can produce subetsntial
amounts of erosio.?.
per be2 in a 61 km2 drainage i.1
a large storm, Dyrnese (6) found about 0.75 landslides
erosion rate of about 1 000 metric tons per km2. As high as that
Oregon. That represented
in a 101-ha experimental
basin within
rate may have been, the rate was five times greater
the drainage, which had 24.7 ha of recent small clearcuts
and 6.3 ha of roads (7).
1.2

Types of Landslides

Each of the various types of landslides
is influenced
to some degree by vegetation
manipulation
(27).
Shallow slides,
such as debris avalanches, however, are the ones most
likely
to be triggered
by logging or destruction
of the forest cover.
They are the ones
Less eubject to control are
over which the forest manager can exert the most control
(29).
deepseated
failures.
Roads or tractor
trails
built
for timber harvesting
can trigger
such
failures
when improperly
placed on unstabie terrain.

1/
i

Author is Principal
Experiment Station

Research kydrologist
(U.S. Forest Service,

at -the Pacific
Southwest Forest and Range
U.S.D.A.),
Arcata, California,
U.S.A.

-
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Stability
of a slope is determined by slope angle, geology and moisture
The slope angle (S) determines the partitioning
of the
conditions.
force of gravity
(C) into a downslope component (E) that promotes failure
,and a component (F) that promotes stability

1.

‘

l,~:;;~i::licie:. c,:.t.r!l :"'I'i;r 2' thr head of drainageways.
a Plenrcut bio, i 1:. :!it' I:i,~math Idountnins,
California.

'These took place

on
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1.3

Factors

Related

to Occurrence

of Landslides

The factors that affect soil holding a single tree on a steep slope are many (Fig. 1).
The slope angle S determines the partitioning
of the force of gravity
G into a downslope
component E that promotes failure
end a normal component F %hat promotes stability
(through
its effect on the frictional
resistance
to sliding
along CD). The resistance
to sliding
at
CD is governed by the soil,
geology, and moisture conditions
at that surface.
If the
potential
failure
is at the interface
between the soil and parent material,
the gross
roughness due to stratigraphy
or jointingofthe
parent mate.-ial surface will also affect
frictional
resistance.
Cohesion of the soil tends to prevent movement. Generally,
cohesion increases as
the soils become more finely textured.
Counteracting
this -tendency the cohesion of fine
textured
soils is greatly reduced as the soil moisture increases.
Soil saturation
will
also, by creation of high pore water pressures,
"float"
the potential
failure
block (ABCD)
on the surface (CD). If this zone of saturation
is confined below an impermeable stratum,
such as a B horizon,
very high pore water pressure can result.
The tree growing on ABCD
promotes stability
in two ways. It decreases soil water by transpiration,
end its roots
mechanically
tie the potential
failure
block ABCD to stable portions of the slope.
The
lateral
anchoring to the sides and upslope ABCD probably adds more to stability
than roots
tying it to the parent material beneath.
It is principally
this connection between slope
stability
and tree roote that associates
landslide
occurrence to root decay following
logging.
Slope is probably the key factor related to the occurrence of landslides.
Slides
only occur when slopes are steep enough for some other factors to combine end produce a
stress that exceeds the resistance
of the soil or rock material making up the slope.

can

Other factors related to the occurrence of landslides
are physiography,
soil and
Since some disturbance
is an inevitable
geology, climate,
vegetation,
and disturbances.
part of foreet management activities,
it is usually safe to assume that they will increase
landslide
risk.
2.

APPRAISAL OF LANISLIDE RISi5

2.1

Phys iography

2.1.1

Slope

Analyses on granitic
terranehave
shown that slope V*explainedl' from 44 to 77 percent
Mudflows have been repor$ed
of the influence
of side on the occurrence of lsrdslides
(21).
on slopes as flat as 3 i4) and $ebris avalanches have occurred on slopes as steep as 60
(25).
Slopes between 30 and 40 seem to be the most frequent sites for landslides.
occur
Neglecting
the effect of stratigraphy,
for the moment, the slope st whioh landslides
increases as soil texture becomes coarser.
the critical
slope (the elope above
Therefore,
which nearly all landsiides
occur) is much steeper on granitic
terrans which typically
has
a coarse textured
soil then where the parent material
is bsealt,
which typically
developes
a finely
textured
soil.
2.1.2

Position

in relation

to drainages

Sinoe exoess moisture ie almost always associated
with landslides,
most failures
occur
A variable
indicating
whether the contours
drainsgee or adjacent to stream channels.
were aonvex or conaave (in plan view) accounted for about 20 percent of the variability
of
In profile,
the most frequent site for landslides
seems to
oocurrenae of landslides
(21).
be just below a convex break in elope at the head of a small drainage (Fig. 2). This
coinoidence
of landslides
end drainage pattern indicates
that the subsurface drainage is
but there is evidence to suggest that this is not
generally
parallel
to surface drainage,

in

-

necessarily
the case. In site
it is expected that subsurface
contours.

appraisal,
water will
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consideration
concentrate

should be given to the areas where
rather than relying
solely on surface

Landslides
frequently
ocour adjacent to flowing streams, where - besides excess
subsurface canyon bottom water - slopes may be undercut by stream action.
Undercutting
removes the mechanical support for the slope much in the same way that a road cut might
Usually,
failures
of this type will be found on the outside of bends
trigger
a landslide.
in the stream (Fig. 3).
2.1.3

Unstable

areas

An area with a history
of landslides
is likely
to have recurrences
of these phenomena.
In southern California,
81 percent of the area of debris slides
occurred in locations
with
previous slide history
(14).
Such landslide-prone
areas can be detected on the ground or on
aerial photos by the presence of uneroded landslide
scars, longitudinal
flow ridges,
landslide
deposits,
landslide
toes intruding
on to stream channels, or bowl-shaped depressions.
2.2

Soil

and _&olo@y

2.2.1

Rock type

Rock type affects the rate of weathering and the type of soil that develops.
In the
Cascade Mountains of central Oregon, for example, landslides
associated with roads occurred
27 times
more often on green tuffs and breccias than they did on other geologic parent
Since geology and soil interact
with climate and vegetation,
it is difficult
materials
(6).
to accurately
judge the effect of rock type on landslides
apart from the other factors.
A
rough approximation
can be obtained by combining results
of different
studies (Table 1).
These data, while incomplete,
illustrate
the interaction
between geology, topography,
and
roads.
Presumably, a similar
relationship
exists with respect to timber harvest.
As
expected, the largest sediment production
was related to roads constructed
on the steepest
slopes and on a grsnitic
parent material.
At the other extreme, no measurable increase in
road erosion was found on glaciated
metamorphics and bssalts of gentle slope.
Roads on
granite of moderate slope produced little
sediment, but they produced substsntial
amounts
on sandstone, which was also a substantial
sediment producer in sn undisturbed
state.
2.2.2

Weathering

Most parent materials
are not susceptible
to landslides
in en unweathered condition.
As weathering increases,
landslide
susceptibility
incresses,
with thickening
of the soil!
mantle and fracturing
of the parent material.
Intermediate
in the weathering process,
maximum vulnerability
is achieved when the mantle
is fairly
deep and the soil is still
not
cohesive.
As weathering procee&T?he
formation of clay and soil aggregation
leads to a
decline in susceptibility
to landslides.
On steep slopes, the process is often arrested at
early weathering stages owing to continual
surface erosion and landsliding.

2.2.3

Stratigraphy

end structure

Slopes that are nearly parallel
to bedding planes of sedimentary parent materials,
or to the direction
of jointing
and fracturing
of any parent material,
are more susceptible
to landslides
than those which are not.
The reason for this difference
is most easily
illustrated
in a sedimentary parent material.
In the parallel
situation,
stratigraphy
promotes landslides
in two ways. First,
the
surface of the parent material
and interfaces
between strata in the parent material
provide
zones of weakness and ready-made failure
s!rfaces
(Fig. 4). Second, the beds will tend to
concentrate
and r&urn percolating
subsurface water to the surface.
Abundant water there
may produce high pore-water pressures and increase susceptibility
to landslides.
In the
opposite sitnation
, the geologic strata are more or less normal to the surface slope (Fig. 5).

Fig.

3.

,-+ , lq
””

Landslides often take place next to
flowing streams.
This landslide
was
started by undercutting
of banks of
the Mad River, in northern California.

---

.

.-----.A

k'icg. 4.

Subsurface rainwater flows in the
direction
of the slope when geologic
strata dip tohard slope.

Y1g. 5;.

'rlhen geologic strata dip away f'rom
the slope, subsurface rainwater t‘lows
in that dlrectlon.

Table 1.

Location

Soil
parent
material

Erosion and Sedimentation
from Logging Roads in the Western
United States, by Location,
Soil, Slope, Vegetation Type

Type of
Slope

vegetation

Sedimentation
on
Deposition

Years
Sampled

Pet.
Idaho

7”

Granite

kegon

Average amount of material
removed for the period
Undisturbed
Disturbed
Metric

Pinllr:
ponderosa

Deposition
in
dams in small
ephemeral
drainages

6

8.8

20-50

Psuedotsuga
menziesii

Suspended sediment from
watersheds

1

Approx.

Cjiorado

Glaciated
Metamorphics

30-40

Pinus
contorta
Abie lasiocarpa

Deposition
in
dams in perennial
drainages

10-14

Idaho

Granite

35-55

Pinus
ponderosa

Deposition
in
sediment dams in
ephemeral and
perennial
stream

4-5

Oregon

Glaciated
basalts

20-?O

Psuedotsuga
menziesii

Suspended sediment at gaging
station

4

Average
<Xl ppm

Oregon

'I'uffs and
brecoias

55

Psuedotsuga
menziesii

Suspended sediment and bedloads
from watersheds

2

25.6

Source:
(22)
l/Assumed sediment
T/Slight
increases
y/No change except
z/Unpublished
data
-

volume weight of 70 pounds per cubic foot
traced to roads but not significant
slight
increase during road construction
on file at Pacific
Northwest Forest and Range Experiment

tons/sq.

42

2.2

396

45.2

16)

94

2.2

( 5)

0.0

(15)

--

(10)

--

&4

2.2

7)

Q/l

1.2

Q/l

56

Corvallis,

Reference

km./yr.

0.0

Station,

Ratio
Disturbed/
Undisturbed

Oregon.

'
r:m
I
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Because weaknesses in the bedding plane8 of the geologic formation are normal to the
direction
of failure,
they contribute
little
to failures.
Such elopes are alao more etable
because the strata tend to direct water auey from the surface rather t&n concentratting
it
there.
2.3

Climate

Climate determines the type of etorm that will be required to trigger
a landslide.
the soil mantle may be in a barely stable condition
throuaout
muoh of
In humid climates,
only a relatively
short period of above-normal rainfall
is
In such situations,
the year.
For example, diurnal
rainfall
of 50 mm was euffioient
to
necessary to trigger
failures.
release earthelides
in the Torentrask-Narvik
area of northern Norway and Sweden (19).
At
Bailey (1) places a rainfall
threshold
at about
the other extreme, in southern California,
460 mm in 12 days on coarse-textured
soils that were rarely above field
capacity.
The etoxm
once every 8 yeare.
in Norway would occur about once every 6 years; the storms in California,
Juet what is the critical
climatic
event will depend on two factors:
the rainfall
moisture
can drain
The more elowly
regime, end how rapidly
moisture oan drain from -the soil.
from the soil,
the more susceptibl c alopee will be because they will carry over from storm
Rcept for permafrost environment the temperature regime has littie
to do with
to etorm.
the relative
importance of landslidee
aa an erosional
proceee.
Landalidee ten be aa
important
an erosional
process in a sub-arctic
environment (19) aa in tropical
arsae (24).
2.4

Vegetation

Although vegetation
may increase
susceptibility
to landalidee
(25), most evidence
suggeste that the more vegetation
on a eite the lower ia ite susceptibility
to landslidea.
although not in a foreet type, shone lendelide
occurrence
An example of thie condition,
inversely
correlated
with eizs and density of vegetation
(Table 2) (3).
The only deviation
the disturbing
from that trend we@ in the riparian
zone; where, in spite of heavy vegetation,
influence
of the stream caused more landelidee
than in other lese denae parts of the
Another exception to this inverse correlation
between landelidta
and vegetation
chaparral.
waa found in a freshly
burned area (Table 3), tiich
had only 62 percent of the landslid'e
erosion meaeured in the area that had not burned for 49 yeaxa.
Apparently,
a freshly
burned area ie spared oome landslide
troeion btcauat low infiltration
rates prevent aufficisnt
soil
in euch an area
At the tamt time,
water from entering the soil to trigger
landslides.
is fully
eupp-orted by the roots of the former vegetation.
Table

2:

Peroent of Area of Vegetation Type6 that Slipped on the
,"::;,",~;II~&I;",";;;~
Stgn Dimaa Rperimontal
For-t,
Vemt ation

Sage and barren
Perennial

Area in Slipe

Type
'

graae

23.9
11.9

Annual graae

6.5

Riparian'woodland
Chemise chaparral
Oak chaparral

593
3.3
2.6

Broadleaf

1.2

chaparral

Source:
If

(31
Average elope of etudy

areas ranged from 55 to 59 percent
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Table 3:

Effect

during
of Fire and Type Conversion on Landslides
L/
San Gabriel Mountains, California

1969 Storms,

Y_esr Burned

Landslides
m3/ha

Grass 2/j

lV&

844

Chaparral
Chaparral

1960

298

1919

16

Chaparral

1968

10

Vegetative

Source:

Cover

Ga

g Average slope of study
2f Converted after fire

areas ranged from 55 to 59 percent

species msy be an indicator
of the likelihood
of
Within a given size of plants,
iandsliding.
Bailey (2) has found that Populus tremuloidies
was an indicator
of instability.
?hls species favoured wet sites and could propagate itself
by layering
if its roots were
lorn by movement. These two characteristics
gave it a competitive
advantage over other
'Jpecles and caused it to dominate areas which were creeping or susceptible
to landslides.
Pioneer species of all types may indicate
lsndsiides
since they would be the firet
to invade landslide
scsra or deposits.
Creep often precedes landslide
failures,
therefore,
if the tilts
are in differing
?,lted trees may indicate
prior movement - especially
c!&rect ions .
value - is curved tree trunks.
In
One common landslide
indicator
- but of doubtful
ttle dec-lduous forests of the eastern United States, no evidence has yet been found to
nubster!Llate
the contention
that curved tree trunks indicates
soii creep (18).
A curved
tree trunk could indicate soil creep, a landslide,
or the potentral
for a landslide,
but
on steep slopes most of the forces against the trunk are downslope.
,*

EFFECT OF CUTTING TREES

-, . 1

Changes m Evapotrsnspiratlon

A mature forest depletes sol1 moisture at a near maximum rate.
After a timber
altered.
During most of the
S:flvest, therefore,
the soil moisture regime will be greatly
;:ear ( so11 on cutover lands will have hrgher moisture content than that on forested lands
(Fig. 6). Generally,
the drier the climate,
the more important will be the role played by
~!ifferenceu In soil moisture depletion
between forested and cutover lands.
If both a
t'orested and a clearcut
area are near field capacity during most of the year, the effect
r)f the timber harvest may be negligible.
Ae far as landslides
are concerned, It is the amount and duration
of the deficit
&ich are important.
If the period of dei'iclt
does not extend into the portion of the
-rainy Beason when landslide
producing stor,>s are most likely
to occur (Fig. 7), then
lifferences
in soil moisture may be of little
Pr;;iical
consequence.
If deficit
period
coincides with the period of maximum landslide
stress (Fig. 8), then the soil moisture
depletion
effect of the timber harvest may oe crucial
end lead to substantially
more
landslides
rn a clesrcut
area.
As regrowth occura, the soil moisture depletion
effect
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Its duration will
diminishes.
follows the timber harvest.
3.2

250 -

depend upon the vigcur

and density

of the vegetation

that

Root Decay

most of the increase in landslides
Under most circumstances,
csn be attributed
to decrease in the strength of the slope resulting
of tree roots
Kitsmura snd Nsmba (12, 13) indexed the contribution
the force required to uproot stumps and trees.
The force required
declined rapidly
after harvest,
but there were species differences
decay resistance
of the roots (Fig. 9). Cryptomeria
japonica was
prevention
of landslides;
Larix leptolepsis
was intermediate,
and
least effective
species.
3.3

Regrowth of Vegetation

3.3.1

Seedlings

after timber harvest
from root decay.
to slope strength by
to uproot a stump
- presumably related to
the best for the
Pinus thunbergii
was the

The uprooting
resistance
of seedlings and young trees that develop after a timber
harvest vary only slightly
among species - especially
in the early years (Fig. 9) (12, 13).
This finding seems reasonable since the mechanical differences
between species would not
were nearly completely developed and substantial
amounts
become apparent until
root systems
of heartwood had been created.
3.3.2

Sprouts

In a sprouting
species, it seems likely
that the pattern Just described would be
altered.
In addition
to a decline in strength from the stumps which die after harvest
and sn increase in strength from seedling reproduction,
there would be added a strength
regime of stumps which coppiced.
These stumps presumably would enter into a brief period
of decline while the root systems
atrophied in response to the cutting.
A period of rapid
recovery of strength would follow as sprouts develop.
just how much effect sprouting mi&t
have on total slope strength would depend on the proportion
of stumpa which sprouted.
3.4

Net Slope Strength

Uprooting resistance
does not necessarily
equal the contribution
of roots to slope
strength,
but presumably the two sre closely correlated.
To estimate the net trend of slope
strength by adding resistance
curves from both stumps and reproduction
would probably be
sn oversimplification.
it would be instructive
to do so because it highlights
Nonethelesa,
even more markedly the differences
in slope strength
due to differing
species and cutting
systems (Fig. 10).
Whether the greater vulnerability
of one species over another is of practical
importance depends upon where a critical
resistance
threshold
appears on the ordinate.
If
landslides
sre very unlikely
unless the net uprooting
resistance
drops below two, then the
difference
between species would be of little
importance.
If, on the other hand, the
critical
value were four we would find for example, that P. thunbergii
was vulnerable
to
landsliding
after harvest but 7. japonica was not (Fig. lg.
If the threshold
were at six,
both species would have a period of vulnerability
but that of C. japonioa would be shorter.
Storms that can produce stresses equal to the lower resistance--values
are more frequent
then those that osn overcome the hi&er
resistance
values.
This phenomenon tends to
accentuate the importsnce of differencee
among tree species (Fig. 10).

,
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4.

JZFF'ECTOF SILVICULTURE SETPI

4.1

Clearcutting

As far 8s landslides
are concerned, clearcutting
is the least desirable
ailvicultural
system because atrength is reduced simultaneously
over the whole harvest area. In en
extensive inventory
covering over 12 000 km2 in Japan, more than 10 000 individual
The volume of soil moved was nearly 2.5 times greater on the
landslides
were tallied.
areas supporting
even-aged plantations
than it uas on areas supporting
natural forests or
These findings
support the admonition that even-aged, single-specie0
mixed forests (17).
management should be avoided on potentially
unstable slopes.
Another reason for avciding clearcutting
where landslide
risk exists is the effect
on slope strength of sny delsy in achieving prompt regeneration.
A 5-year deley in
securing regenera-.ion cr thunbergii
illustrates
this Fint
(Fig. 11). Not only is the
period of vulnerability
extended but also the minimum strength is reduced.
4.2

Shelterwood

System

LaIdslide
risks resulting
from even-aged management can be reduced by turning
from
a clearcutting
system to a shelterwood system.
Hypothetical
curves show net slope strength
when the first
harvest of a non-sprouting
species removes a volume equivalent
to half of
the forest's
contribution
to slope strength end second cutting,
lo-years
later, removes
the remaining volume (Fig. 12). This cutting system achieves two desirable
objeotives:
(a) insreasing
the minimum strength,
and (b) reducing the duration of vulnerability
for
any resistance
threshold.
4.3

Selection

System

If we 8ssume five evenly spaced cuts over the rotation
age of the forest,
we find
that a selection
system will weaken in slope strength
only slightly
(Fig. 12). Clearly it
is the best system for potentially
unstable areas if there are no other adverse considerat ions.
If a selection
system required the use of tractors
for yarding,
it could have
greater adverse effect on slope stability
then could even-aged management with yarding
accomplished by cable systems.
4.4

Coppice Management

With any silvicultural
system,
a species which will
sprout ten probably maintain
slope strength at a high enough level 80 that the removal of trees during the harvest will
cause only a trivial
increase in landslide
risk.
This would be true only if management of
the stand is prudent and maintains high levels of growing stock.
In the inventory
study
were found in the
the most landslides
in Japan (17), among the various forest conditions,
**poor coppice forest."
5.

EFFECTOF(3THER FORESTWANAGEXEXT
ACTIVITIES

5*1

Roads

In most circumstances,
reeds more frequently
cause landslides
than do timber harvests.
Roads gouge deeply into subsoil and parent material;
logging distuxbance
is generally
restricted
to the eoil surface.
Road cute can remove downslope support that wss buttressing
potentially
unstable areas.
Roadfill
material may be deposited on slopes barely strong
enou& to support the weigttt of the existing
mantle.
Roadcuts intercept
subsurface water
and may channel it to areas which are unable to cope with the additional
flow.
For these
reasons we find frequent references to the importance of roads.

During the 1964-65 floods,
72 percent of the landslides
on an experimental
forest
*n Oregon were asociated
with roads (6) - although roads occupied only 1.8 percent of the
This intensity
of landsliding
was 315 times greater than that found in undisturbed
area.
portions
of the experimental
forest.
Landsliding
in the logged portion was only 10 times
greater than undisturbed
conditions.
Similar results
have been reported for forests elsewhere.
Roads were involved in
percent of the damage to National
Forests of Washington and Oregon after the 1964-1965
In southern Idaho, 90 percent of the failures
studied were associated with
floods (23).
roads (11).
In Oregon, a single road failure
produced 40 percent of the total sediment
yield for the year from a 303-ha drainage containing
4 km of roads constructed
to permit
In all these cases roads had
clearcut
logging of about 25 percent of the watershed (5).
been constructed
on steep slopes.
60

One of the most important ways that forest management can minimize landslide
risk
is to minimize road mileage and to the fullest
extent possible,
locate necessary roads on
the more stable portions
of the landscape.
5.2

Fire

The likely
immediate effect of a fire is to reduce landslide
risk (Table 3).
As
restores
time passes, however, the roots of the former vegetation
decay, and new vegetation
infiltration.
A burned 'LTea then becomes much more vulnerable
to lsndsliding
(Table 3).
I.1 total,
the effect of a fire on landslide
occurrence is quite like that of a clesrcut
timber harvest.
5.3

Conversion

The conversion of an area from woody vegetation
to gravs is the most hazardous
If the terrain
has sn appreciable
vegetative
manipulation
that managers can undertake.
slope, it is safe to assume that some portion of its stability
V~EJdue to the stabilizing
rncresaed erosion and increased
effect of the roots of the woody vegetation,
Consequently,
Conversions are especially
landsliding
are often associated with conversion (9, 21, 28).
hazardous because the herbaceous vegetation
promotes rapid infiltration
without lending
appreciable
mechanical support to the slope that was formerly dependent upon it.
A
conversion is like a clesrcut
with no regeneration
(Fig. 9).
6.

PREPARINGMANACMEZJTPRESCRIPTIONS

6.1

Critical

Slopes

In analysing
landslide
problems associated with a timber harvest,
first
prepare
Next, determine what is the lowest slope upon which
a slope map of the harvest srsa.
Group all slopes flatter
than its lowest one into 8
landslides
have occurred In the past.
In actuality,
some
single slope class that presumably presents no lendslide
risk.
Because smoothing necessarily
accompanies the mapping
landslides
will occur in this area.
process, small steep facets will be incorporated
in areas that have much flatter
slope on
2 percent of the landslides
occurred in areas mapped as b8Vine
maps. In a 1969 stlfdy (?I),
slopes less tha? 28 - even though all slides measured were on slopes Steeper than 31 .
If there are sufficient
data about slopes on which landslides
have been OCCUrring,
This class would include all are&8 steeper than
another slope olass could be created.
such areas will be found to be rock outcrop
those which experienced
Iandslides.
Normally,
If adequate data are not
or to contain a different,
more stable geologic formation.
available
to define this slope, however, it is better to assume that landslide
risk
increases with slope.
Finally,
subdivide
the elopes considered susceptible
to landsliding
into two or more slope clssees.
The number of classes will depend upon how much of the
harvest area is susceptible
to lshdslides
and variation
In susceptibility.
These critical
;lttetitlorl
111attempts to minimize lmdslide
slope cl:m0err w1 II thcrl Ilr t.ttP fociIs of further
lORt+-B.
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6.2

Soil

and Stratigraphic

Considerations

In areas where soil aurveye or intensive
geologic mapping has been done, the data
compiled oan be used to supplement slope information
in appraising
relative
landslide
areas should be inspected on the
But before final plane are made, all susceptible
hazard.
ground.
circumetancee will ariee that will make it necessary to cross steep
Undoubtedly,
If thie c5n be done on soils which are
elopee with new roads used for the harvest.
characteristically
stable or on areas where the bedding planes are nearly normal to the
Even within a geologic formation,
there
may be reduced.
surf ace, losses from landslides
To the extent that dietrubance
csn be
may be eubunits exceedi?g average stability.
of the harvest oan
concentrated
on those units and reduced on others, the adverse effects
be minimized.
6.3

Expected Stress

If data on the types of storms that have led to landsliding
5.re available,
they
should be used to estimate the recurrence
interval
of those etorms.
This information
oould
he useful in predicting
the likelihood
of a storm during the vulnerable
period after a
timber harveet.
If suoh information
is lacking,
a return period between 5 and 10 years
should be assumed, using lower values for humid climates and higher ones for more arid
climates.

6.4

Potential

Losses

6.4.1

Los5 of productivity

For each landslide-producing
event,
likely
be bared by landalidee
(6, 7, 21).
for
that from 10 to 15 years were required
He found that north and east facing slopes
and west slopes.

between 2 and 6 percent of a harvest area will
From data on tree rings,
F'ujiwara (8) estimated
vegetation
to cover landslide
ecars in Japan.
recovered almost twice ss rapidly
as dry south

To appraise the total lose in productivity,
the manager should base hie estimate on
the product of the expected number of landslide-producing
storms, the damage expected from
each storm, and the 1055 of growth from the landslide
area until
they revegetate.
In most
cases, landslide
scara, even after revegetating,
will not be as productive
a5 undisturbed
soil.
6.4.2

Damm to other

values

Related amenities are often a~ important as the timber resourcee.
Questions to be
idered are: Will accelerated
landslides
from the timber harvest block transportation
routes or increase their maintenance coete ? Willeediment
entering streams damage a valuable
fisheries
reeource? Will wildlife
values be dsrnage$'..$ Will the appearance of the area be so
degraded as to create political
preeeuree which will inhibit
the effective
operation of the
managing agency?
con5

6.5

Herjources Gains from Manwment

Normally,
an area would not be considered for harvest unless it contained valuable
wood products.
These are usually
the moat important benefits
derived from forest harveating
operations.
Other benefits might be the financing
of a transportation
eyatem needed for
other management purpoBe5, the enhancement of wildlife
values by creating more open and
diverse cover, or increases in etreamflow.
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6.6

Balsncing

Caine and Losses

Attempts to appraise the danger of landslides
in an area are fraught with uncertainty
This would be true even if the forest manager knew
because of the random nature of storms.
with a hi& degree of certainty
the several parameters that affect landslide
risks.
His
In so doing, he gains a number
role is to balance potential
loseee against potential
gains.
One is a form of self-discipline
that helps insure that the desirability
of a
of benefits.
In such an examination,
the ratio of benefits
to
timber harvest ia examined objectively.
costs must be coneidered.
Another benefit
is that a forest mranager who has a firm technological
base is in a better position
to withetand political
preseures that are often brought
And he is better equipped to arrive at sound decisions
to bear on management decisione.
about what can or should be done to minimize landslide
risks.
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XVII.
WATTLING AND STAKING

T.C. Sheng
Watershed Management Officer,
El Salvador

1.

FAO 1!

INTRODUCTION

is a watershed treatment chiefly
for
Wattling and staking (or "contour wattlingI')
stabilizing
road fill
banks and similar
areas of bare slopes.
It is a combination of
mechanical stabilization
and re-vegetation
which has proved very practical
and successful
in many parts of the world.
The method described here was originally
devised in the U.S.
of the same general approach are in use in
Forest Service in the 1930~3, although variations
other countries,
especially
in the Alpine region,
where a woven twig style of wattling
is
well knOwn('~clayonnage~~).
&cause it is labour intensive,
it is suited to developing
countries
where new roads are built
in hilly
or mountainous regions.
in this paper
The reader should recognize,
of course, that the examples and details
are based on experiences
in Jamaica.
As with any watershed treatment,
the methodology would
need adaptation before use in other areas and there are areas where the technique would not
be applicable.
2.

THESITE

The wattling
and staking treatment is primarily
for controlling
The method is not ideal for application
certain
types of fill
slopes.
on areas of mass movement. Even along road fill
banks, the following
or should be improved before wattling
and s&akin@
a)

u

thus creating
cut banks which slide continuously,
material will cover the s,taked area below;

surface erosion on
on hard cut banks or
sites are not suitable

danger that

the sliding

Paper developed within the FAO field
programme, based largely on the author's
"Forestry
development and watershed
experience on the FAO project in Jamaica:
management in the upland region".
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Figure

1.

Steps In contour wattling
and planting:
Procedures of 'riattling
and Staking.
A. Stakes set In contour rows, showing approximate angle of the stake
which bisects the "plumb bob" line and a line at right angle to the slope.
B. Trench cut just above the stakes.
C. Brush wattles packed into trench
resting against stakes.
D. Lower contour completed, with brush wattling
partly buried by soil from next trench above.
E. Sowing and planting;
cereal grains are sown at g (and at g' in extremely loose soil or where
native seeds or plants are
wattles are 4 feet (1.25 m) or farther
apart):
set at s-p.
(From U.S. Forest Service Handbook)

b)

areas of poor road drainage,

C> a site

with

no sol1 left

d) a site where natural

e> a low
(Repeat;
technique.)
3.

bank which will
these

are

which may threaten

or with

vegetation
stabilize

rock

cover;

already
itself

the areas not generally

the staked area;

exists;
naturally

in time.

appropriate

for application

of the

THE I'Wl'HOD
A brief

description

of the method,

step by step,

is as follows:

stakes

The best time to apply this treatment
is in the winter
before the rainy
season.
are dormant , and a little

3.1

Land Preparation

or early

spring,

Small rills
or gullies
Shape the fill
slept. from the top to the bottom.
filled
in and rocks or tree branches removed or placed at the toe of the slope.
ditches may be needed for longer slopes.
3.2

when the

should be
Diversion

Staking

Staking should be started
Guided contour lines should be laid out on the slopes.
from the bottom of the slope upward with intervals
of 1.2 m (or 4 feet) between rows and
0.5 m (or 1.6 feet)
within each row. A hectare requires
about 17 000 stakes (or an acre
Tine length of the stakes depends on the overcasting
material
on the
about 7 000 stakes).
The stake diameter should be 5 cm
1 m or 1.2 m (3 or 4 feet)
length is desirable.
slope:
All stakes are sharpened at the bottom ends.
to 6.5 cm (2 to 2.5 inches).
The correct angle for driving
the stakes through the fill
is approximately
the
bisection
of the angle between the "plumb bob" line to the earth surface and a perpendicular
To avoid splitting,
a piece of strong wood
to the inclined
slope (see Figure 1 example).
Driving
it in should be
should be placed on top of the stake when it ie being driven in.
The stake should be driven through the fill
and into the
done gradually
and cautiously.
A maximum of 15 cm or 6 inches is allowed to stick out of the ground.
Any
original
ground.
One third or one fourth of the stakes should be of those
split
ends should be sawn off.
are some species which have been
species which will easily
sprout and ~TOW~ The following
used successfully
for this purpose but, of course, the possible species vary from one region
to another.
subcostata
Lagerstroemia
Glyricidia
sepium
$illotus
japcnicus
Cassia
--

sismea

Salix spp.
Ecambusaspp.

It would be ideal if every fourth stake to be driven in a contour
made of those species which can sprout and grow in the future.

row is a live

stake
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Figure

Flgure

2.

3.

Wattling and staking done under the special bployment
Programme
along a forest road, Mt. Jsmes Forest District,
Jamaica, 1975
(Photograph made by the author shortly after work completed)

style of
For comparison sake, an example of the somewhat different
wattllng
and st~lnE~'clayonnsgett)
more commonly known in the Europeal
countries.
(Fhoto:
3.5. Forest Service)
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3.3

Trenching

and Wattling

A contour trench of 20 cm (8 inches) wide and 25 cm (10 inches) deep should be dug
or immediately above the contour stakes (Figure 1). Wattling bundles of 13 cm
long should be put into the trench overlapping
end
i5,iy;;;s
> d.lameter and 3 m (10 feet)
This work should be done from the bottom of the slope to the top.
Tha wattling
bundle should not be completely buric3d into the trench but should be left with part of the
branches and leaves above the ground to serve as a buffer strip.
'I%8 trench and the nearly
buried bundles 88x78 at least three pU'pOS8Sl

against

a> to

intercept

the runoff

b)

to act as a barrier
and

c)

to conserve

and reduce its

or a bclffer

moisture

for

stake

strip

velocity;
for controlling

rill

or gully

formation;

growth.

3.4

Seeding and Planting

slope.

If necessary, grass and trees could be planted to speed up the protection
of the fill
In areas where live stakes are not available
these practices
are n808ssaryg

4.

THE CREWAND EQUIPMENT

If the brush wattles
The stakes should be cut, sharpened and ready along the site.
as a working unit as follows:
are also ready, a crew of ten men would be sufficient
- Staking,

1 holding

stake and 1 driving

- Trenching

and hurrying

wattles

- Transport

of material,

contouring,

The following

are tools

(3 teams)

6
2

etc.

2

needed for a lo-man crew:

- Hand level
- Wooden hammer or mallet
- i-IO8
- AX8
- Hand saw
- Cord or wire

and wOOd8n board

On very steep and long fill
banks, a simple
traneporting
the material
and a safety rope should
S1Op8.

cable system should be sot up for
also be used for going up and dOM the

On the average, a well organized lO+nan crew should be able to treat 200 m2 t0
A kilometre
of new road may only haV8 porhapa one
2 000 to 2 500 sq ft) a day.
hectare or mor8 which needs to be stabilized
by wattling
and staking.
250 m2 (or

59

MAINTENANCE

It is important
to inspect the staked area during the first
rainy seaSOng Any
runoff coming from the road SLlrfaC8 above should bo diverted
away by building
a 0OntOI.W
Any breaks should be repaired and strengthulsd
t0
dyk8 along the road shoulder (or berm).
allow re-vegetation
to take place.

